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KEYNOTE ADDRESS 
 

 
 
“To the Chairperson of the South African Humanities Deans 
Association – Professor Nhlanhla Mkhize represented by Dr 
Rene Smith; the Council for the Development of Social Science 
Research in Africa (CODESRIA) represented by Professor 
Ibrahim Oanda , the Board of the National Institute for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences and its Chairperson Ari Sitas, 
the CEO of Institute – Professor Mosoetsa and all staff 
members;  the Mentors who serve as part of the National 
Doctoral Schools Programme; you - the NIHSS-funded 
doctoral candidates, members of Academia, members of the 
media – Ladies and Gentlemen…What an honour and privilege 
to be addressing you on this special day in the life of the 
Institute and the country. 
The National Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences 
was established in December 2013 – to ensure that teaching 
and research in these areas take their rightful place; at the 
leading edge of our struggle for transformation and 
development in South Africa. The Institute was established 
through a special project of the Ministry of Higher Education 
and Training, with the aim of broadly enhancing and 
supporting the Humanities and Social Sciences in South Africa 
and beyond, as well as advising government on related 
matters. Recently, the Institute was also given the mandate of 
leading the South African BRICS Think Tank on behalf of 
government. 
The Institute was created against the backdrop of decline in 
the teaching of, and research in social sciences and humanities 
globally, including in our own South African universities. One 
key way in which it is providing support is through the Doctoral 
Schools and Doctoral funding, and this important National 
Doctoral Conference. 
The National Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences 
was established to ensure that teaching and research in these 
areas take their rightful place; at the leading edge of our 
struggle for transformation and development in South Africa. 
 

 
Dr Bonginkosi Nzimande delivered a moving keynote address 
at the ANDC 2016. 

We are very proud that the Institute has already awarded 
scholarship to 374 South African doctoral students who 
enrolled in 2014, 2015, and 2016, as well as awarded 
fellowships to 74 students from other African countries. A few 
students have already completed and/or have submitted their 
final PhD theses. I have looked at the impressive programme, 
read the titles and abstracts, and I am assured we are well 
ahead in building the next generation of humanities and social 
scholars in South Africa and the continent, relevant for the 
world. The Humanities and Social Sciences are crucial to 
ensuring that we understand our world, and understand 
where we come from, in order to be able to shape our future. 
As philosopher Martha Nussbaum argues, the Social Sciences 
and Humanities teach us how to distinguish a good argument 
from a bad one, and to empathize with the lives of other 
people, when policies are being debated and social problems 
are being tackled. Subjects taught in these areas refine the 
ability to think critically and examine the arguments of 
politicians, to keep them accountable, and promote civil and 
reasonable styles of debate. This does not mean that the 
Social Sciences and Humanities don’t need any 
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transformation: they can best transform society and our 
understandings of our complicated world. The works studied 
should draw from many times and places, and not just a 
narrow European tradition.  

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, and 
other subjects that build our understanding of the natural 
world, are crucial, but they are at their best when allied with 
the Humanities and Social Sciences. They need to draw on 
insight into the social world, as well as the creativity and 
humanistic understanding, and ability to think critically and 
rigorously, cultivated in the Humanities and Social Sciences.  
Africans, including South Africans, together with other 
developing societies (BRICS), have to play a leading conceptual 
and scientific role to solve our local and global challenges. 
Improving our insight into the social and economic 
complexities of our past, our present, and our possible futures 
is essential.  
This is your job, as doctoral students in the Humanities and 
Social Sciences. We hope you will research and write about 
our own history, colonial and pre-colonial, including the heroic 
struggles of the People of our continent against racism and 
gender oppression. We hope you will also be forward looking 
in assisting us as a country and continent on how to build 
better lives for our people and better societies. This task falls 
on your shoulders, as emerging researchers in various aspects 
of the Social Sciences and Humanities.   
PhD studies are the highest level of education. The road is a 
difficult one, and you will be frustrated and exhausted at 
times. But it is also one of the most rewarding things you will 
ever do. The reward is not just the physical dissertation that 
you will produce, but also the changes in you as a person, as 
you demonstrate to the world and yourself that you are an 
independent researcher, by answering an important question 
in a novel way.  
Part of doing a PhD is becoming part of a community of 
researchers. I urge you to take advantage of all available forms 
of support, including important programmes like this National 
Doctoral Workshop and the Mentoring Programme offered 
through the National Institute for the Humanities and Social 
Sciences, and the Doctoral Schools, which are being organized 
on a regional basis, as well as the various forms of support 
offered at your institution. Go to conferences and intellectual 

gatherings such as seminars and symposiums whenever you 
can, to learn from others, and make friends in your research 
community, and get practice presenting your work to as many 
audiences as possible. Read as widely as possible—don’t stick 
narrowly to your research topic. This will enable you to think 
laterally, as well as giving you a broader understanding of the 
field in which your research is located. Contribute to teaching 
wherever possible, as it is rewarding, and gives you a broader 
perspective of your field.  
Although some of you will end up working in research 
institutes, and other places, I hope that many of you are 
aiming for a career in one of our universities.  
Achieving quality in all the roles of a university (teaching, 
research and social engagement) depends to a large extent on 
the availability of adequate numbers of capable staff at our 
universities, who are fully representative of a democratic 
South Africa. We all know that our country and continent have 
a particular challenge to produce especially black scholars, as 
many of them were denied access to high level and high-
quality education under colonialism and apartheid. It is also 
no secret that the higher education sector currently finds itself 
in somewhat of a crisis in relation to the size, composition and 
capacity of its academic staff. The challenge is multi‐faceted, 
having to do with the slow pace of transformation, 
regeneration and change, the ageing workforce, 
developments in higher education worldwide that demand 
ever greater levels of expertise from staff, the relatively under 
qualified academic staff workforce, and low numbers of 
postgraduate students representing an inadequate pipeline 
for the recruitment of future academics. It is calculated that 
the sector will need to recruit at least 1 200 new academics 
per annum to respond to historical backlogs, cater for staff 
attrition, and to accommodate planned growth.  
I am encouraged by the work of the Institute in nurturing the 
many important domains and aspects of African experience 
that are either subtly, or very distinctly, different that need 
comparable research, analysis, theorisation, publication - not 
just for use in Primary, Secondary and Higher-education 
classrooms in South Africa and the greater continent, but for 
the rest of the world to reflect on as well. As such the students’ 
abstracts and papers presents confidence that upon 
completion of their PhDs, these will provide unique African 
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narratives, theories, perspectives, and histories. Not only are 
these unique aspects important for Africans to recognise, 
understand, appreciate, and even celebrate, but they are 
aspects of African societies and cultures that people in other 
parts of the world also need to understand, appreciate, and 
even engage with as critical mirrors or alternatives to issues 
and problems in their own societies. As such it is our view that 
African scholarship is needed not only in and for Africa, but in 
the rest of the world as well.  

I wish you all the best for the remainder of the National 
Doctoral Conference, and I hope that your studies are 
fascinating and fruitful. You have my full support and that of 
my department, as you go out and be producers rather than 
consumers of knowledge!”  
 
Dr BE Nzimande 
Honourable Minister of Higher Education and Training, 
Department of Higher Education and Training,   
November 2016 
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Dr Hlogwane Ali Independent 

Dr Phaswana Edith UNISA 

Prof Webster Eddie Wits 

Prof Fred Hendricks Rhodes University 

Prof Grace Khunou University of Johannesburg 

Prof Hendrik Kotze Stellenbosch University 

Prof Jabulani Makhubele University of Limpopo 

Prof Jessica Murray University of South Africa 

Prof Nhlanhla Maake Independent 

Dr Same Mdluli University of the Witwatersrand 

Dr Sikhumbuzo Mngadi University of Johannesburg 

Dr Thoko Mnisi University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Prof Johann van der Walt University of Free State 

Prof Godfrey Netswara Cape Peninsula University of Technology 

Prof Kishore Raga Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University 

Prof Mantoa Motinyane-Masoko University of Cape Town 

Prof Andrew Spiegel University of Cape Town 

Prof Phillis Mabuya  
Prof Sekibakiba Lekgothi University of the Witwatersrand 

Dr Sibonginkosi Mazibuko NIHSS 

Dr Konosoang Sobane HSRC 

Prof Michelle Williams University of the Witwatersrand 

Dr Kholofelo Mothibi University of Venda 

Dr Philani Mthembi IDS 

Prof Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatseni University of South Africa 

Dr Tshepo Moloi University of the Witwatersrand 

Dr Rene Smith Durban University of Technology 

Dr Lindile Ndabeni Tswane University of Technology 

Ms Joyce Myeza UKZN Library 

Ms Mellissa Goba Independent 

Prof Lungisile Ntshebeza University of Cape Town 

Prof Philani Moyo University of Fort Hare 

 

 

THANK YOU TO THE CONVENERS OF 2016 
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PRIZE WINNING PAPERS – NIHSS ANDC 2016 

George Mahashe, Mooniq Shaikjee and Modjadji Shirindi papers were announced as best papers at the end of the 

conference on 3 November 2016.  

Left: Tebogo George Mahashe. Centre: Mooniq Shaikjee and NIHSS Scholarship Director Dr Nthabsieng Motsemme. Right: 

Modjadji Shirindi. 
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Annual National Doctoral Scholarship Conference 2017 

Building and Dynamising the Humanities and Social Sciences 

Dear NIHSS PhD Fellow, 

It is with great pleasure that the National Institute for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences (NIHSS), in collaboration with 
- the South African Humanities Dean Association (SAHUDA)
and the Council for the Development of Social Science
Research in Africa (CODESRIA) -  hosts this Third Annual
National Doctoral Conference (ANDC) for and about your
doctoral research work and journey.
It is through the ANDC that we collectively seek to strengthen
a student-centred culture in the higher education system and
help to create an environment where critical, analytical and
normative capacities are enhanced.   As a platform for the
creation and fostering of student-centred approaches to
doctoral research development, the conference aims to
provide you with following opportunities:

• present and showcase your research with fellow
doctoral candidate.

• provide a nurturing environment for stimulating peer
feedback on each other’s work.

• facilitate networking and collaboration possibilities
with fellow doctoral candidate working on similar
projects; guided by senior and leading academics in
the country.

• encourage the formulation of collegial relationships
and build a community of NIHSS funded students.

Imagining the future of HSS scholarship archive 
Based on the prevailing narrative, our higher education 
curriculum transformation debates continue to call for a 
reflection on the inherited HSS scholarship archive that are  

NIHSS CEO, Prof Sarah Mosoetsa 

taught and studied in our universities; including its meaning 
within a post-apartheid knowledge production landscape.  We 
are heeding the call to redefine what constitutes African HSS 
knowledges; to develop an inclusive HSS curriculum that re-
centres African intellectual traditions and languages; as well 
as to rethink and cultivate African epistemologies that 
ultimately build a HSS scholarship archive that is not only 
relevant in Africa, but the world. The intellectual drive of 
building the African HSS scholarship and body of knowledge is 
indeed an important movement towards dramatically shifting 
current knowledge paradigms, and creating spaces for African 
locally-centred perspectives as legitimate epistemic sites to 
theorise about the world.  
Building on the premise that the HSS are the foundation of 
society and the soul of our universities, the ANDC encourages 
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debate and explores various inherited discourses around the 
HSS scholarship archive; while redefining and rethinking the 
future of the HSS scholarship. Part of the task of this 
scholarship is to highlight and focus previously marginalised 
knowledge histories and ways of seeing and experiencing the 
world. 
And this exciting challenge is yours to forge ahead with and 
tackle.  This is your platform to engage critical questions 
around imagining the future of the HSS scholarship archive, as 
part of the next generation of scholarship communities. 
Congratulations to all 44 of NIHSS PhD fellows who have 
already graduated. It is my hope that you will continue to 

contribute positively to the transformation of our country and 
continent!   
A special “Thank You” to all the academics, mentors, 
facilitators, exhibitors and the NIHSS ANDC project team for 
your contribution in making the 2017 ANDC a reality.  I have 
no doubt whatsoever that it will be a resounding success! 

Prof Sarah Mosoetsa 
Chief Executive Officer, 
National Institute for the Humanities and Social Sciences 
November 2017
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FIRST COHORT OF GRADUATES 

Dr Addei Cecilia University of the Western Cape 

Dr Brown Lisa Joy University of Free State 

Dr Burger Barbara Stellenbosch University 

Dr Cakata Zethu University of South Africa 

Dr Darku Esther Naa Dodua University of Fort Hare 

Davids Rochelle Nicholette University of the Western Cape 

Dr Diniso Patrick Mncedisi University of Fort Hare 

Dr Dlamini Siyabonga Innocent University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Dube Misheck North-West University 

Dr Ehiane Stanley Osezua University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Erasmus Jacobus Petrus North-West University 

Dr Hendricks Eleanor Alvira University of Fort Hare 

Dr Judge Melanie University of the Western Cape 

Dr Kaunda Mutale Mulenga University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Kometsi Molelekoa Johannes University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Kubanza Nzalalemba Serge University of the Witwatersrand 

Dr Maapola-Thobejane Hlabathi Rebecca University of Limpopo 

Dr Madzivhandila Muthuhadini Alfred University of Venda 

Dr Makgahlela Mpsanyana Wilson University of Limpopo 

Dr Makgopa  Kegaugetjwe Maebe University of Venda 

Dr Masetshaba Musa University of South Africa 

Dr Mayaba Phindile Lungile University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr McConnachie Boudina Elizabeth Rhodes University 

Dr Modiba  Florah Sewele University of South Africa 

Dr Motjope-Mokhali Tankiso Lucia University of South Africa 

Dr Mulovedzi Takalani Peter University of Venda 

Dr Neluvhalani Christopher Matshikhiri University of Venda 

Dr Nkoana  Elliot Shai University of Limpopo 

Dr Nthambeleni Mashudu University of Limpopo 
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Dr Phakathi Mlungisi University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Pillay Preya University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Qhogwana Sibulelo Agatha University of South Africa 

Dr Rogerson  Jennifer Jeanne Marie University of CapeTown 

Dr Saal Wylene Leandri Stellenbosch University 

Dr Santos Phillip Rhodes Univiersity 

Dr Scina Yonela University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Scott-Muller Lionel University of South Africa 

Dr Shai Kgothatso Brucely University of Limpopo 

Dr Shirindi Modjadji Linda University of Limpopo 

Dr Sokfa Francis John University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Van Aardt  Stephanus Petrus University of Pretoria 

Dr Van der Merwe Jaonette North-West University 

Dr Vhumbunu Clayton Hazvinei University of Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Dr Zimba Zibonele France University of Fort Hare 
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DR ADDEI CECELIA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

CHILDHOODS DIS-ORDERED: NON-REALIST NARRATIVE MODES IN SELECTED POST-2000 WEST AFRICAN WAR NOVELS 
This study explores how selected West African war novels 
employ non-realist narrative modes to portray disruptions in 
the child’s development into adulthood. The novels considered 
are Chris Abani’s Song for Night (2007), Ahmadou Kourouma’s 
Allah is Not Obliged (2006), Uzodinma Iweala’s Beasts of No 
Nation (2005) and Delia Jarrett-Macauley’s Moses, Citizen and 
Me (2005). These novels strain at the conventions of realism as 
a consequence of the attempt to represent the disruptions in 
child development as a result of the upheavals of war. A core 
proposition of the study is to present why the authors in 
question are obliged to employ non-realist modes in 
representing disrupted childhoods that reflect the social and 
cultural disorder attendant upon war. The dissertation also 
asks pertinent questions regarding the ideological effect of 
these narrative strategies and the effect of the particular 

stylistic idiosyncrasies of each of the authors in figuring 
childhood in postcolonial Africa. The novels in question employ 
surrealism, the absurd, the grotesque and magical realism, in 
presenting the first-person narratives of children in war 
situations, or the reflections of adult narrators on children 
affected by war. This study further analyses the ways the 
aesthetic modes employed by these authors underscore, in 
particular, children’s experiences of war. Through strategic use 
of specific literary techniques, these authors highlight 
questions of vulnerability, powerlessness and violence on 
children, as a group that has been victimised and co-opted into 
violence. The study further considers how these narrative 
transformations in the representations of children in novels, 
capture transformations in ideas about childhood in 
postcolonial Africa. 

DR BROWN LISA JOY  UNIVERSITY OF FREE STATE 

MOTHER-CHILD RELATING: AN INTERGENERATIONAL PERSPECTIVE  
This qualitative study aimed to explore and describe how 
mothers’ own childhood experience of mother-child relating 
shapes their mothering of the next generation. While secure 
attachment is recognized to be an important determinant of 
psychological wellbeing, South Africa’s socio-economic 
circumstances pose challenges to the forging of such health 
promoting bonds for many children. Intergenerational 
transmission of parenting patterns can either enhance or 
decrease the likelihood of mothers being able to offer 
attachment security to their children. The question of how 
mothers experience and possibly even direct or regulate this 
intergenerational transmission has been less researched, with 
few studies in the South African context. This is therefore the 
focus of this study.  Seven participants, all the biological 
mothers of at least one child in the developmental phase of 
middle childhood, were purposively selected from a small peri-
urban town in the Eastern Cape. Each participant engaged in 
two semi-structured interviews, and attended two focus 
groups, over a one-year time span. Six rich cases and the focus 
groups were identified for analysis. Analysis of the data was 

according to Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). 
An intergenerational and attachment literature lens was used 
in the final stages of interpretation to conceptualize the 
findings. Thorough elucidation of the findings yielded six 
themes of significance across the cases, which were presented 
in a model. These are intention, reflection, central positioning, 
enactment, individuality and change. The results indicate that 
the experiences of the participants were multi-faceted, with 
both rewarding and challenging dimensions. Participants 
reported identifying within themselves the intention of 
improving their mothering, based on their childhood 
experience of mother-child relating. This was achieved through 
reflection processes, although the extent and depth of 
reflection varied. In addition, by making use of the ‘central 
positioning’ of themselves between their children and their 
mothers, participants showed how they gained insight into 
intergenerational processes, which enabled them to establish 
aspects requiring change. This awareness was operationalized 
as enactment in the form of either compensatory or over-
compensatory approaches. 
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The manner in which the mothers sift, organize and make 
meaning of the phenomena of mothering and being mothered 
is achieved through the four mutually influencing themes of 
reflection, intention, enactment and central positioning. 
Reflection acts as a backdrop against which the other three 
themes interact and shapes how they inform each other. These 
themes are then filtered through a layer which consists of the 
theme of individuality, incorporating factors specific to the 
participants’ intrapsychic structure and life context. Culture is 
an important aspect of this contextual experience. The product 
of the sifting and filtering process is a unique, individualized 
meaning which in all participants also showed change, the final 
theme. This change occurred either in themselves or in their 
approach to and practice of mothering.  
The results of this research have theoretical and practical 
significance. A contribution is made towards addressing the 

gap in the literature relating to the intergenerational focus of 
mothering. In particular, this provides insight into how 
mothers’ childhood experience shapes the mother-child 
relationship in the next generation, in the South African 
context. The study captures an in-depth, nuanced 
understanding of these issues and develops a conceptual 
model. The accessibility of the conceptual model for those with 
little background in psychology has implications for 
implementation, as it could be valuable in promoting 
understanding among mothers of how their own experience 
informs the way in which they relate to their children. This, 
with further research, can be generalized to any caregiver 
involved in the raising of children, which would be particularly 
important in the South African context.  

DR BURGER BARBARA  STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY 

'N GEOKRITIES-VERGELYKENDE ANALISE VAN AFRIKAANS- EN ENGELSTALIGE SUID-AFRIKAANSE STEDELIKE ROMANS 
In this dissertation, “’n Geokrities-vergelykende analise van 
Afrikaans- en Engelstalige stedelike romans” (“A geocritical 
comparative analysis of Afrikaans and English urban novels”) I 
argue that Afrikaans and English novels set in South African 
cities are received in different ways by, respectively, Afrikaans 
and English literary theorists. Afrikaans literary theorists tend 
to focus on the ways these novels intertextually refer back to 
previous depictions of the city (especially in the genre of the 
plaasroman [the farm novel]). English literary theorists mainly 
focus on the implication of the urban representations for the 
interpretation of the agency of city dwellers, as well as on the 
representation of social issues. My aim is to determine 
whether a comparative approach leads to different insights on 
the representation of South African cities. I decided on a 
geocritical approach (as theorised by Bertrand Westphal) as it 
is i) comparative, ii) geocentric (in other words aimed at the 

comparison of spaces rather than the comparison of other 
aspects) and iii) compatible with my own new materialist-
influenced view that text and context are inextricably 
connected. I use Westphal’s theory as a framework to compare 
the representation of urban spaces in six specific novels, 
namely Room 207 (2006) by Kgebetli Moele, Werfsonde (2012) 
by Kleinboer, Thirteen cents (2000) by K. Sello Duiker, Siegfried 
(2007) by Willem Anker, Nineveh (2011) by Henrietta Rose-
Innes and Vlakwater (2015) by Ingrid Winterbach. My 
geocritical comparative approach does lead to a perspective 
that differs from previous studies of these specific novels, 
especially in my focus on the representation of characters’ 
movements and domesticity, the presence of non-human 
organisms and the natural environment within urban spaces 
and the influence of the past on the present of these spaces. 
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DR CAKATA  ZETHU  UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA 

IN SEARCH OF THE ABSENT VOICE: THE STATUS OF INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES IN POST-APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA  
Even though language formed part of the post-apartheid 
agenda which was set out to redress the ills of the pre-
democratic South Africa, there are still concerns that the status 
of indigenous languages has not been elevated. Using 
decolonial work of Steve Biko, Ngugi wa Thiong’o and Frantz 
Fanon as theoretical lens, I aimed at exploring perceptions of 
key informants on post-apartheid language policies, young 
South Africans and parents /guardians toward indigenous 
languages. In-depth and narrative interviews were used to 
collect data from language policy key informants and young 
South Africans who started schooling after 1994 and focus 
group discussions with parents/guardians were held. Thematic, 
narrative and discourse analyses were used to analyse the 

data. Indigenous languages were perceived by participants as 
having an inferior status compared to languages of oppression 
and that was attributed to inferiority complex, lack of will from 
government to promote these languages and absent voice of 
indigenous language speakers in the fight for the status of 
indigenous languages. South Africa’s language diversity was 
also perceived as a challenge believed to contribute toward the 
difficulty of properly implementing post-apartheid language 
policies. The study results suggest a need for a stronger civil 
society which would assist in the dismantling of categorizing 
languages as superior and inferior. Furthermore, the results 
point to a need for a more humanizing approach which treats 
indigenous languages with respect. 

DR DAVIDS ROCHELLE NICOLLETE  UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE 

THE VIABILITY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND AMARTYA SEN‘S THEORY OF ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT 
“Development” has emerged as a key word indicating the level 
of participation in and integration into the global economy of 
previously “under-developed” or marginalized countries, 
especially from the so-called “Third World”. Even though 
decolonial theory contests the validity of what is seen as a 
particular arrogant Western assessment of the norms at work 
in such classification of nation-states, it is widely accepted that 
there is a direct equation between growth and equality: The 
lower the level of inequality in any country, the faster and the 
more sustainable the growth in the economy is expected to be. 
South Africa ‘s dilemma is that it portrays the extreme negative 
aspect of this fundamental socio-economic formula. The 
country has a high level of inequality and seems to be stuck in 
low economic growth! A healthy development path for South 
Africa would mean that both economic growth and equality 
should be sustainably sought. The central focus of this study is 
to ethically assess the rationale and implementation of the 
South African National Development Plan (NDP), developed on 
the basis of the country ‘s model new Constitution in order to 
ensure good quality of life and dignity for all its citizens. The 
goal of this study is to determine to which extent the NDP is 
viable in this sense, and can be supported on the basis of a 

responsible ethical development paradigm, such as Amartya 
Sen ‘s comprehensive theory of “development as freedom”. 
The relevance of this thesis is that it aims at contributing 
towards a trustworthy assessment framework for testing all 
aspects of the NDP, especially its ethical viability. Some 
preliminary findings drawn from this study suggest that the 
(utilitarian or consequentialist) goals and objectives of the NDP 
are generally seen as positive and pointing in the right 
direction. However, the deeper ethical analysis of the NDP, 
linked to the emergence of responsibility theory, a global ethic 
(a deontological social ethic for the world), a particular African 
virtue ethic (Ubuntu), and specifically to Amartya Sen‘s ethical 
analysis of the kind of agency and freedom needed by the 
actors in the drama of development – together - expose 
various shortcomings in the NDP, some of its goals, its 
implementation, sustainability, and the new ethos it embodies. 
The concluding remarks of this study thus provide a number of 
critical points, ethically spoken, on crucial details of the NDP. In 
the face of state capture, corrupt leadership, personal greed, 
lack of personal integrity or virtue, disregard for divine 
commands or human rights, this one factor seems to be the 
only medicine that works: deep-seated personal agency, 
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generating strong determination, joint action and a belief of a 
future commonwealth that does honour the original dream of 
the Freedom Charter. Hopefully the critical questions emerging 

from the multi-level ethical assessment of the NDP, may 
stimulate new debates and set out new research agendas for a 
just and peaceful future for the “Rainbow Nation”. 

DR DARKU ESTHER NAA DODUA  UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE 

COMMERCE POWERED BY ‘NATIONAL CULTURE’? AN ASSESSMENT OF “WEAR LOCAL” CAMPAIGNS AS TOOLS FOR REINVIGORATING 
THE TEXTILE AND CLOTHING INDUSTRIES IN GHANA AND SOUTH AFRICA 
Commerce powered by ‘National culture’? An Assessment of 
“Wear Local” Campaigns as tools for reinvigorating the textile 
and clothing industries in Ghana and South Africa This study 
examines the use of ‘cultural’ imagery and messaging as a tool 
to revitalize crucial national industries. Specifically, it examines 
the use of Wear Local campaigns in Ghana and South Africa as 
strategies to rejuvenate their textile industries and to make 
them viable in an increasingly competitive global market. 
Conceptualizing Wear Local campaigns as possessing both 
cultural and economic imperatives, this study highlights how 
both factors contribute to making products of Buy Local 
campaigns marketable by showing their importance as both 
cultural and economic products. Using a descriptive-evaluative 
design, the study adopted a triangulated research approach 
comprising a survey, key informant interviews and document 
analysis. Survey questionnaires were administered to a total 
sample of 308 respondents in Ghana and South Africa. The 
qualitative phase of the study involved 10 key informant 
interviews (comprising textile labor unions, clothing designers, 

and government officials in both countries) and 
document/documentary research. The quantitative data were 
analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics, while the 
qualitative data were analyzed using interpretive approaches, 
such as content analysis. The results indicate significant uses of 
national cultural elements in the campaign messaging in both 
Ghana and South Africa, as well as notable differences in the 
ways in which these campaigns resonated with consumers in 
the two countries. For instance, cultural differences accounted 
for high popularity of the campaign in Ghana and low 
popularity in South Africa. Following from these findings, the 
study concludes that the discourse on Buy Local and Wear 
Local, and the use of national culture in commerce, must go 
beyond the question of efficacy to examine the conditions 
under which these campaigns can become an effective 
economic/market tool. The study makes an important 
contribution to the existing knowledge on national culture, 
national economy and globalization.  

DR DINISO PATRICK   UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE 

THE ROLE OF AFRICAN THEOLOGY AND SPIRITUALITY IN BEREAVEMENT AMONG XHOSA CHILDREN 
Commenting on research background Mouton (2005:27) 
mentions critical aspects in this regard. The author concedes 
that “A first obvious source of ideas is your own experience and 
reflections about things around you.” The author further 
affirms that “People who are more aware of what is going on 
around them, who are more sensitive to their surroundings, 
are more likely to come up with interesting topics for 
research.” (2005:27). The researcher concurs with the author 
in this regard. This connects well with the researcher`s 

motivation for this study, as indicated in the following detailed 
section of the background to the study.  
The study has been motivated, first of all, by the researcher’s 
involvement in the church where he has interacted with both 
Sunday school children and the church youth in a Xhosa 
environment. The researcher has learned that there is no 
theological guidance and support for young children during 
bereavement. Many people are of the opinion that children do 
not grieve and are immune to suffering. Even though this is not 
in a theological context, the researcher is not immune to    
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visions of September 11 (2001) in the United States of America. 
Some children saw their parents leaving for work and that was 
the last time they saw them. One cannot but think of the shock 
and grief that overwhelmed those children. In our own context, 
HIV and AIDS and many other related diseases add to child 
grief, besides the impact of many road accidents. Many 
children are affected by these deaths, and grief becomes part 
of their lives. There are other two tragic incidents the 
researcher wishes to share that cannot be overlooked. These 
are: the collapse of the so-called Church hostel building in 
Lagos which claimed the lives of eighty (80) South Africans, and 
the Marikana saga which claimed the lives of thirty-four (34) 
people and left seventy-eight (78) seriously wounded: 
Alexander et al., (2012). There is no doubt that some of the 
people who died in these tragic incidents were parents. Once 
again, this challenges us to think about the impact of these 
incidents and the grief and pain that crippled bereaved young 
children.  
It has been the researcher’s observation for some time that the 
focus is always on the elderly when there is death in the family 
(in the Xhosa context and probably in other contexts as well). 
The only therapy that is given which includes children is always 
in the form of sermons and prayers. It must be noted that in 
most cases, these are conducted by lay preachers who are not 
even trained therapists, but they provide this assistance out of 
empathy. Whatever is often communicated during devotions is 
usually above the children’s level of understanding. The type of 
language used may not be clear and well understood by 
bereaved children. An example of this is that of expressions 
such as tutwini, akuhlanga lungehliyo, imela igobele esandleni, 
ibingu Thixo obenikile ikwanguye nothabathileyo, sisidla ubomi 
nje sikwasekufeni.  
There is no doubt these are good and meaningful expressions. 
However, these need to be explained to young children as 
priests continue to preach. These expressions mean: death is 
always in our midst, and we can never avoid it. God gives and 
takes life. However, these need to be explained to children as 
it is mostly assumed that children understand these 
expressions. The researcher believes that something should be 
done for bereaved children in this regard. Theological support 
and comfort is needed in the form of African Theology and 
Spirituality. 

 The total number of the children involved in this study is 
seventy (70). These are the children who have been identified 
in the four congregations of the Free Church in Southern Africa. 
These congregations form the research context of this project, 
which is the religious community. Some of the reasons that 
warrant children to be taken care of during bereavement are 
highlighted by different scholars in the section below. 
 Oaklander (1994b, 1997) in Blom (2006:151) concedes that 
“Children blame themselves for the trauma in their lives 
despite the amount of support they receive from their 
therapists or parents.” The author goes on to state that 
“Although the trauma that they are exposed to is not their 
fault, it often seems to become an introjection in their life.” 
The author further emphasizes the fact that “Children younger 
than eight years are egocentric and, therefore, do not have 
skills to understand that they are not responsible for the bad 
things that happened to them.” It is further argued that “The 
emotions they experience when blaming themselves can 
contribute to fragmentation of the self.” The writer also takes 
note of what is expressed by Worden (1996) cited in Jackson 
(2007:20) that “By age five, most children can understand that 
death is irreversible and universal…” A comment is also made 
that “In the absence of an explanation of the facts of death, 
children may fail to understand what death is and may 
fantasize about it in the absence of an explanation.” With 
regard to child self-blame during crises, Sweeney (2001:183) 
concurs and argues that “Self-blame is a common 
characteristic for children who have been traumatized.” The 
author further argues that “When children experience 
victimizing or traumatizing circumstances, their inherent 
egocentrism leads them to believe that they are to blame.” It 
is also conceded that “Young children simply tend to believe 
that the sun rises and sets because of them, so when trauma 
occurs, they instinctively think that they are the cause.” The 
author concludes by asserting that “It becomes crucial, 
therefore, that children believe that the traumatic event is not 
their fault.” According to the researcher, this would mean that 
during bereavement, children need to be taken care of in terms 
of therapy. This is where theological guidance comes in as a 
means of support for them. Xhosa children are not any 
exception to this phenomenon.    
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The area of research for this study is Idutywa where the Free 
Church in Southern Africa has four congregations. These 
congregations form the Ngcingwane district, named after the 
village in which one of the congregations is situated. The 
congregations in question fall under the jurisdiction of the 

Northern Presbytery. The names of these congregations are 
mentioned under the sampling procedure section. This section 
discussed the research background of the study; the next 
section will offer literature survey on the subject.  

DR DLAMINI SIYABONGA INNOCENT  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

TRANSFORMING LOCAL ECONOMIES THROUGH LAND REFORM: POLITICAL DILEMMAS AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT REALITIES IN SOUTH 

AFRICA 

The land/agrarian question has always been at the center of 
South Africa’s struggle for liberation. Land itself has always 
been a source from which Africans and particularly the rural 
inhabitants have derived their livelihood. The sustainability of 
rural livelihoods therefore largely relies on the availability of 
productive land. As a result, the inability to access land has 
always been a great challenge to Africans. In response to the 
issue of landlessness, the South African government adopted a 
three pillar Land Reform Programme- land redistribution, land 
restitution, and land tenure reform. This programme has been 
created to fend off the inequalities in landholding as well as 
injustices which emanated from forceful removals that took 
place in previous decades. This thesis therefore examines the 
progress made in attaining the goals set in the land reform 
programme.  
The thesis mainly focusses on the political dilemmas and rural 
development realities in South Africa in relation to the impact 

of land reform in different communities. In an attempt to make 
sense of how land reform impacts on the lives of the people, 
particularly the rural inhabitants, this thesis seeks to explore 
how local economies can be transformed through land reform. 
The thesis therefore holds that it is through the transformation 
of local economies that the rural poor can live sustainable lives. 
The strategy here is therefore to use smallholder farming to 
deal with immediate food insecurity which is the general 
problem in the rural areas- at the same time, facilitating their 
access to markets for the smallholder farmers to sell their 
produce. The thesis concludes by suggesting that the willing 
buyer-willing seller has been too costly and failed to avail the 
amount of land that the state needs for the redistribution 
programme. As a result, the state should expropriate land for 
redistribution – starting with the under-utilized and the lands 
that lie fallow.  

DR DUBE MISHECK  NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY 

THE PSYCHO-SOCIAL PLIGHT OF WIDOWS IN BINGA DISTRICT IN ZIMBABWE: THE EFFICACY OF SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION 

Widows in Zimbabwe experience a host of psycho-social 

challenges in their daily lives after the death of their husbands. 

These challenges, experienced at individual and immediate 

environmental level, negatively impact on the widows’ ability 

to cope. 

This study focused on the psycho-social challenges 

experienced by widows in Binga District, principally by 

emphasizing the importance of Social Work intervention. The 

aim of the study was to investigate the psycho-social 

challenges of the widows in Binga District and to then develop 

a Social Work intervention model. The literature reviewed in 

the study was drawn from government resources, non-

governmental and humanitarian organizations documents and 

much of the literature was from related fields such as law, 

psychology and nursing due to the paucity of literature from on 

widowhood in the field of social work. The feminist and 

ecological theories incorporated in the framework helped in 

conceptualizing widowhood whilst the rights theory and the 
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empowerment approach helped in conceptualizing 

interventions for the psycho-social challenges experienced by 

the widows. The study is basic research utilising a qualitative 

approach and a phenomenological design. Data were collected 

from thirty-four participants: ten widows using individual 

interviews, two focus group discussions with each having seven 

widows as participants making a total of twenty-four widows 

for focus group discussions, and using the key informant 

interviews with nine participants who were social service 

providers. Qualitative thematic data analysis was used and 

presentation is textual in the form of thick descriptions as 

opposed to quantitative presentation. The findings of the study 

include that widows experience a host of psycho-social 

challenges and these result from struggling with coping from 

loss of their husbands and abuse from their in-laws over 

property and asset inheritance. Interventions for the 

challenges the widows experienced was minimally sought from 

mainly traditional leaders as opposed to professionals which is 

either unknown to the widows or costly and often inaccessible. 

The study makes recommendations and develops a useful 

intervention model for social workers in practice. 

DR EHIANE STANLEY  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

TERRORISM IN NIGERIA, 2010-2015: CAUSES AND CHALLENGES  
This research work explored the causes of and challenges in 
combating the Boko Haram terrorist group in Nigeria. The need 
for this study was occasioned by the consequences of the 
activities of the terrorist organization since its inception in 
2009. The menace of Boko Haram has sent over twenty 
thousand Nigerians to their early grave and about two million 
are both internally and externally displaced. Over the years, 
more property has been destroyed and people live in fear 
waiting for possible terrorist strikes. However, the 
governmental containment measures seem inadequate due to 
some challenges inherent in the counter-terrorism initiatives 
which hereby require examinations. Previous studies aimed at 
addressing the issues centered on document analysis. Hence, 
as far as I am aware no study has been carried out in recent 
times using primary data in understanding the contemporary 
issue from the perspective of the stakeholders. This is the 
lacuna that the present study aimed to fill. 
This study was carried out using the qualitative research 
methodology, specifically interviews. This was done in order to 
have an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon. The 
interview participants were basically the stakeholders in the 
conflict (victims, experts and security agencies). In addition to 
the primary data collection, secondary data were equally used 
to complement the raw data gathered from the field while 

analysis was done thematically. The theoretical paradigm 
underpinning the study was interpretative and it was applied 
to welcome varied views of the participants.  
However, the findings of the study show that beyond the socio-
economic and political factors that made Boko Haram to thrive, 
some other contributory factors were non-negligible. 
Furthermore, the study also proved that multiple internal 
issues were responsible for the challenges in combating the 
terrorist group. Hitherto, it was also discovered that much 
emphasis was placed on the hard approach to combating the 
menace with little or non-commitment at addressing the root 
causes. Though the military option is necessary for 
containment, any short-term measure does not provide long-
term solutions and it shows the weak commitment on the part 
of the Nigerian government.  
The study recommends that to achieve holistic counter-
terrorism, efforts should be directed at addressing the root 
causes of Boko Haram and the factors responsible for its 
sustainability. Another recommendation is that there should 
be a high level of commitment on the part of the government. 
Importantly, the study proposes that winning the war against 
Boko Haram requires the African continent and the entire 
global community to join hands and make concerted efforts to 
deal with this scourge.  
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DR ERASMUS JACOBUS PETRUS  NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY 

TOWARDS A MORE PERSUASIVE KALĀM COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT: PERMITTING THE ACTUAL INFINITE 
 In this study I argue that the kalam cosmological argument 
(KCA) is an important theistic argument that can and should be 
revised to a more persuasive argument that permits the 
existence of the actual infinite. In order to reach this 
conclusion, firstly I evaluate the philosophical and historical 
significance of the doctrine of creation ex nihilo and show that, 
based on the fact that the KCA supports this doctrine, the KCA 
is an important theistic argument which merits being revised 
into a more persuasive argument. Furthermore, I argue that 
the KCA is valuable because (1) it promotes interfaith dialogue, 
(2) it promotes interdisciplinary dialogue and, (3) it sheds light
on the divine attributes. Secondly, after presenting a brief
historical survey of the KCA, I argue that, historically, the most

important argument is support of the KCA is the philosophical 
argument against the possibility of an actual infinite. I then 
argue, thirdly, that the argument against the actual infinite is 
problematic for it results in the KCA being incompatible with 
both Platonism and the standard definition of omniscience. 
Thus, a version of the KCA that permits the actual infinite is 
more persuasive than a version that denies the actual infinite. 
Finally, I defend two philosophical arguments in favor of a 
beginning of the universe and that do not deny the actual 
infinite. I then supplement these arguments with a third 
philosophical argument to support the view that it is 
impossible for science, by itself, to justify a belief in a past 
eternal universe. 

DR HENDRICKS ELEANOR ALVIRA  UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE 

LEARNERS’ EXPERIENCE OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE IN SARAH BAARTMAN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY, EASTERN CAPE 
School-based violence amongst students in South Africa is a 
growing concern. Such violence is a great concern to all 
stakeholders involved in the school system. The more violence 
escalates, the more students are less likely to concentrate on 
their academic activities which then reduces their chances 
of success. There are weekly report broadcasts on the media 
on the death of students across the globe due school-based 
violence. School-based violence needs to be curbed and 
schools should be a safe environment where learning 
and teaching takes place not a battlefield where students live 
in fear of being the next victim. The aim of this study was to 
examine students’ experiences of school violence in Sarah 
Baartman District Municipality, Eastern Cape Province, South 
Africa.   
A qualitative approach and an exploratory research design 
were used in conducting this study as these approached 
allowed participants to share first-hand experiences regarding 
the issue under investigation. A purposive sample was 
employed to select participants for the study. This technique 
allowed the researcher to select participants who displayed 
most of the characteristics of the larger population and who 

had sufficient knowledge on the issue under investigation. 
Forty participants were selected for the study as follows: 25 
learners; 5 social Workers; 5 educators; and 5 members of the 
Representative Council of Learners from schools mostly 
affected by school-based violence. Data was obtained through 
semi-structured interviews; focus group discussions with 
students, social workers and educators; and observations. Data 
was analysed thematically and supported by the relevant 
literature.  
The findings revealed that there are high levels of school-based 
violence in Sarah Baartman District Municipality, however, the 
whole-school approach as a measure of combatting school 
violence, has proved to work in some parts of the Eastern Cape, 
the Western Cape and Kwazulu Natal provinces. Also, 
retributive forms of punishment show more positive results 
against corrective /corporal punishment. It is, therefore, 
recommended that the state should employ school and place 
social workers in schools in order to assist in addressing social 
issues within the school system. Stamping out inequalities 
among students will ultimately decrease school violence.  
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VIOLENCE AGAINST LESBIANS AND (IM)POSSIBILITIES FOR IDENTITY AND POLITICS  
In 2006 South Africa extended marriage rights to gay and 
lesbian citizens, further signposting their legal inclusion in the 
post-apartheid order. This inclusion is marked by homophobic 
murder, signifying the continued social exclusion of those at 
the sexual margins. The specter of murder is a political 
pressure point that has come to dominate local and global 
imaginaries of queer life in South Africa. This study of violence, 
sexuality and politics is located in the marriage-murder 
moment, which signals the paradox of being queer in 
contemporary South Africa. Against this backdrop, the study 
explores how lesbian subjectivities are constituted in the 
discourse of ‘violence against lesbians’; what this reveal and 
conceals about sexual, gender, race and class identities in post-
apartheid South Africa; and what such discursive arrangements 
render (im)possible in relation to how homophobia-related 
violence might be politically resisted. Violence against lesbians 
is approached as a discursive surface for the production of 
meanings, identities and power, with a focus on its productive 
dimensions in constituting subjectivity and politics. The 
contending ways of knowing ‘lesbians’ and the violence they 
encounter produce the imaginable actions against it. 
Grounded in feminist post-structuralism, and queer and post-
colonial theories, a discourse analysis was undertaken of data 
from focus groups with lesbian-identified women, media texts, 
and ‘official’ texts from activist organizations and public 
institutions. The findings show that homophobia-related 
violence is a contested discursive terrain wherein normative 
power relations of sexuality, gender, race and class are both 
reproduced and resisted. Largely staged around black women 
as victims and black men as perpetrators, violence is 
understood in highly sexualized, racialized, classed and 
gendered registers that draw on apartheid and colonial tropes. 
In particular, the discourse of sexuality articulates with a 
politics of race within homophobia-related violence as a 
knowledge regime. This is seen in the ‘blackwashing’ of 
homophobia and its discursive mobilizations to make racial 

attributions ¬– intersected with sexuality, class and gender – 
about the causes and characters of, and ‘cures’ for, violence. 
Discursive investments in the spectacle of violence against 
lesbians, as a particularized form of black and queer suffering, 
deflect attention away from the social conditions in which 
violence – as an instrument of power – finds form. The 
spectacularisation of violence against black lesbians legitimizes 
the ‘naturalness’ of homophobia, disarticulating it from the 
multiple modes of violent othering with which it is imbricated. 
In exploring the discursive resources for political agency 
against violence, the study finds divergent forms of agentic 
possibility. Some subject positions seek to adapt or regulate 
gendered behavior through the promotion of feminized self-
care strategies that individualize and depoliticize violence. 
Others assume homonormalising discourses that bolster 
gender, race and class hegemonies and their associated queer 
ascendancies. At the same time, the normalization of violence 
and the regulatory practices that seek to constrain lesbian 
subjectivities are contested. A politics of law and order 
provides a dominant frame through which violence and 
conceivable actions against it are constructed. Through a 
discourse of hate crime, the cause of violence is individualized, 
and the law and the state are positioned as central to its 
prevention and punishment. In contrast, activist discourses 
locate the causes of violence within prevailing power relations 
that continue to render queers racially and economically 
precarious. The findings point to how violence against lesbians 
operates as a marker of queer inclusion and exclusion. Violence 
against lesbians does the work of race, gender, sexuality and 
class hierarchization within the dominant social order. It both 
settles and unsettles apartheid rationalities, and, in doing so, 
exposes the contingency and precarity of queer subjectivity in 
post-apartheid South Africa. The findings suggest that 
homophobia-related violence charts a story of differentiation, 
both amongst queers themselves and in their relationship to 
others. These differentiations have race, gender, sexual and 
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class coordinates which, together and apart, assert particular 
views of what constitutes queer livability on the one hand, and 
queer violability on the other. Whilst some discursive frames 
for countering violence provide liberatory potential, others 
constitute new forms of regulation, scrutiny and disciplining of 

queer subjects. The study aims to contribute to the production 
of knowledge that might, in the face of violence, re-imagine 
power and advance the political aspirations of marginalized 
subjectivities. 

DR MULENGA KAUNDA MUTALE  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

NEGOTIATED FEMINISM? A STUDY OF MARRIED BEMBA WOMEN APPROPRIATING THE IMBUSA PRE-MARITAL ‘CURRICULUM’ AT HOME 
AND WORKPLACE 
Imbusa spaces (anthropologists refers to it as initiation rites) 
are often perceived as cultural spaces for uneducated, rural 
women, yet, even educated Bemba (Zambian) women undergo 
these rites as well. Imbusa teachings (consisting of sacred 
emblems/visual aids handed to brides) are important for the 
Bemba people and essential to the marriageability of a woman 
in almost similar ways that education qualifies one to be 
employable. This empirical study focused on Bemba married 
career women, living in the Copperbelt province of Zambia. 
The objectives of this study were first, to discuss the imbusa 
teachings regarding Bemba career women. Second, to 
determine how career married women learn, negotiate, and 
resist amafunde yambusa in their homes and at places of work. 
Third, I analyzed why Bemba married career women negotiate, 
engage or resist amafunde yambusa in their homes and at 
places of work in the way that they do. The study was framed 
through Nnaemeka’s (2003) feminist postcolonial concept of 
Nego-feminism. Snowball sampling was used and seventeen 
Bemba married career women were interviewed using feminist 
interviewing to produce data concerning the indigenous 
imbusa teachings of the Bemba people in the Copperbelt 

province of Zambia. African cultural hermeneutics and 
community of practice theories were used as tools for 
analyzing the produced data. Findings established that Bemba 
women, like women from other ethnic groups within Zambia, 
have been progressing in careers and education, while they are 
given a teaching that has remained static in some of its 
content. At the same time, the teachings received at imbusa 
have been tainted with cultural aspects from various cultures 
that the Bemba people encountered upon migrating to the 
Copperbelt. I have demonstrated how women move and live 
between two parallel worlds – the public and private spheres – 
and hence have a conflictive consciousness with regard to their 
identity in the two worlds. This implies a need to a revisit the 
traditional syllabus or curriculum so that it is in line with 
current debates on women’s issues. The study concludes with 
a proposal for a progressive curriculum for career women that 
is inclusive of teachings on gender justice, masculinities and 
femininities, and involves men as part of certain aspects of the 
teachings, since currently it is only women who are taught in 
imbusa. 
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DR KOMETSI JOHANNES MOLELEKOA  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

MENTAL HEALTH LITERACY: CONCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES TOWARD MENTAL DISORDERS AND BELIEFS ABOUT TREATMENT AMONG 
AFRICAN RESIDENTS OF SISONKE DISTRICT IN KWAZULU-NATAL 
Nearly 1 in 10 people have a mental disorder worldwide, and 
there are many people with chronic or severe mental disorders 
who are unaware that they have a diagnosable disorder or that 
effective treatment is available. This may lead to delays in 
appropriate help-seeking and negative attitudes toward 
patients with mental illness. It is plausible that this is largely 
because of the public’s non-alignment of biomedical 
understanding of mental illness which may imply lack of mental 
health literacy. Such assumptions, however, do not take into 
consideration the fact that various societies draw their 
knowledge from different worldviews, which in turn informs 
their conceptualization of mental illness.  
This study investigated conceptions and attitudes toward three 
mental disorders, namely, depression, schizophrenia, and 
alcohol dependency, and beliefs about their treatment among 
African residents of Sisonke District in KwaZulu-Natal. The 
sample was drawn from two municipalities of Sisonke District 
(Kokstad and Kwa Sani) using a survey. In total, 787 African 
participants of both genders were randomly recruited, and 
they completed a self-administered questionnaire. Data was 
analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences for 
Windows, Version 24.0. The results show an endorsement of 
multiple explanatory models of illness, thus suggesting an 
embracement of both Western and indigenous influences in 
conceptualization of mental illness.  
This study found that participants did not use standard 

psychological nomenclature to describe mental illness, but 

instead used very broad, over-encompassing terms which may 

be indicative of their worldview. Of the three disorders 

investigated, depression was mainly conceptualized using 

psychological and medical terms, and schizophrenia and 

alcohol dependency were conceptualized in psychological and 

social terms. In addition, only schizophrenia, among the three 

disorders investigated was conceptualized using supernatural 

descriptions such as bewitchment and ukuthwasa. The results 

also show that conceptualization of mental illness is not 

haphazard; but is viewed as holistic and as encompassing 

social, psychological and physical factors. The results of the 

current study also revealed that participants’ conceptions of 

mental illness are significantly related to their aetiological 

beliefs.  

The results of this study highlighted the strong preference 

among the respondents for professional help-seeking, 

particularly from social workers and medical practitioners, for 

the treatment of depression and alcohol dependency. 

However, traditional healing was seen as more helpful for 

treating schizophrenia. Furthermore, the results indicate that 

vitamins, minerals and tonics, pain relievers, antibiotics as well 

as tranquilizers were considered more helpful for the 

treatment of depression. Regarding attitudes towards mental 

illness, the key findings in this study indicate that negative 

attitudes towards people with mental illness are widely 

maintained. Of the three disorders investigated in this study, 

most of the participants attributed stigmatizing attitudes more 

toward alcohol dependency. Furthermore, the results suggest 

a general willingness to have a closer social distance with 

mentally ill individuals, especially when the relationship is 

perceived as less intimate. However, this finding was converse 

when the relationship was perceived to be more intimate. 

The results of this study highlight the importance of awareness 

campaigns that take into consideration and respect the cultural 

differences of the people, collaboration between traditional 

and medical practitioners. Suggestions for future research, 

emphasizing the use of discourse analysis to further explore 

indigenous communities’ constructions of mental illness and 

their beliefs about its causes and treatment are recommended. 
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 DR KUBANDZA SERGE                                                                                        UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND 

 

URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS: SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INJUSTICES IN SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN KINSHASA, THE 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO 
The purpose of this research is to investigate the concepts of 
social and environmental justice in the context of solid waste 
management in Kinshasa and the critical factors accounting for 
injustice in this context. The investigation followed an 
examination of the relevant theoretical framework(s) and 
mechanisms that would facilitate the attainment of social and 
environmental justice in the city of Kinshasa. It is argued that 
social justice and environmental justice are a global challenge, 
and that efforts to address these challenges are usually biased 
towards employing eurocentric frameworks that are unfit to 
deal with the reality of environmental problems in a developing 
country scenario. The use of Eurocentric urban development 
and planning approaches, which in most cases are outdated, 
have significantly propagated issues of spatial inequality in the 
distribution of solid waste burdens and have contributed to 
worsening justice concerns in many cities in developing 
countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa.  
It has been illustrated in this study that social justice and 
environmental justice in the context of solid waste 
management must be seen as intrinsically connected, as both 
concepts emphasize the need for empirical understandings 
grounded in local contexts. Social and environmental justices 
play fundamental roles in the theoretical construction of 
principles that can contribute to a sustainable community that 
ensures that the rights and needs of individuals in a society are 
met. In the context of solid waste, the concepts of social justice 
and environmental justice are compelling because of their 
focus on ensuring equal service delivery in solid waste 
collection and disposal, while simultaneously redressing 
previous imbalances. Walker (2009) argues that the principles 
of environmental and social justice and sustainable 
development are more generally in their infancy in sub-
Saharan Africa, and few implementing agencies and 
practitioners have a clear understanding of how to translate 
these global principles into practice. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that unresolved issues around sustainable 
development and environmental justice have emerged in a 
period during which implementation and the real implications 
of following a justice pathway have overwhelmed many urban 
managers in sub-Saharan African cities (Patel 2009).  
Using both qualitative and quantitative research methods 
together with system thinking and system dynamics modelling 
principles as integral frameworks in understanding the 
complexity in solid waste management, it was found that solid 
waste management in Kinshasa, like in many Congolese cities, 
is a duty entrusted to publicly-funded municipal authorities. 
There is a clear divide and evidence in the manner by which 
solid waste is managed between the rich and poor 
neighborhoods of the city. The rich neighborhoods seem to 
enjoy well-formulated systems of service delivery, in contrast 
with high-density areas, where almost 80% of the population 
in Kinshasa resides. This state of affairs is a result of inequalities 
that exist between the more powerful wealthy class and the 
disempowered poor people of the urban society in Kinshasa. 
Furthermore, cultural theory paradigms and conceptual 
System Dynamics (SD) modelling principles were employed to 
establish how the stakeholders in the form of four social 
solidarities (fatalist, hierarchist, individualist and egalitarian) 
influence solid waste management in the city and how they 
interact with each other dynamically. Based on this inter-
linkage, interaction and causal feedback relations, a politico-
cultural mechanism is evolved to enable changes to social and 
environmental injustices in solid waste management in 
Kinshasa. It is argued that a cultural theory inspired 
participative and collaborative mechanisms could result in the 
incorporation of majority of the stakeholders in the decision 
making and implementation of solid waste management, 
adoption of technologies and innovative ways of managing 
solid waste, which could prompt social and environmental 
justice in solid waste management in Kinshasa.  
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The findings of the study have both theoretical and practical 
implications. They provide a thorough discourse on 
environmental justice in solid waste management and how 
cultural theory paradigm can offer a new dimension to the 
theories behind stakeholder’s participation in local 
development and management matters, particularly with 
respect to environmental justice in solid waste management in 
Sub Saharan African cities. They also explicitly show how the 
various social solidarities could work dynamically in an 
integrated manner, and enable development of policy 

intervention mechanisms to resolve the solid waste 
management challenges and attain environmental justice 
through their effective collaboration, and participation, 
although this may be through compromises and tradeoffs in 
place of consensus. This paradigm could assist government 
agencies like municipalities to develop appropriate policy 
interventions and implementation strategies to resolve solid 
waste management challenges in Sub Saharan African cities in 
general and in the Democratic Republic of Congo in particular.  

DR MAAPOLA-THOBEJANE HLABATHI  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

FULL-SERVICE SCHOOLS’ LEVEL OF READINESS IN IMPLEMENTING INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN LIMPOPO PROVINCE 
Full-service schools have been introduced as a means to pilot 
the implementation of inclusive education in South Africa. The 
purpose of the study was to explore whether this model of full-
service schools is ready to roll-out the implementation of 
inclusive education to all schools or not. The study followed a 
qualitative research approach and a case study design was 
adopted. Scaccia, Cook, Lamont, Wandersman, Castellow, Katz 
and Beidas (2015) readiness theory (R = MC2) was adopted. 
Sixteen teachers (16) and eight (8) Head of Departments 
(HoDs) from eight full-service schools were recruited to form 
part of the study. Data was collected through interviews, 
observations and document analysis.  
The study came up with five findings: i) the implementation of 

inclusive education was perceived as a good practice, ii) 
teachers did not acquire adequate training during pre-service 
training, iii) insufficient provision of resources, iv) lack of on-
going support, and v) lack of collaboration amongst 
stakeholders. The overall finding of the study is that, although 
full-service schools in Limpopo Province appear motivated to 
implement inclusive education, they still lack the capacity to 
implement it. As a result, full-service schools in Limpopo 
Province are not yet ready to roll-out the implementation of 
inclusive education. Recommendations that may assist in 
realising a smooth roll-out to all other schools have been 
presented by the study.  

DR MADZIVHANDILA MATHUHADINI ALFRED  UNIVERSITY OF VENDA 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE MUSANDA AS INSTITUTION WITHIN THE THULAMELA LOCAL MUNICIPALITY AND THE CURRENT SOUTH AFRICAN 
PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM 
The Thulamela Municipality is currently experiencing a 
plethora of public service delivery challenges. This often leads 
to court litigation and disputes with the institution of musanda. 
These public service delivery challenges, conflicts and court 
disputes in many cases leave the communities within the 
municipality deprived of basic services as a result of slow or a 
complete lack of service delivery. 
Musanda is a Venda word that refers to the place where the 
thovhele (king), khosikhulu (paramountcies), khosi (chiefs), 
gota (headman), mukoma (petty headman), vhakoma (queen 

mother), vhatanuni (wives), vhakololo (princes/princesses), 
khadzi and makhadzi (royal aunts), ndumi (king/chiefs’ brother) 
and the rest of this royal structure resides. As such it also refers 
to the institution of royal governance. The proposed study aims 
to analyse the place of musanda as an institution within public 
service delivery and within the whole process of 
decentralisation of services in the Thulamela Municipality.

The study focuses mainly on the current public service delivery 
system of the government and the role of the institution of the 
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musanda in that process. The basic service delivery system that 
receives direct attention falls under the Government Cluster, 
which covers Social Protection, and Community and Human 
Development. These divisions deal with Cooperative 
Governance and Traditional Affairs, Water and Sanitation, 

Human Settlements, Rural Development and Land Reform, 
Basic Education and Sports and Recreation. These are the 
services that are supposed to be rendered by municipalities. 
The analysis aims to determine musanda’s position in the 
whole process of providing the public services indicated above. 

DR MAKGAHLELA MPSANYANA WILSON  UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEREAVEMENT AND MOURNING RITUALS IN A NORTHERN SOTHO COMMUNITY 
The Euro-American bereavement literature has greatly 
contributed towards the management of the bereaved over 
centuries by psychologists. However, much of the literature 
lacks inclusion of non-westerner’s bereavement and grief 
experiences. In light of this historical weakness, the aim of the 
present study was to explore bereavement and mourning in 
the Northern Sotho community with a view to identifying and 
documenting the psychological themes embedded in this 
culturally constructed experience. A total of fourteen 
participants (male = 7; females = 7; aged between 35 and 85) 
were selected using the snowball sampling method. The data 
were collected using in-depth semi-structured interviews. 
Hycner‘s adapted phenomenological explicitation method was 
used to analyze the data.  
The four major themes that emerged during data-explicitation 
were; a). The influence of belief systems on the conception of 
death; b). The experience and expression of the pain of grief; 
c). Diverse bereavement rituals and cultural practices that are 
performed to heal the bereaved, and; d). Various mechanisms 
that are put in place to quarantine the bereaved from 
spreading death contaminations. The study findings suggest 

that the conceptualization, experience, and expression of 
bereavement is profoundly influenced by an interplay of a 
plethora of factors that include people ‘s varying worldviews, 
cultural practices, and now, the emerging new-global culture. 
Based on the findings of the study, a culturally informed 
bereavement conceptual model was developed. The model 
proposes that a clinician should be guided by four domains 
when providing grief counselling. The first domain involves the 
clinician looking into the client ‘s belief system and how this 
influences the client ‘s grieving process. The second domain 
entails analysis of the nature and circumstances surrounding 
death. In the third domain, the clinician will need to examine 
the influence of various psychological, physical and 
socioeconomic factors on the client ‘s grief. And lastly, the 
clinician will need to determine the intensity and duration of 
the grief experience. It is envisaged that this model could help 
in the provision of person-centered grief counselling services 
within a multicultural context. The study further elaborates on 
the lessons the field of psychology could learn from the study 
findings. The findings are also discussed in the context of the 
emerging field of African psychology. 

DR MAKGOPA KEGAUGETJWE MAEBE  UNIVERSITY OF VENDA 

MULTILINGUALISM AS A TOOL TO A JOURNALISM CAREER WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO JOURNALISM PROGRAMMES IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION  
This study investigates the possibility of the inclusion of 
multilingualism as a component in the journalism programme 
in higher institution. The purpose of the study is to create a 
bridge which will enable journalists to reach out to multilingual 
societies. Therefore, the concern of the study is around the 
journalism programme curriculum which trains journalists in 
English and expects them at completion to serve multilingual 

societies. The principle of journalism is to inform, educate and 
entertain multilingual societies. Journalists collect and 
disseminate news from and to multilingual societies. However, 
there are often language barriers when there is an English-
speaking journalist and communities who speak other 
languages but do not understand English.  Data is collected 
using a mixed method approach and relevant instruments such 
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as a questionnaire and interviews. Data is determined from 
different demographic areas (namely rural and urban) to 
validate the effectiveness of journalists learning in English and 
serving multilingual communities. That is, selected participants 
are drawn from three selected villages in the Limpopo 
province, and journalism students from the University of 
Technology in South Africa. Statistics are used to interpret and 

analyse data. Some scholars relevant to the study are reviewed 
to beef up the present study. Findings will generate new 
knowledge that will benefit both journalism students and 
multilingual communities. In addition, the findings confirm the 
hypothesis that multilingualism is an essential tool in 
journalism programme.  

DR MASETSHABA MUSA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

EXPERIENCES OF LONG-TERM HIGHLY ACTIVE ANTIRETROVIRAL TREATMENT BY ADOLESCENTS IN TEMBISA, GAUTENG PROVINCE 
Adolescence is a significant period of change in physical and 
psychosocial development of human beings. Being HIV positive 
and growing up on a dynamically multifaceted HAART 
treatment, adds to the complexity of adolescence. This study 
was aimed at exploring the nature of experiences of 
adolescents who are on long-term Highly Active Antiretroviral 
Therapy (HAART) in Tembisa, Gauteng province. The study is 
based on a qualitative research method using in-depth semi-
structured open-ended interviews and a focus group for data 
collection. The sample consisted of seven individual adolescent 
participants, three parents, guardians and caregivers, as well 
as 11 health care professionals. The thematic data analysis and 
the phenomelogical analysis methods were used to analyze 
data qualitative data while descriptive statistics were used to 
analyze quantitative biographical data. 
The study findings cover the negative and positive experiences 
and the perceived role of HAART treatment over a long period 
of time. The predominant themes identified from adolescent 
participants were disclosure of HIV positive status and the 
stigma surrounding a positive status, early childhood 
experience of parental death, challenges of taking HAART 
treatment, factors influencing adherence and non-adherence 

to HAART treatment, and lastly, the impact of religion on 
HAART treatment adherence. The findings suggest that 
adolescents who are on HAART treatment over an extended 
period of time experience drug fatigue. Drug fatigue has far-
reaching implications for the health of an adolescent, as it has 
a higher likelihood that poor adherence or even complete 
refusal to take HAART treatment will occur. Poor adherence or 
refusal to take HAART treatment will most likely lead to cross 
infection and further spread of HIV and AIDS.  
A recommendation was made to include the establishment of 
a youth and adolescent-friendly centre by the hospital – one 
that is designated for the provision of tailored adolescent 
services and sensitive to adolescent developmental stages so 
as to minimise the likelihood of infected adolescents falling 
through the health care cracks. The introduction of a hospital-
based school, an education unit run by dedicated and qualified 
facilitators focusing on aiding hospitalised learners with catch-
up scholarly programmes, was a further recommendation. It 
was further recommended that reproductive health care 
needs of adolescents who grow up on HAART treatment be 
given attention in further research. 

DR MAYABA PHINDILE  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

THE CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC APPROPRIATENESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL SCALE FORZULU-SPEAKING PUPILS: A BAKHTINIAN ANALYSIS 
The context of psychological practices in South Africa is 
changing, particularly the assessment practices. A change in 
ways of understanding intellectual functioning has transpired 
within culturally and linguistically diverse contexts, initiating an 
evaluation of intelligence measures. South African policies and 

laws relevant to the practice of psychologists have been passed 
with an aim to ensure equitable and fair assessment practices 
for all children. Evaluating psychological tests is of significant 
importance as psychologists are ethically bound to periodically 
examine the contextual relevance of the assessment tools they 
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use. This study was undertaken to qualitatively evaluate the 
cultural and linguistic appropriateness of the Individual Scale 
for Zulu-Speaking Pupils (ISZSP). The study adopted a 
triangulated descriptive-interpretive qualitative research 
design within a social constructionist paradigm. Bakhtinian 
dialogism was employed as a theoretical and methodological 
framework for this study, focusing on the relational and 
dialogic nature of human existence. Twenty-two isiZulu-
speaking participants were recruited within the province of 
KwaZulu-Natal. Ten participants were practicing psychologists 
who have used the ISZSP in their practice; and 12 participants 
were isiZulu-speaking learners within the age range of 9 years 
to 19 years, 11 months. The data were collected in the form of 
expert review reports written by psychologists and in the form 
of audio-visual recordings of learners being assessed using the 
ISZSP. Contextualized content analysis and conversation 
analysis were employed to analyse data, applying the principles 
of Bakhtinian dialogism.   
The findings reveal that psychological assessment is dialogic in 

nature, however, the conventional static approach to 
assessment prevents the process to take this form. The study 
argues the ISZSP needs to be revised in a manner that permits 
the social negotiation and co-construction of knowledge during 
the assessment process, as human existence and all human 
functioning is dialogical. The findings indicate that the ISZSP 
presents with numerous challenges because it does not 
accommodate social and regional variations of isiZulu. These 
challenges seem to stem mainly from the archaic nature of the 
language of the ISZSP. To remedy this, psychologists have 
resorted to dynamic assessment and bilingual administration 
of the ISZSP. The psychologists seem to shy away from their 
ethical obligation to evaluate the ISZSP and to document 
mechanisms that have been instrumental in addressing these 
challenges. These findings have implications for theory, policy 
and practice that call for a large-scale revision of the ISZSP, 
constructing it as a tool that would be culturally and 
linguistically appropriate for the population it was intended 
for.  

DR McCONNACHIE BOUDINA  RHODES UNIVERSITY 

INDIGENOUS AND TRADITIONAL MUSICS IN THE SCHOOL CLASSROOM: A RE-EVALUATION OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN INDIGENOUS 
AFRICAN MUSIC (IAM) CURRICULUM 
Musical ideals set by European standards and values, 
entrenched through colonial oppression and promoted by the 
continued veneration of Western culture need to be re-
evaluated. Despite the intention of the ANC government, 
through the Department of Basic Education’s Curriculum and 
Assessment Policy Statement music curricula, to integrate 
Indigenous Knowledge and musics into the South African 
classroom, evidence shows that opportunities to do so are not 
seized.  
With reference to the proclaimed values of an African 
sensibility in the model of the South African music education 
curriculum, the history of its development and the current 
pedagogical movement towards transformation in the 
production of knowledge and the inclusion of Indigenous 
Knowledge (IK), this thesis questions why teachers in 
government schools in South Africa are not executing the 
Indigenous African Music (IAM) syllabus in the CAPS FET music 
curriculum. Taking the history of music education and the 

development of curriculum models and frameworks into 
account, it interrogates what strategies could improve the 
application of the current music curriculum in government 
schools in South Africa. These questions are addressed in the 
thesis by way of a discussion of the music curriculum and what 
its praxis in the classroom reveals about its efficacy, through 
observations and personal experiences, the observations of 
teachers and student teachers, a comparison with the 
experience in Zimbabwe, and an analysis of the music 
curriculum as it is currently devised and implemented.

Straddling three methodological approaches, namely the 
ethnographic, the autoethnographic and the action research 
approach this study finds that the CAPS FET music curriculum 
does provide realistic opportunities to engage with African 
Indigenous and traditional music. This, however, is dependent 
upon the training of the teacher, facilities available in the 
classroom and the prior knowledge of the learner. A 
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fundamental flaw of this curriculum is the approach to practical 
assessment of Indigenous and traditional African musics and 
the lack of assessment criteria and practical guidelines. In 
addition, the findings suggest that the fault regarding 

implementation of the curriculum lies in the training of 
students (who become teachers) at tertiary level, where an 
integrated approach to skills development regarding 
Indigenous African music is suggested. 

DR MODIBA  FLORAH SIWELA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

A MATRIX FOR ASSESSING AND EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF MOBILE PHONES FOR DEVELOPMENT IN RURAL COMMUNITIES: A CASE 
STUDY OF PHAKE REBONE COMMUNITY 
Rural communities have been disconnected from the global 
world in the past due to lack of infrastructure that rendered 
connectivity a challenge for them. Recent developments in 
information and communication technology (ICT) have led to 
improved connectivity in these areas. As a result, mobile 
phones have become ubiquitous in these rural communities.  
A matrix was proposed in this study in order to evaluate and 
assess the impact of mobile devices on development of the 
rural communities. Existing measurement tools have not yet 
explored how the usages of mobile phones and other ICTs are 
impacting the lives of people in rural communities of South 
Africa. The aim of this study was to understand the existing 
criteria used to measure the impact of ICTs in rural 
communities. 
 This was achieved by focusing on the use of mobile phones in 
the community of Phake Rebone, taking into account different 
users. Once this was established, the study had a primary 
objective to design a matrix that would assist in evaluating and 
assessing the impact of a mobile phone in social activities such 
as learning, business and governance. This was achieved by 
using a case study method, employing qualitative and 
quantitative research methods. Cases within a case study were 
used to uncover how the core groups within the community 
used the mobile phone. A mixed method approach was used in 
data gathering and analysis to enable the researcher to identify 
usages and challenges related to the mobile phones. Data was 

collected from 401 participants and was analysed through the 
computer-aided tools such GoogleDocs and Microsoft Excel. 

The findings of the study showed a greater usage of the mobile 
phone. The literature findings of the use of the mobile phone 
for basic communication as well as growing adoption of 
applications such as social media and Internet were confirmed. 
The use in community related activities and work purposes that 
impacted the community members were minimal. The need of 
training to gain knowledge on how to use the device more 
effectively was established. The proposed matrix therefore 
seemed relevant not only to measure impact but also to 
highlight the areas in which the community members can be 
trained on.  

The noted usage trends and needs by the community were 
then used to formulate indicators that could be used for the 
matrix. The indicators were then used to develop a matrix that 
could be used by community members and other interested 
parties to measure the impact of mobile phone on 
development of the users. The results of the matrix were also 
proved to be efficient in assisting individual users in recording 
the skills acquired through the use of the mobile phone. The 
matrix can be used in consultation with the guidelines that 
were formulated to ensure that each user, particularly from 
rural communities, benefits from such an evaluation tool. 
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DR MOTJOPE-MOKHALI TANKISO LUCIA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SESOTHO-ENGLISH DICTIONARY AND SETHANTSO SA SESOTHO WITH REFERENCE TO LEXICAL ENTRIES 
AND DICTIONARY DESIGN 
Since the publication of Dr. Johnson’s first English dictionary in 
1755, there have been rapid changes in the development of 
dictionaries in other parts of the world. However, the advances 
are perceived more in other languages of the world such as the 
European languages while in Africa, the changes have been 
very slow. The majority of dictionaries utilized by most Africans 
are bilingual and were produced by the missionaries. These 
dictionaries were aimed at serving the needs of the 
missionaries, but more recently African scholars have been 
trying to create dictionaries that are intended to meet the 
needs of the native speakers particularly because the existing 
dictionaries contain many words which are archaic or going out 
of use. This means that the currently produced dictionaries 
should reflect the changes that have occurred in languages and 
society. The two dictionaries under scrutiny, Sesotho-English 
Dictionary and Sethantšo sa Sesotho, share similar content as 
if they were both targeting the same generation even though 
the former was written by missionaries in the 19th century 
while the latter was created by a Sesotho native speaker in the 

21st century. This study aimed to establish whether the two 
dictionaries are the same or not, or whether Sethantšo sa 
Sesotho had been derived from Sesotho-English Dictionary as 
well as whether the two dictionaries meet the needs of the 
contemporary users. The study employed adaptation theory in 
order to discover the originality of Sethantšo sa Sesotho. User-
perspective approach and communication-oriented function 
were utilized to judge the effectiveness of the two dictionaries 
in reading and writing and to analyze users’ views. The study 
established that Sethantšo sa Sesotho has adapted 69% lexical 
items from Sesotho-English Dictionary; words are arranged in 
a similar order in both dictionaries with slight differences here 
and there; most definitions and illustrative phrases/sentences 
are the same even though the author of Sethantšo sa Sesotho 
did not acknowledge using any written source of information, 
thus violating the principles of adaptation; use of these 
dictionaries during reading and writing was found to be 
beneficial to users; and both dictionaries lack current words 
which users encounter daily.’ 

DR MULOVHEDZI PETER  UNIVERSITY OF VENDA 

Mental health literacy: conceptions and attitudes toward 
mental disorders and beliefs about treatment among African 
residents of Sisonke District in KwaZulu-Natal 
The challenges facing divorcees when it comes to pastoral care 
and counselling are among the toughest to face members of 
the Reformed Churches South Africa (RCSA) in the Vhembe 
District today. There are many people in South Africa who are 
experiencing the pain of being divorced. The RCSA in the 
Vhembe District are also faced with this challenge and it affects 
their doctrines and their practical ministries. These challenges 
also affect the pastors of the RCSA. The aim of this research is 
to investigate the challenges that divorcees face regarding 
pastoral care and counselling in the RCSA in the Vhembe 
District, Limpopo, South Africa in order to develop an approach 
to pastoral care and counselling to support divorcees so that 

they may learn to cope with their challenges. Caring and 
counselling for the divorcees is the primary mission of the 
church. The study utilised a qualitative, exploratory, 
descriptive, and contextual design to obtain data from the 
participants within the RCSA in the Vhembe District. A sample 
of 30 participants (divorcees) from the RCSA in the Vhembe 
District was used. Data were collected on an individual basis by 
means of unstructured interviews. The qualitative data were 
collected and analysed using the six steps of open coding 
proposed by Tesch in an effort to understand personal 
experiences of divorcees. The research used Graham Redding’s 
approach to establish trustworthiness. The study adhered to 
four criteria to assess the value of the findings of qualitative 
research, namely credibility, applicability, consistency, and 
conformability. The ethical considerations were taken into 
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account. The findings of this study show that divorcees 
experience many challenges, and that Reformed pastors are 
not equipped and not doing enough to address those 
challenges. This research helps to enhance the quality of 

pastoral care and counselling to the divorcees within the RCSA 
in the Vhembe District. The findings and recommendations of 
the study are useful in guiding all Reformed pastors in 
providing pastoral care and counselling to divorcees. 

DR NELUVHALANI MATSHIKHIRI CHRISTOPHER  UNIVERSITY OF VENDA 

EXAMINING THE MIGRATION THEORY OF BLACK AFRICANS INTO SOUTH AFRICA: A DECOLONIAL PERSPECTIVE 
The aim of this study is to examine existing secondary material 
to determine whether there is agreement concerning the 
acclaimed migration of the Africans across the Limpopo River 
into South Africa. This is done by determining, in an interwoven 
analytical manner, whether there is possible existing credible 
evidence that could be applied to examine the claim espoused 
by Sir George Mc Call Theal. The cause of the disparity amongst 
the whites and blacks in the country seems to have an historical 
origin that dates back to the epochs of colonialism and 
imperialism, which spanned centuries. These movements 
resulted in the apparently unfair foreign land ownership, which 
was carried out at the expense of the African blacks, such as 
the Bakone, Vhangoṋa and Banguni, to date. For one to 
determine the validity of foreign land acquisition in a foreign 

country like South Africa; research is required in order to find 
the genesis, credibility and justification of the total soil 
ownership by foreigners; which as stated, was conducted at 
the expense of the majority of Africans who possess no land, 
living in abject poverty, suffering from unemployment and 
treated with inequality. The brutal colonial efforts and the 
untested African migration remains an elusive problem that 
should be tested scientifically to confirm or negate, when 
precisely the Africans came; who saw them come, and what 
made them leave their original countries, if any. This in a 
perpetual cardinal point of the ‘north’ being occupied moving 
in ‘waves’ with no witnesses. This study seeks to examine why 
the naturalized foreign Europeans are better off in the country, 
in everything. 

DR NKOANA SHAI ELLIOT  UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 

A phenomenological study of the lived experiences of a group 
of elderly men of African descent diagnosed with prostate 
cancer, Limpopo province. 
Prostate cancer is rated a leading cancer among men of African 
ancestry. Patients identified as black present with advanced 
and aggressive type of cancer than any other race groups in 
South Africa. Additionally, black prostate cancer survivors are 
more likely to use complementary and alternative remedies 
that are not considered to be part of the conventional 
medicine to manage their condition. The study was aimed at 
investigating the lived experiences of a group of elderly 
prostate cancer survivors of African descent. 
The study comprised twenty (20) participants who were all 
elderly men of African descent diagnosed with prostate cancer 
and receiving some form of treatment at Pietersburg Provincial 
Hospital, Limpopo Province, South Africa. The participants 
were all from the three predominant ethnic groups, namely, 

Pedi, Venda, and Tsonga. The majority of the participants (45%) 
were Sepedi speakers, followed by Tshivenda speakers (35%) 
and the Xitsonga speakers making up the remaining 20%. Data 
was collected through the use of in-depth, semi-structured, 
individual interviews. 
The data was analyzed using interpretative phenomenological 
analysis (IPA). Four themes emerged that covered the prostate 
cancer journey of the participants. These themes were (a) 
knowledge about prostate cancer, (b) beliefs about causal 
explanations of prostate cancer, (c) bearing the diagnosis of 
prostate cancer, and (d) coping with prostate cancer. 
The results revealed an alarming lack of knowledge about 
prostate cancer among the participants in the study. Secondly, 
varied beliefs regarding causal explanations of prostate cancer 
were expressed by the participants. Thirdly, the diagnosis of 
prostate cancer was associated with anxiety, shock, and 
despair. Three modes of coping were used by the participants 
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in the study to cope with their morbid condition, namely, 
religious coping, family and professional support, and 
cultural/traditional coping methods. A culturally relevant 
prostate cancer model was subsequently developed to explain 

prostate cancer journey with survivors of African descent. This 
model incorporates some elements of the Health Belief Model 
and the African cosmology or way of life. 

DR NTHAMBELENI MASHUDU  UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF TRANSLATION IN LEXICOGRAPHY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SELECTED TSHIVENḒA-ENGLISH 
BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES 
Lack of properly translated Tshivenḓa-English dictionaries is a 
great challenge to dictionary users. In an attempt to address 
this challenge or problem, linguistic approach has been 
employed in this study, which was conducted in Vhembe 
District in the Limpopo Province, South Africa. This study 
critically analyses the role of translation in lexicography with 
special reference to selected Tshivenḓa-/English bilingual 
dictionaries. The selected dictionaries are: Tshikota’s (2006) 
Tshivenḓa/English Ṱhalusamaipfi Dictionary and Van 
Warmelo’s (1989) Venḓa Dictionary. 
The aim of this study was to examine the role of translation in 
lexicography with special reference to Tshivenḓa-English 
dictionaries. This study utilised a qualitative technique to 
collect the data and interviews were conducted with 

lexicographers, university lecturers, language practitioners, 
Tshivenḓa grade 12 educators and court interpreters. Data 
were analysed based on different answers from different 
questions posed to different respondents. The study showed 
that people who compile dictionaries and do translation, do 
not have proper background in translation. In addition, some 
of the people are not fluent in both the source and the target 
languages. 
It is recommended that in order to produce user-friendly 
dictionaries, compilers and translators should get a proper 
training in translation. In addition, translators should be fluent 
in both the source and target languages. Finally, school books 
(including prescribed and content books), should be translated 
in order to provide effective teaching and learning.  

DR PHAKATHI MLUNGISI  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

The Management of Intergovernmental Relations in KwaZulu-
Natal's Operation Sukuma Sakhe. 
Governments around the world have come to the realization 
that in order to respond effectively to the challenges facing 
their societies there is a need for coordinated effort. South 
Africa has not been an exception to this movement towards 
coordinating efforts to ensure the efficient delivery of services 
to communities. Intergovernmental relations have been the 
pillar of the efforts to ensure a coordinated response to the 
challenges facing society. Intergovernmental relations have a 
long history in South Africa; they can be traced from pre-
colonial times to today. Intergovernmental relations in South 
Africa have been flexible and changed to respond to the 
challenges of that particular day. In the post-apartheid period, 
successive governments in South Africa have been confronted 

with the challenges of improving the lives of millions of South 
Africans who had suffered from hundreds of years of 
dispossession. As part of the efforts to coordinate efforts to 
fight against the scourge of poverty President Thabo Mbeki 
declared a War on Poverty in his State of the Nation Address in 
2008. The KwaZulu-Natal Government under the leadership of 
Premier Dr Zweli Mkhize heeded the call and launched 
Operation Sukuma Sakhe (OSS) in uMsinga. OSS was identified 
as a Flagship Program of the KwaZulu-Natal Government and it 
was to be used to coordinate the delivery of services to the 
poorest communities in KwaZulu-Natal. The success of Sukuma 
Sakhe heavily relies on effective intergovernmental relations; 
therefore, the current study is aimed at exploring how 
intergovernmental relations are managed in KwaZulu-Nata’s 
Operation Sukuma Sakhe, to understand the challenges faced 
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by OSS, to establish the impact of OSS on poverty alleviation 
and lastly, to determine the role played by community 
members in OSS. The study was underpinned by both the 
collaboration theory and the social exchange theory. A 
qualitative methodology was employed in the study. The 
population of the study consisted of provincial government 
officials, local politicians (councilors), a district task team 
chairperson, a local task team chairperson and community-
based conveners. Data was collected using semi-structured 
telephonic interviews. Policy documents, acts of parliament, 
speeches, books, journals etc. were also reviewed. Study 
participant were purposively sampled based on their 
knowledge of OSS. 
Data were analyzed using thematic analysis to generate a 
descriptive narrative. The findings of the study reveal that 
although stakeholders are enthusiastic about collaboration 
results have not been positive. The study also found that senior 
leadership support for the programme is not improving its 
outcomes.   

The challenges facing the programme were found to include 
nonparticipation by government departments, political 
conflicts between local and provincial governments, inter-
party mistrust, lack of resources and the lack of capacity in the 
community. All these challenges affect the integrated delivery 
of services to communities. The study recommends that each 
government department must have people who are dedicated 
to ensuring that their department is involved in OSS activities.  
These people must only focus on OSS and nothing else 

because it has been shown that those officials who are 

employed for something else and have OSS as their secondary 

task are not able to deliver because their focus most of their 

energy in doing what they are primarily employed to do. The 

study also recommends that all relevant stakeholders must be 

involved in the formulation of the purpose of the 

collaboration in order to achieve commitment and ownership. 

If some stakeholders are not involved in the formulation of 

the purpose, they are unlikely to be committed to the 

collaboration. 

DR PILLAY PREYA  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

GENDER REPRESENTATION IN FOUR SADC HIGH SCHOOL BUSINESS STUDIES TEXTBOOKS 

This study assumes that text – the printed word and visual 
representations ¬– is never neutral; it is always embedded with 
ideological representations. Textbooks, which are the 
dominant defining authorities of the curriculum in schools, can 
therefore be regarded as a key contributor to the curriculum 
as a site of ideological struggle. Significantly, there may be 
limited understanding among educators and educational 
authorities of the ideological nature of the contents of 
textbooks. As instruments of socialization, textbooks are 
important vehicles in the construction of beliefs and attitudes 
about gender that may not be immediately apparent to the 
untrained eye. The purpose of this study is to understand the 
way in which gender is represented in four Business Studies 
textbooks selected from countries in the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC), and to theorize their 
particular representation. More specifically, the focus of this 
study is to understand how gender is represented in the four 
SADC textbooks and to develop a theoretical explanation for 

how the phenomenon presents. This qualitative study is 
located in the critical paradigm and engages the tenets of 
feminist critical discourse analysis as the key analytical 
frame. The purposive sample comprised four contemporary 
Business Studies textbooks from the last phase of schooling 
preceding tertiary education. Feminist poststructuralist theory 
was used in order to examine gender representation in the 
selected textbooks. Both semiotic and textual representations 
were examined.  
The findings reveal that the representations of women and 
men in these textbooks are indeed ideologically invested and 
contribute to the perpetuation of patriarchal constructions. At 
a semantic level, the mention of the male pronoun first in 
sentences and conversation and not the female pronoun 
endorses the principle of the firstness and superiority of the 
masculine. In terms of representation, intersectionality of race, 
gender and disability is pervasive in the four textbooks. This 
reinforces the ideology of the able-bodied, heterosexually    
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masculine and white person as the norm for entrepreneurial 
success. Management, leadership and entrepreneurial 
knowledge are scripted almost exclusively in favour of the male 
gender. Representations related to sexual diversity are also 
absent, thereby endorsing a construct of the idealized 
businessperson as a white, heterosexual, able-bodied male, 
excluding females, those of another race or gender, and the 
disabled. In terms of ‘ideal’ business personality traits, women 
and others are constructed as relatively incompetent and 
dependent, while men are portrayed as assertive and 
forthright. Gender and race bias in occupational roles and 
careers is also evident in the texts, with women and ‘others’ 
shown in low-paid occupations or domestic settings, whereas 
white men are shown in high-paying, high-status, technological 
occupations, and are mostly absent from domestic settings.  
The four textbooks promoted Western ideals in which the 
Western male white canons were reinforced as the norm for 
business success. These Western ideals are responsible for the 
different manifestations of marginalization stereotyping, 

silencing and limited representation of women and minorities 
in exceptional roles. This may not be done intentionally – 
textbook knowledge appears to be constructed ‘unconsciously’ 
or in ways that reflect oblivion to institutionalized prejudice.  
The implication of these findings is that development of a more 
gender-inclusive curriculum is needed, where there is not only 
representation of the idealized businessperson as a white, 
heterosexual male. This research suggests that teachers, pre-
service teachers and learners may need to engage with the 
textbooks critically and examine how particular texts are 
written and why they are written in particular ways. Teachers, 
pre-service teachers and learners are encouraged to 
interrogate textbook content. There is also a need for textbook 
writers to deconstruct their own ideological assumptions of 
gender. This demands a robust introspection of their uncritical 
assimilation of regressive gender ideologies. It is only then that 
the idea of a gender-inclusive curriculum might be 
contemplated. 

DR QHONGWANA SIBULELO AGATHA  UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA 

“WE ARE HUMAN TOO”: A NARRATIVE ANALYSIS OF REHABILITATION EXPERIENCES BY WOMEN CLASSIFIED AS MAXIMUM-SECURITY 
OFFENDERS IN THE JOHANNESBURG CORRECTIONAL CENTRE  
While correctional centres are often associated with men, 
there is an increasing number of incarcerated women who 
have rehabilitation needs that are specific to their gender. 
Historically correctional centres have responded through 
offering rehabilitative programmes that stereotyped women 
offenders into socially constructed gender roles. Using a 
feminist criminology framework, the current study aimed to 
explore the subjective inner experience and meaning given by 
women classified as maximum-security offenders to the 
rehabilitation processes in the Johannesburg Correctional 
Centre. Data was collected from 18 incarcerated women who 
are and were once classified as maximum offenders. A 
narrative analysis was used in understanding the data from the 
interviews. Women’s narratives in the current study reflect 
unique and common experiences with rehabilitation in the 
correctional centre. Being a maximum-security offender 
presents a challenge of further perceived discrimination, 

alienation and isolation amongst women who describe limited 
involvement in rehabilitation as a result of this identity. Also 
highlighted in the study are challenges in implementing gender 
sensitive programming in a penal system infused with power 
dynamics; a discipline and punish narrative; patriarchy; binary 
view of gender and ethnocentrism. A continued reinforcement 
of traditional structures, systems and practices that seek to 
perpetuate gendered form of existence is also evident in the 
current study. Therefore, a need for the reformation of the 
correctional centre context and culture is suggested so as to 
respond in a manner that is not only gender sensitive, but also 
inclusive enough in recognising both in theory and in practice, 
the various locations of inequality in society that influence 
female criminality. The principle of Ubuntu demonstrated 
through caring, compassion and hospitability which empowers 
and edifies the other person through interrelatedness is one of 
the promising initiatives that can guide correctional centres 
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and society in the implementation of gender sensitive 
programmes, while paying attention to the socio-cultural 
dynamics that influence women’s pathways to crime. 

DR ROGERSON JENNIFER   UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

CONSTRUCTING BIRTHING MODELS, BUILDING CARE RELATIONS: MOTHERHOOD AND RECOGNISABILITY IN AN ELITE VERSION OF 

MIDWIFERY CARE IN SOUTH AFRICA  

Most births in South Africa occur in biomedical institutions; 

birth is one of the most medicalised aspects of the life-cycle 

across all sectors of society. The health care sector is divided 

into public and private sectors. There has been little social 

science research in this sector despite the framing of a very 

high C-section rate as ‘choice’ and thus a clear suggestion that 

factors other than medical ones shape birthing interventions. 

The dissertation examines how a binary between ‘biomedical’ 

or ‘technocratic’ birth and ‘natural’ birth materialises in the 

birthing ‘choices’ women make. Understanding the binary as 

part of a myth-making process that produces ‘technocratic’ 

and ‘natural’ birthing as one another’s other, the dissertation 

attends to the ways that myth comes to animate women’s 

birthing ideals and the practices and forbearances these 

enjoin. Following women who choose to birth ‘naturally’ in 

midwife-attended births, the dissertation explores the 

constitution of sets of ideas about best birthing practice among 

middle-class women, in particular, the ways that birth is 

envisaged as a ‘natural process’ that centres on pain 

management and that requires attentive care. The dissertation 

examines the ethics of care in midwife-attended birth, 

situating the argument in the context of a growing literature on 

care in anthropological and feminist scholarship. It elucidates 

the dynamics of care in a consumer-driven birthing model. 

Focusing on middle-class cultural life, an unusual lens for South 

African anthropology, my dissertation offers a unique account 

of birthing care in the context of elite care services. I argue that 

care is called forth via a co-productive process. As pregnant 

women anticipated particular kinds of care a set of affects, 

effects and dispositions were produced that valorised ‘natural’ 

birth and birthing pain and directed their efforts. I explore 

these through themes of trust, accompaniment and 

relationality. 

DR SAAL WYLENE   STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY 

COMMON MENTAL AND SUBSTANCE USE DISORDERS AMONG PEOPLE SEEKING HIV TESTING 
The baseline prevalence of common mental disorders (CMDs) 
and symptoms of distress, depression, anxiety and hazardous 
alcohol use prior to the receipt of a HIV diagnosis is unknown. 
The primary aim of this research was to determine the 
prevalence of CMDs, such as major depression, persistent 
depressive disorder, generalized anxiety, and alcohol use 
disorders among a sample of people seeking HIV testing. The 
second aim was to determine the extent of general distress 
among the sample of HIV test seekers. The third aim of the 
study was to determine the ability of the Hopkins Symptom 

Checklist (HSCL), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), Beck Anxiety 
Inventory (BAI) and the Alcohol Use Disorder Identification Test 
(AUDIT) to discriminate between CMD caseness and non-
caseness.  
Utilizing a cross-sectional design, 500 participants were 
recruited while seeking HIV testing at five non-medical testing 
sites in the Western Cape, South Africa. The research version 
of the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-5 (SCID-RV) 
was administered to assess the CMDs. Furthermore, the extent 
of distress, depression, anxiety and hazardous alcohol use was 
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assessed using the HSCL-25, BDI, BAI, and AUDIT, respectively. 
Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate the prevalence of 
CMDs and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve 
analysis was used to determine the effectiveness of the 
screening instruments in predicting CMD caseness against the 
SCID as gold standard.  
The results demonstrated that 28.4% (95% CI [24.45, 32.35]) of 
the sample had at least one common mental disorder. Elevated 
prevalence rates for major depression (14.4%; 95% CI [11.32, 
17.48]), persistent depressive disorder (7.2%; 95% CI [4.93, 
9.47]), generalized anxiety disorder (3.4%; 95% CI [1.81%, 
4.99%]) and alcohol use disorder (19.6%; 95% CI [16.12, 23.08]) 
were reported. The results further showed that the HSCL-25, 
BDI, BAI, and the AUDIT were effective in identifying CMD 
caseness. Even the subscales of the HSCL-25 were successful in 

detecting most of the cases of depression (MDD, and PDD) and 
generalized anxiety. Of the sample, 41.2% were psychologically 
distressed, while 21% had moderate depression, 13.6% had 
moderate anxiety and 34.6% reported hazardous alcohol 
use. The findings of the research indicated that it is important 
to screen people for CMDs and distress prior to communicating 
an HIV diagnosis as these disorders may have a negative impact 
on quality of life and adherence to ART. A further contribution 
of the study is that the screening instruments may be used as 
proxies in identifying people seeking HIV testing with a CMD. 
Given that HIV testing and mental health services are available 
independently, fragmented services are provided in public 
health facilities in South Africa. Future research may need to 
focus on the integration of referral trajectories with routine 
screening and HIV testing. 

 
 

DR SANTOS PHILLIP                                                                                                                            RHODES UNIVERSITY 
 

A POLITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL MEMORY, COLLECTIVE IDENTITY AND NATION-BUILDING IN THE SUNDAY MAIL AND THE 

STANDARD OF ZIMBABWE BETWEEN 1999 AND 2013 

Although much effort has been expended on studying many 

sites of social memory, little attention has been directed at the 

media’s work of memory, especially in post-colonial Africa. The 

media’s work of memory is important because of its social 

standing as a communicative and cultural institution, and 

because social memory is imbricated in processes of both 

collective identity formation and nation-building which partly 

shape patterns of economic distribution, recognition, and 

representation in society. It is in this context that this study 

shows how Zimbabwe’s The Sunday Mail and The Standard 

newspapers used social memory to construct the country’s 

national identity between 1999 and 2013 in the context of a 

socio-economic and political crisis for the country’s poly-racial, 

and poly-ethno-linguistic communities. The study also explores 

how these newspapers worked as memory sites through their 

construction of Zimbabwe’s national identity during the period 

under study. It achieves these tasks by analyzing how these 

newspapers reported on such issues as Zimbabwe’s colonial 

history, the country’s narrative of decolonization, the 

Gukurahundi narrative, the land reform process, elections and 

independence celebrations. The study takes a critical realist 

approach to qualitative research, and uses Fairclough and 

Fairclough’s (2012) method of political discourse analysis as 

well as Aristotle’s approach to rhetoric for a close reading of 

the sampled newspaper articles. It is informed by Nancy 

Fraser’s Theory of Justice, Chantal Mouffe’s Model of Agonistic 

Pluralism, and Jurgen Habermas’s Discourse Ethics Theory. The 

study concludes that these two newspapers actively use social 

memory to construct versions of national identity for specific 

socio-political and economic ends. Editorials and opinions from 

The Sunday Mail, which construct Zimbabwean-ness in nativist 

terms represent the hegemonic appropriation of social 

memory to construct a sense of Zimbabwean nationhood. In 

contrast, The Standard uses social memory to construct 

Zimbabwean-ness in modernist terms with citizenship as the 

core organizing principle of belonging. The political discourse 

analysis of The Sunday Mail’s and The Standard’s evocation of 

social memory shows that the two newspapers reflect the 
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tension between indiginist and universalist imaginaries of 

belonging in Zimbabwe. But the newspapers’ construction of 

belonging in Zimbabwe is informed by justice claims as seen 

from each of their political standpoints. As such, their 

respective definitions of Zimbabweans’ justice claim in terms 

of their political standpoints, also propose how those justice 

claims should be addressed and who stands to benefit from 

them. 

DR SCOTT-MULLER LIONEL  NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY 

EXPERIENCES OF YOUTH WORKERS WORKING IN NGOS IMPLEMENTING HIV AND AIDS PREVENTATIVE PEER EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
AT HIGH SCHOOLS  
Young people between the ages of 15 and 24 have been 
identified as being the most significant target grouping 
affected by HIV and AIDS in the world. South Africa has one of 
the highest HIV and AIDS prevalence rates and has adopted 
two broad strategies to curb the HIV and AIDS pandemic. The 
first strategy is costly involving anti-retroviral treatment which 
the government has only been able to roll-out to a very few HIV 
positive people. Currently in a depressing global economy, 
international donors are finding it difficult to increase funding 
for HIV and AIDS, more particularly as the poor countries of 
Sub-Saharan Africa, particularly in Southern Africa have been 
mostly affected by the HIV and AIDS pandemic. The second 
strategy is an HIV and AIDS prevention strategy with the 
primary aim of keeping citizens free from contracting the HI 
virus. Although this strategy is a comprehensive strategy where 
governments embark on large-scale campaigns of raising HIV 
and AIDS awareness, there is very little scientific evidence that 
these campaigns have brought about a significant decrease of 
HIV and AIDS prevalence amongst young people. Raising 
awareness does not necessarily lead to positive behavioral 
change. Most young people in South Africa attend high schools 
where HIV and AIDS life-skills education has been made as a 
compulsory component of the life orientation curriculum. In 
South Africa, a National Aids Council has been established in 
South Africa to co-ordinate HIV and AIDS interventions and 
develops national HIV and AIDS policies aimed at curbing the 
spread of HIV and AIDS at a national level, yet the HIV and AIDS 
prevalence amongst young people has not significantly abated. 
On their own, governments cannot address all the socio-
economic needs of their citizens. Partnership need to be 
formed with Non-government organizations and a broader 
range of stakeholders to address the spread of HIV and AIDS. 

Youth workers from NGOs currently implement HIV and AIDS 
preventative peer education programmes at high schools as 
part of the South African government’s broad strategy of HIV 
and AIDS prevention amongst young people. The purpose of 
this study was to explore and describe the experiences of youth 
workers who were employed at NGOs implementing HIV and 
AIDS preventative peer education programmes at high schools. 
The researcher used both qualitative and quantitative 
approaches in the research design. A literature review was 
conducted to research aspects of the study such as the 
features of NGOs, high schools as a setting and the role youth 
workers played when implementing HIV and AIDS preventative 
peer education programmes. Books, articles, journals, the 
internet and peer education manuals of NGOs all produced 
relevant information pertaining to the subject of HIV and AIDS 
prevention amongst young people. Twenty youth workers 
from three NGOs that is currently implementing HIV and AIDS 
preventative peer education programmes was purposively 
sampled, to be primary respondents of an empirical study. The 
researcher conceptualized and constructed an interview 
schedule with pertinent qualitative and quantitative questions 
based on the literature review. After the questionnaire was 
piloted with three youth workers, the interviewing process 
ensued. A considerable amount of time was spent on analyzing 
and interpreting the data. Various themes emerged pertaining 
to different aspects of the programme. An empirical 
investigation was concluded with various results. Some of the 
research findings were in accordance with the literature review 
which supported the view of several authors that peer 
education programmes were an effective strategy for HIV and 
AIDS prevention amongst young people. Based on the 
literature study and the empirical study, various 
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recommendations were made to improve the implementation 
of the HIV and AIDS preventative peer education programmes 
at high schools. One of the most significant revelations of the 
empirical study was how important the proper selection and 
recruitment of peer educators were to the success of the peer 
education programme. The research findings point to a 
strategy that encourages the nominations of learners from 
each classroom so that they could represent their classes and 
deliver lessons in a much more practical way than is currently 

being done. Another equally important finding was the 
management role that NGOs need to play in enabling the 
appropriate resourcing, monitoring, evaluating and 
improvement of the sustainability of the organization and 
subsequently enriching the experience of youth workers who 
implement effective HIV and AIDS preventative peer education 
programmes at high schools as part of a broad strategy for HIV 
and AIDS prevention amongst young people in South Africa.

DR SHAI KGOTATSHO BRUCELY   UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 

AN AFROCENTRIC CRITIQUE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA’S FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS AFRICA: THE CASE STUDIES OF GHANA 
AND TANZANIA, 1990-2014   
The United States of America’s (US) foreign policy towards 
Africa has been the subject for debate. This is partly because 
the country’s relationship with African countries is not 
consistent. By and large, such relations are shaped by a number 
of factors which include political orientation and material 
resources. Within this context, the present study uses case 
studies from two different parts of Africa to tease out US 
foreign policy towards Africa. This explorative study uses 
Ghana and the United Republic of Tanzania (hereafter referred 
to as Tanzania) as test cases to compare and critique the post-
Cold War foreign policy of the US towards Africa. It does this by 
first analyzing and constructing the theoretical material on the 
three pillars of the US Africa policy (oil, democracy and 
security) and subsequently, contemporaneously locating the 
US relationship with Ghana and Tanzania. Largely, the study 
carries a historical sensibility as it traces the US relationship 
with Ghana and Tanzania from as far as the colonial era. History 
is crucial in this regard because the past provides a sound basis 
for understanding the present and future. To add, in 
International Politics theory holds sway and history is used as a 
laboratory. In this thesis, the researcher proposes 
Afrocentricity as an alternative theoretical paradigm crucial in 

understanding US foreign policy towards Africa. As it shall be 
seen, such a paradigm (theoretical lens) remains critical in 
highlighting the peculiarity of the US relationship with Ghana 
and Tanzania. It is envisaged that a deeper understanding of 
the US foreign policy towards Ghana and Tanzania is achievable 
when its analysis and interpretation is located within a broader 
continental context of Africa. To realize the purpose of this 
study, the researcher relies methodologically on 
interdisciplinary critical discourse and conversations in their 
widest forms.  
With reference to the test cases for this study, the agenda for 
democratic consolidation features prominently on both of 
them while oil is only applicable to Ghana in this regard. In 
contrast, Tanzania distinguishes itself both as a victim of 
terrorism and equally so as a strategic partner on the US anti-
terrorism efforts in East Africa. Yet, oil in West Africa’s Ghana 
is important for the US both as an economic resource and a 
strategic energy source during wartime periods.  
Overall, the ‘differential’ foreign policy towards individual 
African states is also a significant observation which dispels the 
myth of a universal US foreign policy framework.
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DR SHIRINDI LINDA MODJADJI  UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 

SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND HEALTH CHALLENGES OF WOMEN LIVING IN RURAL AREAS SUFFERING FROM HYPERTENSION: THE CASE OF 

DIKGALE COMMUNITIES 

Hypertension (HTN) or High blood pressure (HBP) is a public 
health problem of great concern because of the significant 
burden it places on individuals, communities, the economy, 
and health systems. It is a common condition in South Africa 
and is a risk factor for heart attacks, stroke, left ventricular 
hypertrophy, renal disease, and blindness. A complex 
constellation of social, economic, and behavioural factors is 
causing the rise in HTN. In the past, hypertension was 
understood to be the disease of the rich or wealthy, but the 
deprived, and underprivileged populations are now equally 
pretentious and at risk. Women living below the poverty level 
are more likely to have high blood pressure compared with 
those living at the highest level of income.  
The aim of this study was to explore and describe the social, 
economic, and health challenges as well as the lived 
experiences of women living with hypertension in rural areas 
in order to develop an empowerment model. The objectives of 
the study were to determine the prevalence and determinants 
of hypertension among women living with hypertension in 
Dikgale, to assess the social, economic, and health challenges 
of women living with HTN in Dikgale and to describe the lived 
experiences of women living with HTN in Dikgale. Based on the 
findings drawn from the objectives mentioned earlier, the 
study explored intervention programmes or strategies among 
different stakeholders to address the needs and challenges 
expressed by women living with HTN in the area under study 
and this endeavor provided a foundation for developing an 
empowerment model in collaboration with different 
stakeholders.  
The researcher used mixed-methods research (qualitative and 
quantitative approaches) to conduct the study. The 
combination of both secondary (quantitative) and primary data 
(qualitative) collected from various data sources within the 
Dikgale community enabled the researcher to understand the 
complexity of the problem. For quantitative approach, 
secondary data analysis was used to save time by making use 

of available/existing data, thus avoiding duplication of effort. 
Secondary data analysis was incorporated in this study to 
augment and support the primary data. Secondary data 
obtained from the Dikgale Health and Demographic 
Surveillance System (HDSS) database, funded by Vlaamse 
Interuniversitaire Raad (VLIR)/ Flemish Interuniversity Council 
(IUC) project 2, was analyzed and interpreted to determine the 
prevalence and risk factors of women suffering from 
hypertension. In this project the WHO STEPwise instrument 
was used to collect data from 1407 male and female 
participants. From the database, the researcher identified 
relevant data from 879 female participants. Such 
secondary data were analyzed through IBM SPSS Statistics 23. 
Qualitative data were also acquired through an exploratory-
descriptive design. A purposive sampling technique was used 
to select fifty-seven (57) black African women who participated 
in six (6) focus group interviews, and twenty (20) women who 
participated in semi-structured interviews. Women who were 
living with hypertension and permanent residents of the 
Dikgale HDSS site, who were older than 18 years, were 
considered to participate in this study. Twelve (12) different 
stakeholders were included to participate in identifying 
intervention strategies for women living with hypertension. 
The NVivo computer software was used to manage and 
organize qualitative data.  
Based on the quantitative data, the overall prevalence of 
hypertension was higher (61.2%) among women living in rural 
areas of Dikgale. The prevalence of hypertension varied 
according to age group, marital status, level of education and 
employment status. As age increased, the prevalence of 
hypertension also increased. For qualitative data, the findings 
revealed that women living with hypertension experience 
social exclusion centered on poverty and inequality. Women 
living with hypertension in rural areas are suffering mainly 
because of the environment in which they reside, adverse poor 
living conditions and circumstances that influence their diet 
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and physical activity patterns. To comprehensively address the 
social and economic issues that contribute to and worsen the 
health condition of women living with HTN often require the 
involvement of stakeholders and other organizations. 
Partnerships and collaborative working are often presented as 
a solution within which to solve particularly complex issues and 

problems that exist within the fields of health. Education and 
empowering women on self-care through information 
dissemination by social workers and different health 
professionals might be the answer to address the challenges 
exacerbated by hypertension. 

DR SOKFA JOHN  UNIVERSITY OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL 

A POSTCOLONIAL CRITIQUE OF RELIGION AND ETHNICITY IN SOUTHERN KADUNA WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO AN ONLINE FORUM  

Against the background of ethnic and religious relations and 
conflicts in Nigeria, this study examined the emerging social 
and cultural spaces on which religious and ethnic identities are 
contested, such as the internet; and the religious forms and 
ideological practices that are (re)produced and invoked on 
such spaces to create imaginations of identity and for othering. 
I employed postcolonial theory and research in digital religion 
to specifically examine a Southern Kaduna Online Forum and 
the prevailing representation on the forum. I analyze a two-
year worth of Online Forum’s content (2013-2014), which I 
complemented with a self-administered online survey. The 
online survey results indicate that majority of respondents 
were relatively young (ages 20-40), male and Christian 
belonging to the several ethnicities of Southern Kaduna. Most 
respondents have been members of the Online Forum for over 
2 years, and identified more universal goals as their 
motivations for joining the forum, such as, to pursue Southern 
Kaduna interest, support state creation and to promote peace, 
although their visions of peace differ. In addition, respondents 
viewed strategies such as interfaith dialogue and prayer as less 
likely to bring about peace while political solutions such as 
state creation and equal political representation were viewed 
as more likely to bring about peace. In my analysis of the 
Forum’s 2-year content, I identified key narratives through 
which Southern Kaduna Christian Self, Hausa-Fulani Muslim 

Other, and Religion are constructed and depicted by Online 
Forum users. Generally, Southern Kaduna Christians are 
imagined as marginalized, loyal, non-violent, and morally 
superior, while Hausa-Fulani Muslims are imagined as 
suspicious, inferior, aggressive and rigidly religious. Online 
Forum members further critically engage in conflicting 
representation of religion both as a problem to society which 
causes retrogression, and as an intrinsic part of society which 
cannot be particularly separated from politics. Among other 
things, I argue that Online representation emerges out of 
offline conflicts, and reflect varying degrees and intensity of 
offline conflicts. I further argue that Online Forum members 
are knowingly or unknowingly producing rhetoric and 
epistemology through their active participation, and creating a 
digital archive of religion in Africa. Additionally, the study 
revealed that forum members are engaged in a very 
ambiguous identity construction process online which is 
marked by both attraction/desire and revulsion/disgust for the 
other and enhanced by the affordances of the online platform 
they use. It is recommended that theoretical and pragmatic 
approaches to conflict management need to critically consider 
the ways in which members of conflicting groups discursively 
construct identities relevant to conflicts and the spaces on 
which they do so. 
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DR VAN DER AARDT STEPHANUS  UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA 

RESOURCES AS PART OF THE NARRATIVE IN BIOGRAPHY. A STUDY OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH LETTERS CONTRIBUTE TO THE NARRATIVE 
IN BIOGRAPHY, WITH REFERENCE TO JC KANNEMEYER’S BIOGRAPHY LEROUX: ’N LEWE AND CHARLES BUKOWSKI BY BARRY MILES 
The primary research question in my study is “[t]o what extent 
resources such as letters contribute to the narrative in 
biography? With reference to JC Kannemeyer’s biography 
Leroux: ’n Lewe and Charles Bukowski by Barry Miles. The 
secondary research questions are: What roles do fact and 
fiction play in the construction of a biography? When can 
letters be trusted as the truth. And therefore, as a ‘vehicle’, so 
to speak, to convey an accurate account? To what extent does 
an author have the right to manipulate or use official / 
authentic documents such as letters to complement his / her 

work of fiction? Seeing as the biographer makes a selection of 
letters he / she uses in the telling of the life story, does this not 
mean that the biographer inadvertently becomes a creator of 
a specific storyline? My research is comprised of three 
elements: an unpublished manuscript of a novel under the 
working title Vier en veertig, agtien, an edited collection of 
letters by Etienne Leroux written to famous writers and artists, 
and lastly a thesis – written in English – on the extent to which 
letters play a role in establishing a narrative in biography 
writing. 

DR VAN DER MERWE JOANETTE  NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY 

NOTES TOWARDS A METAMODERNIST AESTHETIC WITH REFERENCE TO POST-MILLENNIAL LITERARY WORKS 
This study draws on discussions of post-millennial literary 
fiction to investigate the emerging body of critical theory about 
the passing of postmodernism and the formulation of what 
comes after, designated "metamodernism". The aim is to 
identify and map the underlying structure of intersections and 
interrelations between the different theories and ideas in 
order to provide an approximation of the shape that 
metamodernism is taking.  This study investigates 
metamodernism's origins in terms of critical theory and 
situates it in relation to postmodernism and modernism. The 
failure, absorption, and rejection of postmodernism gave rise 
to metamodernism, which draws on renewed modernist 
notions to counter the failings of postmodernism. As a 
continuation of both postmodernism and modernism, 
metamodernism is situated both between and beyond its 
critical predecessors. The emergence of metamodernism in 
cultural products is traced in a range of post-millennial literary 
works and studies of literary works. Four recent novels that 
respond to the ethical imperative of metamodernism provide 
an in-depth perspective on the aspects of metamodernism: A 
tale for the time being (Ruth Ozeki, 2013); A brief history of 
seven killings (Marlon James, 2014); Buys (Willem Anker, 2014) 
and The Sympathizer (Viet Thanh Nguyen, 2015).  A 

network of interrelated aspects constituting metamodernism 
is identified in post-millennial fiction. These aspects respond to 
the perceived deficiencies of postmodernism, and include 
renewed notions of affect, authenticity, myth, optimism, 
realism, and sincerity. They are centered around and give rise 
to affective structures of intersubjectivity, and are founded on 
and respond to a strongly defined ethical imperative — 
showing that metamodernism operates on an intersection 
between ethical concerns, ontology, and (inter)subjectivity. 
Three bodies of theory recently developed in the humanities 
and social sciences that express the central theoretical 
impulses of metamodernism. Affect theories, chaos and 
complexity theory, and posthumanism are characterized by a 
renewed emphasis on ontology, a relational understanding of 
subjectivity, and the formulation of both ontology and 
subjectivity to respond to an ethical imperative.  The emphasis 
on affective processes and interconnected (inter)subjectivity 
indicates a relational understanding of being as the basic 
theoretical tenet of metamodernism, that which animates its 
ethical imperative and gives rise to its renewed focus on 
ontology. On a metamethodological level, relationality acts as 
the underlying organizing principle of metamodernism, and 
highlights the interconnectedness of its different theoretical 
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aspects. The structure of this study attempts to express the 
information relationally, both to preserve the integrity of 
metamodernist theories that reject linear, hierarchical 

epistemological frameworks and to reflect the function of 
relationality as organizing principle of metamodernism. 

DR VHUMBUNU CLAYTON HAZVINEI  UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

THE SECESSION OF STATES AS A STRATEGY FOR RESOLVING INTRA-STATE ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS CONFLICTS IN POST-COLONIAL 
AFRICA: THE CASE OF SOUTH SUDAN 
The secession of South Sudan from Sudan in 2011, after 
protracted and seemingly intractable conflict which started in 
1955 on the eve of the county’s independence from colonial 
rule; presents a pertinent question on whether secession 
should be considered as a viable and sustainable strategy for 
resolving conflicts with ethnic and religious dimensions. This 
comes against a background of several secessionists 
movements in Africa, as in Algeria (State of Kabyle), Angola 
(Republic of Cabinda), Cameroon (Democratic Republic of 
Bakassi), Comoros (Anjouan), Ethiopia (State of Oromia and 
Ogaden), Mali (Azawad), Nigeria (State of Biafra), Senegal 
(Casamance Republic), Somalia (Republic of Somalia-
Somaliland), Tanzania (Zanzibar), and Zambia (Barotseland), 
among others. These are by grievances such as 
marginalization, discrimination, oppression and different 
forms of injustices. Five years after secession, the conflicts in 
South Sudan and Sudan are still raging on and even 
intensifying, despite commendable regional and international 
mediation efforts through the Inter-Governmental Authority 
on Development (IGAD) and the African Union (AU). Using the 
2011 secession of South Sudan as case study, this study sought 
to examine the extent to which secession can be considered as 
a strategy to sustainably resolve intra-ethnic and religious 
conflicts in post-colonial African states. Methodologically, the 
study adopted a mixed methods research design which 
combines both qualitative and quantitative research methods, 
relying on interviews with experts, academics and researchers 
based in Zimbabwe as well as questionnaires administered to 
officials working in peacebuilding, humanitarian, media and 
development agencies in South Sudan. It used the Protracted 
Social Conflict Theory, Realist Conflict Theory and Conflict 
Transformation Theory as theoretical framework of analysis. 
The findings of the study revealed that whilst South Sudanese 
secession was a legal success as evidenced by the legitimate 

recognition and acceptance of the state as a member of the AU 
and the UN, there was no evidence of success of secession in 
South Sudan in as far as the securing of lasting peace and 
stability is concerned as there is continued inter-communal 
violence, inter-ethnic fights, unresolved border demarcation 
issues with the Republic of Sudan, and border disputes in 
Abyei, Blue Nile and South Kordofan states in post-secession 
South Sudan. The study concludes that secession cannot be 
regarded as a sustainable and viable strategy to resolve intra-
state ethnic and religious conflicts as it usually over-simplify a 
conflict along ethnic, religious and regional identity lines 
thereby failing to address the underlying substantive causes of 
secessionist conflicts. The study further argues that at regional 
and continental level, the secession of states may threaten 
African unity and integration. However, in extreme cases 
where secession maybe unavoidable due to self-determination 
pressures, the study suggests that secession should be 
supported by effective transitional mechanisms accompanied 
by conflict transformation interventions aimed at transforming 
the power structures, institutions, systems, triggers of 
violence, attitudes of conflict actors, and transforming mindset 
of the elite/leadership so as to secure sustainable peace and 
stability. In order to sustainably resolve seemingly intractable 
protracted intra-state ethnic and religious conflicts in post-
colonial African states, the study highly recommends that 
multi-ethnic and multi-religious societies should consider ‘non-
secession’ alternatives such as Federalism, Consociational 
Democracy, Devolution, and Confederation which embrace 
and uphold the sacrosanct values and principles of democracy, 
diversity, plurality, tolerance, equal access to opportunities 
and fair distribution of national resources so as to promote 
national integration and social cohesion. The nature, form 
substance and structure of these national governance 
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frameworks should be defined and determined by national 
contexts and circumstances. 

DR ZIMBA ZIBONELE FRANS   UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE 

THE IMPACT OF FAMILY PRESERVATION AND FAMILY REUNIFICATION SERVICES ON FAMILIES IN SOUTH AFRICA: A CASE STUDY OF 
AMATHOLE DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY IN THE EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE  
Families in communities remain vulnerable and, apart from 
poverty, face a host of other crises and challenges on a daily 
basis. Amongst the challenges that families face, children are 
affected most. Services targeting families with very young 
children therefore are imperative. This study was aimed at 
exploring the impact of family preservation and family 
reunification services on families in South Africa, with a focus 
on the Eastern Cape Province. To answer the research 
questions of this study, the research adopted a mixed methods 
design known as methodological triangulation. The study 
incorporated two sets of participants, Social Workers and 
heads of families that benefit from family preservation and 
family reunification services. The total sample for the study 
included 260 participants; 220 of the participants were heads 
of families and 40 of the participants were Social Workers. 
Questionnaires were administered to 200 heads of families and 
20 Social Workers selected by means of the random sampling 
technique. In addition, 20 heads of families and 20 Social 

Workers who participated in in-depth interviews were 
purposively selected. The quantitative data were analyzed by 
means of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
and qualitative data were categorized with the use of themes 
and subthemes. One of the major findings of the study was that 
the nature of services provided to families is seen as 
therapeutic; aimed at skills development; and family 
empowerment. The study found that family preservation and 
family reunification services are accessible and available to 
families in the Amathole District Municipality. The findings also 
revealed that the services provided to at-risk families have little 
impact on family cohesion, wellbeing and family functioning. 
The emerging conclusion from the study is that there is 
misconception and little knowledge of the nature of services to 
be provided to at-risk families. The study makes some 
pertinent recommendations for the provision of family 
preservation and family reunification services. 
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redress perceptions 
about gang culture: 

Metula, NT: Local 
web news as tools 
for framing food 
security in Eastern 
Cape: The content 

Ganta, B: Access 
to Rural Land 
Rights in the post-
1991 Ethiopia: 

Mashatole, MA: 
Developing 
academic oracy in 
Sepedi: Insights 
from a dual 

Phetha, RH: A 
comparative 
analysis of South 
Africa's foreign 
policy on the 
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appropriate 
biomedical, 
structural and 
behaviour 
interventions in 
Higher Education 
Institutions. 

Some useful notes 
from selected 
schools in 
Khayelitsha 

analysis of selected 
Eastern Cape local 
web newspapers 

Unconstitutional 
Policy Shift 

instructional 
programme at 
University of 
Limpopo 

Central African 
Republic and 
Nigeria since 1994 

Sinefu, A: The 
psychosocial 
effects of 
imprisonment: 
implications for 
post-release 
support 

Nchang, D: 
Linguistic identities 
and survival 
strategies  of 
Cameroon migrants 
in Cape Town, South 
Africa 

Ndwamato, A: 
Housing as an asset 

Guma-Gcelu, PV: 
Competitive 
Advantage - 
Explaining the 
Concept in the 
South African 
Government 
Context 

Saliwa-Mogale, 
NF: Development 
and 
Empowerment of 
previously-
Marginalised 
Languages: The 
View of the 
Academics 

Phiri, S: Learning 
to be 'Out of 
Order': The 
Development of 
CLP's Praxis 
through its Life-
History 

Zwane, DC: 
“Umdlavuza 
Wamabele”: Zulu 
Women’s 
Narratives of 
Breast Cancer, 
Illness and 
Healing 

Ngoma, A: “Bring 
Your Friends 
Batswafang” – 
Pentecostalising 
black middle 
classness 

Rubhara, TT: The 
impact of cash 
cropping on 
smallholder farm 
households food 
security in Shamva 
district, 
Mashonaland Central 
Province Zimbabwe 

Mazwi, F: Capital 
Penetration, Land 
Use, Food Security 
and Accumulation 
in Zimbabwe’s 
Agrarian Sector: A 
Focus on Tobacco 
and Sugar 
Growers 

Theron S: Nation-
building and 
Peacebuilding in 
South Sudan: 
Using the 
Leadership 
Process Approach 
as a Framework 
for Analysis. 

Tea break 15h30 – 16h00 
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Parallel Session E : 16h00 – 17h30 

SESSION 25 
BEECH 

SESSION 26  
ASH 

SESSION 27  
CHERRYWOOD  

SESSION 28 
NESEBAR  

SESSION 29 
MAPLEWOOD 

SESSION 30 
OLIVEWOOD 

Thinking About 
Health 

Teaching, Writing, 
Using African 
Languages 

Household 
Dynamics and 
Family 

National Politics Gender and 
Sexuality 

Health 

Rozani, CN: 
Healthy Ageing 
among Educators 
in Joe Gqabi, 
South Africa: 
Lessons from 
Centenarians of 
Blue Zones 

Gokool, R: Cognitive 
and linguistic 
complexity in a task-
based CALL syllabus 
design for the 
learning of isiZulu in 
a clinical setting 

Fitz, L: An empirical 
study on the social 
and cultural 
dynamics of a 
correctional centre 
that contribute to 
prison misconduct 
and gang 
membership: A 
South African 
perspective 

Nkala, S: Zero-sum 
game: A closer look 
at the 
indigenization of 
the mineral 
economy in 
Zimbabwe 

Kisitu, G: Foreign 
Religious Power of 
Influence in 
criminalizing 
Homosexuality in 
Uganda 

Lekota, P: 
Developing a 
model that 
explains 
challenging 
behaviours of 
persons with 
intellectual 
disabilities in the 
Capricorn District, 
Limpopo Province 

Sikhakhane, MA: 
“Health, Culture 
and Language: 
Translation and 
Untranslatability 
in Selected 
English-to-Zulu 
Health 
Communication 
Messages in Use 
in Rural KwaZulu-
Natal” 

Hlongwa, T: IsiZulu 
Second Language 
Pedagogy: The 
Teaching and 
Learning of 
Productive Skills in 
Selected Schools of 
Pinetown and 
Umlazi Districts of 
KwaZulu-Natal 
Province. 

Ndagurwa, P: 
Decomposition of 
Fertility Stalling in 
Zimbabwe: A Two-
Sex Approach to 
Understanding the 
Role of Education 
and Employment 

Phungula, NP: An 
assessment of the 
SADC Conflict 
Transformation 
capacity in the 
context of Conflict 
Recurrence in 
Lesotho, 1998-
2016: Towards a 
SADC Sub-regional 
Conflict 
Transformation 
model 

Klaas-
Makolomakwe, 
GN: The 
experiences of 
senior women 
traditional leaders 
in addressing 
women abuse 

Makhonza, LO: 
Challenges 
experienced by 
Orphans and 
Vulnerable 
Children in 
KwaZulu Natal 
schools:Amajuba 
and Zululand 
Districts 

 Khunwane, MR: A 
comparative survey 
of the influence of 
folklore on the 
works of the 
following African 
writers: Chinua 

Okello, J: The 
introduction and 
implementation of 
social protection 
programmes in 
Uganda and Katakwi 
district. 

 Majombozi, Z: 
Everyday 
Experiences of 
Pregnancy and 
Childbirth in 
Gauteng, South 
Africa 

Mphephu, KE: 
Development of 
Guidelines to 
Support 
University of 
Venda’s Students 
During Practicum: 
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Achebe, E’skia 
Mphahlele, Ngũgĩ 
wa Thiongʹo and 
Andrew Nkadimeng. 
An Afrocentric 
approach 

A Case Study of 
Psychology 
Professionals in 
Vhembe District 
Municipality. 

  Seepamore, BK: 
Distance Parenting: 
The Views of 
Domestic Workers 
in the Ethekwini 
Metro 

   

 
Parallel Session F : 16h00 – 17h30 

 

SESSION 31 
PETIT 
BOARDROOM  

SESSION 32 
APPLEWOOD  

SESSION 33 
SILVERLEAF 

SESSION 34 
PLOVER 

SESSION 35 
CHAPEL 

SESSION 36 
WEAVER 

Politics of Land 
Resources 

Identity and 
Belonging 

Indigenous 
Knowledge 

Gender and 
Sexuality 

Gender and 
Education 

Rural Livelihoods 
and Development 

Mbambo, SB: 
Housing and 
socio-spatial 
integration in the 
post-apartheid 
urban 
communities 

Qangule, LS: The 
use of Ubuntu in 
psychotherapy 

Mutendera, G: The 
Unsung Panacea: 
Indigenous 
Knowledge 
Practices in Health 
Care-A Case for 
Zimbabwe 

Msekele, S: 
Prioritization of one 
identity over the 
other based on 
spaces currently 
occupied. 

Gredley, S: 
Socially just 
pedagogies in 
higher education: 
Towards 
participatory 
parity in gender 
studies at UWC 

"Masakona, PMF: 
Self-Efficacy in 
Vocational 
Development of 
Women in Low 
Socio-Economic 
Communities” 

Pressend, ML: 
Energy 
Democracy: 
Thinking and 
Imagining 
Together 

Shaikjee, M: The 
semiotics of the 
mosque and its 
impact on self-
perceptions of the 
feminine body 

Netshivhambe, EN: 
The importance of 
documenting 
indigenous music 
heritage as sheet 
records 

Msweli, S: Exploring 
the implications of 
disclosure of 
sexuality within 
long-term 
relationships for 
men who have sex 
with men and 
women in KwaZulu-
Natal. 

"Mathebula, RN: 
The effectiveness 
of the school-
based 
interventions on 
teaching and 
learning of 
pregnant 

Masuku, MM: 
Provision of 
services towards 
food insecurity 
alleviation in 
UThungulu 
District, South 
Africa 

 Takavarasha, PET: A 
rhetorical analysis 

Parker, H: Metabolic 
Syndrome (MetS): 

Smit, L: ‘Digging’ 
the Archives: A 

Ngidi, ND: 
Engaging orphans 

Mbhele, NB: 
Evaluating the 
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of the funeral 
addresses of 
President Robert 
Mugabe 

Interfaces of 
knowledge and 
practice for healing 

biography of Betty 
Molteno. 

Through 
participatory 
visual methods to 
understand sexual 
violence in and 
around their 
township school 
in South Africa 

effectiveness of 
approaches and 
models of Local 
Economic 
Development 
(LED) and rural 
development that 
have been utilized 
internationally 
and locally 

  Sobantu, M: 
Voluntary Housing 
Delivery: A 
developmental 
perspective 

Zuma, RN: 
Exploring Reasons 
behind Girl-Child’s 
High Dropout Rates 
in Rural 
Zwelibomvu 

Sibanda, T: 
Crossing the 
border: Gendered 
schooling 
experiences of 
immigrant 
children in South 
African schools 

Mensah, C: 
Buying Local Food 
for National 
School Feeding 
Programmes: A 
Tale of two 
African Countries 

 
17.30 end of DAY 1 

GALA DINNER 18.30 – 22h00 

DAY 2 

 
Opening Plenary 09h00 – 10h30 

 

 
WRITING AND PUBLISHING IN THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 

TEA BREAK 10h30 – 11h00 

Parallel Session G : 11h00 – 12h30 

SESSION 37 
WEAVER 

SESSION 38  
SILVERLEAF 

SESSION 39 
NESEBAR  

SESSION 40 
ASH 

SESSION 41 
APPLEWOOD  

SESSION 42 
CHERRYWOOD 

Education 
Classroom 
Pedagogies 

Education – 
Philosophy and 
Training 

Local Politics and 
Inter-National Politics 

Gender and 
Sexuality 

The Past in the 
Present 

Health 

Hutchinson, MV: 
Discourses of 
entrepreneurship 
in contemporary 
commerce 

Kheswa, SE: The 
training of teacher 
librarians and the 
development of 

Vhumbunu, CH: 
Dismantling 
Combative Identities 
and Securing Peace 
in South Sudan 

Masilo, DT: The 
role of parents in 
the prevention of 
teenage 
pregnancy 

Bloch, R: 
Apartheid 
perpetrator 
narratives after 
2010 and the 

Ngobe, AJ: 
Towards a 
Collaborative 
Model for Mental 
Health Promotion 
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textbooks in 
secondary schools 
in selected 
Southern African 
Development 
Community 
(SADC) countries 

school libraries in 
KwaZulu-Natal 

through National 
Dialogue 

amongst learners: 
Implications for 
practice 

politics of 
memory 

Between Western 
Trained Mental 
Health 
Practitioners and 
Traditional Health 
Practitioners in 
Capricorn District, 
Limpopo Province 

Khohliso, X: 
Inzukazikeyi 
yokufunda 
nokufundiswa 
kwesiZulu ulimi 
lwesibili 
emabangeni 
akhaphezelayo  
(4-6)  ezikoleni 
ezisesiyingini 
saseMlazi, 
KwaZulu-Natali. 

King, AOO: 
Exploring strategies 
to help primary 
school teachers in 
KwaZulu-Natal to 
render care and 
support to 
orphaned and 
vulnerable children 
(OVC) due to HIV 
and AIDS 

Vuninga, RS: From 
the Slavers and 
Colonisers to Mobutu 
and Kabila: The 
historical root of 
Baswahili and Bato 
ya Mangala identities 
in the DRC 

Mazibuko, NN: 
The Use of snuff 
as a Vaginal 
Sexual ‘stimulant’ 
among young 
women in a South 
African Township 
Setting 

Kenqu, AY: 
Nongqawuse, 
The Bellow of the 
Bulls, and Other 
Travelling Tropes 
in Zakes Mda's 
The Heart of 
Redness 

Norton, L: Building 
inter-relational 
reflexivity through 
life story work 

Letsoalo, MP: Re-
standardization of 
South African 
languages: The 
development of 
Sepedi language. 

Molebatsi, P: 
Higher Education's 
Impact on 
Development: A 
Conceptual 
Investigation of the 
'Public Good' 
Character of the 
University. 

Xavier, R: The African 
Union/NEPAD 
Governance 
Architecture and the 
Civil Society 

Mngomezulu, T: 
Men’s Perspective 
on the Causes of 
Men Abuse 

Magadzike, B: 
Thirty-Seven 
years after? 
Tracing the 
historical legacies 
of refugees in 
Zimbabwe’s war 
of liberation 

Rapholo, SF: 
Dynamics of 
disclosing child 
sexual abuse 
during forensic 
assessments: 
Implications for 
practice 

Masetla, mA: 
Challenges in the 
implementation 
of performance 
appraisal on 
educators in 
Shiluvane circuit 
in Mopani District 
, Limpopo 
Province 

  Monyepao, DF: 
The Drug-Crime 
relationship: A 
review of the 
mediating effects 
of gender and 
drug type on 
crime. 
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Parallel Session H : 11h00 – 12h30 

SESSION 43 
CHAPEL 

SESSION 44 
BEECH 

SESSION 45 
MAPLEWOOD 

SESSION 46 
OLIVEWOOD 

SESSION 47 
PLOVER 

SESSION 48 
PETIT 
BOARDROOM 

Inter-National 
Politics 

Education 
Classroom 
Pedagogies 

Labour and Work Identity and 
Belonging 

Rural livelihood 
and 
Development 

Art and Politics 

Nedziwe, CL: Game 
changing: a story 
about bottom up 
civil society 
boundary-crossing 
practices around 
gender-related 
issues in southern 
Africa 

Matiyenga, TC: 
The Construal of 
Interpersonal 
Meanings in 
Literary 
Discourse: 
Appraisal and 
Argumentation as 
Alternatives in 
Literary Discourse 
Appreciation 

Mwatcha, MP: 
Domestic Work in 
Botswana 

Thabethe, N: You 
are not wise alone 
in Africa: Learning 
as a holistic and 
seamless process 
embedded in 
multiple contexts 

Sello, K: 
Landscape 
Through a 
Bureaucratic Eye: 
Lesotho 
Highlands Water 
Project and 
Lesotho’s Ivory. 

Anderson, J: 
Removing The 
Explanatory Gap 
[between 'the 
mind' and 'the 
body'] 

Samuel, O: Cross-
border Migration of 
Pastoralists and 
Farmers-
Pastoralists 
Conflicts in the 
Benue Valley of 
Nigeria: 2000  2017 

Mbatha, K: 
Mediation in ICT 
teacher 
development: 
Towards 
supporting 
effective ICT 
pedagogical 
integration in the 
classroom 

Nkoana, LJ: The 
Impact of 
Employment 
Legislation on Small 
Firms 

Tyali, SM: 
Challenges to 
normative 
conceptualization: 
regarding the 
evolving trends of 
the community 
radio industry of 
South Africa 

Tlapana, T: 
Customer service 
as a strategic tool 
amongst 
independent 
retail food chains 

Leverton, TJC: An 
examination of 
psychological 
disability and the 
economy in 
medieval and early 
modern literature 

Mhlomi, Y: 
Integration of 
new media and 
pedagogy in the 
twenty-first 
century 
classrooms: A 
case of selected 
secondary schools 
in the Eastern 
Cape. 

Nomvete, S: “We 
cannot all be here, 
what will we eat?” 
Migrant labour 
through the lenses of 
mine worker’s wives 

Wadee, H: 
Understanding 
Street-Level 
Heroin Use , Social 
capital and 
survival strategies 
in Durban – An 
Ethnography 

Zihindula, BM: 
Women’s 
Livelihood 
Strategies in the 
DRC Prior to the 
1996 War 

Maluleke, R: 
Morphosyntactic 
patterns in 
Xitsonga (Verbal 
extensions) 

Moila, M: 
Learners’ 

Mapanzure, R: 
“Myth, Illusion, 
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confidence and 
competencies in 
the use of ICT in 
mathematics 
learning. 

Reality and the 
Dictator in Hama 
Tuma’s The Case of 
the Socialist 
Witchdoctor and 
Other Stories” 

LUNCH 12h30- 13h30 

Parallel Session I: 13h35-15h00 

SESSION 49 
WEAVER 

SESSION 50 
CHERRYWOOD 

SESSION 51 
BEECH 

SESSION 52 
SILVERLEAF 

SESSION 53 
CHAPEL 

SESSION 54 
PLOVER 

Art and 
Politics 

Teaching, 
Writing, Using 
African 
Languages 

Education, 
Philosophy and 
Training 

Music, Film and Social 
Media 

The Past in the 
Present 

Education Classroom 
Pedagogies 

Mndebele, 
AT: Solomon 
Plaatje and 
Pan-
Africanism 

Mokgathi, MR: 
Naming in the 
South African 
security 
companies. 

Moloantoa, K: A 
work-based support 
programme for 
teachers in the 
Department of 
Education and Sport 
Development, North 
West Province. 

Mutetwa, S: 
Zimbabwe’s Baba 
Jukwa Facebook 
page: Use of social 
media in a counter-
hegemonic struggle 
against an 
authoritarian regime 

Melaku, MT: 
Social and 
Political History 
of Wollo 
Province in 
Ethiopia 1769-
1916 

Mpungose, CB: Can 
lecturers reflect on and 
in the use of Moodle 
curricula for student 
success? 

Moodley, D: 
Navigating 
the Politics of 
Your Identity: 
A Theoretical 
Approach 

Msomi, SZ: 
Isizulu as the 
language of 
teaching and 
learning and 
transformation 
at the 
university of 
kwaZulu-Natal 

Nkhwashu, LS: 
Academic 
progression and self-
concept 
development for first 
year university 
students, a transition 
from high schools to 
university. 

Okocha, m: 
Encounters of 
Meaning: African 
Audiences and 
Interpretations of 
Nigerian Video-film 
Texts. 

Ndhlovu, HP: 
Fractured 
citizenship and 
contestations of 
belonging in 
post-apartheid 
Duncan Village 
in Eastern Cape 
Province 

Ndaleni, TP: Using 
memory drawing to 
examine the personal 
learning history of an 
isiZulu-speaking English 
language teacher 

Munsamy, 
VR: Title- 
Delhi to 
Durban: 
Influences of 

Nene, BG: The 
role of the 
KwaZulu-Natal 
universities in 
promoting and 

Zembere, M: A 
Reconceptualised 
View of the 
Democratic 
Citizenship Education 

Tivenga, DR: 
Zimbabwe Urban 
Grooves Music and 
the Interconnections 
between Youth 

Ngema, LN: The 
Evolution of 
‘renewal’: The 
new City in the 

Ngcongo, N: Developing 
a methodology for 
creative interpretation 
of traditional dramatic 
texts in post-apartheid 
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Bollywood 
Cinema on 
Diasporic 
Indian Culture 
in South 
Africa. 

developing 
indigenous 
African 
languages 

in Zimbabwe and its 
Potential 
Contribution to 
University Education 
in Zimbabwe 

Identities and 
Celebrity Culture 

new South 
Africa 

theatre: a case study of 
Shakespearean 
interpretation at the 
University of KwaZulu-
Natal. 

Zulu, T: An analysis of 
the Graceland 
project: A case of 
South African popular 
music of the 1980s 

Solomon, J: 
Previously or 
persistently 
disadvantaged? 
Racial 
inequalities in 
Cape Town’s 
labour market, 
1980-2011 

Van Heerden, M: 'I am 
trying to tell the 
students to think 
further’: Exploring why 
we give feedback in 
English Studies 

Parallel Session J : 13h35-15h00 

SESSION 55 
ASH 

SESSION 56 
APPLEWOOD 

SESSION 57 
MAPLEWOOD 

SESSION 58 
PETIT 
BOARDROOM 

SESSION 59 
OLIVEWOOD 

SESSION 60 
NESEBAR 

Inter-National 
Politics 

Rural 
Livelihoods and 
Development 

The Past in the Present Art and Politics Teaching, Writing, 
Using African 
Languages 

Labour and Work 

Vilakazi, TS: 
The economic 
impact and 
political 
economy of 
cross-border 
cartels in 
Southern and 
East Africa: 
Case studies 
in cement 
and fertilizer 

Jeeva, ZI: 
Investigating 
the 
classification of 
Metropolitan's 
in South Africa. 

Van Eeden-Wharton, A: 
Salt-Water-Bodies: 
Excerpts from an Atlas 
of Loss 

Naidoo, R: 
Appropriation or 
Mimicry: A close 
look at Simon 
Njami’s The Divine 
Comedy–Heaven, 
Hell, Purgatory by 
Contemporary 
African Artists 

Selepe, BB: The 
Feasibility of the 
Implementation of 
the Use of African 
Languages for 
Government 
Purposes 

Ntlokwana, Z: An 
analysis of the effects 
of globalization and 
neoliberalism on the 
African agricultural 
sector. 

Wu, Y: The 
historical 
Sino-centric 
worldview 
and China’s 
contemporary 

Khumalo, P: 
Case study and 
Methodology 
for a 
comparative 
study of Project 

Yudkoff, A: “When 
Voices Meet”: Sharon 
Katz as Musical Activist 
During the Apartheid Era 
and Beyond. 

Roboji, Z: 
Epistemic 
Approach of 
Community-Based 
Monitoring in the 

Thompson, M: 
Multilingual 
communicative 
practices between 
store owners and 

Perumal, N: Social 
work management 
tasks:  The 
experiences of 
frontline social 
workers in the Non 
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public 
diplomacy 

Management 
Practices for 
low income 
housing 
projects in 
Durban 
Metropolitan 
Area: A 
Perspective of 
Cost, Scope and 
Time. Durban, 
South Africa. 

Context of Local 
Government. 

assistants in China 
Town. 

Profit Organisation 
(NPO) sector in Port 
Elizabeth 

Yitay, BA: 
External 
migration in 
the Horn of 
Africa: Causes 
and 
consequences 

Kiggundu, J: 
Towards a 
Community 
Based Model 
for Agricultural 
Transition in 
Uganda. 

Rozani, CN: Healthy 
Ageing among Educators 
in Joe Gqabi, South 
Africa: Lessons from 
Centenarians of Blue 
Zones 

Simon, F: 
In/between the 
“Affidamento”: 
Experimentalism, 
Female Poetics 
and a Young South 
African Female 
Poet 

Tyler, R: The 
meaning-making 
practices of 
bilingual Grade 9s 
learning Natural 
Science in a 
Khayelitsha high 
school. 

Sithole, MS: 
Transitioning into 
Supervision: Learning 
and Adapting in a 
Turbulent 
Organisational 
Context. 

Letsoalo, PT: 
The Well-Being 
of Children 
with Disabilities 
Living in a Rural 
Area: 
Understanding 
the 
Determinants 

Sikhakhane, MA: 
“Health, Culture and 
Language: Translation 
and Untranslatability in 
Selected English-to-Zulu 
Health Communication 
Messages in Use in Rural 
KwaZulu-Natal” 

CLOSING PLENARY 15h15-15h45 
ACACIA CHAMBER 

BEST PAPERS 
CONFERENCE CLOSING REMARKS 
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JANE ANDERSON - UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG  ART AND POLITICS 

REMOVING THE EXPLANATORY GAP [BETWEEN 'THE MIND' AND 'THE BODY'

Philosophers typically know little or nothing about 
neuroscience, which means that their theoretical ideas about 
‘the mind,’ ‘the body,’ and ‘the relationship’ between them 
are not necessarily compatible with what is known about brain 
functioning.  On the other hand, psychologists and 
neuroscientists, who usually do know about the brain, are 
usually investigating specific questions about how certain 
brain regions are involved in certain functions – and as a 
result, their research does not necessarily help to provide 
better conceptual or philosophical understanding.  So a 
project like mine, which brings together these disciplines, 
could potentially provide a much more well-rounded account 
of the mind-body-self than has thusfar been forthcoming. 
Almost all contemporary philosophers agree that, even if we 
knew everything there was to know about the physical brain, 
and what brain processes were necessary for conscious 
experience, we still wouldn’t understand how certain brain 
processes got to be experienced subjectively (especially when 
plenty of other brain processes are not experienced at all).  
There is, in other words, an ‘explanatory gap’ between ‘the 
mind’ and ‘the brain’.  But Papineau denies that the 
explanatory gap results from any deficiency in our scientific 
understanding.  Rather, he says, we only think that there is this 
gap, and we only think this because we have not fully 
embraced what we have already accepted on the theoretical 
(scientific) level.  If we truly believed that everything that 
exists in the world is physical (as opposed to non-
physical/supernatural etc.), we would not be able to use terms 
like ‘the mind’ in the first place.  Although most scientifically-
oriented researchers would deny it, this kind of talk reveals 
their implicit belief that ‘the mind’ is not the same as ‘the 
brain’.   

But there is an even more fundamental problem here: I have 
realized that a large proportion of research which purports to 
be addressing the question of ‘consciousness’ actually turns 
out to be research into various perceptual and cognitive 
phenomena.  Paradigmatically, these researchers are trying to 
find ‘the difference’ between e.g. ‘conscious visual 
perception’ and ‘unconscious visual perception’ – in the hopes 
that, in so doing, they will be able to pinpoint ‘consciousness’ 
itself.  There is very little empirical research on subjective 
experience (what Nagel has famously called ‘what-it-is-like’), 
largely because this is a very difficult thing to investigate by 
empirical methods. 
The emerging discipline of Affective Neuroscience focuses on 
the neurological foundation of subjective/emotional feelings 
in humans and animals (and especially the kinds of what-it-is-
like experience that are common to all mammals).  This whole 
discipline is to some extent starting to provide a more veridical 
account of ‘consciousness’ (in terms of emotion and feeling) 
than the conventional psychological account (in terms of 
perception and cognition) – but what would be even more 
valuable would be if philosophers would start basing some of 
their thinking on the kinds of empirical results which are being 
produced in AN.  This would help them see that propositional 
logic may not be the best tool for revealing the nature of 
subjective experience. 
Since I am working in Philosophy, there is no real choice about 
my ‘methodological framework’ – even in my PhD proposal, I 
wrote only a single (rather token) sentence for the 
Methodology section, and that is routine for this subject.  I am 
reading, and then (i) reporting what the authors have said; (ii) 
evaluating what I have just reported; and (iii) proposing 
alternatives to any of the claims I find unconvincing. 
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TARA JULIETTE CORINNA LEVERTON - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  ART AND POLITICS 

AN EXAMINATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DISABILITY AND THE ECONOMY IN MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN LITERATURE 

My dissertation’s primary concern is the way psychologically 
people are represented in medieval and early modern 
literature, and my core argument is that the cultural 
dehumanisation of disabled people is strongly influenced by 
economic factors. A range of texts, from medieval poems to 
early modern plays, devalue and dehumanize people with 
non-normative minds, and they do so by using us as symbols 
of economic instability.  

Historically, psychologically disabled people have had their 
liberties curtailed as a result of adherence to monolithic 
models of what disability is, models that are either rooted in 
either religion or science. I will demonstrate that these models 
substantially depend on economic discourses, and that 
economic history is an overlooked aspect of the cultural 
formulation of the mad as defective, undesirable, and 
ultimately dangerous. It is for this reason that I focus my 
analysis on medieval to early modern England, during which 
time we see the earliest emergence of full-blooded capitalism 
in the West, by way of such factors as the transformation of 
traditional inheritance patterns as a result of a shift in societal 
understanding of what constituted property (Bloch, 1986; 
Howell, 1986; Brenner, 2003; Wood, 1999; Polyani, 1944). In 
this transitional period, many of the factors governing the 
contemporary conceptual relationship between disability, 
diversity, and economy take shape, making it a useful site for 
analyzing the impact of wealth on the aforementioned cultural 
formulation. My aim is to craft a new cultural history of 
disability, one that innovatively illustrates the impact that 
economic transformation had on how we currently 
conceptualize ‘madness’ or psychological disability. 

In the course of this dissertation, my analysis will fill in gaps in 
the scholarship surrounding the cultural history of disability. 
Michel Foucault’s Madness and Civilization provides one of 
the foremost accounts of the fluctuations in Western society’s 
understanding of ‘madness’ from the Renaissance onward, 
arguing that the Age of Enlightenment sees an unprecedented 
‘Great Confinement’ of psychologically disabled people and 

other marginalized parties in institutions (1961). In Foucault’s 
assessment, the category ‘mad man’ is created and used by 
those in positions of authority to contain disruptive and 
unwanted elements of society (1961). Arguing along similar 
lines, seminal disability theorist Lennard Davis attempts to 
provide a broader genealogy of disability in general. He tracks 
the emergence of the concept back to the nineteenth century, 
linking it to the rise of the method of statistical analysis and 
the creation of the statistically ‘average’ citizen, and argues 
that, prior to this period, there is no cultural notion of ‘the 
disabled’ as a stable collective (1995). These attempts to 
present the formulation and elaboration of the ideas of 
madness and disability as largely unilineal have been 
contested. Allison Hobgood suggests that Davis’ account may 
be too simplistic, using Shakespeare’s representation of 
epilepsy in Julius Caesar (1599) to make the case for a  ‘less 
binary formulation of disability’s historical evolution that 
emphasizes both the existence and concurrency of early 
modern disability narratives’ (par. 7). Hobgood’s insistence on 
the historical co-existence of a range of discourses of 
disability, each jockeying for predominance but never 
achieving uniformity, is particularly important for my 
research, as I will emphasize the diversity of opinion on the 
subject in medieval and early modern England by showcasing 
texts that challenge one another’s understanding of what 
‘madness’ is. 

The texts I will examine include John Gower’s Confessio 
Amantis, Chretien de Troyes’ chivalric romances, Geoffrey 
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens, 
and Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist and Bartholomew Fair. 
Questions I will answer in the course of this dissertation 
include: 

• Can we see in late medieval and early modern English
literature an awareness of psychologically disabled people as
participants in the socioeconomic community?  If so, then
what kinds of participation in economic activity, and what are
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the ramifications of this activity, especially in terms of 
representation? 

• Do economic factors contribute to the oppression of
disabled people not just in material terms, but also by shaping
the cultural stereotypes and stigmas surrounding madness?

• How does the emergence of capitalism impact how
mad people think about their identities and how norms
governing psychological disability take shape?

RIVALANI MALULEKE  - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE  ART AND POLITICS 

MORPHOSYNTACTIC PATTERNS IN XITSONGA (VERBAL EXTENSIONS) 
Morphosyntactic patterns in Xitsonga (Verbal extensions) 
My research interest is in formal Bantu linguistics. Researchers 
such as Doke (1943), Guthrie (1962), Hyman (2007), Cocchi 
(2009), and Lodhi (2002) have explored Bantu verbal 
extensions comparatively; others such as Shangase (2001) on 
isiZulu, Satyo (1985) on isiXhosa and Waweru on Gikuyu have 
looked at verbal extensions of specific Bantu languages. My 
specific interest in Xitsonga, a Southern Bantu language 
classified as S.53 (Tsonga-Shangaan) in Guthrie’s (1967) 
groupings of Bantu languages. Although some studies such as 
Langa (2007), Matsinhe (1994) and Baumbach (1988) have 
explored verbal extensions in Xitsonga, they have not been 
comprehensive enough. There are a number of disagreements 
about the nature and function, and whether verbal extensions 
should be seen as derivational or inflectional, and none of 

these studies provide a model for the explication of Xitsonga 
verbal extensions. The proposed research aims to examine 
Xitsonga verbal extensions and their impact on the 
morphosyntactic patterns in Xitsonga. In the process, the 
study intends to establish the productivity of specific 
extensions and whether Xitsonga verbal extensions are 
inflectional or derivational. In addition, using Cocchi’s (2009) 
notation of classifying verbal extensions into two groups 
(syntactic and lexical extensions), the study also seeks to 
explore the extent Xitsonga verbal extensions can be 
categorised into two groups, syntactic and lexical extensions. 
It hoped that such a study would provide a descriptive model 
of the form, function, valency (productivity) as well as 
combinatory possibilities, and inclusion and mutual exclusion 
patterns of specified verbal extensions. 

AGRIPPA THULANI MNDEBELE - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE  ART AND POLITICS 

SOLOMON PLAATJE AND PAN-AFRICANISM 
This study seeks to investigate the critical underpinnings that 
may have had an important watershed on the Pan-Africanity 
of Solomon Tshekiso Plaatje’s creative oeuvre. Such an 
undertaking necessitates a conceptual and historical appraisal 
of the events that may have led to the birth of the Pan-African 
Congress in 1900 whose evolution as an idea can never be 
easily ascertained. Many critics tend to see the Berlin 
Conference as having played a major factor to the formation 
of the movement. As alluded to, the spirit of Pan-Africanism, 
however, predates the 1900 Pan-African Congress hence this 
study will approximate its early manifestations around certain 
historical, political and economic conjunctures that may have 

propelled it to evolve into a significant transnational (political) 
movement.Rodney argues that “...at the time of the Berlin 
Conference, Africa was still a continent of a large number of 
socio-political groupings who had not arrived at a common 
purpose” (1973, p. 159). The Scramble for Africa developed, 
amongst the imperialists, “...an appropriative nationalism 
taking the form of ‘projects of unity on the basis of conquest 
and economic expediency’...” (Parry 2004, p. 10). It therefore 
took the vision of Sylvester Williams, a Trinidadian barrister, 
to form a cohesive force to stem the imperialistic and 
colonialist tide of the West.Plaatje’s materialist epistemology 
is therefore a conscious effort since the land, acquired through 
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conquest, is inextricably linked to the people’s social and 
cultural institutions. His work eschews the esoteric and 
niceties of language for “mine is but a sincere narrative of a 
melancholy situation… [describing] the difficulties of the 
South African natives under a very strange law” (1991, p. 15). 
Hence Amuta argues that imperialism “alienates people from 
their organic relationship with the land” (1989, p. 
144).Plaatje’s multivalent approach to his artistry negates the 
neoliberal meliorism that pervades multiple studies on his 
work. His work deliberately tabulates the long history of the 
subjugation of the oppressed other showing that the 1913 
Land Act was preceded by gruelling episodes of dispossession 
and subjection. As Willan avers,  “[t]he South African historical 
memory...has been highly selective in its recall” (1996, vii). In 
line with Chrisman’s argument (2002, p. 1), this study will 
interrogate Pan-Africanism from a South African point of view 

to represent Plaatje as an “interlocutor” rather than an 
emulator of African-American modernity as posited by 
Masilela (2011) and Vinson (2013). According Plaatje an 
emulator status denies his creative oeuvre its potency and 
heterogeneous modernity. Plaatje’s inscription of agency is a 
“move against Eurocentric and totalising sense of modernity… 
[legitimated]… by enslavement, colonialism and neo-
colonialism” (Alidou 2005, 4). He, therefore, renders 
modernity as uncentred, plastic and pluralistic in his 
denunciation of the dehumanising effects of imperialistic and 
capitalist tendencies of the Afrikaners and British Empire. The 
study argues that Pan-Africanism is a precursor of 
postcolonialism which is aimed at combating “the continuing,  
often covert, operation of an imperialist system of economic, 
political and cultural domination” (Young 2001,   p. 58). 

RANGARIRAYI MAPANZURE - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  ART AND POLITICS

“MYTH, ILLUSION, REALITY AND THE DICTATOR IN HAMA TUMA’S THE CASE OF THE SOCIALIST WITCHDOCTOR AND OTHER 
STORIES” 
Hama Tuma’s stories in the anthology The Case of the Socialist 
Witchdoctor and other Stories highlight the ambivalence and 
paradox surrounding the representation of dictatorship in 
African literature.  In the stories dictatorship is both a person 
- the caudillo – and a vast array of functionaries who display
fanatical zeal in the discharge of their duties. More
importantly, the dictator is deliberately elided or side-lined by
the writer in order to bring to the fore the victims of his power.
In doing so, Tuma highlights the ambivalence and paradox of
signs or myths. While symbolically it is the dictator that is on
trial in the courtroom (Ogude, 2009: 89), the centre stage is
given to the ordinary people that the dictator and his regime
seek to emasculate.
The question that arises here then is how does Tuma construct
and represent a figure that he seeks to confine to the

periphery of his stories or erase from prominence and 
omnipresence? In this respect, Tuma’s approach is unlike 
Soyinka’s in A Play of Giants where dictators such as Kamini(Idi 
Amin), Ngunema(Macias Nguema), Kasco (Emperor Bokassa) 
and Tuboum(Mobutu Sese Seko) are cast as “giants” that 
ominously strut across the stage with a presence designed to 
spread and reinforce the myths surrounding their power.  
The paper examines how in the anthology Hama Tuma seems 
to deliberately deny the dictator space and voice. It argues 
that although the courtroom is designed by the dictator as a 
stage to display, sanitise and legitimise his power, it ironically 
becomes an arena where the limits of his power are laid bare 
for all to witness. 
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DEVAKSHA MOODLEY  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  ART AND POLITICS

NAVIGATING THE POLITICS OF YOUR IDENTITY: A THEORETICAL APPROACH
The concept of identity is constantly under investigation. In 
post-modern studies, identity is seen as fluid and varied rather 
than fixed and singular. This research paper shares this 
perspective on identity and sees it as a construct. We create 
our identities, we construct who we are, but this is not an 
autonomous process. Stuart Hall states that, “Who I am – the 
‘real’ me – was formed in relation to a whole set of other 
narratives” (1997: 135). Hall’s argument here is that our 
identity is shaped by many aspects such as the society or 
communities we live in, the religions we profess and the 
cultural customs we follow. I am a South African Indian 
woman. This is how I identify myself; but, what does it mean 
to be a South African Indian woman? What are the markers of 
my own, and many other women’s, identities? We are by no 
means a homogenous group.  
There are South African Indian women who are, religiously 
speaking, Hindu, Christian or Muslim. Culturally, some of us 
are Hindi, Tamil, Telugu, Gujarathi or a mixture of these 
ethnicities. Despite these differences, South African Indian 
women do share similar, albeit in comparable and contrasting 
ways, societal, cultural and religious experiences. We share, as 

Hall says, 'narratives' that for the most part, go unnoticed and 
thus become naturalised. What becomes naturalised or 
assumed are dominant ideas about what a South African 
Indian woman 'should be'. We are expected, for instance, to 
be wives and mothers. When we reject such hegemonic 
identity norms, dis-identification or counter-identification 
occurs (Weedon, 2004). How can we navigate the complex 
politics of our identity? How can we be made aware of and 
understand how our identities are constructed? This research 
paper posits that the following theoretical approach can be 
applied when engaging with our identities: Stuart Hall's 
identity politics (1997), Louis Althusser's notion of Ideological 
State Apparatuses (1971) and Dr Chris Weedon's theory of 
Feminist Poststructuralism (1997; 2004). By understanding 
and combining these concepts, a solid theoretical framework 
is developed and allows for comprehensive studies on 
identity. This research, through the example of my own 
identity as a South African Indian woman, will explore how this 
specific theoretical approach is best suited to interpreting our 
identities, collectively and individually. 

RIASON NAIDOO – UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  ART AND POLITICS

APPROPRIATION OR MIMICRY: A CLOSE LOOK AT SIMON NJAMI’S THE DIVINE COMEDY–HEAVEN, HELL, PURGATORY  BY 
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN ARTISTS 
One of the overriding themes in curator Simon Njami’s opus 
appears to be overturning the dominant colonial 
representations of the African continent by producing new 
portrayals via his two streams of narration: writing and 
curating. In this paper I will focus on Njami’s 2014 exhibition 
The Divine Comedy–Heaven, Hell, Purgatory by Contemporary 
African Artists. 
Njami draws on one of Europe’s classic literary pieces, The 
Divine Comedy (1308-1320) by the Italian Dante Alighieri, to 
inform his presentation of contemporary African art. The 
curator quickly dispels the first impression of his exhibition 
paying homage to the Latin poem. In his opening essay 
entitled “The Secret of Eternal Life” in the exhibition 

catalogue, Njami explains that in contrast to praising Alighieri 
he instead translates, interprets and appropriates the Divine 
Comedy from the canon of European classic literary works and 
uses it for his own purposes in relation to contemporary 
African art. Njami’s ‘annexation’ of the Divine Comedy 
appears to be a political act. According to the curator, the 
artists’ interpretations of the themes of “Purgatory”, “Hell” 
and “Heaven” also open new readings and categories far 
beyond Alighieri’s Divine Comedy intended in the 14th 
century and perhaps far beyond Alighieri’s realm of the 
European context.  
One can perhaps extend this concept to the various essays 
Njami commissioned in the exhibition catalogue by the same 
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name. For example Clive Kellner’s text entitled “Hell, 
Purgatory and Paradise: Icons, Iconology and Iconoclasm in 
South African Art” translates Dante’s poem through the lens 
of South African politics. Cameroonian historian and 
philosopher Achille Mbembe’s article “Requim for the Slave” 
interprets the otherworldly experience described in the Divine 
Comedy via another literary work - The Palm-Wine Drinkard 
(1952) - by the Nigerian writer Amos Tutuola wherein 
Mbembe counters western notions of the supernatural via the 
tale involving African mystical notions. In his illustrations 
Mbembe foregrounds African beliefs and notions of 
unearthliness via a seminal piece of African fiction, a subtle 
riposte to the universality and standardization of European 
ideas - echoing Christopher Miller in his description of the 
African francophone context - where “instances of difference” 
are erased.  There is a double play regarding fiction at work 
here. There is the explicit link between Njami’s exhibition and 
Alighieri’s 14th century poem. Mbembe’s article that is wholly 
devoted to an interpretation of Tutuola’s tale, introduces 
another layer of fiction associated with Njami’s exhibition, and 
a fiction (Tutuola’s) that references another fiction 

(Alighieri’s), in the context of an exhibition on African 
contemporary art. The “translation”, “interpretation” and 
“appropriation” of the Divine Comedy by Kellner and 
Mbembe, although very different, each bring their own  
contexts and lens to Alighieri’s poem, as well as, to Njami’s 
exhibition on contemporary African art in perhaps the same 
way that Njami claims the artists do in relation to the 
exhibition.  
In the paper I will elaborate on some of the other essays by 
Zdenka Badovinac, Roberto Casati, Johannes Hoff and Pep 
Subiros along with a close reading of the original Divine 
Comedy by Alighieri in making a comparative analysis of: (1) 
Njami’s ‘appropriation’ of Alighieri’s text and concepts of 
“Heaven”, “Hell” and “Purgatory” in his exhibition on 
contemporary African art and (2) the contributors’ 
interpretations of Alighieri’s original text in relation to Njami’s 
exhibition.  
The artworks in the exposition under the notions of “Heaven”, 
“Hell” and “Purgatory” are further ‘data’ that may be 
elaborated upon in relation to Alighieri’s original themes. 

FRANCINE SIMON  - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY  ART AND POLITICS

IN/BETWEEN THE “AFFIDAMENTO”: EXPERIMENTALISM, FEMALE POETICS AND A YOUNG SOUTH AFRICAN FEMALE POET 
This paper uses poet Eileen Myles's Italian-derived term 
'affidamento' (“a relationship of trust between two women… 
the younger asks the elder to help her obtain something she 
desires”). Searching for examples of local innovative female 
poetry, and unable to find an obvious local 'affidamento' 
figure, where does the young South African female poet turn 
when she is writing between the uneasy claims of gendered 
identity and linguistic-conceptual experimentalism?  I turn to 
three female poets whose work has 'addressed' my evolving 
poetic ideas and methods, envisaging these women writers as 
'affidamento' figures who have enabled me to frame self-
reflexive thinking about my poetics. Meena Alexander, Eileen 
Myles, and Harryette Mullen - their poetry has assisted me in 
exploring the various possibilities that arise when lyric 
expressivism is placed under the pressures of raced bodies, 

queer subject matters and linguistic conceptualism.  I hope to 
show that what Kathleen Fraser terms 'the innovative 
necessity' in contemporary women's poetry must of necessity 
be widely conceived in relation to varied contexts of 
expression, belief and artistic practice.  
Additionally, in drawing attention to experimental women's 
poetry as a marginal form, I propose the concept of 'non-
place' as a useful provisional term, able to situate and yet 
repeatedly to re-locate the writing of female experimental 
poets in their prolific and varied exploration of boundaries 
such as language and lyric. Here, I also suggest that the 
aligning of affidamento figures demonstrates the usefulness 
of Rosi Braidotti’s “nomadic consciousness” for a young South 
African 'Indian' female poet.
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VERNE ROWIN MUNSAMY - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  ART AND POLITICS

DELHI TO DURBAN: INFLUENCES OF BOLLYWOOD CINEMA ON DIASPORIC INDIAN CULTURE IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
My thesis examines Bollywood Theatre, an adaptation of 
Bollywood Cinema, and the representation of Indian culture 
and identities that are embodied within. In order to adapt 
Bollywood cinema, a Hindi Cinematic style from India,  for the 
stages of Durban, South Africa it is imperative that we first 
define Bollywood cinema; establish the reaches of Bollywood, 
it’s connection with Indian Diaspora, and it’s ability to 
represent ‘Indianness’; and whether these representations 
are somewhat universal.  This paper will therefore examine 
the connections between Indian cinema and Indian diasporic 
culture, looking specifically at the influence that Bollywood 
Cinema has had on Indian culture in Durban South Africa, if 
any, and are those representations of ‘Indianness’ similar in 
diaspora of Indian descent.  
South Africa has the largest population of Indians outside of 
India, and Indian Cinema has been a big part of this Indian 
diaspora and it’s culture (Dudrah, 2006). It is the largest film 
industry in the world. Bollywood is a moniker for this popular 
Indian Cinema from Mumbai, subtitles, comprising of several 
genres, inclusive of dance and song, colourful costumes,  
multiple locations and involving a love triangle or conflicted 
love (Desai,  2004). It has great appeal within Indian diaspora 
as it was seen as an exporter of Indian culture from India to its 
diaspora all across the world, including South Africa.  
Bollywood represents and has become part of public culture, 
creating a sort of homogenisation of Indian culture; it is in this 

homogenisation that Indian culture may be questioned and 
examined (Desai, 2004).  This paper further investigates the 
consumption of Indian culture, ‘Indianness’, through 
Bollywood cinema. Vijay Mishra (2002) informs us that 
Bollywood connects with its national community and the 
abstract ‘national’ subject (diaspora), communicating with 
subjects who identify with the culture represented.  
Bollywood is a fantasy, a former of escapism, which uses 
melodrama to depict and cater to specifically an Indian 
audience (Dudrah & Jigna, 2008). The former has specific 
codes that identify with an Indian audience. Stuart Hall (1980) 
explains that with this theory of codification, texts 
(Bollywood) may be encoded with denotative and connotative 
meanings. The last section will reflect on the impact that this 
type of commercialised cinema has in Durban, South Africa. 
“Communities are created through a social relationship based 
on the subjective feelings of belonging to the same 
community” (Patel & Uys, 2012: 79). South African Indians, 
based on our history, have had a connection with India, the 
‘homeland’, since their arrival in this country in 1860. One 
connecting factor is Bollywood, it was an index of many senses 
of Indian identity which identified with the transnational 
community in many countries with Indian diaspora, including 
Durban, South Africa. 

GABBY SIPHO DLAMINI - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  ART AND POLITICS 

WHO DID YOU SPEAK TO? 
Ethnography as data collection method is invested in the 
researcher being located in a space, inhabiting that space and 
participating in that space; hence the term participant 
observation. Implied in this data collection method is, the 
physical nature of space, participation and interactions; the 
immediacy or live nature participation and interactions. 
Concepts of distance and access not only become issues 
anthropologists deal with in the field but also they become the 

barometer by which good rich valid data is measured by. The 
(physically) closer a researcher is and there more access a 
research has to their participant the richer and more valid the 
data is. Online research challenges all of these assumptions 
and has us thinking about how we think and conceive what 
research sites are, what interactions count as real and is rich 
and valid data on top of that there are the many ethical 
questions about online research which I will be presenting on. 
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ZUKISWA ROBOJI - UNIVERSITY OF NORTH WEST  ART AND POLITICS 

EPISTEMIC APPROACH OF COMMUNITY-BASED MONITORING IN THE CONTEXT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
This paper examines the theoretical discrepancies between 
New Public Management (NPM), public participation and 
Community-based Monitoring (CBM) in the context of local 
government. A key question with this argument is how to 
strengthen the involvement of community members into 
monitoring structures of government. From this angle, this 
study values the contribution of community participation 
since it promotes the NPM reform culture that seeks to make 
government more economic, effective and efficient.  Hence, 
community involvement goes beyond the common routine 
participation in the formulation and review of Integrated 
Development Plans (IDPs) and Local Economic Development 
(LEDs) into more specific areas of basic service delivery for 
human survival.  
The study adopts the qualitative research paradigm within the 
confines of the case study.  A survey of existing literature has 
be focused towards the understanding of the practice, 
development and challenges faced in the process of utilising 
monitoring in the implementation of community led 
development projects in the local sphere of government.  
Moreover, in this study an analysis of international cases 
established the theory, origins and principles of CBM through 
community participation.  The study chose the three examples 
due to the unique nature of CBM practices in the Philippines, 
India and Canada, all which have community-empowering 
initiatives that do not only conserve the surrounding 
environment, but develop local communities.  Although 
several studies have indicated literature available on CBM, 
literature pertaining to the South African context still lacks.   
Lessons may be learned from analysing the processes and 
persons involved in ensuring CBM as applied to the various 
government services.  Firstly, there is theme of a multiple 
stakeholder approach to CBM, which involves multiple 
stakeholders, including civic organisations, academics, the 
government, donors and communities themselves.  A second 
emerging theme from the examples is that of a decentralised 

form of managing resources characterised by less central 
government control of CBM in the Philippines, India and 
Canada.  That has the effect of lessening the burden on 
government alone, while ensuring government’s capacity to 
focus on other pressing service delivery programmes.  A third 
theme that has emerged is that of community mapping, which 
emphasises the establishment and development of skills and 
resource needs of communities in both India and Canada. In 
specific terms, the creation of a community profile can assist 
in the effective and efficient allocation of CBM priorities 
together with resourcing needs. Such mapping can be used to 
also allocate funding resources.  
The fourth theme that has prominently featured in the three 
case studies is that of local communities reaping direct 
benefits from their participation in CBM processes. As 
discussed be it coastal management in Canada, natural forest 
management in the Philippines or the protection of medicinal 
plant species in India, the community always has a fair share 
of the proceeds. Lastly, there emerged a theme of developing 
and utilising indigenous knowledge systems in natural 
resource preservation and management. Indigenous 
knowledge systems have featured mostly in the Philippine and 
Indian examples as the panacea for the sustainable 
management of forests and medicinal plants.   
In conclusion, across the system of government in South 
Africa, CBM is arguably located within municipalities. Placing 
the government in the jurisdiction of the people has an impact 
towards enforcing public accountability and building trust 
between the people and their government. In the end, that 
can markedly improve on the efficacy of government, thereby 
delivering public goods and services which meet expectations 
of the people, improving living standards and promoting 
democratic governance.  This also calls for a multi-stakeholder 
coordinated effort coupled with the political will from the 
politicians and government officials. 
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PATRICK AJIBADE - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE  DIGITAL HUMANITIES 

UTILISATION AND ALIGNMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN AFRICA: INSIGHTS FROM SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES 
One of the top challenges and primary concerns of business 
executives for the past twenty years have been how to achieve 
the alignment of Information Technology (IT) with business 
process management. The challenges of alignment were 
particularly evident in the developing countries where billions 
of (ZAR) Rand have been wasted annually on IT project which 
did not meet the business expected goals. The paper aimed to 
debate the Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) use of IT and 
integration to fit the SMEs business process in order to 
promote business sustainability and operations in Africa, with 
particular insight from Nigeria and South Africa. The article 
argued that the adoption and utilisation of IT must be a 
strategic business decision that must be accorded priority to 
improve business performances in the two largest economies 
in Africa and reduce overhead cost. The article explained that 
business-IT alignment is a strategic business driver beyond 
being a ‘business process enabler’, because, Business 
Information Technology and its alignment (BITA) is a strategic 
business asset. This asset could be leverage to promote 
efficient SMEs business process management (BPM) that is 
capable of enhancing business sustainability while promoting 
national and regional economic transactions. The paper 
philosophical underpinnings were grounded in both post-
positivism and interpretivism to form a theoretical 
triangulation. Consequently, the methodology used both 
quantitative and qualitative data, and the data were gathered 
from 272 respondents, including 42 interviews. Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS version 22.0), XLSTAT 
2017 was used for the quantitative data while ATLAS.ti 7 was 
utilised for the qualitative data analysis. The validation of 
scales and the research model was conducted using structural 
equation modelling (SEM) package. The three most important 
objectives KMO and Bartlett’s test were performed to 
measure the sampling adequacy. KMO above 50% is 
acceptable, but all the KMO were ranges 70% to 82% to 
validate the sample adequacy, while the measure of the six 

factors of alignment constructs were 74%, hence, it was 
adequate to proceed with the analysis. The findings showed 
that there is insufficient data on Business-IT Alignment in 
Nigeria and South Africa to provide empirical evidence on 
SMEs IT ]\alignment practices in Nigeria and South Africa, and 
their levels of alignment have not been empirically 
investigated. The findings showed that SMEs use of IT is 
established in some firms, while in other, it is emerging, but 
the integration with the business processes is lacking. The 
finding indicated the following: SMEs Business IT Alignment 
had not been sufficiently grounded in the African business 
environment context as most of the SMEs have not reached 
expected alignment practices level to make them highly 
competitive in the global business milieu. Most SMEs have 
committed their firms to IT integration into the core functions 
and business process, but this process has not been fully 
implemented across all functions. The use of IT for 
communication purposes has been prioritised, but integration 
to achieve efficient productivity and customer services and 
improved services have not been realised. The findings 
indicated that is in its infancy in both the South African and 
Nigerian business milieu. The paper recommends that 
companies in Africa review their practices of activities and 
embed IT in their business process as a strategic driver of 
business sustainability. The study suggested how IT 
infrastructure could promote regional business presence, and 
improve customers patronage. The research contributed to a 
scholarly debate by creating a Technology Alignment Model as 
conceptual underpinning that may enhance theoretical 
understanding and practical integration of IT with BPM.  This 
will enable the SMEs to understand how to link the conceptual 
framework of IT alignment to their possible daily business 
decisions. 
Key Words: Information Technology, Business IT Alignment, IT 
Infrastructure, SMEs Regional Presence, SMEs Sustainability, 
Nigeria, South Africa.  
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BAHLE MAZEKA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  DIGITAL HUMANITIES 

THE VALUE OF COMMUNITY BASED MAPPING: THE STORY OF QUARRY ROAD WEST INFORMAL SETTLEMENT, ETHEKWINI. 
Community based mapping has been an important tool in 
participatory research since its inception in the 1960s. Among 
other valuable contributions, this tool can be used in the 
production of indigenous maps for claim to ancestral land, to 
foster social learning and to encourage engagement and 
learning between ‘scientific experts’ and communities, to 
create legitimacy for local knowledge, producing a community 
map that seeks to promotes community identity and 
cohesion, creating a sense of pride. Community based maps 
thus act as a vehicle for spatial learning, discussion, 
information exchange, analysis, decision making and advocacy 
and they facilitate communication between insiders (the 
community) and outsiders (researchers, government 
officials). At the same time mapping was boosted through the 
dissemination of spatial information technologies such as 
global positioning systems (GPS), (open source) Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) and open access to spatial data 
through the internet. The main objective of this study is 
centered on the mapping process of Quarry Road West 
informal settlement (located along the Palmiet River) 

producing an abstract map which has value to the community, 
but it also leads to discussions and engagement within the 
community about their ‘place’ in the city, their ‘place’ within 
their settlement and their ‘rights’ to the city, their ‘identity’. 
The study adopts a participatory GIS methodology through a 
partnership between researcher and community. A strategy of 
household surveys and global positioning systems (GPS) 
Garmin etrex device was used by community researchers to 
record attributes and locate individual structures relevant to 
them. Through this participatory research partnership, 
community researchers further constructed their risk analysis 
using a risk map strategy, which entails constructing risks and 
locating such identified hazards using GPS. The ground truth 
verification tool was used to verify hazardous points and 
attributes located on the map. While the reality and outcomes 
of the community based map are still a construction in 
progress, interestingly is the improved discussion and 
exchange of information between the community and the 
local government. This process has facilitated improved 
relations between ‘hard governance’ and ‘soft governance’. 

SIMEON AMBROSE NWONE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  DIGITAL HUMANITIES 

INFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF THE PROFESSORIATE IN SELECTED FEDERAL UNIVERSITIES IN SOUTH WEST NIGERIA 
Information behavior remains an important research area 
most especially with the advent of internet and web 2.0 
technologies that is consistently reshaping information 
seeking patterns of academic faculty. Professoriates in the 
academia are specific information users whose information 
needs are vital to effective content delivery and require 
current and timely information for teaching, research and 
scholarly engagements. The study examines the information 
behavior of the professoriate with regard to how they seek, 
access and use electronic information resources in the social 
sciences and humanities in three federal universities in 
Nigeria. The study aims at addressing the information needs 
of the professoriate, how professoriate actively and passively 
seek, access and share information electronically, their 
information source preferences, factors that influence their 

use of electronic information resources, and attitude of the 
professoriate towards electronic information resources.A 
parallel mixed methods design was used to investigate the 
information behavior of the professoriate. The population of 
the study comprised 246 professoriates in the faculties of 
social sciences and humanities in University of Ibadan, 
University of Lagos and Obafemi Awolowo University in 
Nigeria. A census survey technique was used to collect the 
required quantitative and qualitative data from the 
professoriate. A mixed questionnaire containing both open 
and close ended questions was used to collect the required 
data. Preliminary data analysis using descriptive and 
inferential statistics revealed that all the professoriate need 
information for research, developing contents used for 
teaching and keeping abreast of current developments in their 
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fields. Majority of the professoriate sought information for 
teaching and research in journal articles (100%), textbooks 
(98.8%), online databases (77%), electronic journals (71.5%) 
and interaction with colleagues (61.2%). Others information 
seeking sources are conferences (43%), seminars (30.3%) and 
workshops (26.1%). Professorate encounter information more 
frequently in journal articles (84.8%), textbooks (84.8%), 
electronic journals (50.3), and online databases (49.1%) than 
they encounter in newspapers (11.5%) and TV (3.6%), 
encyclopedia (15.2%), magazine (5.5%), conferences (20%), 
seminars (8.5%) and workshops (3.6%). They use the 
information encountered mainly to advance their general 
knowledge (100%), personal development (98.8%), and career 
advancement (96.4%). Most of the professoriate share 
research information in subscription-based (100%) and fee-

based open access journals (98.8%). Accuracy (97%), currency 
(94.5%), relevance (94.5%) and authoritativeness (93.9%) are 
the most used criteria for selecting information sources. 
Furthermore, the study reveals that performance expectancy, 
effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating condition, self-
efficacy and behavioural intention (of UTAUT) are significant 
predictors of electronic resources usage. Professoriate 
showed positive attitude and reduced anxiety towards the use 
of electronic resources. The outcome of the study is essential 
in the planning and provision of effective information services 
to the professoriate to support teaching and research in the 
universities and re-orient their attitude in a dynamic 
information environment where electronic information 
resources have become more prevalen.  
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CEDRIC BHEKI MPUNGOSE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

CAN LECTURERS REFLECT ON AND IN THE USE OF MOODLE CURRICULA FOR STUDENT SUCCESS? 
An important development in higher education is the demand 
to adopt new educational technology and information to 
frame student success. In response, Moodle Learning 
Management Platforms (LMP) provide informal and formal 
curricula which brings challenges to lecturers and they seem 
reluctant to embrace it for student success.  
This article presents a qualitative critical action research of 
three lecturers. Purposive with convenience sampling were 
used to choose the three out of eight most accessible lecturers 
who were teaching science modules. 
 The article aimed to explore lecturers’ reflections on the use 
of Moodle curricula for student success.  

The lecturers’ reflective activity and one-on-one semi-
structured interview were utilized for data generation. 
Inductive and deductive processes were used to ensure 
qualitative guided analysis of the generated data.  
The study concluded that lecturers were using formal 
reflections to be more familiar with formal curriculum than 
informal curriculum of Moodle, and this impaired student 
success. Consequently, this article recommends lecturers to 
use reflective process to align informal with formal Moodle 
curriculum in order to attain student success. 

LINDELIHLE PRETTY-GIRL DONDA  - UNIVERSITY OF THE FREE STATE  EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES

A STRATEGY TO TEACH BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES CREATION SKILLS (BOCS) USING ICT 
Background of the study 
The purpose of the study is to design a real life situation 
strategy to teach business opportunities creation skills (BOCS) 
using Information Communication Technology (ICT). The 
strategy endeavours to respond against the background of 
several challenges of teaching BOCS using ICT in Amajuba 
District in KZN. BOCS is one of the six purposes of Grade 12 
Business Studies learning content which learners should be 
able to understand and apply in their real life situation during 
and after exiting matric. BOCS should be taught in the way that 
learners understand how to learn, seek new information, 
utilize it, evaluate its importance, and solve novel and non-
textbook professional problems using ICT. This is found to be 
challenging for most teachers as they still present BOCS 
lessons in an abstract form removed from their application to 
knowledge which makes transfer to real world situations 
difficult for learners. Additionally, little time is spent on 
building capabilities in group interpretation, negotiation of 
shared meaning, and co-construction of problem resolutions 
during the teaching and learning of BOCS using ICT. 
Furthermore, ICT applications and representations during 
BOCS lessons are largely used to automate traditional 

methods of teaching and learning, rather than to model 
complexity and express insights to others. 
Research question and the purpose of the study 
The study responds to the research question which states: 
How to teach practical business opportunities skills using ICT 
from a real life situation? To respond to the research question, 
the research objectives are to understand and formulate the 
need, investigate the conditions, anticipate possible threats 
and to formulate the indicators for the successful 
implementation of a real life situation strategy to teach BOCS 
using ICT. 
Research Design 
The study is grounded on bricolage a theoretical framework 
that was firstly introduced by the French anthropologist, Levi-
Strauss in the Savage Mind (1966). To complement the 
strategy, I used participatory action research (PAR) to 
generate data with the co-researchers. PAR was chosen for its 
emancipatory tendencies and because of it correlating with 
bricolage as they both affirm the multiplicity of voices in the 
study thus deconstructing the monolithic view of the 
dominant and mainstream approach where the voices and 
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interests of the poor and marginalised are neglected. They 
also both enable the participants to discover the power they 
possess and to realise that the solutions to the problems are 
local. I worked with a team of two ABET teachers, four grade 
12 business studies learners, normally are called grade 13 as 
most of them repeat grade 12, EMS subject advisor,  two 
entrepreneurs, Local Economic Development (LED) manager 
and two NAFCOC representative. We identified the 
challenges, strategies, conditions, threats and indicators 
regarding the formulation of the real life situation strategy in 
the teaching and learning of BOCS using ICT. Thereafter, we 
conducted a SWOT analysis amongst ourselves to analyse our 
academic identities and PESTLE analysis to awaken us in terms 
of the macro-environments where the study was conducted. 
The team’s shared vision was to develop a strategy that 
responds to the challenges of teaching BOCS using ICT in 
Amajuba District. The team participated in discussions in 
seminars, workshops, and class observations where the focus 

was to generate data that responded to the objectives of the 
study. Fairclough’s critical discourse analysis (CDA) to analyse 
the discursive data was used. Data was analysed through 
three lenses, namely the textual, discursive and social practice 
level.  
The findings of the study indicated that teachers use 
traditional face-to-face mode of delivery in the teaching and 
learning of BOCS using ICT which made it difficult for learners 
to fuse theoretical skills and knowledge attained and practical 
endeavours in their real life situation. The study used the 
creation and building of knowledge approach to circumvent 
the traditional mode of delivery by inviting entrepreneurs and 
other appropriate stakeholders. They collaboratively shared 
their ideas, expertise and experiences on how teachers may 
efficaciously teach BOCS using ICT to stimulate theory and 
practice. Amongst the threats discovered was the inability of 
teachers to finish the syllabus as practical part of teaching is 
not catered for in the curriculum.  

MAUD VICTORIA HUTCHINSON - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

DISCOURSES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY COMMERCE TEXTBOOKS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN SELECTED 
SOUTHERN AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY (SADC) COUNTRIES 
It is universally acknowledged that textbooks are the most 
widely used instructional tools for conveying ‘legitimate’ 
knowledge to students. While textbooks are the mostly widely 
used instructional tools that define what counts as valid 
knowledge, various empirical studies have found that 
passages in textbooks that are viewed as ‘legitimate’ are 
actually communicating selective values and ideologies. In 
light of the criticisms raised over textbooks and given the 
prevalent usage of textbooks as instructional tools in 
classrooms throughout the globe, this study therefore 
adopted a qualitative research approach and applied different 
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and Visual Semiotic Analysis 
(VSA) theories and versions in order to critically analyse 
entrepreneurship discourses in first level secondary school 
contemporary commerce textbooks, namely: Economic and 
Management Sciences (EMS) from South Africa, Business 
Studies from Zimbabwe and Entrepreneurship Studies from 
Namibia. The CDA and Visual Semiotics Analysis theories and 

versions applied were from Huckin (1997), Fairclough (2003), 
Machin and Mayr (2012) , Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) and 
Nene (2014). The textbooks included in the sample were 
selected from the Ministry of Basic Education’s recommended 
list in the selected SADC countries and were published by 
leading and different publishers according to the educational 
policy of the government in the selected SADC countries under 
the guidelines and supervision of the Ministry of Basic 
Education. 
The findings of study indicated that despite the recent series 
of curriculum changes reconstituted in SADC schools over the 
past decades and the recent ‘superficial cosmetic content 
changes’ in contemporary commerce textbooks in SADC, 
these textbooks were found to be gender biased and gender 
insensitive. Furthermore the analysed textbooks romanticized 
entrepreneurship and frequently failed to highlight 
entrepreneurship as practiced in the real world. As such huge 
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chunks of the entrepreneurship literature were erased from 
textbooks, therefore leaving the textbooks incomplete.  
This however results in learning opportunities for 
entrepreneurship being missed by students’ as not all the 
entrepreneurship information was available in the textbooks, 
especially the dark side of entrepreneurship. It also results in 
ignorance as distorted and skewed entrepreneurship 
knowledge is firmly fixed in the minds of students. The 
distorted and skewed information in the textbooks renders 
these textbooks inadequate for developing students’ full 
understanding of entrepreneurship. 
Contemporary commerce textbooks as such do not involve the 
neutral transfer of knowledge. Rather particular assumptions, 

values, and beliefs are included with the content of commerce 
textbooks. Students relying on commerce textbooks to 
understand entrepreneurship and the role it plays in the 
economy are thus shortchanged. So while textbooks claim to 
be conveying ‘legitimate’ knowledge, this should not be taken 
at face value since such assertions are merely an attempt to 
obscure the fact that certain values and ideologies are being 
inculcated in the minds of students. 
Keywords: Discourses, Entrepreneurship, Textbooks, 
Commerce, Critical Discourse Analysis, Visual Semiotics 
Analysis, SADC 

MMARANTI PAMLA LETSOALO - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO    EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

RE-STANDARDIZATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN LANGUAGES: THE DEVELOPMENT OF SEPEDI LANGUAGE. 
Every language around the world has its dialects, which is no 
different in the South African context. One of the official 
languages, Sepedi recognized in the Republic of South Africa 
Constitution (1996) has over ten dialects and not all of these 
dialects were included in the standardization of Sepedi. This 
has led to the excluded dialects such as Khelovedu to adopt 
Sepedi as the Language of Learning and Teaching. Students 
who speak a dialect as a home language face challenges in 
terms of writing in the classroom as the Language of learning 
and teaching is not the same language spoken out of the 
classroom.  
As part of the discussion around language development and 
re-imagining academic spaces, the notion of re-

standardization of languages is of interest. This concept of re-
standardization is of great importance to the development of 
South African indigenous languages and to also contribute to 
the idea of a multilingual South Africa.  
This paper is rooted in the transformation of the official 
languages of South Africa where  inclusion of glossaries from 
the students home language, which in most case is a dialect 
are included in the official language of South Africa. The paper 
will further draw insights from students who speak a 
Khelovedu dialect at the University of Limpopo within the 
Bachelor of Arts in Contemporary English and Multilingual 
Studies (BA CEMS) where English and Sepedi are used as the 
medium of instruction. 

SORAYA ABDULATIEF - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

MOVING TO LEARN AND LEARNING TO MOVE: DEVELOPING AN ACADEMIC LITERACY THIRDSPACE FOR MULTILINGUAL  
PRESERVICE SCIENCE TEACHERS AT AN ENGLISH MEDIUM UNIVERSITY 
Though learning and education is firmly lodged in the 
historical and social, Edward Soja argues that there is another 
dimension to our experience, namely, spaciality. Soja argues 
for a “triple dialectic” of analysis that includes historical, social 
and spacial dimensions (1996:6). Similarly, decolonial theories 
and social movements like #RhodesMustFall and 
#FeesMustFall have demonstrated that contestation over 

inclusion and exclusion at higher education institutions in 
South Africa are also contestation over space such as who has 
the power to shape, constitute and inhabit a space and who 
does not. Even though more working class multilingual African 
language students have access to university, most of these 
students are at risk of failure or under achieve and have poor 
results. For these students the university is an 
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anglonormative, often hostile and challenging space. I hope to 
show through my research how a Thirdspace was created to 
support at risk multilingual students in a meaningful way. 
Gutiérrez (2008) states that Thirdspace, is a space where 
“students begin to reconceive who they are and what they 
may be able to accomplish academically and beyond” (p.148). 
Though socio-political academic literacy workshops and 
individual academic literacy consultations with students who 
were preservice teachers was important, by introducing these 
students to a number of other learning sites and spaces such 
as a Science Center, Natural History Museum, a student 
conference and a play, “The Fall 2016” I sought to create an 
academic literacy Thirdspace to foster an awareness of 
different types of literacy and learning in the student 
participants. This paper is focussed on the site visits and the 
main questions I seek to answer are: what awareness, 
understanding, capacities or identities did the students 

develop after visiting these sites and spaces? To what extent 
did students voice their awareness of how this new 
understanding could move and shift across different settings? 
Next, what do the students’ experiences suggest about 
learning to move in new spaces and finally how can these 
experiences “provoke and support new capacities that 
support students’ repertoires of practice?” (Gutiérrez 2008: 
150). My study was a practitioner led action research 
intervention and I draw from data sources such as interviews, 
field notes, photographs and transcripts of video dialogue to 
support my argument that in a high challenge environment, 
like an English medium university, multilingual students who 
are at risk require a high level of support which includes 
introducing them to new learning experiences in new spaces. 
Since my research was exploratory rather than explanatory, it 
seeks to offer insights rather than “definite proposals” 
(Wallace: 92). 

TINASHE CHARLES MATIYENGA - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE    EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES
THE CONSTRUAL OF INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS IN LITERARY DISCOURSE: APPRAISAL AND ARGUMENTATION AS ALTERNATIVES 
IN LITERARY DISCOURSE APPRECIATION 
The study of literature in academic environments has 
traditionally been more inclined towards the investigation of 
the literariness of texts with main focus on the plot, 
characterisation, motivation, value and background of the 
literary texts under study; the major objective being the 
interpretation of the literary production. This traditional 
approach is characterised by extensive reading and is usually 
instructor-centred and has tended to be transmissive, given 
the relationship between the reader and the instructor and, 
thereafter, product-centred in that usually, a logical, sound 
interpretation of the text is expected. In recent times, the 
study of literature has assumed the stylistics approach which 
involves linguistic textual analysis and also encourages 
readers to interact with textual structure to infer meaning. 
This paper seeks to interrogate the exploration of literary 
discourse patterns from appraisal linguistic and extended 
pragma-dialectic argumentation perspectives. This paper, 
therefore, utilises the modified Appraisal Framework (Martin 
and White, 2005) and the Extended Pragma-dialectic Theory 
of Argumentation (van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1984, 
1992 and 2004). The central thrust of this approach is to  

underscore these theories as alternative efficient and logical 
ways to the study of literature in an objective systematic way 
concerned with the various linguistic resources by which texts 
and authors express, negotiate, and naturalise particular 
inter-subjective and ideological positions, and also convince 
the reader of the acceptability of a standpoint through 
propositions justifying or refuting particular claims and 
counterclaims that the texts and authors put forward.  The 
study seeks to highlight that the relationship between 
linguistics and literary texts is such that meaning is dependent 
as much upon the processes of interpretation undertaken by 
a reader as upon the actual linguistic structures that the 
writers make use of. The value that linguistics brings into the 
domain of literature is explored through an appreciation of 
the Bakhtinian view of dialogism in texts in order to validate 
the entry point of the linguistic theoretical frameworks central 
to this study, namely the Appraisal Theory and the Extended 
Pragma-dialectic Theory of Argumentation into the domain of 
literature. The study, which is still work in progress, marks a 
point of departure from traditional literary criticism 
approaches of literary appreciation to an alternative one 
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modelled within the discourse analysis domain, shifting focus 
from the structural approach to the deduction of meaning, to 
the functional use of language through the practical 
embellishment of a system of interpersonal relations and the 
management of emotions, endorsing the fact that language 
assumes a functional role in society in order to extend a 
particular view as influenced by societal expectations. This 

position becomes even more valid when one takes into 
cognisance the fact that literary texts are also, to a large 
extent, influenced by society’s experiences and the need to 
emotionally manipulate participants towards a particular 
view, the very essence of the Appraisal and Argumentation 
Frameworks. 

KHANYISILE MBATHA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

MEDIATION IN ICT TEACHER DEVELOPMENT: TOWARDS SUPPORTING EFFECTIVE ICT PEDAGOGICAL INTEGRATION IN THE 
CLASSROOM 
The use of information communication technology (ICT) in 
education has transformed teaching and learning. This 
transformation requires education to rethink curriculum, 
policies, and pedagogies to keep up with technology in 
education. The new phenomena in education also brought 
teachers’ ICT pedagogical skills under scrutiny, whether they 
are ready to integrate ICT or not. If they are, how effective 
they are? In an attempt to address these questions, 
government international and local has intervened by 
investing in infrastructure and ICT teacher trainings to equip 
teachers with relevant ICT pedagogical skill. Pearson and 
Somekh (2006) and PanAfrican (2009), reported that lower 
levels of usage and minimal pedagogical change in the 
classroom still persist, regardless of the ostensibly high level 
of investment in access to ICT and ICT teacher training. The 
input in terms of ICT infrastructure and ICT teacher 
developments in education does not match the throughput.  
This paper argues that most ICT teacher developments have 
often been guided through utopian perspectives without 
proper research to understand teachers’ engagement during 
ICT training and teachers’ ICT pedagogical needs. There are 
few studies that focus on ICT training that provide a 
meaningful understanding of the mediated learning that is 
taking place during ICT training and, how ICT training influence 
ICT integration in the classroom. This paper uses sociocultural 
theory lenses but focuses on the construct of mediation to 
better understand teachers’ cognitive development in ICT 
training, as well as a possible teaching method that promotes 
meaningful learning during ICT training. Mediation in this 

context happens when the ICT trainer mediates between ICT 
content and the trainee teachers. Unwin (2009) argues that 
out of the numerous ICT trainings provided to teachers 
worldwide our understanding is limited about what these 
training entails, what teachers learn from it, and its influence 
on effective ICT pedagogical integration, due to a lack of 
research. This perspective indicates that there is a missing 
piece of the ICT integration puzzle. 
This study is socially-oriented, it seeks to understand how 
social interaction experiences of teachers who are being 
trained to integrate ICT into teaching and learning are created, 
and given meaning. A qualitative approach is used to 
investigate how mediation in ICT teacher training influences 
effective ICT pedagogical integration in the classroom. The 
reason for adopting a qualitative approach is that it allows for 
in-depth description and analysis of social phenomena of the 
participants Silverman (2005). In an attempt to understand 
the nature of social realities of teachers who have participated 
in ICT training, this study adopts interpretivist approach, 
because interpretivists believe that there are multiple 
realities, and that the social world is constructed by the human 
beings who live in it. As it is, teachers give meaning to their ICT 
professional development, the current study investigates how 
mediation (as social activity) in the ICT training assist teachers 
to develop their ICT pedagogical skills. 
The paper uses purposive sampling, because it focuses on ICT 
trainers and teachers with specific profile. Participants are 
commerce teachers, who are integrating ICT into teaching and 
learning at Further Education and Training (FET), who have 
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attended ICT training to develop their ICT pedagogical skills, 
and also ICT trainers with 2-5 commerce teachers in their 
training group. The paper further adopts document analysis, 

observation during training, observation in the classroom, 
field notes and semi structured interviews as techniques to 
collect data. 

 

LIZEKA GCASAMBA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND                        EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 
 

INVESTIGATING MATHEMATICS TEACHER LEARNING WITHIN A CONTEXT OF LESSONING STUDY COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 
I am part of Wits Maths Connect Secondary Project (WMCS)  
as a doctoral student. A central goal of the project is to 
improve the teaching and learning of mathematics within each 
school through an ongoing professional development 
(PD).The PD is structured into workshops and classroom based 
practice. An interest in teacher learning in classroom based 
practice has been an inspiration for this study. 
One of the key problem areas for me is the problematic 
relationship between mathematics education research and 
practice. This notion has been widely reported in the literature 
and has even been coined the term ‘research-practice gap’. 
There is compelling evidence that indicate the continuing gap 
between research on effective teaching and the practice of 
teaching (Robinson, 1998). Research is often seen by teachers 
as divorced from the practical realities of classroom life 
(Hiebert, Gallimore et al. 2002). Hirschkorn and Geelan (2008), 
suggested that research-practice gap could be attributed to 
cultural differences and structural differences.  

In this study, I wish to understand how teachers learn from 
and with the research-designed tool (MTF) in a particular 
context. The MTF is a tool designed around research based 
knowledge on learning and teaching of mathematics. The 
research based knowledge has been criticized for promoting 
deficit view of teachers (Nuthall,2004). The challenge for this 
study is to design a model that has research based knowledge 
at the forefront, taking into consideration, teachers’ realities 
of their practice, beliefs and knowledge and that brings 
together two different but interrelated communities of 
practice-teachers and researchers in a collaborative 
partnership. 
This study will present several levels of complexities: 
complexity of two communities of practice; the complexity of 
teacher learning and interaction with the research based 
resource. 
Keywords: Community of Practice; Lesson study; Research-
practice gap; research-designed resource; teacher learning. 

 

MODJADJI AMANDA MASETLA - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA                            EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 
 

CHALLENGES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL ON EDUCATORS IN SHILUVANE CIRCUIT IN MOPANI 
DISTRICT , LIMPOPO PROVINCE 
The aim of the study was to examine the challenges in the 
implementation of performance appraisal on educators in 
Shiluvane circuit in Mopani District, Limpopo Province.  The 
Study has adopted an interpretive paradigm where qualitative 
research approach with case study design was also be 
adopted. Interviews were conducted to appraised educators, 
principals of secondary schools,  circuit and  District integrated 
quality management system coordinators.  The participants in 
this study were selected purposively,  as they are directly 
involved in teacher appraisal and were required for this study. 
The findings for the study were that, the participants 
supported the fact that there are challenges in the 

implementation of performance appraisal like shortage of 
staff,  timing that is not adequate, overload of work, no proper 
training to educators and principals.  My recommendations 
are that an expert official in IQMS be permanently employed 
at  circuits offices for the successful running of the 
programme, proper training should be given to principals and 
educators so that they master their roles.  The study will 
impact positively to the Department of Education as true 
report to what is transpiring in schools will be reported and 
effective development to educators will be meaningful and 
fruitful.
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MATHOMO MOILA  - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

LEARNERS’ CONFIDENCE AND COMPETENCIES IN THE USE OF ICT IN MATHEMATICS LEARNING. 
Today's learners are exposed to various technological tools in 
their everyday lives. They use these tools in most of their daily 
activities including learning. The school community plays a 
significant role in reinforcing learners’ competencies and 
confidence in the use of these technologies in learning. 
Learners, as members of a school community draw expertise 
from each other and from every member of the community 
formally or informally. 
The purpose of this study is to examine whether teachers’ use 
of educational technology in mathematics teaching reinforces 
learners’ competencies and confidence in the use of 
educational technology in mathematics learning. The study 

uses a questionnaire and an interview to collect data from 120 
sampled grades 10 – 12 learners in two secondary schools in 
Limpopo province. The schools are selected based on their 
socio – economic status as classified by the Department of 
Education’s quintile system (Department of Education, 2005). 
The results will shed light on how teachers’ factors enable or 
constrain learners’ confidence and competencies on the use 
of ICT in mathematics learning. It is envisaged that that the 
result of the study will inform schools that are in similar socio 
– economic status on best approaches of reinforcing learners’
competencies and confidence on the use of technologies in
mathematics learning.

MARTINA VAN HEERDEN - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

I AM TRYING TO TELL THE STUDENTS TO THINK FURTHER’: EXPLORING WHY WE GIVE FEEDBACK IN ENGLISH STUDIES 
Feedback plays an integral role in higher education. However, 
due to various reasons, it is often not as effective as it should 
be: feedback may be too vague (Carless, 2006), not applicable 
to other contexts (Orsmond and Merry, 2013), or too focused 
on the negative (Weaver, 2006). Although attempts have been 
made to address the problem of feedback in higher education 
(see Bloxham and Campbell, 2010; Huxham, 2007), these 
attempts tended to take a superficial approach to the 
problem. As I will indicate in my study, much research focuses 
on what we give feedback on and how to give feedback, but 
little attention is spent on why we give feedback.  
The 'why' of feedback is rooted in the epistemic nature of the 
discipline - what is valued in the discipline. If this epistemic 
nature is not made visible to students, then they may not 
become successful participants in higher education. In English 
Studies, the discipline my study focuses on, this is especially 
applicable, as the nature of success is hidden and often 
difficult to articulate (Christie and Macken-Horarik, 2007). If 
the practice of feedback is therefore misaligned with the tacit 
purpose of the discipline, then it may exclude students from 
participating successfully in the discipline.  

In order to make the tacit purpose of the discipline more 
visible, I used Legitimation Code Theory, and specifically the 
dimensions of Specialization and Semantics, to classify English 
Studies as a rhizomatic knower code. This means that what is 
valued in the discipline is not possessing knowledge as a study-
able concept, but rather possessing the required aptitudes, 
attitudes and dispositions. Developing these knower 
attributes should largely be facilitated through feedback.  
This study therefore used a qualitative case study approach to 
determine how, or whether, the practice and the purpose of 
feedback align at first year in English Studies. Data was 
collected from participant tutors who provided me with 
sample essays, and who completed questionnaires and 
individualised interviews, as well as participating in focus 
group discussion meetings. 962 comments, spread across 65 
essays, were analysed.  
My findings suggest that there is a misalignment between 
feedback practice and feedback purpose: although feedback 
should be geared towards creating knowers in the discipline, 
it was found that there is a code clash, as feedback focused 
largely on developing generic essay writing skills (relativist 
code). This effectively means that the feedback given is 
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creating competent essay writers at the expense of enabling 
access to the discipline. Moreover, even when feedback is 
aligned with the knower code, the feedback was too vague to 
be enacted and/or lifted to other contexts. Consequently, 
students were constantly receiving feedback instead of 
feedforward, which hampers the effectiveness of written 
feedback. This has implications beyond the discipline of 
English Studies, as it shows the importance of considering 
'why' we give feedback. 
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NELLIE NGCONGO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

DEVELOPING A METHODOLOGY FOR CREATIVE INTERPRETATION OF TRADITIONAL DRAMATIC TEXTS IN POST-APARTHEID 
THEATRE: A CASE STUDY OF SHAKESPEAREAN INTERPRETATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL. 
The demographics of students attending higher education in 
South Africa have changed considerably since 1994, when 
universities started admitting an increasing number of 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds.  In spite of this, 
universities are on the whole still offering traditional curricula 
with colonial-based content. Some progress has been made in 
transforming the Drama curriculum in South Africa, 
universities still lag behind in favouring Afrikaans and Western 
scripts, and Drama departments do not have sufficient 
competent and qualified academic staff to undertake the 
transformation. Should universities be setting Shakespeare in 
Drama courses, given the colonial baggage it might be seen to 
be bringing?  Or should the study of Shakespeare be viewed 
as fitting within a global system of meaning-making and within 
complex networks of cultural production, that is, without 
borders. There can be no doubt that Shakespeare is still the 
most read and likely the most often produced playwright in 
the world. Shakespeare’s works are published internationally 
not only in English but in a staggering eighty other languages, 
showing the prolific use of Shakespeare globally. However, if 
Shakespeare is to be taught, I agree that that Shakespeare 

cannot be viewed or read (or taught) in an ahistorical or 
political vacuum, and we cannot teach the text alone; we 
should also acknowledge the “baggage” that Shakespeare 
brings with him.  Finally, the discipline in which Shakespeare 
belongs is Drama, and the focus should be on performance. In 
my lecturing practice I have found that isiZulu-speaking 
students have difficulty in navigating traditional texts, in 
particular, Shakespearean texts, and interpreting meaning 
through performance, difficulties not limited to South African 
students.  I believe that the learning of classics should be 
accessible, collaborative, exciting and contextually relevant. 
The research problem has therefore been identified as  
developing a methodology for creative interpretation of 
traditional dramatic texts that might transcend the barriers of 
culture, language and historical era in the post-apartheid 
South African context.  This study will explore how combining 
lectures in the Text Study module with the workshop theatre 
process might go some way towards solving the problem of 
interpreting traditional texts.  The underlying hypothesis is 
that using this methodology might not only solve the problem 
of textual interpretation, but might also help to integrate 
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discrete syllabus items into a holistic teaching and learning 
process.  As part of the methodology to be developed, use of 
digital technology will be explored, which I feel is particularly 
appropriate for the current student body, who are now the 

‘virtual generation’, blogging, texting and ‘tubing’ on the 
Internet.  The theory framing this study is that of postcolonial 
studies, and will be used to analyse the data generated by the 
case study. 

THOKOZANI P NDALENI  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

USING MEMORY DRAWING TO EXAMINE THE PERSONAL LEARNING HISTORY OF AN ISIZULU-SPEAKING ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
TEACHER 
This paper draws on a self-study which examined teacher 
learning experiences and was guided by socio-cultural and 
critical pedagogy perspectives.  A collaborative personal 
history self-study methodology was adopted with a 
purposively selected group of English language teachers. All 
six of them were secondary school English language teachers 
set out to trigger their own memories so that they could 
critically evaluate how the manner in which they learned to 
teach English influenced their current, and future teaching 
approaches. The five teachers, including the researcher, were 
the participants and all of them were isiZulu-speakers. 
Different arts-based research methods formed part of data 
generation strategies. This paper focuses on the use of one 
those methods, memory drawing. The memory drawings were 
selected because they are creative practices that self-study 
researchers use in personal history research to recall, express 
and investigate their memories about their personal and 
professional experiences. The remembered experiences were 

then used to write narratives,   to generate data about the 
memories and to present the findings of the research. The 
memory drawings created by the main participant, the 
researcher, were comprised of drawings of a grandmother, a 
study group formed with friends and artefacts that had a role 
in the researcher’s teacher learning. The memories conjured 
by the drawings revealed the influence of the family, learning 
institutions, diverse community members, and personal 
friends on his teacher learning. Moreover, the creation of 
memory drawings helped in retracing and reflection on his 
personal and professional learning history as an English 
teacher which he had found difficult to articulate through a 
written text.  The value of memory drawing as a method for 
personal history research proved to lie in the fact that 
emotions and ideas are explicitly revealed. As a result, the 
research developments and its findings were amplified. 
Keywords: collaboration, memory drawing, teacher learning, 
rreflection, self-study, socio-cultural contexts 
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YOLISA MHLOMI  - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE   EDUCATION CLASSROOM PEDAGOGIES 

INTEGRATION OF NEW MEDIA AND PEDAGOGY IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY CLASSROOMS: A CASE OF SELECTED SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS IN THE EASTERN CAPE. 
Integration of new media and pedagogy in the twenty first 
century classrooms: A case of selected secondary schools in 
Eastern Cape, South Africa. This paper seeks to analyse the 
integration of new media and pedagogy into the curriculum 
and teaching practices of the twenty first century in order to 
meet and bridge the gaps of technological divide. The 
theoretical frameworks for this paper are cognitive learning 
theory which focuses mainly on what goes on in learners’ 
heads instead of observable behaviour. Also, the diffusion of 
innovations theory which promotes the idea of incorporating 
school curriculum and technology. It is therefore important to 
note that the need for new media in the education system is 
something that has long existed but lacking the right 
implementation and funding of tools necessary to 
accommodate the change in curriculum. Integrating new 
media and pedagogy is necessary to shift away from teacher-
centred classrooms whereby teachers are regarded as the 

main sources of information to learner-centred classrooms. 
This changes the perspective that learners are passive 
participants in learning, but active individuals who are able to 
solve constructive problems encountered. Hence, this paper 
employed the mixed methods approach, whereby three 
hundred questionnaires were collected from the respondents 
of three different schools (learners) and nine teachers were 
interviewed, three from each school. Key discussions in this 
paper reveal that the integration of new media and pedagogy 
into the curriculum exposes learners to constructive learning 
rather than the traditional instructional learning system 
whereby the teacher provides information to learners. 
Therefore, teachers should develop their computer literacy 
skills in order to enhance the intellectual capacity and 
computer literacy skills of learners to utilise their new media 
technologies when searching for school related information. 
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DANILLE ELIZE ARENDSE - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA    EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

THE EXPLORATION OF GENDER AND RACIAL DIFFERENCES WITHIN THE ENGLISH COMPREHENSION TEST 
In a multi-cultural context such as South Africa, it is 
indispensable to explore differences in performance on 
psychometric assessment. These differences are known as 
invariance and involve factors like race and gender which can 
cause differential test performance. For this reason, 
invariance was explored on the empirically designed English 
Comprehension Test, which was initially developed as a means 
of assessing individuals’ English comprehension skills. The test 
development led to two versions of the English 
Comprehension Test being piloted during 2010 and 2011 
respectively. The purpose of this paper was to compare the 
performance of different genders and races groups of the 
English Comprehension Test. The sample size for the ECT  

version 1.2 (2010) was 597 and the ECT version 1.3 (2011) 
consisted of 882 individuals. This quantitative study involved 
a statistical inspection of the test across the gender and racial 
groups using Differential Test Functioning in Winsteps. The 
results indicated that there were possibly biased items for 
both gender (Female and Male) and the different racial groups 
(African, White and Coloured) in the test. In addition to this, 
there were similar results observed across the two test 
versions of the English Comprehension Test. It was however 
worth noting that the majority of the items for the test did not 
show bias for both gender and racial groups. The identification 
of possibly biased items is important and will require further 
investigation. As a result, this study contributes to cross-
cultural test development and research in South Africa. 

THEMBA VICTOR BALOYI - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO   EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

TOWARDS THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED STRATEGY TO ADDRESS IMPEDIMENTS ON EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAMME (ECD): A SOCIAL WORK PERSPECTIVE 
Early Childhood Development (ECD) has emerged as a theme 
in international dialogue in education in recent years. In South 
Africa, under-development and segregative policies of 
apartheid as well as socio-economic inequalities have created 
a childhood of adversity for the majority of black African 
children such as inadequate access to health care, education, 
social services and quality nutrition. Since 1994, various 
legislation, policies and programmes have been developed to 
address children's needs. According to the Children’s Act, the 
Department of Social Development is responsible for 
providing ECD services for children below school‐going age. 
The Early Childhood Development Programme, commonly 
includes crèches, day-care centres and preschools. The 
beneficiaries who are ECD educators are provided with skills 
to increase the capacity to generate an income hence 
improving care and learning environment. There are structural 
problems which include the methods and delay of payments 
from DSD, reduction of subsidy by government and parents 

who cannot pay at ECD’s centres. The lack of proper 
infrastructure for ECD programme put the life of young 
children at risk from rural communities of Vhembe District. 
Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study is to explore and describe the 
impediments that impact the effective implementation of ECD 
programme in Vhembe District. 
Methodology 
The researcher will use qualitative approach so that he can 
best understand the impediments thereof; that affects the 
early childhood development programme in Vhembe District 
of Limpopo Province. The applied research will be used. 
Within this context of applied research, exploratory-
descriptive case study research design will be utilised. In this 
study, the researcher will use a descriptive case study to 
describe the impediments that affect the effectiveness and 
efficiency of proper implementation of early childhood 
development programme in Vhembe district. In this study, 
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non-probability sampling will be used and, specifically, 
purposive sampling. The participants will be practitioners 
from different ECD programme in four different local 
municipalities of Vhembe District. The qualitative data will be 
collected using interviews both one-to-one individual 
interviews and focus group interviews.  
Significance of the Study 
The findings of this study will be useful to both the 
government department (DSD) and Vhembe District 
Municipality to improve the ECD programme (ECD). The study 
will also contribute to the enhancement of the monitoring and 
evaluation systems or tools in the Department of Social 
Development. Furthermore, for the DSD to know the attitudes 

that ECD practitioner and beneficiaries have towards the DSD 
funding model. Lastly, to develop an integrated strategy 
within the ECD programme and centres. 
Emerging conclusions 
The study will established and explore the factors that impede 
the implementation of the ECD programme in Vhembe 
District, The views of ECD educators as well as the 
observations will make valuable insight into the quality and 
proper implementation of ECD programmes. The study will 
also consider the issue of ECD educator’s competency, delay 
of payment by Department of social development (DSD). Then 
integrated strategy will be developed to address the 
impediments as outline by the ECD educators. 

ADESOJI OJURI OLADOKUN KING - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL     EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

EXPLORING STRATEGIES TO HELP PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN KWAZULU-NATAL TO RENDER CARE AND SUPPORT TO 
ORPHANED AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN (OVC) DUE TO HIV AND AIDS 
The HIV and AIDS pandemic  is a global issue and has put 
teaching and learning excellence in Sub Saharan African 
schools especially in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa on a high risk 
since the percentage of orphaned and vulnerable children 
(OVC) escalates (Theron, 2012). In South Africa alone 360,000 
children are now living with HIV while 240,000 has become 
orphaned due to AIDS. (UNAID, 2015). This huge rate has led 
to the high growth in the number of vulnerable learners in our 
schools. Since the educational institution is an important 
sector where sufficient HIV preventive knowledge can be 
transferred to the learners. It expedient that much resources 
is invested on education and teachers development to 
mitigate the effect of HIV and AIDS (Clarke, 2008). Therefore, 
teachers especially in KwaZulu-Natal; a South African province 
with the highest percentage of people living with HIV and AIDS 
(WHO, 2016) need to be adequately equipped not only to 
deliver this knowledge to the leaners in their classrooms but 
to also render care and support to the affected and infected 
children (Wood, 2011, p. 275-290). 
The purpose of this study is to explore the experiences of 
primary school teachers in KwaZulu-Natal who are dealing 
with orphans and vulnerable children in their classrooms, in 
order to find ways of helping these teachers to better render 
care and support to OVC. Using qualitative Action research 

design, teachers’ experiences in dealing with OVC in their 
classrooms were identified, and it became conspicuous that 
primary school teachers in KwaZulu-Natal, were negatively 
affected both on their personal and professional context. 
Therefore an urgent strategy to help teachers to be resilient is 
inevitable. 
Since resilience is the ability to spring back from, and 
successfully adjust to, difficulty (Theron, 2012). In the same 
view Haeffel & Grigorenko, (2007) opine that, resilience is the 
capacity to continue functioning adaptively, despite adversity 
and to display positive functioning under negative 
circumstances. Therefore, due to teachers need for support to 
enable them support their colleagues, learners and other 
members of society affected or infected by the HIV and AIDS 
pandemic, conclusion was reached that the development of 
resilience in teachers would help them to better cope with the 
many challenges of dealing with orphans and vulnerable 
children in their classrooms. Therefore, strategic support for 
infected or affected educators which could consists of the 
present, requested and recommended supports was very 
necessary. As such, Resilient Educators Programme (REds) as 
recommended strategic supports necessary for affected 
teachers was implemented and evaluated (Ungar et al., 2013). 
Using the action research procedure, (Wood, Seobi, Setlhare-
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Meltor, & Waddington, 2015) findings shown that in 
comparing the pre-test narratives with the post-test and the 
delayed post-test narratives of the affected primary school 
teachers in Kwazulu-Natal, there were great signs of resilience 
among these teachers, therefore, REds was in deed helpful in 
increasing teachers’ resilience which enabled them to have 
better understand about themselves, affected colleagues, 
family members and more importantly the OVC in their 
classrooms on how to deal with the challenges of HIV 
pandemic (Wood, 2014). In this way the OVC are now on a 
vantage side to get holistic care and support from the 
educators, as a result of REds which has improved the 
educators understanding regard the pandemic and put them 
in a better position to render and support to OVC.  
Founded on the findings of this study, recommendations were 
made for future teachers and educational institutions and the 

departments of education in this regards; that counselling and 
proper training for teachers on handling the challenges of OVC 
in classrooms should be included in the educator’s training 
curriculum and that The Department of Education (DoE) 
should engage the services of independent educational and 
Counseling Psychologists to visit teachers-in-service on a 
regular basis to guarantee the emotional and psychological 
stability of these teachers who are dealing with OVC, as the 
study revealed that teachers go through pain, agony and 
emotional burdens both on their personal and professional 
context due to the effect of HIV and AIDS. This will be a 
constructive check-ups and means of support to teachers 
dealing with OVC to be able to carry out their care and support 
for OVC effectively. 

ANWYNNE KERN - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND    EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

SGB MEMBER'S AND OTHER PARENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
Social injustice and inequality remain areas of significant 
concern within South Africa, especially within the context of 
education. While many schools have become more racially 
integrated, many children are still excluded from basic 
education for a host of reasons outside of their race. Some 
children who have been ostensibly included in schools face 
internal exclusion from particular interactions and privileges. 
In 2001, Education White Paper 6 was introduced to address 
the varying forms of exclusion in South African schools. 
According to this policy document parents and teachers play a 
prominent role in the development of inclusion. However, 
teachers and parents do not develop and promulgate policy, 
they merely enforce the policies that are developed and 
implemented at the school governing body level. School 
Governing Bodies (SGBs), a team of individuals who manage 
and control schools, determine the manner in which inclusion 

and exclusion are conceptualised and implemented within 
specific schools. Taking cognisance of this, the aim of the 
proposed study is to focus on SGBs and their attitudes towards 
inclusion and exclusion in a selection of South African primary 
schools. The study will investigate the manner in which their 
attitudes affect the implementation of inclusion at a whole 
school level. In order to achieve this, a transformative, mixed 
methods approach is proposed. For the quantitative phase of 
the study, a sample of 60 SGB members and 60 non-SGB 
parents is anticipated. These participants will be requested to 
complete survey questionnaires focussed on investigating 
their attitudes towards inclusion and exclusion. For the 
qualitative phase of the research, 36 SGB and 36 non-SGB 
parents will be interviewed using semi-structured individual 
interviews.  The capability approach will be used as the 
theoretical base from which the findings will be analysed. 
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KABELO MOLOANTOA - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA     EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

A WORK-BASED SUPPORT PROGRAMME FOR TEACHERS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SPORT DEVELOPMENT, NORTH 
WEST PROVINCE. 
The researcher explored the workplace challenges confronting 
teachers in the NWPDoE. This information helped inform the 
development and design of a work-based support programme 
for those teachers in line with Steps 1 and 2 of the intervention 
research guidelines proposed by Fraser et al. (2009). This was 
a comprehensive study with a sample that consisted of 281 
teachers and 16 school principals serving as key informants in 
the North West Province. In order to investigate the 
challenges facing these teachers, the researcher employed a 
concurrent embedded mixed methods design in which both 
qualitative and quantitative data were collected and analysed 
separately, before drawing meta-inferences from the results. 
This allowed for a broader insight into the challenges facing 
teachers. Qualitative data were collected from the key 
informants and those were the school principals in the four 
education districts within the NWPDoE. Quantitative data 
were collected by means of the group administered 
questionnaires that looked at four broad domains involved in 
every teacher’s daily work (classroom, learners, leadership, 
and community). Data from the qualitative and quantitative 
methods were analysed separately and only integrated after 
the results from both datasets had been reviewed. The 

integrated results were verified against the original results to 
ensure that they were an accurate reflection of the combined 
data.The findings suggest that teachers are confronted with 
innumerable workplace challenges and become despondent 
as a result of those challenges. The frustration brought about 
by learner indiscipline has become a matter of huge concern 
among teachers owing to the outbreak of aggressive 
behaviour among peers, unacceptable behaviour within the 
teacher-student relationship, late coming, drug usage, 
absenteeism, and vandalism, as well. Teachers also perceived 
inadequate classroom space, issues related to safety and 
health, minimal learner and teacher interaction, insufficient 
resources, disruptive behaviours, increased workload and 
inadequate teaching time as a consequence of overcrowded 
classrooms. What is more is that these teachers also viewed 
the lack of parental involvement as being the biggest problem 
confronting them in public schools in the North West Province. 
These teachers reported that they were experiencing constant 
negative psychosocial and physical reactions as a result of 
these challenges. The development and design of a work-
based support programme will be based on the above 
findings. 

MONICA ZEMBERE - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY   EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

A RECONCEPTUALISED VIEW OF THE DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION IN ZIMBABWE AND ITS POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION 
TO UNIVERSITY EDUCATION IN ZIMBABWE. 
 This study sought to access the implications of democratic 
citizenship education on higher education in Zimbabwe from 
1980 to 2015. Critical inquiry is used as the main research 
design and it is adopted from social reconstructivism and 
transformation as frameworks informing this research. As 
such, the research used deconstruction as a method and this 
enabled this research to claim openness in thinking about 
university education in Zimbabwe to unforeseeable in 
becoming – being other than it is today, so that it can contend 

with issues of inequality, corruption as well as electoral and 
ethnic violence in whatever singularity. The main research 
question addressed in the dissertation is: Does Zimbabwe’s 
higher education system contains a justifiable form of 
democratic citizenship education? This main question is 
supported in the investigation by the following sub-questions: 
to what extent is higher education in Zimbabwe informed by 
DCE? How committed are universities in Zimbabwe to educate 
for DCE? How does the economic and political situation in 
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Zimbabwe from 1990 to 2015 determine the form of DCE in 
higher education’s institutions of learning? How does a 
reconceptualised notion of DCE assist Zimbabwe’s higher 
education to address problems associated with social 
inequalities? In light of the above research questions this 
dissertation gathers that Zimbabwe’s higher education 
requires an extended view of liberal DCE for it to be able to 
fulfil its transformational and a reconstruction agenda. This is 
in line with deconstruction as a reflexive paradox that 
reinforces the potential for DCE. The dissertation also found 
out that higher education in Zimbabwe is already 
conceptualised in liberal DCE but in a limited form and that it 
is actualised, suggesting that it cannot resist electoral and 
ethnic violence. In the light of the above findings the 
dissertation recommends a DCE in becoming because this 
potentially can enable students and teachers to learn to think 

autonomously and to respect others with whom students co-
belong. Furthermore, DCE in becoming can contribute to the 
discourses and pedagogical encounters needed to cultivate 
responsible and emancipative individual agency in becoming 
humans who respect and co-belong to the coming community. 
Finally, education in becoming has the potential to make 
students see things differently, which will prevent them from 
making rush judgement. Such an education is still in becoming 
in Zimbabwe, it is not yet arrived at, but a process of becoming 
can be arrived at if teaching and learning enable students to 
enter into speech and thought without rush judgement. 
Keywords: University, Zimbabwe, Transformation, 
Democracy, citizenship, democratic citizenship education, 
Ubuntu, Philosophy of education, Deconstruction, 
Communitarianism, Belonging, Actuality, Potentiality, 
Reflexivity, Pedagogy, Care, Friendship. 

PREVEN CHETTY - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

KNOWING THE FIELD: ABSTRACT FOR THE FORGOTTEN RIVER: FIELDWORK AND ECOLOGICAL LITERACY IN GEOGRAPHY 
EDUCATION 
Water quality and scarcity is a major concern in South Africa 
especially as the threat of climate change looms even closer. 
The current drought in South Africa and worsening rainfall has 
exposed the brittle nature of Southern Africa’s resilience to 
water shortages. Compounded to this is the fact that most 
rivers in South Africa are not adequately cared for and are 
under tremendous strain by (and not limited to) pollution, 
excessive alien vegetation, eutrophication, litter from towns 

and villages, illegal dumping and industrial waste. Everyone 
who depends on these rivers whether directly or indirectly will 
soon be entering a new era where water will no longer be a 
cheap and ubiquitous commodity. In South Africa where 
apartheid geographically separated its citizens and placed the 
majority of the population in environmentally 
disadvantageous areas the need for enabling communities to 
overcome these burdens cannot be more urgent.  

Geographers and geography educators have long believed and 
argued that the study of geography has a crucial role to play in 
making a better world. Even in the early years of the 
discipline’s formation geography was seen as a subject that 
can and should promote international peace-making and 
social and environmental justice. One of the ways this can be 
achieved is by showing learners their context ecologically, 
socially, politically and economically and thus how to live 
sustainably. An ecologically literate generation, one with a 
new environmental ethic, is required to face the current 
ecological crisis. Using critical theory to analyse the data 
gathered during this study I will look at aspects of the 
emancipatory power of education and of the ability of 

fieldwork to make knowledge relevant, critical and 
transformative to learners in geography education. Fieldwork 
has always been central to the enterprise and imaginary of 
geography. However increasingly across the world and in 
South Africa we see cases of fieldwork in geography education 
becoming intermittent and scarce. This multiple case study is 
located in secondary schools in South Africa in the FET phase 
in the KwaZulu Natal region.  A collection of six schools; 2 in 
rural areas, 2 in township areas, and 2 in peri-urban areas have 
been identified along the Umgeni River. The schools are 
situated close to the river and are spread out over a radius of 
100 kilometers. The schools quintile ranking is also taken into 
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consideration as a mix of schools was sought to illustrate the 
challenges that uniquely face South Africa’s education system. 
 Three focus group interviews according to this categorisation 
of schools will be conducted during data collection. Semi 
structured interviews with 2 learners from each school will be 
undertaken after the fieldwork activities. A closed Facebook 
group site has been created to allow all learners participating 
at these six schools to communicate their experiences and 
thoughts about the activities. This online data along with 
onsite observations undertaken during the fieldwork activities 
will triangulate the study.                                                                                                                                                                    
Using these methods will provide a case study on how 
fieldwork in secondary schools is approached, what elements 

of ecological literacy are espoused, is sense of place 
established among learners, do they develop a deeper 
environmental ethic or is fieldwork not undertaken at all. 
This study looks at the place of ecological literacy in our 
current school curriculum and its emergence through 
fieldwork activities along local fluvial systems. 
Keywords: water quality, drought, resilience, pollution, 
eutrophication, environmental justice, sustainability, critical 
theory, fieldwork, environmental ethics, ecological literacy, 
sense of place, multiple-case study, semi structured interviews, 
focus groups, online data, quintile, onsite observation, sense 
of place, fluvial systems, Umgeni River.

SIYANDA EDISON KHESWA – UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL               EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 
 

THE TRAINING OF TEACHER LIBRARIANS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES IN KWAZULU-NATAL 
Libraries are the important resources that knowledge 
production institutions such as schools must have in order to 
effectively realize their objectives. It is important to note that 
libraries are hubs of the learning environment hence they 
need to be managed by skilled people who are well aware of 
their functions, purpose and role within the school vision, 
mission and goals. It was for this reason that the institutions 
of higher learning such as the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
offered the Advanced Certificate in Education in School Library 
Development and Management (ACESLD) Programme as a 
specialization qualification for educators to acquire necessary 
skills to develop and manage libraries in their respective 
schools. 
Since 2004 funding was provided by the KZN DoE in support of 
the training of qualified teacher librarians but there has been 
no comprehensive report on the success and failures of this 
initiative. Hence, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the ACESLD training programme through 
tracing the educators that have graduated from the 
programme and determine the impact that the training has 
had in their work as teacher librarians as well as the 
development and management of their school libraries. 
 Therefore, the objective of the study is to determine the 
influence that the ACESLD Programme has had on the 

development and management of the school libraries in the 
KZN province.  
The study will adopt the postpositivist paradigm because it will 
be emphasizing the research problem to be investigated, it will 
explain by stating the research questions, identifying the 
theory behind the problem, data will be collected, and analysis 
of results will be presented. Both qualitative and quantitative 
methods will be used to investigate the problem, though the 
overall approach will be the qualitative method. This paradigm 
allows both methods to be used to collect data, which will be 
collected from teacher librarians, ELITS Director and UKZN 
ACESLD Programme Coordinator. Data will be collected on the 
nature of ACESLD Programme objectives and outcomes, 
support provided by ELITS on the training of teacher librarians 
and development and management of libraries, influence of 
the ACESLD qualification on the establishment and 
maintanace of school libraries, challenges facing training of 
teacher librarians in developing and managing libraries, and 
strategies that can be adopted to overcome such challenges. I 
am now busy with Chapter One (completed), Two (complete), 
Three (draft) and Four (draft) have obtained the Ethical 
Clearance certificate. I have initiated data collection with the 
major data to be collected in September 2017 (arranging the 
questionnaire distribution with the KZN DoE. 
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PALESA MOLEBATSI - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

HIGHER EDUCATION'S IMPACT ON DEVELOPMENT: A CONCEPTUAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 'PUBLIC GOOD' CHARACTER OF THE 
UNIVERSITY. 
What we know about the relationship between higher 
education and development, and its peculiar dynamics 
strongly affects the point at which higher education systems 
are located in development policies, how they are organized, 
and who pays for them. While the impact of higher education 
has traditionally been observed and articulated by economists 
through rates of return studies, and an increasing plethora of 
work attempts to measure the relationship between higher 
education, societies and economies –  
the literature reveals that these measures do not tell us 
enough about how higher education contributes to 
development. Various scholars suggest that the under-
theorisation of concepts in the higher education and 
development field leads to some of the limitations in the 

empirical evidence currently available, leaving a lack of clarity 
on what we know about this relationship. This is because the 
indicators applied in methods for determining impact are 
underpinned by this theorisation. I argue that in order to 
improve the tools we use to measure the impact of higher 
education, there is a need to clarify and strengthen our 
toolbox of concepts. This paper attempts to demonstrate that 
the specific under-theorisation of the ‘public good’ character 
of the university creates opportunities to better define this 
concept and give it more substantive as well as relevant 
meaning for the forms of development desired in the South. 
By method of conceptual analysis this paper begins the work 
of trying to build better theories of higher education and 
development for the South.

LILLIAN SINDISIWE NKHWASHU - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY AND TRAINING 

ACADEMIC PROGRESSION AND SELF-CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR FIRST YEAR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS, A TRANSITION FROM HIGH 
SCHOOLS TO UNIVERSITY. 
The study used longitudinal design to better understand 
progression and self-concept development a transition from 
rural high schools to University. The study also explores how 
student’s transit from their rural home environments might 
impact their new University environments. The study use 
qualitative methodology and it will be conducted over a five-
year period.  The first measure; individual interviews were 
conducted to 10 high school learners aged eighteen and above 
from two participating high schools;basesd in Shamavunga 
circuit of Mopani district in Limpopo province on a two wave 
period. First, during their last semester of their final year  
of matric, and second wave during their first semester of their 
first year of study in institutions of higher learning of their 
choices.  The second measure were two focus groups 
comprising 8 people each to be interviewed in both first wave 
when the learners were in their last semester of grade 12 and 
first semester of their first year of study i.e. two wave period. 
The main purpose of the study is to investigate how the 

students’ transition from rural high schools and home 
environments to University environments impacts on self-
concept development and academic progression. The main 
research question is: How does self-concept development 
impacts on academic progression among first year university 
students from rural high schools in Limpopo? The major 
finding of the study indicate, students feel that the university 
settings are not accommodative of those from previously 
disadvantaged backgrounds, as a result the transition as such 
has so many challenges within and outside academic 
endeavour. Secondly, the findings suggested the need to 
transform institutions of higher learning to match the African 
self-concept of students enrolled. And finally, the transition 
has an impact on academic progression. The findings will 
equip both participants and the larger population with 
valuable knowledge to counteract the challenges of academic 
progression. 
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SUSAN GREDLEY - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE  GENDER AND EDUCATION 

SOCIALLY JUST PEDAGOGIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION: TOWARDS PARTICIPATORY PARITY IN GENDER STUDIES AT UWC 
My doctoral research is an exploration of students’ learning 
journeys through a second-year gender studies course – 
‘Introduction to sex, gender and sexuality’ - at the University 
of the Western Cape (UWC). The course is feminist in content 
and subject matter and aims to be so in its approach to 
teaching and learning; in other words, it aims for a social 
justice pedagogy, one which offers learners access to 
mainstream knowledge and provides opportunities to 
question, challenge and reconstruct that knowledge (Moje 
2007). Through an enquiry into who these students are and 
how they experience the pedagogies of this course my study 
seeks to understand both the constraints faced by students, 
many of whom come from complexly disadvantaged contexts, 
and also in what ways they feel recognised and empowered; 
those things that enable them to flourish. My research hopes 
to provide insights into ways in which we can foster social 
justice or participatory parity (Fraser 2005, 2008, 2009, 2013) 
on our campuses so that students can be more successfully 
integrated into higher education. Put another way, I am asking 
how we can teach for social justice in ways that are socially 
just. Students’ experiences of this course and UWC more 
broadly are the basis of this study. I am using a feminist 
qualitative methodology and gathering data through students’ 

blog posts, discussion forums, reflective essays, interviews 
and focus groups, and classroom observations. Through 
qualitative thematic analysis these multiple sources of data 
will allow me to explore whether and to what extent 
participatory parity exists for these students at UWC and in 
this course specifically. The framework of participatory parity 
contains three distinct but interlinked dimensions: the socio-
economic (issues of re/distribution), the cultural (issues of 
mis/recognition) and the political (issues of 
mis/representation). 
 Together these provide a useful tool for ascertaining the 
extent to which people are able to participate, or not, as 
equals and full partners in social interactions. This framework 
has not been extensively used in educational research locally 
or globally, which is a contribution my doctoral research aims 
to make.  
This presentation draws on data which speaks to students’ 
experiences of pedagogies in this course and at UWC. I will 
touch on some of the ways in which students are not able to 
participate as equals but ultimately aim to highlight ways in 
which students do feel recognised, empowered, and valued, 
and offer some insights into how we can do more of this for 
students in higher educational spaces. 

RIFUNUNI NANCY MATHEBULA - UNIVERSITY OF THE VENDA  GENDER AND EDUCATION 

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SCHOOL-BASED INTERVENTIONS ON TEACHING AND LEARNING OF PREGNANT AND PARENTING 
LEARNERS (PPLS): THE CASE OF RURAL 4 SCHOOLS IN MOPANI DISTRICT, LIMPOPO 
Teenage pregnancy and the consequent teen motherhood are 
among the major societal problems confronting the 
contemporary global community. The high prevalence of 
schoolgirl pregnancy is an international social problem that 
impact negatively on gender equity in education. Even though 
there are international and national policies that aim to 
address learner pregnancy in a number of countries, including 
South Africa, the implementation of such policies and 
intervention strategies has not yielded positive results, as 
pregnant and parenting learners still lag behind other children 
in completion of their education. This study therefore sought 

to examine how school governing body (SGB), school 
management team (SMT), pregnant-monitoring teachers 
(PMTs), senior teachers and class teachers implemented 
school-based interventions to redress the negative effects of 
schoolgirl pregnancy on teaching and learning at four high 
schools that have a high rate of girl pregnancy in Mopani 
District of Limpopo Province, South Africa. 
The objectives of the study were to examine the intervention 
strategies used by school-based education stake-holders to 
manage the negative effects of schoolgirl pregnancy on 
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learning; to explain how school-based interventions assisted 
pregnant and parenting learners (PPLs) to 
achieve equitable educational access and participation; to 
examine the effectiveness of the interventions used by the 
school-based education stakeholders in improving the 
educational participation and performance of PPLs; and to 
explain the milestones made and challenges  
experienced by school-based education stakeholders in 
managing schoolgirl pregnancy. 
A multiple case study research design and qualitative research 
method were used. The multiple case study method was used 
as it facilitates the comparison of different data sets. The study 
participants who were purposefully sampled included 20 
members of the SGB, 20 SMT, 08 PMT or senior teachers, 08 
class teachers, 08 PPLs, 20 parents as well as 08 community 
leaders. The participants were chosen because they have 
knowledge of the intervention strategies on management of 
learner pregnancy. The PPLs were chosen because they are 
affected by being pregnant or parenting while still attending 
school. Data were collected through individual and focus 

group interviews, as well as documentary analysis of school 
documents on PPLs. 
The main contributions of the study is to assist those with the 
responsibly of assisting PPLs such as SMTs, SGBs, PMTs or 
senior teachers and class teachers by recommending to them 
how to improve their policies and strategies on managing the 
educational needs of PPLs. The study will also assist the SMTs 
on ways of accommodating those girls who are already 
pregnant and preventing schoolgirl pregnancy altogether for 
those who are not yet pregnant. The national Department of 
Education (DoE) should benefit from the study by getting 
latest developments on intervention strategies to schoolgirl 
pregnancy and accessing the views of education stakeholders 
that are affected by PPLs at the school level. This study should 
culminate in the review of existing educational policies and 
strategies on management of learner pregnancy and provision 
of more information for conducting staff development 
workshops on managing schoolgirl pregnancy in school, family 
and community settings. Keywords: schoolgirl pregnancy, 
policy, interventions, strategies, education stakeholders. 

TEMBA SIBANDA - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA  GENDER AND EDUCATION 

CROSSING THE BORDER: GENDERED SCHOOLING EXPERIENCES OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN IN SOUTH AFRICAN SCHOOLS 
The scientific discussion on the challenges faced by immigrant 
parents and their children once they have migrated has long 
been indentified by researchers.  A common challenge that 
have been singled out from these discussions is how 
immigrant parents socialise their children after migration, 
with some studies revealing a “totally shift in gender role 
socialisation” in post migration. As a result of gender role 
socialisation in post-migration the home and schooling 
experiences of immigrant children progresses laterally into 
differentiel gendered pathways. This study examines new 
patterns of experiences in schooling in post migration with a 
particular focus on immigrant girls’ and boys’ gendered 
experiences in the school setting.   
Key words: socialisation, gender, role, immigrant children, 
gender role socialisation, post migration, migration, gender 
schema theory, cognitive theory, social learning theory, 
biological, stereotypes, musculininity, femmininity, females, 
males, girls, boys, identity, ethnic, domestic chores. 

Objectives: This thesis aims to expore how a “total shift” in 
post-migration gender role socialisation lead to differented 
new patterns of gendered schooling experiences of children in 
in South African schools. The analysis will try to acertain if 
post-migration gender role socialisation contributes to 
differences in gendered schooling experiences of immigrants 
in school settings.    
Methods: Using in-depth semi-structured interviewing 
methodology the reserch interviewed 30 (15 girls and 15 boys) 
intermediate and senior school children from three public 
schools all in black township schools. The intersen phase was 
chosen for the following reseasons (a) Black public schools 
were chosen because classrooms have a sizeable number of 
immigrants. (b) children at intersen phase’s daily experiences 
are still influenced by what they learn and observe at home 
and school setting. Every child child was interviewed for more 
than once, for close to 45 minutes. Results were coded and 
transcribed. For the purposes of triangulation, obrustructive 
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observations and documentary evidence was utilised. Field 
notes were taken during observation. A case study design and 
narrative inquiry were used to elicit immigrants’ narratives 
guided by one main research question(a) How does gender 
infuence the gendered schooling experiences of immigrant 
children in South African schools? This was followed by sub-
questions: (1) In what ways do socio-cultural aspects of 
schooling influence the gendered experiences of immigrant 
students? (2)How does educational aspect of schooling 
influence the gendered experiences of immigrant students? 
(3) In what ways do parents influence the gendered 
experiences of immigrant students? (4) How do peers 
influence the gendered experiences of immigrant students? 

The researcher discussed how constitutive fundamentals of 
immigrants’ gendered schooling experiences could be utilised 
to influence policy and raise awareness on how immigration, 
gender and education interlock.  
Significance of the study  
• to gain an understanding of the role of gender in 
education.  
• raise awareness and challenge teachers, the 
Department of Basic Education, policy-makers and 
practitioners to develop effective ways to address gender-
related issues in education.  
•  to address a gap in the literature of gender studies. 

 

NDUMISO DALUXOLO NGIDI - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL              GENDER AND EDUCATION  
 
ENGAGING ORPHANS THROUGH PARTICIPATORY VISUAL METHODS TO UNDERSTAND SEXUAL VIOLENCE IN AND AROUND THEIR 
TOWNSHIP SCHOOL IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Researchers have long identified the significance of studying 
“the world from the standpoint of children both as knowers 
and as actors” (Oakley, 1994, p. 25) and of enlisting the 
insights of those most affected, to inform the research process 
(Maclure, 1990). This involves making the invisible, visible and 
making knowledge that is usually silenced public (Lehr and 
Milton, 2011). In the context of high rates of sexual violence 
against girls and young women globally, lifting the carpet 
through arts-based practices can help to realise social change. 
In this paper I examine the use of participatory visual 
methodologies in unearthing the voices of orphans at a 
township secondary school near Durban, South Africa. The 
study examined their vulnerability to sexual violence, and how 
this might help to develop interventions for addressing it. I 

illustrate how the boys and girls identify, understand and 
respond to sexual violence, particularly how they resist and 
challenge such violence. In so doing, participants allowed us, 
through their images, to see what they knew and thought 
regarding sexual violence both as victims and/or witnesses.  
The transformative potential of participatory visual methods 
includes enabling my participants (orphans), a group that is 
often marginalized, to explore a topic that is often difficult to 
talk about (sexual violence). The use of these methods has 
deepened our understanding of orphans’ vulnerability to 
sexual violence in this context. This has implications for how 
researchers and practitioners might engage vulnerable 
populations in exploring difficult issues and findings solutions 
to address them. 
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BERENICE NAOMI BENTEL - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

PERFORMANCES OF GENDER IN ACHILLES TATIUS' "LEUCIPPE AND CLITOPHON" BOOK 6 
Achilles Tatius, a writer whose life is almost unknown to us, is 
the author of the erotic adventure novel, Leucippe and 
Clitophon, which dates from the 2nd century AD and is 
considered one of the ‘Big Five’ of ancient Greek novels. These 
novels were the product of literary experimentation in prose 
fiction which occurred in the Roman Empire in the wake of the 
Greek intellectual renaissance known as the Second Sophistic. 
The extant Greek novels although quite different, share a 
number of literary motifs: romance and adventure, as star-
crossed lovers overcome numerous obstacles to reunite in 
marital bliss. Despite the scintillating subject matter, the 
ancient novel was largely neglected by scholars during the 
19th and most of the 20th century. The late 80s and early 90s 
heralded a renewed interest in these works, and the last few 
decades has seen a number of compelling monographs and 
scholarly articles on the subject. Interest in the ancient novel 
was spurred in part by the English translation of the third 
volume of Michel Foucault’s History of Sexuality published in 
1984. On the crest of this research, classicists such as John J. 
Winkler (1990), Simon Goldhill (1995), and Meriel Jones 
(2012) focused their gaze on Greek literary representations of 
sexuality and gender. This wave of scholarly interest not only 
reinvigorated study of the ancient novel, but also began to 

redefine perceptions of how the novel was received in the 
ancient world. Despite this renewed interest in the novel, 
Achilles Tatius was initially left out of this scholarly 
reevaluation, as the first monograph dealing solely with his 
novel was published only in 2004. Book 6 of Achilles Tatius’ 
novel is the focus of my PhD, which takes the form of a 
commentary on this particular chapter. Of particular interest 
is Achilles Tatius’ handling of the performance of gender, for 
example the hero of the novel, Clitophon, dresses in drag to 
avoid the untimely return of a jealous husband. This scene 
offers considerable scope to examine Achilles Tatius’ 
approach to gender and appearance both within his novel and 
in comparison to other Greek novelists. In a stand out episode 
from Book 6, Achilles Tatius includes a forensic passage on 
virginity testing. Earlier in the novel the heroine, Leucippe, is 
portrayed as unconcerned about the loss of her virginity 
before marriage, contrary to the typical attitude of heroines in 
the ancient novel. However, when faced with potential rape, 
she makes a fierce argument for her virginity, even calling for 
torture to prove her maidenhood. In my paper I will discuss 
these themes, as well as ideas of classical reception of gender 
roles as evinced in the mythological and tragic undertones 
redolent throughout the novel.

CAILI JAYNE FORREST - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

QUEER IN DURBAN: POWER, BELONGING AND IDENTITY IN A ‘POST-APARTHEID’ CITY 
There is more to the queer experience of a city than pride 
marches and ‘gay quarters’ like SoHo (London), Castro Street 
(San Francisco) and De Waterkant (Cape Town). By exploring 
the experiences and perceptions of spaces and places within 
queer people’s everyday lives in the city of Durban, I will go 
beyond these more fixed ideas of ‘queer space’ and instead 
unpack how Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and 
Queer (LGBTIQ) people negotiate a variety of spaces and 
places throughout the city.  It is important to understand 
queer lives in the African context given the socio-political 

implications, such as various legal and cultural manifestations 
of discrimination and belonging, nationalism, access to human 
rights, fear and experiences and perceptions of violence, the 
inclusivity of South African cities, and the lived experiences of 
power within a white supremacist cishetero-patriarchal 
system. Tied up in this understanding is also a questioning of 
the very nature of ‘queer’ in this context. What is clear 
however, is that the living performances of, and responses to, 
queer-ness in the African context is multi-layered and requires 
critical intersectional inquiry which engages power in 
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discourse, policy and the everyday. I believe that 
deconstructing spaces and places in the city of Durban as they 
relate to queer lives can provide an entry point for this type of 
analysis as many queer Africans are moving through spaces 
and places in their daily lives constantly (de)constructing 
power, identity and belonging in varying legal and socio-
political contexts. Using a feminist qualitative methodology, 
this will be a highly participatory process with participants 
involved in a series of informal one-on-one and group 
discussions which will include go beyond data collection 
towards collective critical reflection and analysis. In particular, 
I would like to investigate, together with participants, the 
dynamics of identity, power and belonging that emerge from 
our perspectives and experiences of Durban. It is hoped that 
part of this process will include the creation/co-creation of 
artistic interventions in order to incorporate other types of 
knowledge in conversation with academic inquiry.  
I believe this study will make a number of theoretical, 
empirical and methodological contributions. From a 
theoretical perspective, I will be engaging in a number of key 
conversations, such as unsettling the discursive and material 
binary in poststructuralist approaches, exploring the concept 
of belonging through ideas of place and queer identities, as 
well as unpacking notions of identity and queer-ness 

themselves. I also believe that there are some unique and 
powerful possibilities in the doing of my research (empirical 
and methodological). By using a broad conception of queer 
when approaching participants, I will aim to engage people 
with a range of gender identities and sexual orientations 
within this one research process. This is unusual in queer 
studies where much of the primary research is conducted with 
discrete manifestations of queer-ness – gay men, or lesbians, 
or trans people and so on. I believe that this shift will provide 
deeper insight into the complexities of identity and the 
diversity in experiences and reflections. Furthermore, in 
experimenting with participatory research design into the 
analysis phase of my study, I hope to acknowledge the 
researcher-researched (‘expert’) power dynamic and go 
further in unsettling this dynamic and the privileging of 
academic knowledge production. I believe this type of 
collective analysis will also result in greater (and more 
complex) insights into everyday queer life. Ultimately ‘Queer 
in Durban’ will provide a rich examination of the particular 
nuances of just that – being queer in Durban – while also 
deepening our understandings of the complex nature of post-
apartheid cities in South Africa, and the challenges and 
opportunities for social and sexual justice. 

 

DANIEL TUELO MASILO - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO          GENDER AND SEXUALITY 
 

THE ROLE OF PARENTS IN THE PREVENTION OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY AMONGST LEARNERS: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE 
Teenage pregnancy is a social problem that affects and 
destroys the futures of teenage girls, especially teenage 
learners. Its impact is not only felt by the teenage girls, but 
their families, schools, and the country in general are also 
affected. An additional member in the family affects the 
functioning of the family system or household.  
The financial expenditure of the family will increase. For 
example, family members need to buy clothes, food, and 
medication for the baby. Another impact is that in poverty-
stricken families, the house becomes overcrowded. Not all 
parents accept the news of pregnancy positively, thus family 
relations are affected negatively when an unplanned 
pregnancy occurs. There are incidents when parents get angry 
and disown their own children because of an unplanned 

pregnancy. The purpose of the study was to explore the roles 
of parents in the prevention of teenage pregnancy amongst 
learners For the purpose of this study, the researcher used 
availability sampling to select 21 parents/guardians from 
whom data were collected by means of semi-structured 
interview schedule. The study adopted qualitative approach 
and exploratory design. The collected data was thematically 
analysed. Role theory was used as a theoretical framework in 
order to understand the parental roles in the prevention of 
teenage pregnancy. The study also established that not all 
parents have sex education discussions with their children. 
Some of the parents stated that they only had discussions with 
their children following their children’s pregnancies. Different 
topics that formed part of their discussions include STDs–
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including HIV/AIDS–and pregnancy. One of the respondents 
indicated that she encouraged her son to use protection 
whenever he has sex; this respondent was convinced that her 
son is dating girls because she saw him with a girl. The 
recommendations from this study include that the 
intervention strategies should consider approaches such as 
profiling families in communities that are mostly affected by 
different social problems such as poverty, teenage pregnancy, 
HIV/AIDS, gender-based violence, gangsterism, substance 
abuse, etc. The findings of the profiles should inform relevant 

interventions that might make a difference in the family 
system. This will also require resources and a competent 
workforce from all walks of life, i.e. government departments, 
non-governmental organisations, and the private sector. 
Moreover, even though parents try to perform their parental 
roles and responsibilities by having discussions with their 
children, some do not go into detail. Thus, it is necessary to 
give more information to parents so that they can be 
confident when they have discussions with their children. 

DIKOETJE FREDERICK MONYEPAO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

THE DRUG-CRIME RELATIONSHIP: A REVIEW OF THE MEDIATING EFFECTS OF GENDER AND DRUG TYPE ON CRIME. 
15% of South Africans have a drug problem; this number 
however is expected to rise. The adverse effects of alcohol and 
drug abuse continue to ravage families, communities and 
societies at large. The youth of South Africa are particularly 
hard hit due to increases in the harmful use of alcohol and 
illicit drugs. The drug problem in South Africa has been on a 
continual rise, especially in the last few years. Methaqualone 
(mandrax), cocaine, marijuana (known as dagga in South 
Africa), and heroin are all drugs that are becoming increasingly 
popular. Dr. David Bayever, Deputy Chairperson of the Central 
Drug Authority (CDA), states: “The drug problem in South 
Africa remains very serious with drug usage being twice the 
world norm in most cases…and we are only dealing with what 
we know about…this is only the tip of the iceberg”. The 
relationship between drugs and crime has a long history and 
is a salient subject matter of fiction and nonfiction mediums. 
The relationship is a complex one. Contrary to popular belief, 
people who use and abuse substances do not necessarily end 

up committing serious offences. Gender is the single best 
predictor of criminal behaviour simply because men commit 
more crime, and women commit less crime. According to a 
study carried out by the Office of the National Statistics in 
2008 it was reported that 80% of the prison population were 
males.  
People who commit crimes while under the influence of drugs 
behave differently from those who commit the same crime 
while not under the influence of drugs. People under the 
influence of a narcotic spend less time stalking their victims 
and surveying the crime sites.  It would be interesting to know 
what type of drugs are strongly related with what type of 
crimes. The two main objectives of this review are to explore 
two mediating effects of drug type and gender in the 
drugs/violence nexus and to gain a better understanding of 
the relationship between drug use and crime. A quantitative 
approach is suited for this research. The sample population 
will consist of 200 participants. 

GLADYS N KLAAS-MAKOLOMAKWE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

THE EXPERIENCES OF SENIOR WOMEN TRADITIONAL LEADERS IN ADDRESSING WOMEN ABUSE 
The issue of women abuse in South Africa has over the years 
become prevalent and calls for all sectors of government to 
get involved in curbing and protecting women as vulnerable 
citizens of the country. The Institution of Traditional 
Leadership is equally obliged through various legislative 
mandates to take part in protecting and ensuring that citizens 

of the country enjoy equal rights. It is widely known that the 
Institution of Traditional Leadership is surrounded by 
controversies when it comes to the position and treatment of 
women in the society and the critical role played by Senior 
Women Traditional Leaders is less documented. Traditional 
Leaders are an entry point and to an extent, a source of 
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reliance within communities observing customary law 
particularly in rural areas where government wide services are 
not adequately dispersed. The existing policy framework that 
deals with victims of domestic violence (e.g., the Victim 
Empowerment Programme in particular) is silent in terms of 
identifying Traditional Leaders among the key/relevant 
stakeholder in victim empowerment.  
The study adopted Afro-centric and Nego-feminism 
approaches. Afro-centricism advocates for systematisation of 
history and experience with culture. Intercultural 
communication and exploration of alternatives from African 
cultural perspective is emphasised. Nego-feminism argues 
that African people have their own novelty in doing things 
central to Ubuntu in approaching challenges. In-depth 
interviews were conducted with 21 Senior Women Traditional 
Leaders in KwaZulu-Natal and analysis done thematically.  
Preliminary findings are that: 
• Women traditional leaders have a critical role to play
in addressing women abuse and are a reliable and first point
of contact accessed by victims. Women Traditional Leaders

experience interrelated challenges perpetuated by the 
government system, tradition and culture. At community 
level, traditional leaders are utilised and trusted by 
community members but their involvement as one of the key 
stakeholders is not adequately recognised at policy level 
therefore providing a huge limitation in their ability to assist 
their communities. Traditional Leaders are under resourced; 
the Institution is undermined and receives limited 
cooperation from other government systems.  
• Particular challenges to women Traditional Leaders
are perpetuated by patriarchy central to being undermined as
women executing the role of senior traditional leaders as well
as the continuing disputes around succession to ubuKhosi.
• Traditional leaders require strengthened support
networks particularly from the local spheres of government
mandated with provision of services at community level.
The study proposes the incorporation of key aspects of the
African traditional conflict resolution into policies meant to
address women abuse. Keywords: Senior Women Traditional
Leaders, women abuse, afro-centric and nego-feminism

GYAVIIRA KISITU – UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 
FOREIGN RELIGIOUS POWER OF INFLUENCE IN CRIMINALIZING HOMOSEXUALITY IN UGANDA 
Foreign religious institutions especially in postcolonial 
countries still constitute an important property of influence to 
transform society or hinder its transformation.  By using their 
influence to orchestrate or promote practices that obstruct or 
stimulate the well-being of individuals in society, foreign 
religious institutions become a power that cannot be left to go 
disregarded  in the search of hindrances to social 
transformation in the society. The case of the 2014 
homosexuality criminalization in Uganda has become one of 
the contemporary scenes where foreign religious institutions’ 
influence in Africa is put to public scrutiny. In Uganda, the 
contribution of foreign religious influence on homosexuality 
criminalization is most discussed in reference to the American 
anti-homosexual evangelicals. By openly taking on the debate 
on homosexuality in Uganda, which climaxed in the making of 
the 2014 AHL, the American anti-homosexual evangelicals 
(AAEs) who visited Uganda in 2009 for an anti-homosexuality 
conference, attempted to affirm themselves as either the 
transformative voice of society or the hinderers of individuals 

wellbeing. Far from falling under the transformative category, 
the AAEs have been widely categorised as ‘anti-human rights 
advocates’.  Although they do not perceive themselves as 
such, the description follows a dominant observation that the 
American anti-homosexual evangelicals master-promoted 
Uganda’s criminalization of homosexuality in 2014. Even 
though this perception overwhelms the scholarship, little 
attention is given in establishing critically the extent at which 
the AAEs influenced the making of the 2014 AHL in Uganda. As 
such it remains it remains less explored as to whether the 
AAEs influence was either automatic, a coincident, assisted, or 
a complex of all factors. Through a postcolonial critical 
paradigm, this paper attempts to contribute to this void by 
critically examining the characterization of the AAEs power of 
influence in the making of the 2014 AHL in Uganda.  The paper 
argues that AAEs’ influence was neither a coincident nor 
automatic but one that built and executed impact aided by the 
local context.
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NOKUBONGA NOKWANDA MAZIBUKO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

THE USE OF SNUFF AS A VAGINAL SEXUAL ‘STIMULANT’ AMONG YOUNG WOMEN IN A SOUTH AFRICAN TOWNSHIP SETTING 
This study adds to the emerging qualitative literature in South 
Africa on heterosexuality, femininities and gender inequalities 
by probing the cultural influences on the way women 
construct their femininities in society. It examines sexuality 
through women’s perceptions of their body, sex and sexual 
pleasure. Using vaginal practice as a prism, the study observes 
how women’s sexuality are laced in cultural control in a 
township setting where Zulu cultures and traditions are rife 
and lived experiences of men and women in the community 
are influenced in ways that underline realities of their modern 
lifestyles. The complexities of women’s desire to assert an 
identity combined with the contestation of normative 
femininity, sex, gender and power relations that play out in a 
culturally saturated township community are unbundled. 
Hence, this study focuses on the constructions of sexuality 
amongst the Zulu young women who use Ntsu (snuff) as a 
sexual vaginal stimulant.  
The site of the study was KwaDabeka, a township community 
in semi-urban KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa. A 
qualitative interpretivist approach was used as the 
methodology to investigate the way young Zulu women living 
in a township community at KwaDabeka, Claremont construct 
and make meaning of their female sexuality by practices of 
sexual vaginal enhancement using a stimulant-ntsu (snuff). 
The research involved 24 young women aged 18-30 and in 
various occupations, who voluntarily shared experiences and 
their lives concerning one thing common to all of them, which 
is the use of ntsu. The research problem was approached 
through the lens of two main theories, which were social 

constructionism and radical feminism. These theories 
warranted the assumptions the researcher had to make in the 
study, chiefly that sexuality is constructed, and is at any given 
context under the influences of the cultural, the political, the 
social and the economic forces that prevail on and shape its 
discourse. The researcher equally assumed that, given its 
susceptibility to the above mentioned forces, sexuality is 
always in continuous construction and is as open to new 
fashions as it is to contested understandings. The feminists’ 
lens assisted in beaming the critical gaze on how, through the 
above outlined influences on the construction of sexuality, 
female sexuality is annexured and emasculated in male 
domineered cultural institutions with agentic socializing 
influences on society.  
These influences mediate to disadvantage the female and 
silence the women’s voices. The multiple messages generated 
about the women’s sex and sexualities, their resistances, 
collusion, ambivalence and activism in contending with, and 
the deconstruction of, their sex and sexual self against male 
heterosexual supremacy through vaginal practices were 
brought under the theoretical radar.  
What came out strongly from the analyzed data was a 
definition of sexuality in the struggle these women had to go 
through as they contended with or contested the social 
constructions of the female sexuality devoid of realities of 
their sexual lives and experiences.  In this study therefore, 
sexuality was seen as a construct that is simultaneously being 
challenged and fashioned in the vaginal enhancement 
practices of ntsu use by the young women. 
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JOHN AGABA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

THE PERCEPTION OF FEMALE CIRCUMCISION AND GIRLS EDUCATION IN AN AFRICAN SETTING: A CASE TUDY OF SEBEI REGION 
UGANDA 
Africa is one of the continents that still attach great value to 
culture and its practices. Civilization, Colonialism, religion and 
education haven’t been able to break through many of the 
cultural beliefs and practices in Africa.The study will highlight 
the perception of female circumcision and girls’ education in 
an African setting in eastern Uganda .In Uganda ,official 
statistics indicate that female circumcision is practiced by less 
than 10% of the total population . 
The purpose will be to understand the 
perception,meaning,and interpretation of female 
circumcision through talk in the Sabiny community. The 
specific objectives will be to establish the perception and 
beliefs concerningfemale circumcision by the Sabiny 
community, to find out the community’s meaning and 
interpretation of female circumcision, to find out the young 
men’s attitudes towards female circumcision, to establish 
lived experiences of female circumcision as narrated by 
participants,andto interrogate power dimensions inherent in 
female circumcision by analyzing participants’ views through 
talk.While endorsed in Sabiny community female circumcision 
has no health benefits,but cause physical and psychological 
trauma both immediately and long term as well as difficulyt 
during child birth .It also reflects gender best violence and 
inequality which constitutes discrimination against girls and 
women but also violates human rights.Womanism theory, also 
called Africana womanism will guide the study. This theory is 
anchored in Afrocentric perspectives as opposed to western 
feminist  theories  which  have tended to overlook the use of 
culture ,  social history ,indigenous knowledge ,historical 
experiences and struggles  of African women . Hence this 
theory has unique and separate agenda from both white 
feminist and black feminist. 

Literature review reveal that female circumcision also known 
as female genital mutilation (FGM) is a collective practice and 
a social expectation with clearly laid out rules and 
outcomesfor those who comply and those who don’t .What 
makes it complex is the fact that the different cultures 
havedifferent reasons and different ways of doing it. Some 
studies done so far reveal that most attention is given to the 
health problems associated with female circumcision 
concentrate on the physical aspect,with little attention to the 
psychological problems.This is the gap this study is attempting 
to fill. Other studies have noted that the issue of female 
circumcision has become one of the contested terrains in 
development discourse and engagement .The big debate is 
notagainst the termination of the practice, rather it is against 
the strategies and methods used to bring about this desirable 
goal, the resistance is against an imperial process by other 
people turned into objects,also, the need to respect the 
dignity of African women. 
The design that will be used for this research is cross sectional 
design. Data will be gathered just once from across-section of 
sources for the purposes of answering the research questions. 
This research will make use of qualitative methods to achieve 
its objectives because of its holistic nature and flexibility. 
Participants will be asked to narrate their lived experiences. 
Real life interactions will be audio recorded.  
The researcher will also take notes. The study will entail self-
reflexibility on the researcher’s part such that the researcher’s 
thoughts, feelings, frustrations, fears, concerns, problems and 
ideas  will be recorded throughout the study and thought 
about in relation to my gender.Purposive and snow ball 
sampling techniques will be used in enrolling participants into 
the study. The researcher will seek approval from relevant 
authorities before enrolling individual participants. 
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JENNY BOZENA DU PREEZ - RHODES UNIVERSITY GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

SEXUAL AWAKENINGS AND PATHOLOGIZATION: QUEER SEXUALITY AND ISLAM IN “IS IT LOVE THAT HAS YOU?” BY BISHARA 
MOHAMED AND “NINE PIECES OF DESIRE” BY IDZA L
This paper is adapted from a section of my chapter on religion 
and queer sexuality in my doctorate, which is a study of the 
representation of queer sexualities and genders in African 
women’s short fiction. The exploration of the intersection of 
religion and queer sexuality is important, due to the fact that 
religion has been fundamental in shaping discourses around 
sexuality, often in negative ways. In this paper, I compare two 
short stories by Kenyan authors: “Is it Love That Has You?” by 
Bishara Mohamed and “Nine Pieces of Desire” by Idza L, 
neither of which have yet received critical attention. These 
stories depict the fraught relationship between religious 
ideology and queer female sexuality, as they show Islam to be 
an integral part of the lives of the characters and the ways in 
which they understand (queer) sexuality. Islamic law is 
generally interpreted as forbidding homosexuality, but there 
are Islamic scholars and jurists who offer queer-friendly 
readings of Islamic religious texts. In these stories, however, 
Islamic ideology is interpreted as incompatible with queer 
female love and desire and forms part of the means of 
delegitimating and policing it.  “Is it Love That Has You?” is 
about two teenage girls in Somalia who fall in love and 

struggle to understand their desire for each other within 
Islamic discourse. Their story has a tragic ending. When their 
relationship is discovered, they are subjected to physical 
violence and separated, never to see each other again. “Nine 
Pieces of Desire” revolves around a young girl growing up in a 
devout Muslim household in Kenya. Her exploratory sexual 
encounter with a young Christian girl is revealed to her 
grandmother. While the young Muslim girl is not subjected to 
physical violence, she is told that she cannot have female 
friendships until she begins to show the proper sexual interest 
in boys. Thus, both stories depict queer sexual awakenings 
that are curtailed by the girls’ families and a proscriptive 
interpretation of Islamic doctrine. Queer sexuality is figured as 
disease or possession – something that must be quarantined, 
controlled or exorcised. Both stories, however, refute this 
understanding of queer sexuality. “Is it Love That Has You?”, 
in depicting two young women in love, reveals the ignorance 
of those who tear them apart. “Nine Pieces of Desire”, more 
subtly, questions the formulation of queer female desire as 
pathology and ends on an ambiguous note that offers the 
potential for future resistance. 

LIZELLE SMIT - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

DIGGING’ THE ARCHIVES: A BIOGRAPHY OF BETTY MOLTENO. 
This paper focuses on the challenges encountered by me, a 
literary scholar, who has never received any training regarding 
historical research, to navigate archives or to conduct archival 
research. The focus of my PhD is on late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century female subjectivity accessed through the 
genre lens of women’s life writing. In an effort to contribute 
to scholarly research and knowledge regarding women’s 
lifeworlds in times past, I decided to locate a women who 
wrote extensively but who was never published. Betty 
Molteno (1852-1927), an activist for numerous deserving 
causes in South Africa, a lesbian, pacifist, teacher, 
humanitarian and vegetarian, seemed an intriguing and 
obvious choice. She wrote extensive journals from youth to 

old age, was a prolific writer of letters, and wrote stores of 
autobiographical poetry, and yet, was never published and is 
neglected in existing scholarship. Molteno’s life writing, 
though, survived her and is housed at UCT Libraries, Special 
Collection. As an aspiring feminist historiographer and literary 
scholar, I decided to tackle the difficult task of assembling her 
life story from the archives and proceeded to analyse her 
writing. This was, and is, a daunting task. For this paper, I will 
discuss the methods used to conduct this research, the 
challenges of recovering stories, yet unwritten, from the 
archives and finally proceed to share her life story. I thus 
conclude this paper with a short biography of Betty Molteno, 
a South African woman who, in my opinion, deserves an 
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honoured place in our social and academic conversations and 
consciousness.

SAKHILE MSWELI - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

EXPLORING THE IMPLICATIONS OF DISCLOSURE OF SEXUALITY WITHIN LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS FOR MEN WHO HAVE SEX 
WITH MEN AND WOMEN IN KWAZULU-NATAL. 
Literature has shown that most men who have sex with men 
do so whilst still fulfilling their expected gender norms. What 
this burgeoning research shows is that most of same-sex 
sexual activities that men who have sex with men and women 
(MSMW) partake in happen in secrecy, without the knowledge 
of their female partners, regardless of the suggestions that 
disclosure of sexuality promotes safe sex. This disclosure 
considered in the context of long-term relationships which are 
categorized by, love, trust and faithfulness can be seen as 
problematic for MSMW. This paper explores the implications 
of disclosure of sexuality by MSMW who are in long-term 
relationships, to their sexual partners. Methodology: A 
qualitative research design was adopted. 12 African male 
participants aged between 23 and 30 years were sampled for 
one on one interviews. An additional 7 participants were 
sampled for an online focus group discussion. Sampling was 
done through snowballing. All participants were self-identified 
as being MSMW. Thematic content analysis was conducted on 
all the data, using a discursive approach and sex scripts theory 
as analytical tools. Results: The results of this study indicated 

that disclosure to female sexual partners was less likely to 
occur because same-sex activities were viewed as being 
socially deviant by these men. In most cases disclosure of 
sexuality to male partners took place regardless of the 
relationship type (Long-term versus casual sex). What this 
disclosure allowed is the legitimization of concurrent 
relationships with women; this presented itself as a sexual risk 
factor as there was limited condom use reported within these 
relationships. In some cases disclosure served to provide 
social acceptance for these men, by their families and other 
people within their social circles. What the results of this study 
also showed was that for individuals who self-identified as 
being bisexual, the disclosure of sexuality to their male 
partners caused tensions within these relationships. 
Conclusion: What this suggests is that the complexities of 
different categories of MSMW should not be underestimated, 
their needs and healthcare challenges should be addressed 
separately or at least communicated separately. This could aid 
in informing interventions that are tailored towards this key 
population. 

THANDUXOLO MNGOMEZULU - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

MEN’S PERSPECTIVE ON THE CAUSES OF MEN ABUSE 
We argue that violence against men is not popular yet men 
are abused in an intimate relationship. The study investigated 
the prevalence and causes of abuse or violence against men in 
an intimate relationship in the province of KwaZulu-Natal. The 
study defines domestic violence/abuse as an abusive 
behaviour by one or both partners in an intimate relationship 
(e.g. marriage, dating, family, friends, and cohabitation). 
Domestic violence as a public health problem leads to death, 
physical disabilities, mental health problems, psychological 
problems, economical deficiencies, to mention but a few. The 

theoretical basis of the study was informed by Social Learning 
Theory developed by Albert Bandura in 1963.  
The study used a post-positivist research paradigm which 
enabled the researcher to yield multiple perspectives from 
participants/target population rather than a single reality. In 
that light, the study used both quantitative and qualitative 
research methods which were concurrently used during a 
single phase of data collection. The study sampled 60 men 
who once experienced abuse from their intimate partners. 
The study managed to get responses from all men as targeted 
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by the study. Notably, the data collected was analysed 
through the use of qualitative contents analysis. The study 
acknowledged the wealth of knowledge of the concept abuse 
by the respondents. The study findings showed that men 
abuse is not a new thing in the province but is well known and 
experienced by a large number of men. The concept abuse 
among men meant different ways of abuse experienced by 
any gender in an intimate relationship. For example, the 
findings showed that abuse means different ways of abuse 
from an intimate partner who may pull a man by his private 
parts, being beaten, insulted, forced to clean the floor and 

wash napkins. It was established that the main causes of men 
abuse is power hungry by women and unemployment among 
men. There are a number of strategies for preventing men 
abuse. The most crucial strategies spelled out was related to 
raising awareness campaign on men abuse; community 
workshops on men abuse; educating women on men abuse, 
just mention a few. The full thesis is available in the University 
of Zululand Institutional Repository and other publications 
from the thesis. 
Keywords: men abuse, domestic violence, intimate partner, 
intimate partner violence 

SISANDA MSEKELE - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

PRIORITIZATION OF ONE IDENTITY OVER THE OTHER BASED ON SPACES CURRENTLY OCCUPIED. 
In seeking to explore the inseperabilities of the multiple forms 
of identities of disabled queer people in Johannesburg, and 
their lived experiences - attempting to answer the two main 
questions of my dissertation, which are: How do disabled 
queer people fit the archetypes of  their disabled identity 
groups and how do they fit the archetypes of their queer 
identity groups without compromising the inseperability of 
the identities? And, How do these identities manifest in 
disabled queer people’s daily lived experiences? Interesting 
themes are emerging  as I unpack the participants’ life 
histories.  
This research is in the stage of data analysis completion. At this 
stage of research, there are interesting themes emerging. 
These themes include: Prioritization of one identity over the 

other based on the demands of the  occupied spaces; 
University as a safe space to explore sexuality; Femininity and 
masculinity and power in lesbian disabled women; Access of 
queer spaces and attitudes of able-bodied queer people; 
Avoidance of online platforms  when it comes to pursuing 
romance; Coming out of the closet impacting family support.  
These themes support and challenge the very limited 
literature on the subject which argues that disabled queer 
people are prone to familial isolation, elevated violence, 
discrimination, and stereotypes associated with coming out of 
the closet as a queer person and passing as a disabled 
individual. However, the findings of this research should 
adequately close the gap that has been created between both 
the intellectual fields of disability studies and queer theory. 

ZIYANDA MAJOMBOZI - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES OF PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH IN GAUTENG, SOUTH AFRICA 
Research on pregnancy and childbirth in South Africa reflects 
a history of medicalisation and racialisation. This is evident in 
how present studies are often conducted in midwifery, public 
health and psychology with emphasis on the treatment of 
women by nurses and the maternal care of women in 
obstetrics and gynaecology. Most of this research focuses on 
risky pregnancies such as women over the age of 37, women 
with diabetes, HIV, mental illness and other ailments, 

especially where black women are concerned (Dunkle et al. 
2004; Huddle 2005; Human Rights Watch 2011; Kim and 
Motsei 2002; Mthethwa, 2006; Rochat 2006). Over the past 
few years, there has been growing anthropological research 
that looks at different aspects of pregnancy. However, this 
research continues be rooted in a medical framework and 
largely focuses on medical experiences of the pregnant body 
and the risks involved. Although this medical lense is rightfully 
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inspired by the realities of the state of reproductive, maternal, 
new-born and child health in South Africa, it leaves a gap in 
the literature where there are few studies on the experiences 
of pregnancy away from the medical gaze but a 
documentation of what Ivry (2010) refers to as a “normal” 
pregnancy, with no health complications. This ethnographic 
project explores everyday experiences of pregnancy and 
childbirth - conversations that the expectant mother is having, 

the literature she is reading, her preparations for the baby and 
her management of the pregnancy. Additionally, this project 
suggests different ways to write stories about (and with) black 
women and their pregnancies when pain, 'dysfunction' and 
trauma are not at the centre of analysis. It also allows room to 
learn more about the meaning making around pregnancy, the 
making of a person and the creation of a family. 
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ANASTASIA JULIA NGOBE - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO  HEALTH 

TOWARDS A COLLABORATIVE MODEL FOR MENTAL HEALTH PROMOTION BETWEEN  WESTERN  TRAINED MENTAL HEALTH 
PRACTITIONERS AND TRADITIONAL HEALTH PRACTITIONERS IN CAPRICORN DISTRICT ,LIMPOPO PROVINCE. 
Mental illness is a global problem with detrimental effects. 
Mental health is an essential element of health, thus 
promoting mental health is very crucial. Studies suggest that, 
people in South Africa and other African countries have a 
propensity to concurrently consult Western and traditional 
health care providers. This concurrent use often creates a 
motion of shunting to and from between the two health care 
systems, where both stand in conflict with one another while 
the patient is caught in the middle. Roughly 80% of people in 
Africa use traditional medicine as their primary treatment 
modality and traditional healers fill a major gap in mental 
health service delivery.  In view of mental health staff 
shortage, involving traditional healers can be useful to 
maximize the promotion of mental health care. 
The study aims on developing a collaborative model between 
Western trained mental health practitioners and traditional 

health practitioners for mental health promotion in Capricorn 
District, Limpopo Province. The objectives of the study are to: 
ascertain the views of participants about the possibility of 
collaboration, to identify factors that may hinder or foster 
such collaboration and to develop a model for collaboration 
between Western and traditional healing systems. 
The study will be guided by the structuration model of 
collaboration. Formulated questions of the study address and 
incorporate the main dimensions of the structuration model.  
The proposed study will adopt a mixed methods research 
design and will follow a sequential exploratory approach. A 
two phase Delphi technique made up of three rounds will be 
used. A heterogeneous sample of 30 participants 
(psychologists, psychiatrists, professional nurses, traditional 
healers, policy makers and mental health service users) will be 
selected using a purposive sampling method. 

LINDOKUHLE OCTAVIA MAKHONZA - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND  HEALTH 

CHALLENGES EXPERIENCED BY ORPHANS AND VULNERABLE CHILDREN IN KWAZULU NATAL SCHOOLS:AMAJUBA AND ZULULAND 
DISTRICTS 
This paper sought to investigate challenges experienced by 
Orphans and Vulnerable children (OVC) in KwaZulu Natal 
schools, specifically Amajuba and Zululand Districts per 
custodian types. To ensure compliance with ethical 
requirements, approval to conduct the study was granted by 
Provincial Department of Education (KZN) and Ethics 
committee for the University of Zululand. Parents also signed 
the consent forms. The study adopted an social ecological 
theory of Bronfenbrenner as it acknowledges the existence of 
the child and the subsystems surrounding the child. Those 
subsystems are the family, school, community and peers. A 
quantitative research method was adopted using a self-
constructed questionnaire on psychosocial factors. A sample 
consisted of 303 OVC from three categories; children who 
have lost one or both parents, children who have experienced 
abuse and children living with disabilities.Pilot study was 

conducted with 31 participants. The reliability of the 
instrument was tested through Cronbach’s alpha which is a 
measure of internal consistency on how closely related a set 
of items are as a group. The following custodian types were 
identified: both parents, mother only, father only, relatives, 
siblings only, orphanages and homes of safety. A Statistical 
Package for Social Science (SPSS) was used to analyses data 
through frequencies and cross tabulations.  The main findings 
of the study revealed that the Child Headed Household (CHH) 
lacked almost all resources; emotional, social and economic 
resources. Which implied that they are the most vulnerable 
group. The study further revealed that all custodian types 
struggled with lack of teacher, community and neighbours 
support and lastly, lack of trust for friends. OVC from 
institutions of care and CHH reported to dislike community 
functions. Firstly, the study recommended that provision of 
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resources to OVC should be monitored.  Secondly, CHH should 
be given more attention if they have to succeed in life. Lastly, 
there is a need for intervention programs such as developing 

community cohesion and providing therapeutic programs for 
OVC 

LYNN NORTON - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  HEALTH 

BUILDING INTER-RELATIONAL REFLEXIVITY THROUGH LIFE STORY WORK 
This paper explores what happens when space is created for 
inter-relational reflexivity through story-telling within a 
critical reflexive framework. It looks at the potential 
transformative effects of sharing and witnessing stories in a 
number of contexts. Reflexivity involves developing an 
understanding of how we position ourselves and the way our 
actions are formed by and reflect dominant discourses.  By 
applying a critical reflexive framework within a narrative 
paradigm we explore both self and relational reflexivity and 
the emergence of positive outcomes for the individual and the 
collective. This framework, which has at its centre the 
facilitation of a dialogical space, focuses on four aspects: the 
deconstruction of power, values informing identity, agency 
linked to responsibility, and performance of self in daily life 
and in a community context.  Using experiential storytelling, 
dialogue and poetic enquiry within this framework deepens 
the exploration of pathways to critical reflexivity. It is argued 
that such reflexivity is crucial for the development of a critical 
consciousness of our own and others intentions and 
assumptions, for revealing power dynamics, and moving 
towards a position of enabling self and collective agency and 
understanding others in context.  

In this paper we bring together the threads of three different 
inquiries into reflexivity in relation to: the self (a personal 
journal); education (the link between the personal and the 
professional); and community practice (participatory 
intervention with refugee youth).  In all contexts such an 
approach is considered particularly necessary especially 
within a South African setting that offers a complex set of 
challenges for a multitude of reasons, particularly relating to 
our colonial and apartheid history.  This methodology 
facilitates a dialogical space for people to talk about their lived 
experiences, to hear those of others, and to contextualise 
them.  In this way a space is opened to enable people to better 
explore and understand the complexities of their society and 
work practices. Developing reflexive skills is considered both 
individually and collectively beneficial in self-understanding, 
relationship building, and for the development of accountable 
performance in both an educational and community 
environment. This presentation will give details of the 
narrative and dialogical methodology used in the study, and 
the intersections and outcomes of the three inquiries. 

PRUDENCE LEKOTA  - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO  HEALTH 

DEVELOPING A MODEL THAT EXPLAINS CHALLENGING BEHAVIOURS OF PERSONS WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES IN THE 
CAPRICORN DISTRICT, LIMPOPO PROVINCE
Significance of proposed research 
This study would help psychologists to enhance their cultural 
competency to avoid biased assessments and epitomise 
outcomes for culturally different Intellectual Disability clients. 
This study would explain how the explicit comparison of 
options about challenging behaviours in persons with 
intellectual disabilities may help all involved to work together 

for a common ground of achieving the best outcomes for 
persons with intellectual disabilities services. The researcher 
can use the information gained with these model to negotiate 
Treatment plan for persons with intellectual disabilities that is 
mutually satisfactory and most likely to be followed. This study 
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is justified on the basis of its research, practice and policy 
implications. 
Aim of the study 
The aim of the study is to conceptualise and develop a 
culturally informed explanatory model for challenging 
behaviour in persons with intellectual disabilities. 
Objectives of the study 
•To understand and describe the notions of challenging
behaviours in persons with intellectual disabilities by parents,
teachers, and policy makers;
•To determine the causal explanations of challenging
behaviours in persons with intellectual disabilities by parents,
teachers, and policy makers;
•To establish parents’, teachers’, and policy makers’ beliefs
about appropriate interventions for challenging behaviours in
persons with intellectual disability;
•Based on the notions, causal explanations and beliefs bout
appropriate interventions, develop a culturally informed
explanatory model on challenging behaviour in persons with
intellectual disabilities.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research design
This is a qualitative study that will specifically employ the
grounded theory research design. This is a ‘qualitative
research design in which the inquirer generates a general
explanation (a theory) of a process, action, or interaction
shaped by the views of a number of participants’ (Creswell,
2013). Grounded theory was selected because this approach
is among the most commonly used qualitative methods in the
social sciences (Johnson, 2015) and it is also a good method of
understanding unique phenomena and building innovative
theories. It is also a process which involves inducing theory
from data which is generated from the participants
themselves.
Sampling
Purposive sampling will be used to identify and select
participants for the study. The study will consist of policy
makers in Mental Health, parents and teachers of persons

with Intellectual Disabilities.  Sampling and enrolment of 
participants will continue till a point of saturation as 
recommended by (Swandt, 2007).  According to Naude and 
Delport (2014), in purposive sampling, the researcher 
deliberately draws a sample that is composed of elements that 
contain the most characteristic, representative or typical 
attributes of the population under investigation. Similarly, the 
researcher in the present study decided that participants will 
be conveniently drawn from the special schools, Government 
Department of Health and also parents of persons in Special 
Schools from the Capricorn District of Limpopo Province due 
to the identified areas accessible to the researcher. 
Data collection 
For the present study, a semi-structured interview schedule 
(see Appendix 1a Interview guide- English version and 
Appendix 1b Interview guide- Sepedi version) will be used to 
collect data.  According to Doody and Noonan (2013), in a 
semi-structured interview, the researcher provides some 
structure based on her research interests and interview guide 
but works flexibly with the guide and allows room for the 
respondent’s more spontaneous descriptions and 
narratives.The researcher has chosen to include a Sepedi 
version of the Interview schedule because Sepedi is the 
primary language spoken by most residents in Polokwane and 
would be used for participants who finds it easier and 
comfortable to speak in Sepedi, this option will enable the 
researcher to gain more in-depth information.  The interview 
schedule contains information intended towards the 
development of a culturally informed explanatory model for 
challenging behaviour in persons with intellectual disabilities. 
The recorded interviews will be transcribed verbatim and later 
translated (non-English transcripts) into English by an 
independent Sepedi-English language expert before data 
could be analysed. Field notes will also be collected because 
they are employed by qualitative researchers whose main 
objective of any research is to try to understand the true 
perspectives of a subject being studied (Glaser, 2017). 

Data analysis
Data will be analysed using the grounded theory approach as
elucidated by (Lewis, 2015). In grounded theory, data analysis
can best be conceptualised as a series of coding steps

conducted on the relevant data provided for the analysis 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990, 1998). Researchers use their 
understanding of the phenomenon along with the data to 
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create a conceptual model explicating the theory and provide 
appropriate connections between the axial codes. 

SELELO FRANK RAPHOLO - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO  HEALTH 

DYNAMICS OF DISCLOSING CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE DURING FORENSIC ASSESSMENTS: IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE 
The disclosure of sexual abuse is a process with definable 
phases and characteristics. Many children find it difficult to 
talk about their sexual abuse experiences. It is therefore very 
much imperative for forensic social workers to have an 
understanding of the diagonal process of disclosure when 
conducting forensic assessments. Forensic social workers 
need to also be watchful of varied dynamics that are likely to 
impact the disclosure rate. The aim of this research was 
therefore to evaluate the dynamics of disclosing child sexual 
abuse with the black child during forensic social work 
assessment in a South African perspective. The study was 
qualitative in nature wherein evaluation design was used to 
pursue the aim of this study.  The researcher has used a 
triangulation of stratified random sampling, purposive 
sampling and convenient sampling to select the respondents 
and ended up with 14. Out of these respondents, 13 were 

females and 1 was a male. Data was collected through semi-
structured in-depth interviews and was analysed thematically 
through Nvivo programme. The findings reveal that personal 
characteristics of the child and the interviewer, 
communication skills, blind assessments and informed 
allegation interviews have an impact in making the 
interviewing techniques effective during the disclosure of 
child sexual abuse. As a result, it is recommended that one 
should come to the developmental level of the child, speak the 
language of the child or use translators for the child to 
understand, and follow blind assessments interviews as 
opposed to informed allegation interviews. However, 
informed allegations interviews are recommended when 
assessing children below the age of four (4) years. 
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AKHONA SINEFU - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

THE PSYCHOSOCIAL EFFECTS OF IMPRISONMENT: IMPLICATIONS FOR POST-RELEASE SUPPORT 
Imprisonment creates cognitive and behavioural patterns 
which can cause dysfunctional in post-prison adjustment. The 
psychological effect of legally sanctioned confinement varies 
from individual to individual, yet it is accepted that offenders 
who enter correctional facilities are subjected to various 
demands and pressures of institutionalisation. Inmates 
respond to these realities in various ways, notably with 
different levels of psychological changes associated with their 
adaptations. This study set out to explore the psychological 
effects of imprisonment as adjustment to incarceration in 
South African context. More specifically, the research 
determined how imprisonment sociologically and 
psychologically affects the offender by examining the 
integration challenges they face after released on parole. In 

addition, factors that contribute to stress in prison 
environments were analysed. Thematic analysis was 
employed against the backdrop of coping theory and the 
importation and deprivation models. Data collection 
employed a non-probability purposive sampling technique 
where 125 ex-offenders were interviewed with the use of a 
semi-structured interview schedule. The findings demonstrate 
a need for a improved mental health support both inside 
correctional centres and after release. In addition, factors 
such as marital status and community responses toward ex-
offenders appear to influence the longer-term psychological 
impact of imprisonment. Matters associated with post-release 
employment opportunities and potential recidivism will also 
be discussed.   

CARMEN HARRISON - UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH      HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

STRESS, COPING AND MENTAL HEALTH IN ADOLESCENTS EXPERIENCING POVERTY IN THE WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA: 
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS FROM A MIXED-METHODS INVESTIGATION 
Growing up in the low-income communities of South Africa 
poses numerous risks that may evoke stress and negatively 
affect the psychological health and holistic well-being of 
adolescents. In light of the international and local research 
gap on the relationship between stress, psychological 
strengths and coping in adolescents experiencing poverty, the 
aim of the study is to explore the psychological health of 
school-going adolescents residing in low-income communities 
of the Western Cape. The study particularly focuses on the 
mediating role of psychological strengths on the stress-coping 
experience. Understanding the mediating role of 
psychological strengths on the mental health of adolescents 
who encounter stressors, is essential to the strategies aimed 
at preventing incidence of mental illness in adolescents.  
To meet the objectives of the study, a mixed-methods 
approach, with an explanatory sequential design is used. The 
explanatory sequential design enables the collection and 
analysis of quantitative data (via measuring instruments used 
to explore stress, coping, psychological strengths and 
psychological health), followed by qualitative data collection 

(follow-up interviews) and analysis. Results from the 
quantitative and qualitative approaches will then be 
interpreted collectively – shedding light on the research 
problem.  
The quantitative phase of the study uses randomized cluster 
sampling, - a probability sampling technique that is used to 
obtain a sample of at least 1000 school-going adolescents, 
from 9 no-fee paying high schools (clusters), in Grades 8, 9, 10 
and 11 (envisaged to be between 12 and 21 years of age) from 
low-income communities in the Cape Metropole in the 
Western Cape Province (South Africa). Using purposive 
sampling, a further 15-to-25 school-going adolescents will be 
approached to volunteer to be part of the audio-recorded 
follow-up interviews. 
This paper outlines and discusses the preliminary findings of 
the ongoing research inquiry. These findings suggest the 
importance of research that fosters an understanding of the 
stress-coping experiences of adolescents in adverse socio-
economic contexts. Moreover, it outlines the potential impact 
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of psychological strengths on the psychological health of 
adolescents who experience poverty.  
The results of the research inquiry has implications for mental 
health care policy, focused on mitigating the impact of stress 

on adolescent psychological health and may inform mental-
health promoting and preventative interventions aimed at 
reducing the prevalence, incidence and impact of mental 
illness in the population of interest. 

DUDUZILE ZWANE – UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG   HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

“UMDLAVUZA WAMABELE”: ZULU WOMEN’S NARRATIVES OF BREAST CANCER, ILLNESS AND HEALING 
Breast cancer is one of the most common types of cancers 
affecting women worldwide (Wadler, et al. 2011). Historically, 
the incidence of this debilitating disease was higher in women 
from the Developed World than those from the Third World 
(Igene, 2008). Previously, various reasons have been cited for 
women seeking treatment when their breast cancer had 
advanced to near fatal stages. They include socio-economic 
disparities such as lack of access to health care – which is 
related to the fact that women historically did not have 
adequate information to influence and guide them about the 
importance of correct breast self-examinations (Mdondolo et 
al. 2003). Further, they had to contend with many cultural 
inhibitors to health-seeking behaviours (Walker et al. 2004; 
Mdondolo et al. 2003).The former factors have been 
researched at length, particularly in Western settings. The 
latter factor has not been researched as extensively 
(Mdondolo et al. 2003). A Nexus (2014) study reveals a 
significant knowledge gap in research which approaches 
breast cancer from a South African cultural perspective. 

Mdondolo et al. (2003:95), one of the only cohorts of South 
African scholars to have studied the cultural aspects of breast 
cancer communication in depth, have called for further 
research that examines “cultural values, beliefs and practices 
related to health and illness in general and breast lumps in 
particular”. The expectation is that such research would help 
develop “culture congruent health education campaigns on 
early detection and treatment of breast lumps” (Mdondolo et 
al. 2003:87). Thus, this study aims to investigate how the Zulu 
cultural context interacts with breast cancer detection, 
reporting and treatment amongst selected Zulu women from 
the KwaZulu-Natal province. Further, it aims to bridge the 
knowledge gap in health communication literature on breast 
cancer in given cultural frameworks, adding to the sparse body 
of literature available. It is anticipated that it will identify 
pathways for constructing culturally sensitive and “ethno-
medical” breast-cancer offerings that will be useful to health 
communication practitioners. 

MATIMBA ALLAN MABASA - UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

SCHOOL-BASED INTERVENTION PROGRAMME TO ADDRESS THE IMPACTS OF SOCIO-CULTURAL PRACTICES 
CONTRIBUTING TOWARDS SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE AMONGST THE YOUTH-IN-SCHOOL IN THE RURAL AREAS. 
The socio-cultural practices play a major role towards the use 
and abuse of substances by youth in rural areas of 
Malamulele. Substance abuse programme such as the “Ke 
Moja” that dealt with youth substance abuse was mostly 
received in urban and peri-urban areas, with rural areas rarely 
receiving the services. Yet, this was rarely received in rural 
areas which makes the “Ke Moja” appropriateness 
questionable to respond suitably to contextual issues youth 
are grappling with regard to substance abuse in rural areas. 
The need for socio-culturally appropriate substance abuse 

prevention programme amongst the youth is important in 
rural areas. The study sought to explore and describe the 
impacts of socio-cultural practices towards substance use and 
abuse amongst the youth to develop a school-based 
intervention programme. The significance of the study was to 
develop a programme that is appropriate to intervene in rural 
settings for local drugs and alcohol. The explorative-
descriptive designs, mixed methodological approach were 
employed considering stratified-systematic and purposive 
sampling methods. Semi-structured interview schedule and 
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questionnaires for data collection methods were used and 
Thematic Content Analysis (TCA) was used.  The findings 
revealed that it is very much important to have a programme 
that teaches about the impacts of socio-cultural practices 
towards substance abuse and how the socio-cultural practices 
affects young people in the rural areas.  It was found that the 
programme on the impacts of socio-cultural practices towards 
substance abuse appropriate is appropriate to schools in the 

rural areas as it is culturally sensitive and enables the social 
workers to be culturally competent. It was concluded that the 
school-based intervention programme is crucial to address the 
impacts of socio-cultural practices towards substance abuse 
youth are grappling with in the rural areas. It was 
recommended that the intervention programme in schools on 
the impacts of socio-cultural practices towards substance 
abuse amongst the youth in rural areas should be important. 

NOMALUNGELO MJWARA - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

AN EXPLORATION OF PERSPECTIVES OF CAREGIVERS ON THE PSYCHOSOCIAL ISSUES OF GRIEF AND LOSS OF HIV/AIDS ORPHANS 
The number of HIV/AIDS orphans is ever growing in South 
Africa. The phenomenon leads to a variety of problems, 
including psychosocial issues as a direct result of loss. The aim 
of this study is to explore the psychosocial issues relating to 
grief and loss in HIV/AIDS orphans. The first objective of the 
study is to explore the psychosocial issues relating to grief in 
HIV/AIDS orphans from the caregivers’ perspectives. The 
second objective is to explore the psychosocial issues relating 
to grief in HIV/AIDS orphans from the service providers’ 

perspectives. A qualitative research approach is being utilized. 
Non probability purposive sampling is also being employed. 
The sample comprises of caregivers of HIV/AIDS orphans from 
township areas in the Western Cape, as well as service 
providers who work with HIV/AIDS orphans and their families. 
The data-collection process takes place in the form of one-to-
one in-depth interviews. The data analysis will be done by 
means of coding and identification of themes. 

NTHENO NCHABELENG -  DUT  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

ENHANCING COMBINATION PREVENTION: TAILORING LOCAL APPROPRIATE BIOMEDICAL, STRUCTURAL AND BEHAVIOUR 
INTERVENTIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS. 
Reduction in new HIV infections have been associated with 
changes in behaviour and social norms linked with increase in 
HIV knowledge and risk perception. Despite this positive 
change, a comprehensive array of prevention tools neglect 
social, cultural, political, environmental and legal contextual 
factors that increase HIV risk and vulnerability. In an attempt 
to make provision for HIV interventions that are appropriate 
for individual, community and societal specific needs and 
context, combination prevention became a clarion call for an 
effective HIV response. 
With students as a high risk group for acquiring HIV, Higher 
Education Institutions (HEIs) have a responsibility to put place 

prevention strategies that will address the specific needs of 
university students. Since university settings are fertile 
grounds for risky sexual behaviour, comprehensive package of 
HIV prevention interventions are essential. Because of the 
simultaneous use of complementary behavioural, structural 
and behavioural prevention strategies, combination 
prevention has shown sustained impact on mitigating the 
spread of HIV.  This paper documents how elements of 
combination HIV prevention can be effective in reducing new 
HIV infection among university students if scaled-up to the 
highest level feasible. 
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STANLEY MOLEFI - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

POLYAMORY USED AS A FORM OF CONCURRENCY TO ENCHANCE HIV PROGRAMMES IN SOUTH AFRICA 
In South Africa and the broader region of Southern Africa, non-
monogamy in the form of concurrent partnerships is linked to 
the risk of HIV/AIDS. For this reason, the prevention policy 
framework and scholarly mindset which advocates for the 
reduction of all forms of concurrent sexual partnerships as a 
potential behavioral prevention strategy regarding HIV/AIDS is 
well established in the region. This happens even in the 
presence of empirical challenges. Indeed, the idea of some 
forms of concurrency (and also other forms of multiple 
partnering) driving HIV infection is disputed, and the question 
remains about whether all forms of concurrent relationships 
pose the same risk to HIV infection. Some research points to a 
lack of substantial evidence, inconsistent definition, and 
difficulty in measuring concurrent partnerships as factors that 
show that not all forms of concurrency is related to risk of HIV 
infection. Indeed, the latter consideration points to the need 
to distinguish between concurrency that carries the risk of HIV 
and others which do not pose the same risk. 
In the foregoing debates, although not vigorously investigated 
but an insight that otherwise emerges is that in sexual 
relationships including those of monogamous ordering, 
aspects such as high levels of communication, trust and 
honesty are some of the protective factors against HIV. For 
example, when one partner (in a commitment relationship) 
engages in extra-dyadic sex beyond the scope of his/her 
primary partnering without the knowledge and consent of 
his/her partner the outcomes are often deleterious. In the 
context of HIV, lack of safer sex practices is one of most 
immediate dangers associated with the preceding behavior, 

along with the violation of trust of one’s partner among many 
other things. In this vein, this study argues that the practice of 
polyamory (a relationship where someone has sexual and/or 
romantic partnerships with multiple people simultaneously) 
and which embraces the validity of multiple love is a potential 
form of concurrency which might have low risk of HIV. The 
domain of this partnering is rich in philosophies that are 
particularly helpful in eradicating many of the risk factors 
linked to this devastating virus.  
A conceptual framework from three inter-related theories, 
namely: Social Cognitive Theory, Constructivism and Meaning 
Making Model is used to investigate the group of relations 
between polyamorous relationships, safer sex practices, as 
well as HIV. A non-random sampling method was used to 
select individuals who are in polyamorist relationships in two 
Provinces in South Africa; Gauteng and Northern Cape. In-
depth individual interviews are conducted in order to collect 
data from 8 participants.  Interpretative phenomenological 
analysis is employed as data analysis method. The findings of 
this study reveal that many of the participants who are 
involved in polyamorous relationships are concerned about 
their health and well-being. Therefore, in most of these 
relationships primary, as well as additional participants are 
required to disclose their HIV status and even test for STDs. 
Also, the promulgation of the ‘partner-reduction’ policy 
possibly contributes to lack of establishment of resources that 

would accommodate the needs of these individuals. 

THABANI KHUMALO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

ACTION AGAINST WHOONGA/NYAOPE USE – COORDINATING PREVENTATIVE AND LOCALIZED COMMUNITY BASED MEDICALLY 
ASSISTED THERAPIES DEDUCED FROM NARRATIVES OF LIVED EXPERIENCES OF AN INANDA CONGO COMMUNITY 
The rampant increase of whoonga or nyaope addiction among 
the Black South African youth in townships and slums has 
drawn attention to the limitedness of the medical or the 
disease model of drug addiction. This mainstream approach as 
a model is accused of being reactive as it stresses harm 

reduction over prevention. When considering the socio-
economic stratum and the increasing number of whoonga 
addicts; institutionalization and heavy dependence on experts 
as modus operandi will prove insufficient if not inadequate 
and unaffordable for communities afflicted by whoonga use. 
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The community is viewed in this research study as a natural 
environment for addiction to take place as well as for addicts 
to recover, capable of both preventative and harm reduction 
measures. As action research, the priority is to formulate a 
localized version of a community-based treatment center 
from experiences with whoonga addiction and direct 
suggestions of combatting it by an Inanda Congo community, 
where there is anecdotal evidence of a widespread use of 
whoonga. The employ of local resources places community 
agency at the center of stemming whoonga addiction at a local 
level. When local police, community policing forum members, 
local municipal authority and community leaders, teachers, 
health service providers, and community elders were 
approached first and gave permission for the study to take 
place, they also consented to be participants, by presenting 
members for individual interviews. Gatekeepers and officials 
serving this community will inform on available interventions 
according to their domain, but also to give pointers on 
approaching the researched community. To gain insight on the 
phenomenon of whoonga use and necessary response to 
whoonga addiction, ordinary members of this community will 
be invited to dialogue in three focus groups conducted on the 
same day and stratified according to three age group 
categories. Selecting individual participants that will be invited 
to focus groups will be done by placing a 60-grid matrix over a 
geographical satellite map of this community of 650 houses. 
Individuals will be approached at home the dot is on or the 

house closest to the dot; and those consenting to take part in 
focus groups discussions will be slotted in one of three focus 
groups scheduled to happen on a set day. Focus groups will 
have a maximum of 15 participants. Participants who cannot 
partake on focus group discussions will be interviewed on the 
spot, especially the elderly, the elders, and other prominent 
members of this community. Recovered whoonga addicts, 
would through snowball effect be interviewed in depth where 
repeated individual interviews could be arranged to gain more 
insight on pathways to the recovery process. Both individual 
interviews and focus group discussions will be recorded. For 
analysis, recordings will be translated into English and 
transcribed into text, which together with the observations by 
the researcher, analyzed using qualitative content analysis. 
This research study hopes to highlight and forge a framework 
enabling the coordination of available local resources for the 
provision of medically assisted opiod treatment center. 
Community psychology seeks community based intervention 
intended to empower the communities to take control of their 
lives. An Afrocentric paradigm proposes that African 
communities should take ownership of problems they meet 
every day that proves detrimental to their survival, drawing 
from shared experiences and their culture as African people 
who wish to live an African way, the way they see fit for African 
people.  
Keywords: Whoonga/nyaope, action research, prevention, 
community based treatment centres 

VELILE DHLAMINI - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND  HEALTH ISSUES -PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

BRIDGING THE GAPS BETEEN HIV AND AIDS SERVICE DELIVERY BY THE STAKEHOLDERS AND THE NATIONAL STRATEGIC PLAN 
(NSP) 2012-2016 IN EKURHULENI 
HIV and AIDS across the globe created a myriad of socio-
economic challenges bound to exist for a long time in the 
future, due to lack of cure. In South Africa the disease impact 
on health and socio-economic development led to the 
development of a broad policy program-the National Strategic 
Plan (NSP 2012-2016) with an aim to guide the country’s 
response to the pandemic and its challenges. This document 
is the third plan post 1994 to deal with the epidemic, the 
previous being the NSP 2000-2005 and NSP 2007-2011. 
However, despite addressing the HIV and AIDS pandemic since 

the 1990s, national statistics indicates that the country still 
grapples with curbing the spread of new HIV infections. The 
goal of the study is to investigate HIV and AIDS challenges and 
barriers for service delivery by the Stakeholders in the NSP 
2012-2016 implementation in Ekurhuleni. To achieve this goal, 
the study conceptualised NSP within social development 
context. It analysed the NSP 2012-2016 with regards to its 
implications for partnerships, coordination and 
mainstreaming service delivery in addressing HIV and AIDS 
challenges and barriers, in the NSP 2012-2016 
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implementation. The study investigated Stakeholders HIV and 
AIDS services to establish challenges and barriers in the NSP 
implementation and to identify and described elements 
required for bridging gaps between Stakeholders services and 
the NSP. 
A qualitative research approach, using a collective case study 
design was utilised for the study. Preliminary data was 
gathered by means of three focus group interviews with the 
HIV and AIDS Projects’ managers/coordinators in the employ 
by Stakeholders in Ekurhuleni.  
Findings showed that most Stakeholders HIV and AIDS services 
focus on the management of the disease, and as a result 
neglect the grassroots and fundamental integrative 
prevention services. Some challenges in the partnership(s) 
between NSP 2012-2016 Stakeholders and government, and 
among Stakeholders themselves are found by the study, 
coupled with poor interaction between government and the 
Stakeholders leading to the isolation of Stakeholders in 
rendering the HIV and AIDS services. Research findings further 
revealed poor application of the NSP 2012-2016 elements of 
effective communications, partnerships, service coordination, 
monitoring and evaluation including provision of support 
through financial resources by government to enhance 
effective and integrated service delivery without challenges 
and barriers.  

The study concluded that the Stakeholders’ service delivery 
challenges and barriers in the field of HIV and AIDS in 
Ekurhuleni, is due to the lack of service mainstreaming and 
coordination with the NSP 2012-2016. Furthermore, it was 
established that without an adoption of the developmental 
approach to facilitate the implementation of the NSP, HIV and 
AIDS service delivery will continue to face challenges and 
barriers in the implementation of the NSP.  
The study recommends that NSP implementation must be 
based on the social development approach to facilitate HIV 
and AIDS service delivery linkages amongst government 
departments on a broad range of the interrelated 
development issues caused by the pandemic. It is also 
recommended that future NSP should include social 
developmental themes, to ensure improved coordination of 
HIV and AIDS services namely, a rights-based approach; 
partnerships; economic and social development; participation 
and a macro and micro focus. In particular, it was noted that 
government needs to strengthen NSP coordination through 
meaningful partnerships with all policy Stakeholders and to 
provide intensified funding towards addressing HIV and AIDS 
service delivery challenges and barriers.  
Further research should be conducted to establish how the 
future NSPs will incorporate these recommendations. 
Keywords: HIV/AIDS, Challenges/Barriers, Stakeholders 
Services, NSP, Social Development Approach. 
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BOITUMELO SEEPAMORE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS AND FAMILY 

DISTANCE PARENTING: THE VIEWS OF DOMESTIC WORKERS IN THE ETHEKWINI METRO 
Parenting involves the provision of warmth, and guidance, 
support and protection of children in an environment where 
modelling behaviour, setting boundaries and nurturing 
children is essential. Families are diverse, therefore the term 
‘families’ is used to acknowledge the 14 different family 
patterns and types as defined by the White Paper on Families 
in South Africa. Notwithstanding that in Africa and many other 
countries in the Global South, the extended family structure is 
the norm, however the universal definition of families is still 
within a western, middle class and heterosexual viewpoint. 
Normalising the nuclear family as an ideal towards which 
families aspire is not only erroneous but also narrow-focused. 
Parenting is encased in communities with culturally variable 
rules, regulations, expectations and patterns of behaviour, 
however a single dominant perspective is often used to define 
the shape it should take, conditions under which it can be 
performed, and by the people who can perform this role. 
Parenting is further complicated by the division of labour in 
the household, with dominant gender-role stereotypes which 
reinforce the role of women in caregiving and men as 
providers. I am interested in the parenting experiences of 
‘bivalent collections’ – those who suffer both socioeconomic 
and cultural injustices by virtue of their ‘race’, gender and 
social class, or blacks (women) working as domestic workers.  
This study focused on the meanings attached to motherhood 
and fatherhood by people who are consumed by the 
dominant discourse around ideal motherhood/fatherhood 
and carrying out this role unquestioningly. Within the confines 
of current ideological discourses, and in situations which are 
far from ideal parents living away from their children still 
strive to emulate ‘ideal’ families . This qualitative study was 
undertaken in KwaZulu-Natal, and preliminary results are 

presented. The sample was 18 participants, two of whom 
being male and the rest female, their average age group 
between 39-45 years. They were all domestic workers with 
children staying with a proxy caregiver, and had been working 
away from home for over 3 years. The preliminary findings 
point to the need for mechanisms to monitor the working 
conditions of domestic workers both in terms of remuneration 
and time off. a majority still work 60 hour weeks and receive 
compensation below minimum wage. Despite inclusion in the 
Labour Relations Act as formally employed persons, domestic 
workers are still excluded from the scope of the Occupational 
Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA), implying that they cannot 
claim benefits for injury on duty. The exploitation of workers 
as women, who are working class is further exacerbated by 
their ethnicity. Black women suffer triple oppression and their 
voices are often marginalised. By working in the domestic 
sphere, they are often side-lined and their socio-political and 
economic issues backgrounded because they form part of an 
oppressed and powerless collective. In relation to parenting, 
the findings point to the internalisation of dominant 
discourses around parenting. Although there were only two 
male respondents, their involvement in parenting was limited 
to the role of provider and enforcer of discipline when the 
need arose. Women carried the bulk of caregiving and seem 
to want to recreate conditions similar to a middle class, 
nuclear family even when they do not reside with their 
children. They seem to aspire towards ideal motherhood even 
when they are not in a position to do this. The preliminary 
results from the study show that parenting is still defined 
within western, middle class, nuclear family norms however 
this has become so normalised that it is seen as natural. 
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PEDZISAI NDAGURWA – UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND                               HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS AND FAMILY  
 

DECOMPOSITION OF FERTILITY STALLING IN ZIMBABWE: A TWO-SEX APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF EDUCATION 
AND EMPLOYMENT 
The contradictory changes between female variables and 
proximate factors, and the trend infertility levels post 
ZDHS2005-06 in Zimbabwe arguably challenges the one-sex 
approach to examining determinants of fertility change. This 
study extends this popular approach to framing the problem 
of fertility change by applying the Oaxaca-Blinder 
decomposition technique within a two-sex framework to the 
study of fertility stalling in Zimbabwe. It analyses data for 12 
235 women in unions, incorporating their partners’ 
characteristics to investigate the sources of stalling between 

the 2005-06 and 2010-11 Zimbabwe Demographic and Health 
Surveys. The analysis revealed that the stalling of fertility 
transition in Zimbabwe cannot be explained by compositional 
changes education and employment characteristics of 
women. Instead, changes in coefficients related to education 
characteristics of men were positively associated with fertility 
stalling. The study concludes that incorporating characteristics 
of women’s partners can potentially contribute to better 
understanding of fertility change in Zimbabwe. 

 

LINCOLN FITZ  - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE                                                              HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS AND FAMILY  
 

AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL DYNAMICS OF A CORRECTIONAL CENTRE THAT CONTRIBUTE TO PRISON 
MISCONDUCT AND GANG MEMBERSHIP: A SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE 
Institutional gangs and inmate misconduct is a very prominent 
feature in South African correctional centres, to such an 
extent that it poses a serious threat to the safety of the 
community, inmates and officials. Founding literature 
postulates that inmate misconduct and institutional gang 
membership derive two theoretical concepts, namely the 
deprivation and the importation models. The deprivation 
model suggests that deviant behaviour is a product of the 
oppressive conditions of the correctional environment 
inmates are subjected to upon incarceration, whereas the 
importation model argues that individuals import their 
deviant characteristics to a correctional centre. Empirical 
studies within the South African or Africa context is non-
existent. This study intent explores the social and cultural 
dynamics as highlighted by the deprivation model within the 
South African context.  
The data informing the article consists of primary data 
(observation and semi structured questionnaires) and 

secondary data (source documents) which were obtain from 
151 (one hundred and fifty one) inmates in three correctional 
centres in the Eastern Cape. The results indicate firstly, that 
staff characteristics and centre control significantly contribute 
to inmates’ misconduct and gang membership, whereas no 
correlations were found in terms of overcrowding. Secondly, 
the study identified institutional population characteristics 
such as age and employment history as significant variables in 
predicting the level of institutional misconduct and gang 
membership a particular correctional centre will present.   
From a South African perspective, although researchers have 
conducted a few explorative studies, findings presented in this 
article, can be seen as ground breaking in the sense that they 
provide a new dimension to understand the social and cultural 
context of the correctional environment. 
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JULIUS OKELLO - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN   HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS AND FAMILY 

THE INTRODUCTION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SOCIAL PROTECTION PROGRAMMES IN UGANDA AND KATAKWI DISTRICT IN 
PARTICULAR IS A PROMISING ONE. THIS PAPER, SEEKS TO PRESENT AND DISCUSSES THE ROLE OF SOCIAL PROTECTION INITIATIVES 
IN ENABLING VULNERABLE HOUSEHOLDS TO 
The introduction and implementation of social protection 
programmes in Uganda and Katakwi district in particular is a 
promising one. This paper, seeks to present and discusses the 
role of social protection initiatives in enabling vulnerable 
households to access social protection services in a post-
conflict setting. It further, explores the opportunities for 
promoting a gender-equality agenda among child, female and 
elderly persons emerging from conflicts. The paper begins 
with a brief introduction on the emergence of social 

protection (SP) and how it is linked to post-conflict recovery. 
A mixed method comprising quantitative and qualitative 
descriptive statistics are used to present and discuss the study 
findings. The findings are categorical in terms of respondent’s 
ability to move out of poverty and vulnerability. The policy 
conclusions and recommendations are also presented citing 
the alternative matching approaches in reducing poverty and 
vulnerability using social protection measures. 
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AMUZWENI NGOMA - RHODES UNIVERSITY 

“BRING YOUR FRIENDS BATSWAFANG” – PENTECOSTALISING BLACK MIDDLE CLASSNESS 
In the past four decades, Pentecostalism and 
Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches (PCCs) have experienced 
veritable growth, while post-apartheid South Africa has 
rapidly produced a noticeable Black middle class. By 2011, 
Pentecostals / charismatics will be the fifth largest religious 
denomination in South Africa, as there were 3,7 million 
Pentecostals in 2001 (CDE, 2008). In 2007, there were over 9 
million Black middle class individuals within the LSM 5-7 (Udjo, 
2008). Those in LSM 5-7 live in a city or large town, have access 
to electricity and running water, will usually own a television 
set, stove, refrigerator and hi-fi stereo and have an average 
household income of R2, 436-R6, 437 per month.  
The growth of these sectors constitutes some of the most 
important processes of socio-economic transformation in 
post-apartheid South Africa. However, this subject area has to 
date been denied rigorous and extensive sociological analysis. 
Instead, it is has attracted hysterical, tabloidy and derisive 
newspaper headlines; inquisitional television shows and 
thousands of angry social media posts. This occurs alongside 
elitist disdain and misinterpretation from the broader 
academic community (Maxwell, 2006). In contrast, this study 
looks at both processes as it examines the Pentecostalisation 
of the Black middle class in post-apartheid South Africa and 
develops an understanding of class reproduction mechanisms 
in South Africa.  
The objective placement of Black South Africans within the 
middle class stratum suggests that they should also 
subjectively identify with and have a sense of belonging to this 
stratum. However, while the Black middle class has 

numerically expanded and is a visible and noticeable group of 
people, a number of scholars have argued that this group lacks 
a clear and coherent collective identity – and at best tends to 
see its middle-classness through a racially constructed 
material comparative lens. This means that many BMC 
individuals tend to compare their material resource position 
in the middle class to the intra-Black and other racial groups in 
the middle class.  
At the same time, while middle classness is a relational 
concept, BMC individuals see that a “middle class” status can 
be acquired through qualifications, expertise and income, but 
then they also see middle class positionality or location as 
changeable, tenuous and precarious, fluid and novel (Ngoma, 
2014, 2015). Therefore, this thesis examines the 
Pentecostalisation of the South African Black middle class. It 
examines the ways in which the Pentecostalisation of the 
Black middle class acts as a crucial lever for the formulation of 
Black and middle classed identities, attitudes and behaviors. 
The following of Pentecostalised behaviours and practices is a 
synonymous and parallel process towards the development or 
formulation of middle classed identities, attitudes and 
behaviours. 
Through 12 months of ethnographic visits to PCCs, life history 
interviews with adherents and electronic media  
analysis, I detail the ways in which the BMC deploys 
Pentecostal, and in particular prosperity gospel and self-help 
coaching from the pulpit to assist in the consolidation, 
maintenance and reproduction of its middle classness, that is 
identity, position and status.

DANIEL ANDREW - UNIVERSITY OF THE FREE STATE 

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF FAITH COMMUNITIES TO BRING ABOUT SOCIAL COHESION IN SOUTH AFRICA WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO CONGREGATIONS IN THE AFMSA 
South Africa celebrates more than twenty years of freedom 
and democracy but reports indicate that we are still struggling 
to make the ideal of a united, democratic, free, non-racial, 
non-sexist society a reality. This is nowhere better described 
than by the Diagnostic Report of the National Development 

Plan Commission, “South Africa remains a deeply divided 
society.” This is confirmed by the findings from the South 
African Reconciliation Barometer Report (2014: 7), hereafter 
referred to as the SARB, which indicates an acknowledgement 
of the need for deeper transformation in the South African 
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society. Results also show a decline in desire amongst South 
Africans for a united South African identity and a 
strengthening of racial identity over time.  
The increase of social exclusion, discrimination and 
polarization on a racial, gender, age and class level pose a 
great threat to the social cohesion envisioned by the South 
African constitution of a united, equal, free, democratic, non-
racial, non-sexist society. Faith communities and in particular 
congregations is not exempted from this reality.  Faith 
communities and especially Christianity were used in South 
Africa to justify apartheid and is not easily trusted as a vehicle 
to repair the divisions of the past. The move towards the 
separation between church and state, guaranteeing freedom 
of religion and putting all faith communities in an equal 
position, provide an opportunity for faith communities to heal 

the divisions of the past and create networks of trust in 
society.  
The study investigates how inter group contact amongst 
diverse groups (in congregations of the AFMSA) that were 
segregated along racial lines for decades, reduced or 
eliminated social exclusion, discrimination and polarization. 
An interdisciplinary approach will be followed and cover the 
fields of theology (practical theology and in particular 
congregational studies), sociology (role of religion in society 
and theories about social cohesion), and other fields that can 
assist us with insights to address our research question. The 
study contributes to research on social cohesion which is 
currently a relevant issue addressed in all spheres of South 
African society with the overall ideal to build a more inclusive, 
equal, and cohesive society.

DOREEN NCHANG - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE 

LINGUISTIC IDENTITIES AND SURVIVAL STRATEGIES  OF CAMEROON MIGRANTS IN CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA 
This qualitative study explores the different trajectories of a 
selected number of African migrants into and around South 
Africa, coupled with the effects of these different trajectories 
on their language use patterns and linguistic identities. 
Informed by the interpretive paradigm, the study is done in 
order to show the effects of space, migration, trauma and 
ethno-linguistic tensions like xenophobia on people’s 
language use. Ultimately, the study is an analysis of a number 
of migrants’ language biographies. South Africa is a 
multilingual and multicultural country with eleven official 
languages and many migrant languages, resulting from the 
flow of people from other countries, especially from highly 
multilingual and multicultural African countries, to this major 
economic force on the continent. New trends in globalization 
witnessed across the globe and socio-political and economic 
instabilities witnessed in some countries, has prompted some 
of these migrants to move to South Africa, they see as 
economically and politically stable than their home countries. 
Among those who have migrated to Cape Town South Africa 
are Cameroonian migrants whose living conditions will never 
be the same again.  

The study is conducted because there is  need for a better 
understanding of the strategies multilingual people employ to 
negotiate language and cultural differences in a globalized 
world, often under very trying conditions (as is the case in 
South Africa). The study critically explores the language 
biographies, the full repertoire of communicative resources of 
selected Cameroonian migrants in Cape Town as well as 
making visible the polylingual repertoires and associated 
attitudes and beliefs in the research domain. The theoretical 
framework for this study is shaped by theories of late 
modernity with reference to traditional sociolinguistics, 
globalization and migration. 
The study is an ethnographic-styled research method 
informed by the interpretive paradigm   that describes and 
interprets data qualitatively. The sampling is purposefully 
done and thus selects 12 participants (Cameroonians) from all 
walks of life such as students, ordinary migrants’ etc. males 
and females aged between 25 years and 50 years.  From the 
12 participants, 6 whose living condition can be described as 
‘stable’ on the one hand are purposefully targeted on the one 
hand and the other 6 are those whose conditions are said to 
be ‘precarious’ Opportunistic samplings are also done because 
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some of the unexpected and unforeseen opportunities 
(usually emanating from informal discussions) could add value 
to the research. 
The study adopted a multiple interpretative qualitative 
method (that is multiple interpretative frameworks) as well as 
a multiple data collection sites. This is to get a better 
understanding of the research problem.The data collection 
strategies and procedures include interviews, focused group 
interviews, observations, as well as participant’s narratives. 
 A multi-dimensional analytical approach is employed in this 
study, incorporating Discourse Analysis (DA), Narrative 
Analysis (NA), Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), Thematic 
Analysis (TA) and the Biographic approach. The study hopes to 
make a contribution to the body of research in the field of 

multilingualism.  Using a Biographic approach to explore 
participant’s language biographies exposes how migrants in 
South Africa construct their linguistic identities and thus a 
contribution in literature on multilingualism.  
The findings of the study shows that Cameroon migrant in 
Cape Town have a multiplicity of identity options that are 
negotiated and performed in many different ways. These 
identities are translocal as well as transnational, reflecting the 
different places they have traversed in the course of their 
migration and life trajectories.  The study also shows that 
Cameroon migrants have been able to negotiate their 
language differences by devising some coping mechanism in 
their new ecology. 

FEDNAND MANJEWA MBWANGI - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

HYPOCRITE IN MATTHEW 6.20: OBSERVING SOCIAL IDENTITY IN THE CONTEXT OF INTER-GROUP AND INTRA-GROUP CONFLICT 
Grounding his research on Sean Freyne, in his article, “Conflict 
Between Brothers,” Zangenberg aptly traces the Hebrew 
literary background of Matthew’s concept of hypocrite in 
Matthew’s Gospel narrative to contend that in Matthew’s 
narrative hypocrite demonstrates a conflict among first Jewish 
sectarian groups. Although Zangenberg manages to explain 
the rhetorical application of hypocrite by Matthew to address 
a first century CE inter-group conflict, he only states one 
trajectory of that conflict. Consequently, in this paper 
following Sean Freyne I argue that viewed from the literary 

context of the Sermon on the Mount, the semantic function of 
hypocrite in Matthew 6.20 is rhetorically applied by Matthew 
to agitate for the practice of exceeding righteousness in the 
context of inter-group and intra-group conflict in order to vilify 
the Jewish aristocracy and Roman political leadership for 
threatening the religious identity and freedom of the 
Matthean community in Syrian Antioch.  
Keywords:  Social identity; Jewish Sectarianism; Roman 
Empire; Religious Identity

HAROON WADEE – DURBAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNDERSTANDING STREET-LEVEL HEROIN USE , SOCIAL CAPITAL AND SURVIVAL STRATEGIES IN DURBAN – AN ETHNOGRAPHY 
Background (motivation): 
Street-level heroin dependency appears to be on the increase 
in Durban with a drug-cocktail called ‘whoonga’. There is a 
paucity of information on street-level use, and ethnography 
seeks to fill this gap by generating knowledge from a street-
level user perspective that will inform a more inclusive policy 
approach. 
Research aim and objectives: 
The aim of the doctoral study is to explore the survival 
strategies of street-level Whoonga-users in Durban. 

Understanding the factors that foster survival and resilience 
can inform more responsive policy to increase the potential 
effectiveness of public health and public safety policy. The 
study objectives are:  
•To explore the survival strategies of street-level whoonga
users in Durban.
•To provide rich qualitative data that can inform more
responsive strategies/ policies that respond to street-level
drug addiction in Durban
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Methods (study design, sampling, instruments, procedures):  
The study design is qualitative using an ethnographic 
framework. This framework enables the accessing of sensitive 
information to assist in understanding the inner-workings of 
the group, survival strategies, its networks and relationships. 
Quantitative data is used mainly as a secondary data source 
for the purposes of triangulation. The target population is the 
street-level Whoonga user population within a street-level 
user hub (s) in Durban. As with all ethnographic studies the 
sample techniques and size of the population is highly variable 
and dependent on the specific fieldwork context. 
The key research methods include:  
•Participant observation
•Document review and media analysis

•Political-economic contextual analysis
Data analysis will be thematic. Themes will be applied across

all data sources to allow for triangulation within and across the
study data sources.
Findings/Results:
At the moment findings are preliminary and based on
observation and field notes that suggest that there a peculiar
form of street-level social capital and fictive family formation
that entrenches drug use.
Conclusions/recommendations:
It is essential to understand drug-use and survival strategies
from a user perspective in order to engage with policy
stakeholders to ensure a win-win policy is developed within a
human-rights framework.

LUMKA SYBIL QANGULE - RHODES UNIVERSITY 

THE USE OF UBUNTU IN PSYCHOTHERAPY 
This paper is derived from a PhD thesis in progress; it 
deliberates on the use of Ubuntu in psychotherapy practice 
using experiences of psychotherapists who are working with 
amaXhosa as their clients. 
One of the core values of Ubuntu and amaXhosa is that of 
interconnectedness/interdependence with the family 
members, ancestors and with one another. African psychology 
is rooted in the relational, expressed as umntu ngumntu 
ngabantu, -  a human is human through humans which is also 
translated by as - I exist because of others. This paper talks 
about how some amaXhosa speaking clients can start to open 
up and to share their problems in psychotherapy sessions. 
African Ubuntu is communal in nature as opposed to 
Eurocentric Ubuntu which is individualistic.  Ubuntu is seen as 
one of the core values of Africans which can also be used when 
treating amaXhosa. Ubuntu is a broad concept and therefore 
this paper focuses on the interconnected/interdependence 
which forms part of this broad African value called Ubuntu.   
Incorporating this interconnectedness/interdependence in 
psychotherapy when treating amaXhosa speaking clients may 
be beneficial to amaXhosa clients which may be useful to the 
healing process of the souls of amaXhosa. In this paper I am 
bracketing my own experiences as informed and allowed by 
IPA.  IPA focuses on the thing being experienced called 

phenomenon.  One puts aside her/his own perceptions of the 
‘thing/phenomenon’ taken for granted; this process is called 
bracketing.  Furthermore, I will be looking at the lived 
experiences of other psychotherapists who have experienced 
the interconnectedness as a phenomenon and discuss 
meaning of the phenomenon. Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis is suitable for this type of study 
since it explores the lived experiences of those who have 
expertise in the subject at hand. In the bigger study eight 
practising psychotherapists from different categories of 
psychology such as counselling, clinical, and educational were 
interviewed. One of the emerging themes from the full set of 
PhD data is interconnectedness and this is the focus of this 
study.Interconnectedness between the psychotherapist and 
the client seem to build and dynamise the relationship and 
improves chances of healing for the client.  IPA is concerned 
with how people make sense of their experiences and aims to 
probe the person’s thoughts and beliefs regarding what needs 
to be uncovered. Furthermore, the researcher in IPA plays an 
active role by getting close to the participant’s personal world, 
although it is a complex process The researcher needs to 
utilise listening and probing skills that encourage in-depth 
descriptions of lived experiences  phenomenology uncovers 
meanings while interpretation of the meaning is called 
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hermeneutics. I found that psychotherapists indicated that 
clients would choose them to be their psychotherapists 
because they connect with them in different ways such as 

language, area and roots. This contributes that in Ubuntu 
setting interconnectedness can be a useful tool.  

MOONIQ SHAIKJEE - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE 

THE SEMIOTICS OF THE MOSQUE AND ITS IMPACT ON SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF THE FEMININE BODY 
Many would argue that twenty-three years after democracy, 
South Africa is still very far away from achieving its goal of 
transforming a deeply unequal and segregated society into a 
more inclusive place. The issue of transformation has also 
been an important one in the field of Linguistic Landscape 
research, although it has centred mostly on the inclusion or 
exclusion of various languages in particular visual landscapes 
(Gorter 2013). It is only recently that scholars have begun to 
consider the human element of linguistic landscapes, and 
include the body in their work (Stroud and Jegels 2014, Peck 
and Stroud 2015, Peck and Banda 2014). The main aim of this 
study is to contribute to this ongoing development of the field 
of linguistic landscape research, from focusing primarily on 
text and signage to looking at linguistic and semiotic 
landscapes in relation to the body.  It will do so through a 
phenomenological investigation of the lived and bodily 
experiences of women in the mosque.  
In parallel with the broader transformation process happening 
in the country, the move towards gender inclusivity in 
mosques has been very slow, and the last two decades have 

likewise been important ones for gender activists within South 
Africa's Muslim community.  
Using a battery of tools, the study investigates how the 
semiotic and linguistic landscapes of the mosque influence 
Muslim women's perceptions about their bodies, their 
feelings of belonging in the mosque, and their ideas about 
Muslim womanhood. By listening to how women talk about 
their bodies and how they move through the sacred space and 
are rendered immobile, the study aims to work towards 
creating new tools for understanding how place impacts our 
lives.   
Gorter, D. (2013). Linguistic Landscapes in a Multilingual 
World. Annual Review of Applied Linguistics, 33, 190–212. 
Peck, A., & Banda, F. (2014). Observatory's linguistic 
landscape: semiotic appropriation and the reinvention of 
space. Social Semiotics, 24(3), 302-323. Peck, A., & Stroud, C. 
(2015). Skinscapes. Journal of Linguistic Landscapes, 1. 
Stroud, C., & Jegels, D. (2014). Semiotic landscapes and mobile 
narrations of place: performing the local. International Journal 
of the Sociology of Language, 228, 179–199 

NOMPUMELELO THABETHE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

YOU ARE NOT WISE ALONE IN AFRICA: LEARNING AS A HOLISTIC AND SEAMLESS PROCESS EMBEDDED IN MULTIPLE CONTEXTS 
What constitutes knowledge in Higher Education Institutions 
(HEIs) remains contested terrain. This study critically explored 
the epistemological experiences of third-year students 
undertaking a course in community-based learning (CBL) in 
the context of community engagement at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN). Scholarly work is oversaturated with 
studies that provide the rationale for the development and 
academic support of underprepared students in HEIs since the 
available literature shows a link between students from lower 
socio-economic contexts and poor academic performance. 

However, there is a paucity of research on how pervasive 
institutional cultures contribute to the validation or 
marginalisation of knowledge that students bring from local 
community contexts. The study adopted a qualitative research 
design using Argyris and Schön’s double loop learning and 
Bourdieu’s cultural and social reproduction as a theoretical 
framework. The triangulation of data production methods 
included a questionnaire that aimed to elicit demographic 
profiles of 89 students enrolled in the CBL course, 14 
individual interviews, two focus group discussions (FGDs) and 
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document review of student journals and course material. 
Thematic content and critical discourse analysis of the data 
revealed that dominant discourses in HEIs construct the 
identities of ‘non-traditional students’ from low socio-
economic contexts in a way that makes it difficult for them to 
gain epistemological access. This is evident in how strategies 
are put in place to transform structures in order to support 
students to succeed academically, while overlooking 
institutional cultures. The study demonstrates that while 
dominant discourses in HEIs regard ‘non-traditional students’ 
as lacking epistemological access, transformation will not 
happen in a context that disregards and alienates students 
from their lived experiences. While a high percentage of 
students identified with and shared struggles with 
marginalised communities, teaching and learning in HEIs 
continued to alienate them from their everyday realities. 
Essentially, the findings suggest that the current education 
system in HEIs renders students incapable of navigating 
between the University and the community regardless of the 
different conceptions of knowledge yielded by each space. 
Basically, dominant discourses in HEIs disregard students’ 
epistemological experiences that are embedded in multiple 

contexts and therefore fail to embrace the multi-dimensional 
realities that students bring to the learning process owing to 
juxtaposed cultural capitals that determine what is valued. 
Consequently, knowledge produced at the nexus between the 
University and the community is often not explored and is 
therefore less understood. The study’s contribution to the 
existing body of knowledge proposes a transcendent 
epistemology that acknowledges the dialectic relationship 
between the two knowledge spaces (University and 
community), African and Western ways of knowing, 
traditional values and democratic principles and the use of 
English and isiZulu  
in teaching and learning. This conceptual understanding 
foregrounds the epistemologies produced in the marginal, 
repressive, liminal and transcendent spaces in both the 
University and community. The study is significant in the 
current South African Higher Education landscape as it 
demonstrates that transformation in HEIs cannot be limited to 
institutional structures without transforming pervasive 
institutional cultures and epistemologies that maintain the 
status quo. It further validates experiential learning as 
knowledge that is fundamental. 

ITUMELENG JUDITH MAOME  - DURBAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 

AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE IMPACT OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ON THE PERFORMANCE OF SMES IN CLOTHING AND 
TEXTILE SECTOR OF SOUTH AFRICA 
The field of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has 
instigated immense interests among scholars, even though 
significant CSR projects are more evident in big businesses and 
multinationals. However, Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs), engage in informal CSR projects that do not safeguard 
their sustainability.  
The study will focus on the impact of corporate social 
responsibility on performance of SMEs. Known for their high 
failure rate; SMEs sustainability should be at the top of the 
agenda as they contribute enormously to the economic 
development of the country. Research shows that it is 
important for businesses to incorporate CSR in its business 
strategy, as this enables it to meet its triple bottom line; 
economic, social and environmental goals. The life or death of 

a business is dependent upon it considered as being socially 
responsible which essentially means that they should take the 
triple bottom line seriously. Likewise, SMEs participation in 
strategic CSR is a matter of urgency for their sustainability.  
This study will investigate the impact of CSR on business 
performance in clothing and textile industry. First set of data 
will be collected using extensive data over a period of five 
years from Company A and B that represent SMEs; this will be 
achieved by collecting pre- and post- CSR performance 
quarterly data of respective companies. The second set of data 
will be collected by means of structured interviews with 
representatives from Company A and B. The objective of this 
study will be achieved by examining the impact of CSR and 
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associated experiences of Company A and B that have 
engaged in CSR for more than five years. The two identified  
companies operate in the eThekwini District Municipality in 
Kwa Zulu Natal. This study will therefore assess the use of CSR 
as an appropriate strategy for sales improvement at Company 
A and B, determine whether CSR has a productivity enhancing 

effect on the business, and examine whether significant 
financial returns are experienced as a result of engaging in 
CSR.  
Keywords: - Corporate Social Responsibility, Small and 
Medium Enterprises, business performance, sales 
improvement, productivity, financial returns 

PROSPER TAKAVARASHA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

A RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FUNERAL ADDRESSES OF PRESIDENT ROBERT MUGABE 
The focus of the research is the epideictic or ceremonial genre 
of rhetoric that includes commemorative addresses, 
welcomes and farewells, State of the Nation/Union and 
inaugural addresses. The inaugural and/or State of the 
Nation/Union addresses of prominent world leaders have 
received considerable scholarly interest from a vast number 
scholars from different disciplines. However, the formative 
context of epideictic has always been the funeral address that 
contains the experience of loss and the need to re-establish a 
faith in the future (MacCormack, 2009). The study therefore 
focuses on the seemingly neglected funeral speech to 
investigate the language use of Zimbabwean President Robert 
Mugabe in state funeral addresses for former liberation 
fighters awarded national hero status at the National Heroes’ 
Acre in Harare, Zimbabwe. The study notes the contradictions 
in some of the criticism that refer to his addresses as 
“customarily long” and “winding” “unrelenting rants” 
(www.thezimbabwean.co.2013;www.theindependent.co.zw.
2015) as compared to other opinions that depict him as not 
only an articulate speaker but “Africa’s most eloquent 
speaker” and the world’s most educated president who 
“speaks the Queen`s language better than the rest of the 
World” (www.africacradle.com, 2015). The Zimbabwean 
president’s delivery of the eulogies in a mix of English, Shona 
and Ndebele contradicts his known command of the English 
language used for formal and official purposes. The research 

questions whether this is evidence of communicative 
incompetence and incoherence or evidence of appeals that 
advance his political agenda? Rhetorical analysis is used to 
reveal the means of persuasion deployed in the rhetoric whilst 
corpus based methods provide evidence of quantitative data 
in the linguistic phenomena and theories of language choice 
are consulted to explain the speaker’s language choice(s). 
Preliminary findings indicate that the speaker seems to 
possess very good communicative competence in Shona and 
English and adequate competence in Ndebele. This leads one 
towards the conclusion that the speaker’s language choice is 
motivated by the aims of the rhetoric which is to foster 
national identity and unity through the ambiguous use of 
personal pronouns such as ‘we’. This is said to be a typical 
feature of political discourse which facilitates construction of 
an excluding ‘unified ideological stance’ that is used to 
dichotomise society. The study makes findings relevant to not 
only epideictic rhetoric but also the area of language choice in 
multilingual societies as well as argumentation and coherence 
in academic writing. The significance of the study is 
summarised by Burkett’s (2011) stance that it is worth 
reflecting on Aristotle’s text The Rhetoric in our contemporary 
era as it is still producing new insights and conversations about 
rhetorical theory that continue to be relevant to the study of 
language use for scholars and teachers as well as practitioners 
of rhetoric. 
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SISANDA MILLICENT MGUZULWA  - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

THE SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT AS A PLATFORM TO REDRESS PERCEPTIONS ABOUT GANG CULTURE: SOME USEFUL NOTES FROM 
SELECTED SCHOOLS IN KHAYELITSHA 
Marginalised and socially excluded communities in South 
Africa are often theorised to having many criminal 
opportunities that might attract young people engaging in 
violent behavior in their respective communities. Youth 
violence is one of the main social problems that South Africa 
is currently faced with, and has contributed to the sense of 
insecurity being felt by this country’s township communities. 
This paper explores the penetrative effects of gang culture in 
sectors regarded as critical to the well-being of South Africa’s 
future. It uses the results of a study that was conducted in 
selected schools from Khayelitsha, Cape Town’s largest black 
township. The study used oral focus group interviews with 
some of the learners/pupils. The analysis of the focus group 
interview will be used as supportive evidence for key 
arguments. Khayelitsha is one of the areas that prominently 
feature in violent crime. This community is characterised by 
the scarcity and uneven distribution of resources. Broadly, the 
paper argues that if societies that are bedevilled by violent 
cultures such as gangs are serious about solving such 
problems, there is the need for them to study the phenomena 
from the perspective society’s bastion of hope, the school. 
That, the institution of the school is the world’s hope, is a fact 
that we cannot move away from. Thus, there is a need to 
understand whether ills such as gangsterism are not 

penetrating those same institutions that offer possibilities for 
challenging the problem. As this paper shows, some in depth 
understandings of the phenomenon can be gleaned from 
undertaking studies aimed at finding out how it is perceived in 
an environment of an institution whose sole purpose is to 
educate society. Good infrastructure and better facilities may 
be used as a starting point in addressing the stigma of youth 
violence in such schools. Marginalised male youth have been 
labelled as ‘the lost generation, rebellious, ruthless, 
dangerous, irresponsible and violent, which has disconnected 
them with the society. The Culture of Violence in South Africa 
is posing significant questions that encourage dialogue, 
possibly leading to greater understanding of youth violence.  It 
is important to analyse post-apartheid policies in examining 
the culture of violence and its effect amongst marginalised 
youth in their respective communities. Marginalised youth 
have to cope with unconducive and socially hostile school 
environment which leave some learners/youth vulnerable to 
social ills such as violence.  By approaching the problem from 
the perspective of the school’s environment, this paper seeks 
to offer new ways of thinking about the problem as a part of a 
much broader endeavour to find solutions for it. In other 
words, there is need to understand the terrains of the 
phenomena in order for us to be able to solve.  

SIYASANGA TYALI - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND 

CHALLENGES TO NORMATIVE CONCEPTUALIZATION: REGARDING THE EVOLVING TRENDS OF THE COMMUNITY RADIO INDUSTRY 
OF SOUTH AFRICA 
Numerous technological movements continue to shape the 
evolving and contemporary understanding of the community 
radio sector in South Africa. Such trends and changes have 
been necessitated by the introduction of new media and new 
forms of information and communication technologies (ICT). 
In addition to these ICTs, the mandate and growth of some of 
the institutions broadcasting as community radio stations in 
South Africa has changed. In this paper, I therefore examine 

the impact of ICT as well as the accelerated growth of some 
community broadcasting institutions and their impact on the 
normative and conceptual understanding of the broadcasting 
sector. In this paper, the examination of such trends within the 
industry has been carried out through a focus on a particular 
case study: Vukani Community Radio (VCR).  Drawing on 
theories about the decoloniality of knowledge, this paper 
argues that new trends that are emerging within the 
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technological as well as community of reception dynamics 
forces the academic fraternity to look towards new 
conceptual forms of understanding the community radio 
industry. Therefore this paper concludes that there is need for 

a conceptual re-examination of established notions of the 
community radio sector in the 21st century.  
KEY WORDS:  Community Radio, Conceptual, Vukani 
Community Radio  (VCR), Normative, Elasticity 
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EROMOSE EBHUOMA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY TO ASSETS MORE APPEALING FOR SUBSISTENCE FARMERS IN THE DELTA STATE OF NIGERIA THAN 
SEASONAL CLIMATE FORECASTS: UNDERTHE POLITICAL ECONOMY MICROSCOPE 
In the face of a rapidly changing climate, seasonal climate 
forecasts (SCFs) can enable subsistence farmers in sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA) adopt planned adaptation strategies in 
order to produce food more efficiently. However, fieldwork 
conducted in Igbide, Uzere and Olomoro communities in the 
Delta State of Nigeria suggests that the farmers rely 
predominantly on their indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) 
to anticipate future weather conditions. This is against the 
backdrop of their IKS not being as effective as it used to be in 
previous decades. Their unwillingness to rely on SCFs can be 
attributed to Nigeria’s adoption of neoliberal policies. These 
have facilitated the ‘aggressive’ influx of capital via oil 
exploration activities into the aforementioned communities, 

which the farmers highlighted as the major factor responsible 
for the degradation of their natural environment that caters 
to their livelihood. This, as the farmers acknowledged, has 
affected some of the local indicators they rely upon to predict 
future weather events and compromised the quality of food 
they produce. This paper argues that until the farmers have 
easy access to assets that play a pivotal role in ensuring food 
security, the tendencies that they will continue to abhor the 
use of SCF is not unlikely. This will further entrench the food 
insecurity crisis among rural households because, the 
unprecedented rate in which climate variability is expected to 
occur will render IKS more ineffective in comparison to what 
has already been experienced. 

GODFREY MUTENDERA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

THE UNSUNG PANACEA: INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE PRACTICES IN HEALTH CARE-A CASE FOR ZIMBABWE 
A major challenge facing Zimbabwe is providing adequate 
health care services especially for the poor urban and rural 
population. The deteriorating socio-economic  situation 
worsened by recurring droughts and the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
amid declining food security at household and national levels 
have turned much of the population into beggars for food and 
health aid. The availability of processed foods has led to the 
erosion of indigenous vegetable germplasm which were 
important in improving the nutrition of people, particularly 
now when there is a rise in non-communicable diseases such 
as cancer, diabetes and others. The trust of this paper is that 
indigenous practices and traditional foods can be the panacea 
to poor health experiences in the country, especially in rural 
areas. Indigenous foods can greatly reduce dependency on 
donor aid, are locally available, cheap to process, preserve and 
are highly nutritious. Coupled with this are indigenous 
medicinal practices within communities. Such knowledge is 
held by community indigenous knowledge (IK) custodians and 
is at risk of disappearing into oblivion since children now 
spend most of their time at school, with little or no time for 

interaction with IK custodians. A common African saying goes 
“when an old person dies, a whole library disappears”. The 
challenge is to tap from the community IK custodians. Thus, 
this paper is based on my main study on exploring possibilities 
for community IK custodians active involvement in the formal 
classroom instructional processes so that they directly impart 
their heritage to the young generation. Data were collected 
through interviews with IK custodians selected through 
snowball sampling (N=6). The study established that the IK 
custodians had a lot of traditional ecological knowledge which 
could be used for the wellness of both people and livestock. 
Education is a strong change agent, and community 
participation in the school curriculum could foster 
intergenerational heritage transmission, the spirit of African 
renaissance, promoting IK based health care practices and 
traditional foods rich enough in nutrients to fight against 
communicable diseases. 
Keywords: Indigenous vegetables, African renaissance, 
community participation, change agent. 
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HAMEEDAH PARKER - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

METABOLIC SYNDROME (METS): INTERFACES OF KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE FOR HEALING 
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a prevalent medical condition 
worldwide (WHO, 2016). Various fields from clinical medicine 
to social science seek to understand its biological but also 
social issues as part of an all-encompassing disease and illness.  
Although recent studies  have documented CVD in medical 
anthropology in relation to biomedicalization, socio-
demographical risk factors and control of chronic illness 
(Clarke, 2010; Whyte 2012; Knutson, 2013) etc., I argue the 
relationship between patient, environment and Metabolic 
Syndrome (MetS) for CVD is more complex and integrated 
than extant literature and research indicates. Knowledge 
connections are formed between medical practitioners and 
patients through discourse but more importantly so is an 
element of praxis (Mol, 2002) which stems from diagnosis, 

management and treatments, including the use of medicinal 
plants and/or allopathic medicines. Mol (2002) argues for the 
foregrounding of practice as reflecting and making disease 
visible. However a step further in this direction reveals how 
these practices can be theorised and in this study, is useful 
when formulating a frame for the “other” side of MetS as a 
risk for CVD in South Africa.  In the context of the Matzikama 
Municipality, an ethnographic study into conditions of 
Metabolic Syndrome (hyperglycaemia/high blood glucose, 
hyperlipidemia/high cholesterol and hypertension/high blood 
pressure) is pertinent to understanding how the fluidity of 
knowledges inform individual, environment and medical 
practitioner within and beyond the scope of clinical medicine. 

LESLIE MANGANYE - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

TRADITIONAL SURGEON’S KNOWLEDGE, PRACTICES AND MANAGEMENT STYLES REGARDING PREVENTION OF COMPLICATIONS 
AND MORTALITY DURING MALE CIRCUMCISION SCHOOLS IN THE VHEMBE DISTRICT OF LIMPOPO PROVINCE. 
Traditional male circumcision is a cultural practice which is 
constitutionally accepted in South Africa and according to 
community members, it reflects values and beliefs. Traditional 
male circumcision, as a practice, is associated with rites of 
passage that serve the needs of a society and individuals. 
Although being practiced over the years, it has been 
characterised by numerous complaints, deadly infections, and 
loss of the initiates’ reproductive organs due to the negligence 
of traditional surgeons who were often inadequately trained. 
The main aim of the study is to explore the traditional 
surgeon’s knowledge, practices and management styles 
regarding prevention of complications and mortality during 
male circumcision schools. A qualitative approach will be used 
in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the knowledge, 
practices and management styles regarding prevention of 
mortality and complications experienced by initiates in male 

circumcision schools. An exploratory research design will be 
employed in order to gain insight into a community under 
investigation. Snowball sampling will make it easier for the 
researcher to locate traditional surgeons and will be able to 
obtain more participants through referrals. In order to collect 
data and to learn about the ideas, beliefs, views, opinions and 
behaviors of the traditional male surgeons, data will be 
collected through semi-structured face to face interviews. 
Thematic Content analysis will be employed for the purposes 
of explanation and understanding or interpretation of the 
traditional male surgeon’s views on knowledge, practices and 
management styles. Results of this study will be used to make 
recommendations that will help our country in trying to 
reduce the high rate of complications and fatalities during and 
after traditional male circumcision schools. 
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PRUDENCE MDLETSHE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

DECONSTRUCTING AFRICAN IDENTITIES, NOTIONS OF FATHERHOOD AMONGST ZULU PEOPLE IN ESHOWE, SOUTH AFRICA 
This study seeks to conduct a decolonial and border critique 
of fatherhood in South Africa. Located within the broader 
ambit of decolonial liberatory psychology, it is based on the 
hypothetical claim about the erosion of African being and 
subjectivity (Ngugi,1988, Mazrui, 2002). It posits that while 
fatherhood is obviously socially, culturally and historically 
contingent, the Anglo-American notions of fatherhood are the 
most dominant in South Africa. This is because of the matrix 
of power of the modern colonial world system that 
undermines African identities. Coloniality privileges 
Eurocentricism while undermining the “Other”. It is central to 
the death of the subject, that is, the end of African fatherhood 
as seen through the lens of indigenous knowledge that is now 

part of the silenced epistemologies.Theoretically, the study is 
situated in critical psychology, decolonial psychology, and 
Afrocentricism. Data will be collected qualitatively using 20 
one-on-one in-depth interviews and one focus group 
discussion of eight –ten men, the study focuses on one rural 
KwaZulu Natal community of Eshowe where the dominant 
ethnic group is the indigenous Zulu speaking people. The study 
participants will be Zulu men from 18 -60 years of age. The 
interviews will be tape recorded using a digital audio-recorder 
and transcribed verbatim. Critical discourse analysis (CDA) will 
be used as a method of analysis. CDA views language as a 
social practice and considers the context of language use to be 
important (Wodak & Meyer, 2008). 

EVANS NTSHENGEDZENI NETSHIVHAMBE  - UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

THE IMPORTANCE OF DOCUMENTING INDIGENOUS MUSIC HERITAGE AS SHEET RECORDS
As informal communities become villages, villages become 
townships and townships become cities. The importance of 
living in a structured society with better social services 
becomes a priority in many communities. Living in a society 
that has improved road infrastructures, accessible hospitals, 
and affordable education for citizens has become a key part of 
modern life. However, the more advanced societies become, 
the less indigenous cultural heritage knowledge a society 
consumes. Indigenous music heritage becomes irrelevant in 
changing societies, and it becomes a victim of changing 
societies by default. Education systems from basic to 
advanced level are moving with global trends and there is no 
space for indigenous cultural knowledge. There is no interest 
to study such knowledge, particularly from the younger 
generation. As people migrate from rural to urban settlements 

in search of jobs and a better life, indigenous music heritage is 
practiced less and less by many communities. 
 Urbanisation makes indigenous music heritage look less 
formal to its own people, due to social changes. Communities 
that practise indigenous music heritage become fewer and 
fewer as urbanisation takes precedence in many societies. 
Future generations are then faced with the generational 
problem of indigenous music heritage becoming extinct in the 
society if nothing is done about this problem. This chapter 
discusses socio-cultural challenges with which indigenous 
music heritage is faced in today’s modern world. It will 
interrogate such challenges by looking at indigenous music 
transcription as an alternative solution to the problem by 
documenting indigenous music heritage as sheet records for 
future generations. 
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MZIWANDILE SOBANTU - UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG   INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

VOLUNTARY HOUSING DELIVERY: A DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 
The National Development Plan lists low-cost housing 
delivery, provision of water, electricity and sanitation as part 
of the core elements that are critical for enhancing the dignity 
of the many poor citizens in South Africa. As a socio-economic 
right, housing has ‘multiplier effect’ in connecting citizens to 
essential basic services and amenities, creating employment 
and growth, enhancing stability and security for families and 
communities. In the context of over 2.1 million housing gap, 
over 13.4%  of the South African population residing in the 
informal settlements and the poor performance of the RDP 
housing programme, it is critical for the country to devise 
other more responsive housing delivery pathways. In view of 
the foregoing, this study seeks to develop a model for 
enhancing voluntary housing delivery in a social development 
manner in South Africa. The first persistent argument 
throughout the study is that the post-apartheid housing policy 
has continued to give birth to fragmented human settlement 
patterns and hence excluding the poor both in its design and 
implementation. From a social development lens, the study 
also insists that housing delivery is more than just brick and 
mortar. For communities to flourish, they need secure 
housing, safe neighbourhoods, livelihood opportunities and 
an overall sense of community. Supported by international 
and local literature and the growing global practice trends, the 
study hence calls for a paradigm shift in favour of voluntary 
housing delivery. In its pluralistic approach, voluntary housing 
delivery has a potential to foster pro-poor, integrated and 
inclusive human settlements. This is an on-going intervention 
type of research that focuses on a new arena, not only in 
terms of research but also in its intention to convert 
knowledge to design a model. Because of the high number of 
voluntary housing institutions and the high demand for 
housing in Gauteng and the Western Cape, this study has 
purposively drawn participants from these two provinces. In 

Phase One of Problem Identification and Analysis, the study 
employs qualitative focus group discussions to explore the 
experiences of the beneficiaries of voluntary housing from the 
six institutions drawn from the two provinces. Explorative 
qualitative interviews are used in this phase, firstly with the 
three senior officials from the National Department of Human 
Settlements and secondly with managers from each of the six 
institutions. In Phase Two, Design, which is still to be 
undertaken the researcher will employ one focus group 
discussion with managers from the institutions to determine 
among other things, whether principles such as self-help and 
sweat equity or the utilisation of local expertise and labour 
exist in South African voluntary housing institutions. The last 
Phase, Development will constitute a focus group discussion 
with five key informants who are experts in social 
development and housing and these will be from both 
academia and practice. The key informants will interrogate 
the designed intervention and recommend. On a comparative 
basis, preliminary findings show that Western Cape’s 
voluntary housing continues to contend with the unique 
socio-historical, economic and political factors. In response to 
both the global and the local economic markets, voluntary 
housing institutions have transformed into profit-making 
social enterprises that complement government’s housing 
delivery efforts.  While they provide housing that is 
conveniently located to the beneficiaries’ livelihood 
opportunities and integrate the views of the grassroots, more 
coordinated effort is required to respond to the persistent 
challenges of domestic and gender based violence, education, 
health care, drug abuse and delinquency. Hence this study will 
culminate in designing a pluralistic model that seeks to foster 
a bottom-up integrated effort in sharing skills, expertise and 
efficient allocation of resources in housing delivery. 
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BONGEPHIWE DLAMINI  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  INTELLECTUALIZING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

AN ANALYSIS OF CONTEMPORARY ZULU PERFORMANCE POETRY. 
The poem is the most basic and profuse form of emotive 
expression in Africa. The African manifests their feelings 
through an outburst of song or poem when he loves and when 
he hates, when he works and when he plays, when he is in 
peace and when he fights, when the child is born and when 
death takes its toll. Poetry, it seems to me as a useful heuristic, 
should be understood as a part of ongoing sets of aesthetic 
traditions, acts of distinction, and values. These are 
recognizable genres of expression (either in the ways they 
actively align, reject, or refigure received traditions of 
use).This study is an analysis of contemporary Zulu 
performance poetry. The study aims to evaluate thematic 
distribution and massage portrayal of contemporary Zulu 
performance poetry.  
Secondly to analyse poetic features in the new genre of Zulu 
performance poetry and lastly to explore the impact of this 

new genre of Zulu performance poetry. An ethnographic 
methodological approach will be employed in this study. Data 
collection involves voice recordings and observations of the 
occurrences. This is informed by three complimentary theory 
frameworks. Firstly Bourne (2001) Tolstoy’s expressive theory 
of arts will be used as a background theory and is set to 
provide benchmarks to the understanding of the main aim of 
the poetry and reciting performance poetry. Secondly, Hyme’s 
ethnopoetic theory, ethnopoetics concerned with 
composition in the course of performance. Ethnopoetics is the 
study of the ways that narratives are structured into “lines” 
and are thus poetic (Hymes 1981), and lastly Throsby (2001) 
cultural industries theory, which takes interest in the creative 
arts as an industry. 

GHAUDEREN COETZEE-DE VOS - NMMU  INTELLECTUALIZING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

TRANSLANGUAGING: A CRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHIC CASE STUDY IN THE HEALTH SCIENCE CURRICULUM 
The paper looks at the historic bilingual and parallel medium 
language policies of universities in South Africa and the 
current linguistic discourse of multilingualism. The 
significance of addressing this issue is that South Africa 
historically favoured English and/or Afrikaans as media of 
instruction. The current reality is that the majority of students 
at South African universities speak an indigenous language as 
a home language. This accentuates the importance of the 
implementation of the Language Policy for Higher Education 
in South Africa (2002).  
Research points to a huge gap in language policies and 
language practices at Universities in South Africa. Students 
seem to be developing their own coping mechanisms to bridge 
this gap (e.g. Translangauging). Theoretically, this paper is 
informed by the New Literacy Studies that positions Literacy 
as a social construct (White & Lowenthal, 2012). It also draw 
on Discourse Theory, viewing discourse as socially constructed 

and socially conditioned (Woodak, 2009:37). As a researcher, 
I draw on an ethnographic case study and look at research 
done on translanguaging nationally and internationally to 
support the position of this paper. Data is generated via 
observations, lurking, field notes, questionnaires and 
interviews.  
Currently translanguaging mostly takes place in unregulated 
spaces (student discussions, e-discussions). This paper argues 
that translanguaging should become part of the regulated 
spaces (the lecture rooms) and should be embraced by both 
students and lecturers. Inscribing this practice into any 
curriculum should lead to interaction, safe and accepted 
identities, and language development in classrooms. Pockets 
of research done at South African Higher Education 
institutions points to the latter. Keywords: bilingual, 
multilingual, literacy, discourse theory, translanguaging, 
regulated and unregulated space 
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MOGAKABANE  MASHATOLE - WITS   INTELLECTUALIZING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

DEVELOPING ACADEMIC ORACY IN SEPEDI: INSIGHTS FROM A DUAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMME AT UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO 
This paper interrogates features and nature of academic oracy 
in an African language (Sepedi) among students in a dual 
instruction medium degree at University of Limpopo. 
Preliminary data will be presented to demonstrate how 
students lexicalize, argues and make word choices, and other 
salient features of academic oracy inherent in their discourse. 
The paper builds upon Modiba (2009) and goes on to tease out 
rhetorical moves and structural elements that bi/multilingual 

students make use to reconceptualize academic concepts. 
Emerging from the data, key observations are made 
suggesting among others that while conversation competence 
among L1 (Sepedi) speakers plays an important educational 
role, students require a different kind of competence to 
support and sustain engagements with high order thinking 
tasks, academic argumentation and other important aspects 
of academic discourse.  

NCEBAKAZI SALIWA-MOGALE - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  INTELLECTUALIZING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

DEVELOPMENT AND EMPOWERMENT OF PREVIOUSLY-MARGINALISED LANGUAGES: THE VIEW OF THE ACADEMICS 
Language is the primary instrument of people's access or non-
access to information, education, technology, justice, 
scientific and intellectual knowledge, which, in turn, 
determines the state of the economic well-being, identity and 
culture of our communities. African language speakers in most 
African countries, including South Africa are excluded from 
national participation because of the use of colonial 
languages, and in the case of South Africa, the use of English 
and in some cases Afrikaans as well. Most of them are not part 
of social changes, socio-economic developments and cultural 
development, legislation developments and justice issues 
taking place in the country, as these are communicated mainly 
in English. South Africa is a multilingual country with 11 official 
languages and 9 of these languages are African languages.  The 
South African government has developed policies and created 
an environment for these languages to be developed but very 
little development is taking place.  Language rights are 
enshrined in the constitution, national and provincial language 
policies have been adopted and the country has even passed 
a language Act called the Use of Official Languages Act but has 
limited its use to government departments. The national 
Department of Education has also passed the Incremental 
Introduction of African Languages (IAAL) policy which 
recommends that indigenous languages should be made 
compulsory to all learners in all public schools, starting in 
foundation phase.  

Although an enabling environment has been created, for the 
African languages to be developed, as exhibited above, these 
languages are mainly languages of communication within 
communities of their speakers. As official as these languages 
are on paper, they are unfortunately not developed to the 
extent that they can fulfil the status of being official languages. 
Policy and reality do not match. Instead, English is increasingly 
becoming a higher official language than any other language 
and this benefits the middle class communities and the elite 
communities of this country, leaving out the rest of the 
speakers of the other languages. This also leads to the 
undermining of African languages not only by the non-
speakers of these languages but also by the speakers of the 
African languages, especially the middle class communities. 
This again leads to speakers of the 9 African languages being 
less-participants in the activities of the country, in the 
economic sector, in the social debates and developments 
taking place in the country and in the education sector.  These 
languages also lag behind in the ever developing and changing 
ICT sector which plays a big role in access to information, 
The purpose of this research is to find out what South Africa 
can do to develop the African languages. This research is an 
exercise to seek implementation strategies that can be 
implemented as a country to develop these languages. To 
date, the researcher has reviewed existing literature on 
development of African languages in various African countries. 
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YOLISA MADOLO - NMMU    INTELLECTUALIZING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

ITHIYORI YEFUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE NOGUQULELO LONCWADI LWABANTWANA: ZIYAKWAZI UKUBOTSHWA  
KUNYE? / FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE THEORY AND CHILDREN’S LITERATURE TRANSLATION: AN UNEASY MARRIAGE? 
IThiyori yeFunctional Equivalence eyasungulwa nguNida 
ibonakala iqhwatyelwa izandla ziingcali ezithile 
njengomkhomba-ndlela wokuhlalutywa kwentetho 
eguqulelweyo. Noko kunjalo kukho iingcali eziyobona le 
thiyori njengenakusetyenziswa xa kuphicothwa uguqulelo 
loncwadi. Lo ngumba otshisa ibunzi nonokubangela impixano 
yangaphakathi kumguquleli osakhasayo nozibona 
njengebhulorho phakathi koluntu lolwimi lokuqala kunye 
nololwimi lwesibini, kwezo lwimi ziguqulelwayo. Lo mguquleli 
uzibona enoxanduva lokudlulisa umyalezo ngendlela eza 
ephantse ichukumise ngokufanayo kumfundi wolwimi 
lokuqala esuka kulo inguqulelo kunye nalowo wolwimi 
lwesibini, eya kulo inguqulelo le. Oku kutsho kube 
ngumnqantsa nangakumbi kulowo uguqulela uncwadi 
lwabantwana kuba ufuna ukuvelisa inguqulelo enika umdla 
nechulumancisayo kumntwana oyifundayo. Xa ke ngoku 
kukho iingcali eziyibona njengobuvuvu into yokusetyenziswa 
kwale thiyori ekuphicotheni uncwadi oluguqulelweyo, 
umguquleli uthi azibone esebhulorhweni malunga nale 
thiyori, engazazi nokuba makawelele kweliphi icala. Kaloku le 
thiyori ishumayeza umba wokugcinwa ze kudluliswe umyalezo 
ngendlela eya kuvuselela iimvakalelo ezibufana ukuba 
azidanga zifane ncam. Angancedeka njani ke ngoku 
umguquleli woncwadi ozibona ejanyelwe ngumngeni 
wokukhetha ithiyori yokuphicotha uncwadi? Ngaba kufuneka 
aginye nokuba kuyakrakra, ayeke ithiyori enconywa 
njengomakhwekhwetha ekuhluphezeni ukudluliswa 
komyalezo ngendlela efika ithi nco kumfundi wolwimi 
lwesibini ngokubufana kunalowo wokuqala?  Injongo yale 
ntetho kukuhla amahlongwana ukusetyenziswa kwale thiyori 
kaNida xa kuphicothwa kuncwadi lwabantwana oluguqulelwe 
lwasiwa esiXhoseni. Umphandi usebenzise ukuphicothwa 
kweencwadi zabantwana ezine (4) eziguqulelwe zasuswa 
esiNgesini zisisiwa esiXhoseni njengodondolo lokujonga 
ukusebenziseka kwale thiyori kaNida kulo msebenzi. Eyona 
miba ebegxile kuyo ibikukusetyenziswa kolwimi 

‘olwamkelekileyo’ ngokwemigaqo yolwimi lwesiXhosa 
ngokunjalo nokusulungeka kwendlela odluliswa ngayo 
umyalezo. Kwesi siqanaqwana sele senziwe, le thiyori 
ibonakala ikwazile ukuyifezekisa injongo yomphandi, 
yokujonga ukudluliseka komyalezo ngeyona ndlela ingcono 
neyamkelekileyo. Okwangoku, umphandi usahambelana 
noluvo lokuba iThiyori kaNida emalunga neFunctional 
Equivalence iyakwazi ukusetyenziswa xa kuphicothwa 
ukuguquleleka ngokukuko koncwadi lwabantwana. 
Nida’s Functional Equivalence Theory has been commended 
as one of the best target reader-oriented theories. Yet some 
scholars maintain that this theory is not suitable for literary 
translation. This might seem unsettling to an aspirant 
translator whose aim is to ensure that the target language 
reader gets the same feel as the source language reader, 
which is one of the arguments of the theory. Children’s literary 
translators are not spared from these ongoing discussions 
about the theory. Whichever theory they seem to follow, 
children’s literature translators need to ensure that their 
translations are appealing to the young readers who are the 
main target of the texts. What then does the children’s 
literature translator do when faced with the challenge of 
choosing a theory for their literary analysis? Does one opt in 
or out of using this acclaimed functional translation theory? 
This presentation aims at looking into the use of Nida’s 
Functional Equivalence Theory in critical analysis of children’s 
literature, isiXhosa literature being the focus language. The 
researcher has done a preliminary critical analysis of four 
selected children’s stories using this theory. The focus of the 
analysis was on the linguistic ‘acceptability’ and how the 
message is transferred from English into isiXhosa. So far, the 
theory seems applicable in literary analysis. The researcher, 
therefore, seems to be going for the trend of accepting the 
applicability of this theory in the analysis of literary 
translation, and specifically children’s literature translation
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OBADIAH SAMUEL - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA    INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

CROSS-BORDER MIGRATION OF PASTORALISTS AND FARMERS-PASTORALISTS CONFLICTS IN THE BENUE VALLEY OF NIGERIA: 2000  
2017 
Since the attainment of political independence in 1960, 
Nigeria has been grappling with several security challenges, 
recent of which is the threats arising from violent conflicts 
between cross-border migrant pastoralists and native 
farmers, due to issues associated with competition over 
access to farming and pastoral resources, often determined 
through citizenship and indigeneship criteria in the Benue 
Valley area. Several conflicts between the aforementioned 
categories, most of which escalated to violence have been 
recorded in all the states that comprise the Benue Valley, 
namely, Adamawa, Taraba, Benue, Kogi, Nassarawa Plateau, 
Gombe and the Federal Capital Territory, leading to massive 
destruction of life and property. These states are known for 
their attractiveness in terms of availability of pastoral 
resources  grazing fields, water and favourable climatic 
conditions. 
Cross-border seasonal migration of pastoralists, mainly that of 
the Fulbe, Puel or Fulani, who are originally from Senegambia 
and are the dominant pastoralist group in Nigeria, predates 
British colonisation in the country, and has also continued in 
the colonial and post-colonial era, due to the fact that the 
country remains a destination to migrant pastoralists, owing 
to its abundant pastoral resources. 

The problem of cross-border migration of pastoralists and its 
attendant conflicts between farmers and pastoralists is better 
explained by the nature of trans-border ethnic and cultural 
affiliations, loosely defined by colonisation, with its impact of 
facilitating conflicts among various identity groups on the 
continent. Accordingly, cross-border migration of pastoralists 
and the conflicts often witnessed between native farmers and 
cross-border migrant pastoralists brings to focus the conflict 
between the culture of nomadism, citizenship and citizenship 
rights under the modern democratic republican system, as it 
relates to access to farming and pastoral resources. This 
happens to be the situation with Nigeria, particularly, the 
Benue valley. 
Using the qualitative methodology, this research has gathered 
data, which has been analysed, using the push-pull, drought-
migration-conflict, political ecology and identity conflict 
theories, and has arrived at the conclusion that centuries of 
cross-border migration of pastoralists into the Benue Valley in 
Nigeria has among others, escalated violent conflicts between 
farmers and pastoralists in the area and heightened security 
challenges in the area, and currently require urgent 
intervention by all stakeholders. 

YU-SHAN WU - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA    INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

THE HISTORICAL SINO-CENTRIC WORLDVIEW AND CHINA’S CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC DIPLOMACY 
This paper is part of a larger study, based in the International 
Relations (IR) discipline, on China’s public diplomacy in Africa. 
Its particular focus is to determine the relationship between 
the Sino-centric world system (the manner in which imperial 
China’s external relations was organised until the 19th 
century) and whether this thinking still resonates in China’s 
contemporary diplomacy towards strategic regions of the 
world. More specifically, is the question around whether 
China utilises the Sino-centric past as a narrative in its public 

diplomacy – an engagement it has actively pursued since 
2009. 
Such a topic is of particular significance as it is estimated that 
by 2030, China will overtake the US economy, as the largest 
economy in the world; moreover, its engagement in regions 
like Africa have only expanded in depth and breadth since the 
late 1990s and beyond. This has led to debate on China’s rise 
as either a threat to the current order or in fact championing 
it, as seen in its participation in multilateral institutions like the 
United Nations. Yet, while much is being said about who China 
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will become; less is being explored about what China thinks, 
how it is responding to concerns over its rise and how the past 
is affecting its communication and self-perception today. 
Hence the paper links with the IR approach of Constructivism, 
which essentially emphasises the importance of context, 
culture and that institutions and identities, are in fact socially 
constructed.  
This presentation is essentially part of a conceptual 
framework that informs the foundations of a larger study 
¬(how China utilises public diplomacy to manage its interests 
in Africa¬) by understanding select factors impacting China’s 
communication today. The paper therefore explores key 
concepts, secondary resources (namely academic literature) 
and publicly available official documents (or 
pronouncements) in order to understand the complexities of 
the historical Sino-centric worldview and whether such views 
still manifest in China’s contemporary diplomacy. More 
specifically it will explore China’s public diplomacy – a 
relatively recent addition to its foreign policy toolkit – that 
transmits China’s worldview to foreign publics and assists it in 
navigating an increasingly interconnected world. What 
becomes apparent is that whilst there is a degree of 
inheritance of the past, Chinese policymakers have sought to 
utilise history and traditional values instrumentally in their 
communication, in order to manage China’s rise, 

contemporary interests and the leadership’s legitimacy within 
and outside of China. Moreover the current world order is 
described as a negotiated one. Hence China is required to 
manage both its own interests and the interests of others – in 
turn its own communication and thinking could very well be 
impacted by external engagements.   
The paper will thus engage in broader debates about China 
such as: as an emerging power, could China be seeking to 
reintroduce its historical imperial system? What factors are 
causing it to utilise historical narrative or discard it; and how 
does this manifest in its external communication – that is 
public diplomacy – to the world? Finally, what are some 
impediments that could affect this external communication of 
China’s narratives? 
The findings of this paper will contribute to understanding 
how China communicates to the world, in order to meet its 
interests. Case studies – beyond the scope of this presentation 
– on China’s public diplomacy towards Africa (expressed
through global, regional and bilateral lenses, respectively) will
be utilised. They will help determine how China’s engagement
responds to a set of dilemmas, manages its interests and at
the same time, is impacted by determinants in recipient
environments. Some preliminary findings and questions will
be highlighted in this regard.

QURAYSHA BIBI ISMAIL SOOLIMAN - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA    INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

ISLAMIC STATE (IS) AND THE  FOREIGN FIGHTERS 
The discourse on foreign fighters has yielded significant 
contributions that allow for a re-evaluation of the nature and 
composition of IS because of the fact that foreign fighters 
provide the necessary human capital needed to sustain the 
momentum and onslaught of IS against its enemies. This is 
significant because foreign fighters are considered a threat to 
the international community premised on the assumption 
that these fighters have the ‘potential’ to retaliate on the 
homeland once they return. In a space and time where 
modernisation and globalisation have undermined communal 
ties and a sense of belonging, individuals who feel isolated and 
alienated are easy targets for recruiters, “who speak to their 
fears” and offer them “money, adventure and redemption.” 

Many of the foreigners who have travelled to these lands are 
not fighters, and most of the foreigners from Western Europe 
who arrived in Syria from as early as 2011 only learnt how to 
use a weapon when they settled in ‘liberated’ territories. 
There is a utopian narrative instilled in IS’s propaganda, “of 
belonging and sanctuary, of new beginnings and state-
building” which counters the predominant narrative of 
western media which “purveys the pornography of violence, 
deliberately targeting Western audiences and sensibilities.”  
This is not only a tale of two cities, but two tales of one actor. 
Notably, not all foreign fighters have joined IS, nor are they all 
driven by zealous religious ideology. But, the narrative implies 
this. This paper will analyse the different reasons and 
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motivations that have been advanced through interviews and 
fieldwork done by various researchers that explain IS’s lure for 
foreign fighters. It is a desk-top research and includes a critical 
discourse analysis of the information in IS’s magazine Dabiq. 
From the findings it is evident that there is a notable impact of 
theodicy vs. theology as many of the foreign fighters are well 
educated, but mostly unemployed. Many have become 
radicalised, not by Islam, but by a cocktail of terrestrial 
realities. Many of these individuals hold legitimate socio-
economic and political grievances. Many are also second 

generation MENA immigrants, where they are made to feel 
unwelcome.  It is in this cocktail of short stories and pure 
drama that IS has had to weave a tale that would give it front-
page headlines. IS recruiters have been described as “cultural 
entrepreneurs” honing in on the anxieties of vulnerable 
individuals convincing them that “their personal malaise is 
rooted in a European continent that hates them.”  Considering 
the extent of Islamophobia on the continent, it has been a 
rather simple task. 

ERICK MARIGA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE  INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

SPORT FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE IN COMMUNITIES: A CASE STUDY OF THE ‘SPORT FOR PEACE AND SOCIAL 
TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME’ IN UASIN GISHU, KENYA. 
Sport for Development and Peace (SDP) is a budding field of 
academic inquiry, particularly in Africa however, little research 
has been conducted by Africans to test existing theories and 
models that aim to conceptualize the field. It is a relatively 
new social intervention approach and it is emerging as a 
growing interdisciplinary research field. The concept of Sport 
for Development and Peace can be defined as the use of sport, 
play and physical activity to achieve development and peace 
outcomes. Sport plays an invaluable role in Kenya by 
enhancing peace, political tranquillity and development. At 
the same time, it has been a neutral tool of minimizing political 
tensions and differences thereby paving the way for collective 
effort towards the development of various sectors of the 
country. The Kenya Community Sports Foundation (KESOFO), 
an NGO in Uasin Gishu County, Kenya has established a 
flagship programme dubbed ‘Sport for Peace and Social 
Transformation Programme’ (SPST) whose sole mandate is to 
use sport as a conscious advocacy approach to foster peace 
and promote development among communities in the County. 
This study aims to unravel how and to what extent sport 
promotes development and peace among communities in 
Uasin Gishu Community reflecting on the lessons from 

KESOFO- ‘Sport for Peace and Social Transformation 
Programme’.  
Qualitative research methods will be employed throughout 
the study to examine the contribution of sport in enhancing 
peace building efforts and development. These will include 
personal narratives, semi-structured interviews and an in-
depth analysis of the case study NGO programme. Using a 
thematic analysis method, the qualitative analysis will involve 
the development of themes, indicators and patterns from the 
interview transcripts. This will be done through a careful 
reading of the transcripts in order to become familiar with the 
text. It is anticipated that the empirical findings gathered from 
this study will provide a grounded framework on success 
factors, challenges and more importantly on how the concept 
and practice of sport for development and peace can be 
improved by implementers in KESOFO service providers such 
as the strategic management committee, the programme 
management team, trainers and participants. The findings will 
also play a pivotal role in informing other NGO’s in Kenya on 
SDP in order to encourage sport for the purpose of sustainable 
development and peace. This research will strictly adhere to 
all ethical research standards and legal obligations of the 
University of the Western Cape. 
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CECILIA LWIINDI NEDZIWE  - RHODES UNIVERSITY      INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 
 

GAME CHANGING: A STORY ABOUT BOTTOM UP CIVIL SOCIETY BOUNDARY-CROSSING PRACTICES AROUND GENDER-RELATED 
ISSUES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 
This study explores boundary-crossing practices of a 
transnational nature at a regional level in the southern African 
region. Here, boundary-crossing practices refer to horizontal 
connections that happen amongst types of state and/or non-
state actors from one society with those of another society 
across boundaries. The regional tiers characteristic of 
boundary-crossing practices may either be planned 
(structured/organised) or unplanned (less-
structured/unorganised) around various issue-areas or in a 
particular field. These practices may be formal, top-down by 
state actors or through their regional organisations or 
informal, bottom-up practices by non-state actors such as civil 
society organisations (CSOs) and markets. These horizontal 
connections may further take place amongst types of non-
state and state actors within planned or loosely structured 
transnational spaces. While ‘formal’ here denotes top-down 
practices by state actors, ‘informal’ refers to bottom-up 
practices by non-state actors.  
Particularly, I examine bottom up civil society boundary-
crossing practices of a transnational nature around gender-
related issues in order to develop theory about these 
processes grounded in regional experiences. The main site of 
study constitutes boundary-crossing practices through agenda 
setting, advocacy and alliance-building by non-state regional 
gender bodies (RGBs) such as the Women and Law in Southern 
Africa (WLSA), Gender Links (GL), Southern Africa HIV and AIDS 
Information and Dissemination Service (SAfAIDS), Gender CC 
Southern Africa-Women for Climate, Women and Resources 
Eastern and Southern Africa (WARESA). These RGBs organise 
within informal planned types of networks and alliances 
characterised by common regional strategies and 
programmes to collectively address gender-related concerns 
at a national level in the various countries of the region. These 
challenges are characterised by a deeply entrenched system 
of patriarchy of unequal power relations, gender differences, 
socio-economic divisions and exclusion. Further, these 
challenges have included alarming levels of gender based 
violence (GBV) in form of physical and sexual violence, human 

trafficking, femicide, child marriages, HIV/AIDS and poverty 
that affects men and women unequally. RGBS, as such, play a 
visible role at a regional level in order to address these gender-
related concerns and promote gender balancing and women 
empowerment. I argue in this study that since the 1990s and 
beyond, there exist an informal type of boundary-crossing 
practice, in form, that is densely-filled promoting 
development and contributing to stability beyond the state-
centric narrative inherent in the field, and on the subject on 
regional integration. In order to test this theory, I address the 
question how do boundary-crossing practices of a 
transnational nature at a regional level promote a particular 
dynamic towards cooperation and integration, and to what 
extent do they contribute to an alternative stable order.  
This study is worth knowing because it develops a theoretical 
framework about bottom-up boundary-crossing practices of a 
transnational nature at a regional level and outlines the 
conditions necessary for these practices as game changing. 
This study is further worth knowing because it maps out the 
terrain of CSOs regionalising  
around gender-related issues, uncovers the changing norm 
landscape on gender from global to the local level, the politics 
around alliance building and how these bottom up processes 
influence policy within the SADC regional architectural 
framework that could be useful for policy makers and 
practioners.  The preliminary findings show that there is need 
for CSOs to be given more space within formal state-led policy 
frameworks. The map also shows that CSOs can be better 
organised if there could be stronger connections between 
regional and local gender bodies. This study applied mixed 
research methods to gather multiple forms of data from 
documents, observation policy-research seminars on regional 
integration, face-to-face semi-structured interviews, skype 
interviews and email responses.  
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THANDO SELAELO VILAKAZI - UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG    INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT AND POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CROSS-BORDER CARTELS IN SOUTHERN AND EAST AFRICA: CASE STUDIES 
IN CEMENT AND FERTILIZER 
There is a growing body of case evidence to suggest that 
coordinated conduct between competing firms has had 
effects which have stretched across national borders in the 
Southern and East Africa region (“the region”). Cartels have 
affected competitive outcomes and development in markets 
for key primary goods, manufactured products, and consumer 
goods through export arrangements, bid rigging, price-fixing 
and/or market division. Regional cartels also affect patterns of 
trade, investment and the integration of markets. In many 
cases, trade barriers and non-tariff barriers to entry and trade, 
including through protectionist policies, and the structure of 
policies for agricultural development, serve to further 
entrench the market power of incumbent firms domestically 
and in the region.  
In this context, the paper considers cartels with cross-border 
dimensions which existed in the cement and fertilizer 
industry. The paper first provides a comparative analysis of 
the determinants of the coordinated arrangements including 
through a political economy lens, and then measures the 
effects these have had in the region in terms of prices, 
company profits, investment and trade.  
In the first case study, the paper explores the profitability of 
the cartel arrangements in cement production in South Africa, 
which affected Southern Africa, where the long-standing 
government-sanctioned cartel was followed by a period of 
secret collusion from around 1998 to around 2009. The paper 
models the evolution of prices and profitability between the 
legal and illegal cartel periods. The econometric model results 
show that the cartel members extracted higher profits during 

the illegal cartel period, after competition law was introduced 
in 1998 until the illegal cartel was uncovered in 2009, followed 
by entry more recently. Exports to neighbouring countries 
were affected by high mark-ups and allocation of country 
markets to different players.  
The second case study focuses on prices and trade, and modus 
operandi of the cartels in fertilizer which existed in South 
Africa (affecting Southern Africa) until 2005, and later in 
Zambia between 2007 and 2011. 
 It also considers evidence of coordination in the Malawi and 
Tanzania markets, and the role of elite interests in shaping 
outcomes. There are important international and regional 
dimensions to collusion in fertilizer but directly and indirectly 
shaped by government policies, elite interests and 
international collusion in production. The findings point to the 
need for competition authorities (including recently formed 
regional bodies) to consider the dimensions of collusion and 
cartel enforcement at a regional level, going beyond narrow 
analysis at a country level. In the case study industries, most 
of the firms involved operated across countries in the region, 
and what may appear as a lack of competition in one country 
market may in fact be the result of allocation of country 
markets as part of a regional cartel arrangement. 
Furthermore, the limited previous analysis of cartels in the 
region does not consider the important impact of government 
policies and elite interests in disciplining and/or reinforcing 
the exercise of market power, and the political economy 
context in which the cartels were formed and sustained. 

BINYAM AGEGN YITAY - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA    INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

EXTERNAL MIGRATION IN THE HORN OF AFRICA: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES 
Horn of Africa has been a colossal hub for migratory and 
refugee movements. This movement not only affects the 
countries of the region rather other regions of Africa, Middle 
East, Europe, North America and Australia. In most cases, the 

migration tool place in illegal routes. The causes of the 
migration are ethnic, religious, economic, political factors, 
pervasive conflict, civil war, poverty and better prospects and 
opportunities in life. The relatively comfortable life of the 
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diaspora is also another pull factor that trigger migration. This 
study focues on external migration out of the Horn of Africa. 
Migration within the region is not the purpose of this study. 
There are four routes that facilitate the movement of refuges 
in the Horn of Africa that the South, East, West and North. The 
Northern route runs through Sudan and Egypt via Sinai to 
Israel.  The eastern route goes to Yemen and onwards to Saudi 
Arabia and beyond. The southern route goes from the Horn of 
Africa through Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi etc. towards South 
Africa.  
The western route passes through Sudan, Egypt and/ or Libya 
and in many cases then continues onward to the shores of the 
Mediterranean in Europe. In all routes the migrants 
experienced kidnapping, sexual assault, robberies, abuse and 

exploitation by smugglers and traffickers. This study then will 
probe the pushing factor of migration and their consequences. 
The method of this study will be qualitative. The researcher 
will critically examined available materials and literatures, 
reports of think tank groups, IOM, UNHCR, IGAD on migration. 
Enhancing the capacity of migration officers, reforming 
migration policies, better protection for women, children and 
elderly, resolving ongoing conflicts in the region, addressing 
youth unemployment, promoting democratic culture could 
mentioned as a preliminary recommendation of the study. 
Keywords:  Horn of Africa, Migration, Human Trafficking, 
Smuggling, Refuge 
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HAYLEY HAYES-ROBERTS - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE   INTERROGATING THE MUSEUEM 

DESIGNING SOUTH AFRICA’S POST APARTHEID MUSEUMS 
As powerful cultural markers new and re-purposed history 
museum buildings represent and contain narratives of 
political denial and historical erasure.  Recalled through the 
implementation of specific design methodologies imparting 
culturally, ideologically and geographically interwoven 
imaginaries attempt to “settle” collective stratificated pasts. 
Prominent South African architects Phill Mashabane and 
Jeremy Rose state that in their practice “Powerful visual forms 
of history are required where (these) narratives have been 
previously overlooked in favour of the English and Afrikaans 
histories of colonialism and industrialisation”. Therefore 
buildings read in relation to space inscribe national 
landscapes, reshape identities as a series of buildings through 
which entitlement to ‘place’ is articulated and expressed. 
Apartheid has indeed achieved its “second life” living through 
post apartheid museum design or re-design or perhaps these 
monuments testify to a critical emerging de-colonial 
discourse. Through subjective interrogations a set of atypical 
yet interrelated design histories seeks to question the 
pervasiveness of ideological notions of the “rainbow nation”, 
raises issues around the continuous construction of 
community and identity at local and national levels in post 
apartheid museum buildings since 1994.  In profiling post 
apartheid museums I became aware of hagiographic writing 
relating to how new museum buildings are perceived by 
architectural practitioners.  Across South Africa a number of 
iconic sites shall be examined: The Robben Island Museum, 
the District Six Museum. Community House, The Red Location 
Museum, the Apartheid Museum, the Lwandle Migrant 
Labour Museum, the Iziko Slave Lodge, the old grain silo now 
the Zeitz Museum of Contemporary African Art, Kwa Muhle 
Museum amongst others.  In design terms it is relevant to 
critique these museums in relation to certain methodologies 
and their visual, textual and aural outcomes stemming from 
accepted visual framing in constructing each individual 
museum. Meaning invested via design forms found within 
post apartheid museums include architecture, memory boxes, 
dioramas, newspapers, text, lighting, theming, political 

posters, guns, military vehicles, large interior and exterior 
murals, memorial gardens, replicas, inscription, columns of 
memory, mosaic and art installations, embroidery, branding, 
voice as text and image, banners, passbooks, apartheid signs, 
rope, benches, archival photographs, aerial maps, official 
apartheid documents such as permits and 
declarations/proclamations, personal artefacts, slogans and 
logos as well as virtual media. Through the use of these 
museological trends and mediums post apartheid histories are 
constructed in the museum.  Photographs, memory work, oral 
histories and museum architecture in many cases dominate. 
Oral history recordings have played an integral part in 
constructing post apartheid histories which speaks to an 
evolution of a variety of methodologies. The site museums 
and structures under study contain and construct histories 
contributing to “spirit of place” linked to negotiating post 
apartheid identities and ‘community’. Histories of the 
immediate areas can be enhanced and complimented by 
histories in and through museum buildings, part of the 
material fabric of connecting urban and rural trajectories. In 
design terms methodologies and forms are perpetuated 
through a range of museum signifying practices and 
encompass an archive of design situated within histories of 
urban architectural practice. Exhibition design content 
interconnects with architecture to influence the conceptual 
framing of how a particular layered past is constructed, 
understood, integrated, and represented by connecting 
exhibition narratives, architecture and cityscape. Reading 
architecture as text holds strategic promise to unlayering the 
design process and the design, re-design and transformation 
of buildings reshaped as museum spaces. Museum buildings 
serve museum staff, residents and the public in particular 
ways and have enormous transformative potential, primarily 
as a dedicated centre for community life, indigenous 
knowledge production and functions to support the broader 
land restitution process as well as addressing issues of healing, 
ethics and transformation in South Africa. 
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MARY ELIZABETH LANGE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  INTERROGATING THE MUSEUEM 

SPIRITUALITY, APPLIED STORYTELLING AND WELL-BEING: DISTRICT SIX MUSEUM AND THE MUSEUM OF FREE DERRY 
Traumatic events, whether state violence on citizens, acts of 
terrorism or natural disasters, are regular occurrences 
globally. Memorialisation of these events is common practise, 
whether informal through the placing of flowers, candles, and 
messages directly after the event or more formally through 
the creation of a museum usually after a lengthy period for 
example, the District Six Museum, Cape Town, South Africa 
and the Museum of Free Derry, Derry/Londonderry, Northern 
Ireland. District Six, Cape Town, South Africa was a site of 
forced removal of black Africans in the early 1900s and then 
people designated as ‘Coloured’ people under the Group 
Areas Act until the 1980s. The Museum of Free Derry 
commemorates the 1960s and 1970s civil rights and conflict 
era in Derry culminating in the events of ‘Bloody Sunday’ in 
January 1972 when 26 civil rights marchers were shot in the 
Bogside by British soldiers. At both post-conflict museums, 
relatives of civilians and ex-residents who are guides for 
visitors/tourists to the museum and/or relative area. The 
tours include stories of their personal experience or 
relationship to the event and therefore they are referred to as 
storyteller guides in this thesis. This communal 
communication process is interpreted as Autoethnographic 
and the product is referred to as Applied Storytelling. The 
latter term is due to the focus of the storytelling as not just 
aesthetic or didactic but directed towards social change. 
Previous research has focused on the ethics and methods, for 
example those of recording oral history and outcomes and 
visitor perceptions, rather than the various role players, 
specifically survivors, who plan and interpret the past in the 
present for the future.  This thesis addresses this gap in 
research as well as the lack of focus in research on spirituality 
and spiritual well-being. Through a comparison of the 
practices of the storyteller guides of these two museums 
guidelines will be proposed for Applied Storytelling for 

community initiatives that memorialise traumatic events. 
Specific attention is given to these post-conflict museums 
storyteller guides’ spirituality and spiritual well-being and how 
it impacts and is impacted by their Applied Storytelling 
practise and museum power relations. A decolonised 
methodology is used that is participatory, transdisciplinary, 
multiple intelligence aware and that focuses on ethical 
practises particularly due to the sensitive nature of the 
research. Data collection methods included face-to-face 
interviews, participants observation, a diary and trip advisor 
reviews that mention the storyteller guides and museum. A 
thematic analysis of the data from each site was first 
conducted followed by a comparative analysis. The thematic 
analysis included themes based on the devised research 
questions but also included new themes that emerged in the 
research process. Previous research highlights that museums 
and communities have a symbiotic relationship. The 
researcher proposes that a more accurate metaphor is that of 
the process of inosculation whereby storyteller guides and the 
museums are conjoined but can survive independently in the 
same way that the roots or branches of two trees may 
intertwine and conjoin but remain separate entities. A further 
conclusion is that although joint projects with or employment 
by the museums enhances storyteller guides’ spiritual well-
being the museums are more reliant on the storytellers than 
vice versa therefore the museum needs to nurture the 
relationship with the storytelling guides. The research 
emphasises that the spirituality of the storyteller guides plays 
a significant role in their having volunteered to tell their 
stories and their choice of story content. Importantly 
regarding the museum’s relationship with the storyteller 
guides the research concludes that agency in the choice of 
content, structure and length of the storytelling is essential for 
the spiritual well-being of the storyteller guides. 
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WANDILE KASIBE  - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN    INTERROGATING THE MUSEUEM 

INVESTIGATING THE MUSEOLOGICAL COLONIAL CRIME SCENE: 
This paper investigates the sociological pathology of race and 
power relations in the institutionalization of colonial and 
apartheid rule, which has been entrenched through 
museological institutions in South Africa.  It uncovers the 
centrality of museums in the construction of race ideology, the 
perpetuation of colonial reasoning and its continuities today. 
The paper draws our attention to the fact that the 
museological institution, specifically the “natural history 
museum”  and anthropological museums were complicit and 
colluded in the perpetuation of colonial “crimes against 
humanity” , thereby rendering their own institutionality the 
colonial “crime scenes” that require rigorous “de-colonial” 
investigation in the “post-colonial” era. 
Despite the public evidence on the role museums have played 
in the processes of racialization through museum displays, 
promoting eugenics and what Stephen Jay Gould calls the 
“sins of science”  in the colonial matrices of power; there is a 

lack of sociological engagement with the museum which is 
difficult to understand.  
Could it be that there is a deficit of knowledge of “the race 
concept” as defined by W.E.B. Du Bois in the academy? Is the 
academy suffering from a collective amnesia on race and its 
genealogy, or is there perhaps a conspiracy of silence to hide 
the role of the museum as a perpetrator of crimes against 
humanity?  Is there simply an intellectual failure to see the link 
between our sociological articulation of race and the 
production of the colonial museum and its archive?   
In pulling focus back to the “colonial museum” , which we 
comprehend here as the progenitor of all race based 
controversies; the broader study suggests processes of “de-
colonial reasoning” in how we conceive and decode race in 
sociological discourses today.  It terms this ‘decolonial’ 
reasoning as “Museumorphosis” , a process by which the 
museum decolonizes and deconstructs itself to meet the 
needs of the 21st century and beyond. 

QANITA LILLA - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY   INTERROGATING THE MUSEUEM 

RECASTING THE NATION: IMAGINING AFRICA AT THE SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL GALLERY IN THE 1990’S 
The South African National Gallery, established as a bastion of 
white culture and privilege in 1895, took dramatic steps in the 
1990’s to engage with a changing political reality. This reality 
witnessed the dawn of a multiracial democracy and 
demanded a new kind of art museum, consciously situated in 
Africa. I contend that the museum constructed Africa as 
predictable, safe and desirable. Africa was reimagined by 
drawing on the craft of rural black women and of attempting 
to collapse the enduring art/ craft binary that had formally 
been entrenched at the institution. The museum that had 
privileged European definitions of the art museum canon now 
opened large ethnographic exhibitions. Baskets, blankets and 
beadwork now hung alongside the museum’s more traditional 
fare. In this way the museum attempted to construct a space 
for blacks in the art museum by employing colonial definitions. 
Working through a changed political reality in this way, the 
museum crafted a discourse of change and multiculturalism. 

This was grounded in the new museum theory that 
emphasized greater public access and postcolonial discourse 
that was critical of European exceptionalism. New exhibition 
and collection practices show that the museum was 
concerned with its position in time. It was trying to look 
forward and backward simultaneously. It looked forward to a 
multicultural democracy where it was compelled to be 
inclusive of all South Africans and their art. But it looked 
backward to an ethnographic past in order to include black 
South Africans within a colonial frame. The immediate 
apartheid past, meanwhile, was suppressed and ignored. 
Given the inherent contradictions of these positions, it is 
understandable that the museum failed to fundamentally 
transform itself into an inclusive space. 
 In contrast, alternative urban exhibition spaces in the city of 
Cape Town demonstrated new ideas concerning these 
potentially fraught encounters. Public art initiatives took art to 
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a wider urban public and circumvented the traditional 
limitations of the art museum. These initiatives rejected the 
silent and invisible black art producer situated at a safe 
distance from the city in the rural past. Instead young black 
artists, many of whom were women, working in the city, 

transgressed the boundaries of the white art establishment. 
Rejecting the ethnographic definitions deployed by the art 
museum, they inverted the colonial gaze and used new 
strategies to express a changed political reality. 

THEMBI KATE LUCKETT  - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  INTERROGATING THE MUSEUEM 

'HISTORICAL PROGRESS, UTOPIAS AND THE POLITICS OF EVERYDAY LIFE IN LEPHALALE' 
Throughout history there have been dreams, visions and 
hopes for a utopian world, emergent from the unfinishedness 
of the world. The separation of time into clear demarcations, 
without interpenetrations, is dependent upon the modernist 
stress on progress (Bevernage, 2010). In contrast, a 
Benjaminian (1968) conception of history, as outlined in 
Theses on the Philosophy of History, is counterposed to the 
dominant idea of history both in terms of the latter’s positivist 
epistemology and its progressive or teleological plot line. 
Benjamin (1968: 249) conceptualises the past as an expanse 
of debris that the present continuously augments – ‘the storm 
of progress’. Benjamin’s Angel of History is echoed in Le Guin’s 
(1989) porcupine metaphor, “I go backward, look forward” 
(drawn from the Swampy Cree First Nation). Le Guin argues 
that we will never get to utopia again by going forward. In 
order to “speculate safely on an inhabitable future, perhaps 
we would do well to find a rock crevice and go backward.” The 
porcupine moves backwards, looking forwards, to see futures 

coming – to avoid some and plan others, whilst the angel 
moves forwards, looking backwards in anguish, unable to to 
redeem the past (Mieville, 2016). In going forwards 
backwards, or backwards forwards, there is a call of danger to 
resist the utopia of those in power – the utopia that has 
“levelled many landscapes” and left fields of rubble behind in 
a modernist march of progress (Mieville, 2016). In the town of 
Lephalale, Limpopo, the construction of Medupi coal power 
station is heralded as “creating a better life for all” and 
contributing to the creation of the “first post-apartheid town” 
through the mega-project (Brown, 2015). How do the utopias 
of those in power get traced through the lives of ordinary 
people and the lands that they flatten leaving rubble behind? 
In the debris, is there space for hope and possibility for the 
visioning of alternative utopias? This paper will attempt to 
explore some of these questions, grounding them in the 
intricacies of working class life in Lephalale. 
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GIFT LUXOMO - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  LABOUR AND WORK 

NOT IN EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT: YOUTH EXPERIENCES 
Modern structural arrangement reconfigures social order to 
be institution based. It has become widely accepted that 
human life thrives and flourish best through participation in 
formal structures of opportunity such as education, training 
and employment (EET). Moral panic triggers when this is NOT 
the case. It is not surprising that third-way politician(s) such as 
Tony Blair launched the idea of participation in EET almost as 
panacea to ‘social exclusion’ (SEU, 1999). Nonetheless, 
evidence point to the opposite direction. Today, too many 
young people in different parts of the world lack dutifulness 
and useful occupations (ILO, 2012; Standing, 2011).  In this 
country majority of young people in their millions are social 
wanderers in a limbo of “nowhere”. Whereas the notion of 
‘NEET’ helped to place young people back on the map, it has 
not assisted to address their social and economic needs. Partly 
the problem has to do with lopsided preoccupation with 

visible aspects and extent, to the neglect of their experiences. 
As such, questions of ‘who’ and ‘where’ which deliberately 
intend to understand the nature of things in the life of this 
youth are rare. Yet, if they missing in education, training, and 
employment (EET), the immediate question becomes, ‘where’ 
are they (both objectively and subjectively)? My aim in this 
study is to provide a corrective. I attempt to do this by 
examining the context of the lived world of this youth - their 
lived experiences. In pursuing this aim, I examine the 
relationship between societal intentions on youth and their 
personal dispositions. This is to say that, I explore their 
perceived possibilities and choices, their values and 
obligations, their activities and expectation as well as the 
meaning that the so called ‘NEETs’ together with their circles 
of intimacy (CoI) attach to non-participation. 

GLYNNIS VERGOTINE - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  LABOUR AND WORK 

ORAL HEALTH OCCUPATIONS BOUNDARY CONTESTATIONS AND CURRICULA IN SOUTH AFRICA 
In South Africa oral diseases are common, with the prevalence 
of untreated conditions high, as dentistry is an expensive 
service. Additional reasons for this is, that the supply of oral 
health practitioners attending to the public is low, with service 
provision concentrated in the private sector. The occupations 
providing basic oral health services are the three groups 
included in this study, namely: Dentists, Oral Hygienists, and 
Dental Therapists. The daily labour practises of these three 
occupations are different and this affects how curricula are 
designed. This study aims to show how the coverage of 
curriculum knowledge types is influenced by the changing 
division of labour in oral health occupations. This research has 
been prompted because of two reasons; First, dentists 
previously worked autonomously while midlevel workers 
operated under the supervision of a dentist. Second, among 
these three occupations, the scope of practice differs for 
certain procedures, while it overlaps with common 
procedures for others. Recent developments in government 
regulations have allowed midlevel workers to practice without 

such supervision and authorised an increase in the number of 
procedures they may perform. Consequently, increasing 
contestations have emerged amongst these three oral health 
occupations as they struggle for control over procedures and 
the autonomy to perform these. This has resulted in questions 
about the comparisons in training and reservations by dentists 
about how midlevel occupations are prepared for work. This 
provides a background to the study which leads one to 
question how curriculum is helping to support autonomous 
practice and the increases to scope of practice. This paper will 
focus on; firstly, local and international literature from this 
sector, relating to labour market contestations and the 
implications this has for curriculum development. Secondly, in 
order to assess the comparisons in knowledge apparent in the 
curriculum of these occupations regarding common 
procedures, a description of the approaches to classify 
curriculum knowledge will be outlined. Thirdly, the question 
of how contestations in the labour market and the curriculum 
shapes the professional identities of each occupation will be 
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interrogated. One could suggest that oral health occupations 
in SA are in transition, as it is not evident how the new 
regulatory frameworks influence daily work and educational 

preparation, and how these influence the three occupations’ 
professional identity. 

HARVEY BANDA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  LABOUR AND WORK 

THE NATURE OF INFORMAL MIGRATION FROM NORTHERN MALAWI TO SOUTH AFRICA, 1890S TO THE PRESENT 
Malawians have been emigrating to South Africa since the late 
nineteenth century following the establishment of diamond 
and gold mines. Although the majority were attracted by the 
higher wages obtaining on these mines, a cross-section sought 
wage employment in the domestic, agriculture and service 
sectors. Much of the literature on the topic is concentrated on 
the old migration period, that is, up to the 1980s, when this 
migration was both formal and informal. This literature tends 
to ignore the part that was played by women in informal 
migration, popularly known as selufu in Chitumbuka, the 
dominant language in northern Malawi. This paper uses oral 
and archival sources and shows that, despite female migration 
being restricted by colonial Malawi and South Africa, women 
were part and parcel of selufu. Oral interviews with former 
and current male and female migrants in Mzimba and Nkhata-

Bay districts in northern Malawi reveal that female migrants 
accompanied their selufu husbands and while in South Africa 
they also secured domestic jobs in addition to taking care of 
their migrant husbands. Selufu increased following the decline 
in, and collapse of, formal migration in the 1970s and 1980s, 
respectively. The paper argues that the 1974 plane crash 
incident and the 1987 HIV dispute between Malawi and South 
Africa were behind this increase. The paper further argues 
that the political and socio-economic developments both in 
Malawi and South Africa were behind the further increase in 
the numbers of selufu migrants in the post-1994 period. 
Finally, the paper advances the argument that while in the 
pre-1990 period Malawians emigrated largely for wage 
employment, in the post-1990 period they emigrate for wage 
and commercial pursuits. 

JOHN MASHAYAMOMBE - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA  LABOUR AND WORK 

THE UNMAKING OF APARTHEID MINING WORKPLACE: COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF A COAL AND IRON ORE MINES 
This paper argues that new mining workplaces are a contested 
site of control and resistance between labour and capital. 
Through a comparative analysis of two new mines; an open pit 
Iron Ore mine in Postmasburg and an underground colliery in 
Ogies, have come up with new operating models, workplace 
innovations and enhanced health and safety measures to 
improve workplace experience in contrast to apartheid 
workplace set up. This is being done through, the introduction 
of technology and mechanisation without job losses; 
employee share schemes; fatigue management and other 
innovations. At face value, these intervention have increased 
production; improved workplace relations and safety levels. 
Mineworkers appreciate such interventions but at the same 
time view them as measures of controlling labour and hence 
subvert processes and innovations to meet their own social 
reproduction needs and as a form of resistance. What seems 

to be emerging is a contest-complimentary kind of a 
relationship on the landscape. This presentation is part of a 
thesis chapter whose data is drawn from 187 survey 
interviews, 60 in-depth interviews, observations and official 
mine documents. Labour geography is used as analytic 
framework (agency; power and space). This paper seeks to 
make a contribution firstly; on labour movement in terms of 
how new mines are undoing apartheid workplace practices 
and the intended and unintended outcomes, secondly; make 
a theoretical contribution on the labour geography debates by 
linking agency, power and space through this comparative 
analysis. Broadly; the entire study (thesis) seeks to provide 
some positive things new mining companies have done in 
dealing with the legacy of apartheid within the mining industry 
and lessons that can be learnt and help plan for resilience of a 
labour friendly industry in South Africa.
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MBONGENI SHADRACK SITHOLE - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND  LABOUR AND WORK 

TRANSITIONING INTO SUPERVISION: LEARNING AND ADAPTING IN A TURBULENT ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT 
Conceptualising professional supervision in changing context 
Professional supervision is described as an integral element of 
various professions, particularly the traditional disciplines, 
namely teaching, nursing, psychology and social work, to 
name a few. Specific on social work practice, since its 
inception as a profession, the professional supervision has 
been regarded as an integral to its development. The newly 
appointed supervisors are often confronted with the 
expectation to perform as seasoned incumbents so as to be 
able to address various adaptation challenges, characterising 
the turbulent nature of social services. Once appointed to 
supervisory level, supervisors are presumed to be summarily 
ready to function efficiently and independently, but this 
presumption is not based on any clear guidelines. 
Compounding this challenge is only the various elements 
impacting on the organisational context, political, social and 
economic factors, but also the view that the expectation to 
supervise effectively is posed without having been provided 
proper preparation, training and supportive measures in as far 
as professional supervision is concerned.  
Significance 
The significance of this paper was to gain insight into the 
factors that influence the supervision transition and to 
establish how the newly appointed incumbents learn and 
adapt in the midst of organisational changes. By its very nature 
supervision requires some fundamental shifts on their 
conceptions, activities and different ways of doing things, for 
instance shift from individual to team competence, 
assumption of different mandates and re-evaluation existing 
relations and development of new relationships, to  name a 
few.  
Purpose  
This paper outlines how the newly appointed supervisors 
construct their transition experiences from practitioner level 
to supervisory level. It reports on one of the aspects that were 
elicited from the main research project, which was conducted 
through the mixed methods, involving the triangulation of the 
sample and data sources.  

Methodology 
The mixed methods, specifically the embedded design 
(predominatly qualitative), was chosen as a research design to 
guide the study. The inquiry has been twofold- started with a 
quantitative component involving questionnaires for (n= 40) 
respondents. The quantitative part served as the basis for the 
predominant component, qualitative inquiry involving semi-
structured interviews with participants (n=12). The 
quantitative component was embedded in the qualitative 
component.  
Theoretical framework  
Furthermore, the theoretical framework comprising of both, 
the role transition theory (Schlossberg, 2011) and the 
reflective approach (Fook, 2000), served as the underpinning 
the theoretical framework. The transition theory was aimed at 
explaining the adaptation of the supervisory incumbents as 
they undergo transition within an organisation, while the 
reflective approach focused on explaining the reflections of 
their learning experiences.  
Findings 
This paper found that there is no clear-cut sequential 
trajectory followed by supervisors as they transition from 
production level to supervisory level. The effectiveness in 
learning to supervise is mainly attributed to and compounded 
by the organisation in which supervision is undertaken. It 
therefore concludes that the supervision transition does not 
follow a sequential trajectory but appears as a never-ending 
continuous process, which is influenced by changes that are 
taking place in the organisational context.  It has been found 
that each supervisor’s transition trajectory is influenced by the 
organisational context in which supervision is executed, as 
one of the key compounding factors. The changes that result 
in the organisational context appear to have a direct influence 
on the supervisor’s ability, timing and appropriateness of 
judgement and decision-making processes, as fundamental 
elements of supervisio
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MPHO PATIENCE MWATCHA - RHODES UNIVERSITY  LABOUR AND WORK 

DOMESTIC WORK IN BOTSWANA 
Domestic work has been described by some scholars as a 
microcosm of structural inequalities in which gender, race, 
and class identities play a large role. This form of work has 
often been thought of as ‘natural’ day-to-day tasks suited for 
women and not necessarily an economic activity hence, it is 
often not deemed worthy of protection by employment laws. 
Albeit being invariably demeaned and devalued, domestic 
work remains notably important in the functioning of the 
economy. Domestic workers play an essential role in the 
reproduction of the labour force, both for paid and unpaid 
work. This paper seeks to explore the living and working 
conditions of domestic workers in Botswana as well as the 
ways in which the relationship between domestic workers and 
their employers is structured and governed. The proposed 
research is animated by the tensions between the crucial 
socio-economic role of domestic work and its devalued status 
in the labour market globally.  
Using an interpretive paradigm the paper will argue that 
despite the importance of domestic work to individual 
households in Botswana and to the national economy, 
domestic workers remain neglected and undervalued. 
Botswana does not have any legislation that gives an exact 
description of a domestic worker. The current Employment 
Act generally offers protection to employees in the public 
service. Empirical evidence shows that domestic workers 

generally experience identical problems in most African 
countries. Like in many other countries the government of 
Botswana considers domestic work as part of the informal 
sector and therefore excluded from national labour laws.  
Exclusion from the protection of labour laws places domestic 
workers at the mercy of their employers thus causing 
susceptibility to subordination, exploitation and oppression. 
This is further compounded by the fact that historically, 
domestic work in Botswana was perceived as a private issue 
rather an employment matter. This (mis)conception stemmed 
from the practice of recruiting underprivileged female family 
members, who were not considered as workers with 
entitlement to labour rights, but rather ‘part of the family’. 
Furthermore, their assistance with household chores was 
seen as a normal and appropriate traditional female role 
therefore not accorded any importance.  
The central argument of this paper is that, because Tswana 
tradition attached no prestige and status to activities carried 
out by women this has had unpleasant effects on domestic 
work as an occupation. Although domestic workers in 
Botswana make a crucial contribution to the effective 
participation of women working outside the home they 
remain the most marginalized and economically manipulated 
workers. 

MUSAWENKOSI MALABELA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  LABOUR AND WORK 

INTERNAL DEMOCRACY WITHIN THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT AND THE ROLE OF THE FULL-TIME SHOP STEWARD (FTSS) IN POST 
1973 UNIONS 
A CASE STUDY OF NUMSA AND BMW 
The proposed paper seeks to examine internal democracy 
within the trade union movement by looking at the role of the 
Full-time shop steward (FTSS) who I am currently researching 
for my PhD work. It is well- documented that internal 
democracy within the unions have been on a decline and this 
has affected the trade unions representation of its members. 
Hence my PhD titled “The crisis of trade union representation 

in post-1973 unions and the role of the full time shop 
steward”. This is due to the decline of one of the fundamental 
principles of these trade union, worker control.  Worker 
control is the corner stone of the trade unions that emerged 
post the 1973 Durban strikes. The principle underpinning the 
idea of worker control is that “the role of the union official was 
to be de-emphasized” (Buhlungu, 2000: 3). “This tradition of 
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unionism, in which workers and worker leaders played a more 
prominent role than union officials in decision making, was 
emphasized. The rationale was to build a culture of 
democratic participation by the rank-and-file and to 
discourage the emergence of oligarchic tendencies in the new 
union movement” (Ibid). Shop stewards were at the centre of 
this democratizing process. This is what makes these unions 
very different from other forms of trade unionism, especially 
what could be called business unionism. Gwede Mantashe 
(2008:94) described Business Unionism as “banking on 
benefits and service to retain members”. The significance of 

internal democracy and worker control in the post 1973 
unions is what sparked my interest in looking at how social 
distance could emerge despite the continuing emphasis on 
worker control in these unions today.  
This study employed interviews with FTSS, current and former 
trade union leaders, workers and management. These 
interviews were supported by ethnographic research 
documenting ‘a day-in-life of FTSS’ and also included 
participant observation of trade union meetings both at the 
plant and the local shop steward council branch of NUMSA in 
Roslyn branch. 

MPHO MMADI - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA  LABOUR AND WORK 

MOBILE MOBILIZATION, EN-ROUTE TO WORK: TRAIN COACHES AS SPACES FOR WORKER MILITANCY AND COMMUNITY 
STRUGGLES. 
Mobile Mobilization, En-route to Work: Train Coaches as 
Spaces for worker Militancy and Community Struggles. 
The existing literature on labour movements note how trade 
unions have been weakened in recent years. This observable 
pattern is not only limited to South Africa, arguably, this 
decline represents a global phenomenon characterised by the 
disintegration of the erstwhile militant labour movements. In 
the case of South Africa, the post-apartheid neoliberal labour 
regime has weakened, almost to a point of extinguishing, the 
militant social movement unionism (SMU) of the 80s.  Despite 
this trend, however various studies have detailed pockets of 
revival and resistance by workers spread across a variety of 
sectors and continents.  
The study seeks to contribute to this literature by highlighting 
the activities of the Mamelodi Train Sector (MTS). Drawing on 
the notion of space as a theoretical tool, the study attempts 
to understand MTS and the space it organises –the train. 

MTS utilises the travel times to and from work to offer 
legislative education to largely unorganised/un-unionised 
workers. In addition to legislative education, MTS members 
(comrades) discuss community and tripartite matters as an 
attempt to foster a particular kind of identity politics. The data 
collected reveals that, amongst others MTS offers hope and a 
sense of solidarity to those workers without workplace 
representation. The comradely sense of belonging, buttressed 
by a common identity potentially mitigates the impact of 
workplace fragmentation –what the study refers to as ‘spatial 
entrapment’ –experienced by the majority of workers in the 
“workplace”.  
Drawing on the extended case method, the researcher has 
spent time on the train observing (as a participant observer) 
MTS activities and engaging workers/comrades in one-on-one 
individual interviews. 

NEVASHNEE PERUMAL - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE  LABOUR AND WORK 

SOCIAL WORK MANAGEMENT TASKS:  THE EXPERIENCES OF FRONTLINE SOCIAL WORKERS IN THE NON PROFIT ORGANISATION 
(NPO) SECTOR IN PORT ELIZABETH 
In South Africa specialised management training is not 
prioritized in social work, although social work management is 
a critical component for shaping various aspects of the 
organisational environment, for achieving the organisational 

vision and for improving services to clients (Weinbach & 
Taylor, 2015).  Social workers learn how to operationalise the 
management functions of  planning organising, leading and 
controlling “on the job” by modelling and following existing 
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managers and/or senior social workers. This points to the use 
of predictive knowledge, where management decisions are 
made based on patterns from past experiences, educated 
guesses and observations, which are limited to individual, 
personal experiences (Weinbach & Taylor, 2015).  For the 
frontline social worker responding to the dynamic demands of 
developmental social work, with limited work experience and 
no formal management training and support, there are several 
consequences for the NPO and the frontline social worker 
executing these management tasks. This points to a need for 
prescriptive knowledge which is pre emptive and proactive 
when dealing with management tasks resulting in negative 
consequences being minimised and/or averted.  Such 
prescriptive knowledge is dependant on exploring the 
management tasks that frontline social workers undertake in 
the NPO sector.  Currently, there is no empirical evidence on 
the management tasks of frontline social workers in the NPO 
sector in South Africa (Rankin & Engelbrecht, 2014).  
Furthermore, little is known about what the specific 
management tasks are at the frontline level of social work.  
This study aimed to gain an understanding of the range of 
management tasks that frontline social workers undertake in 
the NPO sector in operationalizing the management functions 
of planning, organising, leading and controlling and was 
underpinned by two theoretical standpoints: (i) rational legal 
bureaucracy and (ii) contingency theory.  Rational Legal 
Bureaucracy was classically seen as a system catering for the 
needs of growing organisations yet at the same time ensuring 
fairness in terms of division of labour.  Rational Legal 
Bureaucracy is relevant to this study because the NPO sector 
is intended to possess formal hierarchical structures with clear 
reporting systems and rules.  Therefore, the frontline social 
worker is trained to offer direct social work services to clients 

and communities and reports to a middle manager for 
supervision.  However, bureaucracy does not take into 
account the social, political and environmental factors that 
organisations respond to daily (Lewis, et al, 2012; Engelbrecht 
& Terblanche, 2014).  In South Africa, especially against the 
background of the social development approach to welfare 
generally and to social work management specifically, 
Contingency Theories propose that there is no “one best way” 
to structure all organisations and that there is a dynamic 
relationship between the organisation and its’ external 
environment (Knock, 2006; Garrow & Hasenfeld, 2010; Lewis, 
et al, 2012:90).  Hence the use of two thories. 
The study was premised on the descriptive case study design 
within the qualitative approach and was exploratory, 
descriptive in nature.  In-depth individual interviews were 
conducted with 19 frontline social workers from three 
established NPOs in Port Elizabeth. One focus group was 
conducted with five middle managers from the same three 
NPOs.  Both phases of data collection were guided by 
interview themes aligned to the study’s objectives.  
Preliminary findings indicate that management tasks range 
from workload management, relationship management, 
information management, human resource management to 
self management and that all these tasks led to frontline social 
workers developing innovative management strategies as a 
consequence of undertaking management tasks. Predictive 
knowledge was magnified as a positive tool as compared to 
prescriptive knowledge which led to the researcher beginning 
work on a strategic planning framework for a frontline social 
worker to engage with via supervision/consultation mediums 
with their middle managers.  This framework is envisioned to 
reduce the reactive nature of crisis management thereby 
optimising daily frontline functioning. 
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LEKGOA JULIA NKOANA  - RHODES UNIVERSITY  LABOUR AND WORK 

THE IMPACT OF EMPLOYMENT LEGISLATION ON SMALL FIRMS 
The impact of employment legislation on small firms remains 
a contested terrain. Many studies pertaining to the effects of 
employment legislation, especially on industrial relations in 
small firms, have arrived at differing conclusions. Some studies 
seem to suggest that the implementation of certain 
employment legislation in small firms can have negative 
effects while other studies show how it is often difficult or 
even impossible to identify and isolate the effects of 
employment legislation due to non-compliance. The 
prominent argument against employment legislation with 
regards to its impact on small firms is that it tends to raise 
firms’ labour while adding to firms’ administrative burdens 
(Dillow, 2005: 51; Bennet, 2002: 2). This could in turn result in 
job losses as small firms attempt to implement the proposed 
legislation. The previous argument has been linked to the 
implementation of employment legislation such as the 
minimum wage in small firms. It is important to note that this 
research does not imply that small firms should be exempt 
from regulatory requirements as one such exemption could, 
in the words of Bhorat and van der Westhuizen, “act as a 
perverse incentive where larger employers deliberately 
reduce their workforce to circumvent labour regulation” 
(2008: 5). 
The main goal of the research, therefore, is to identify and 
explain the impact of employment legislation, such as the 
provisions on working hours, dismissals and the sectoral 
minimum wage, on industrial relations and employment 
conditions in small firms located within the retail and 
hospitality sectors in Polokwane. The research aims to deepen 

our understanding of the impact of labour legislation on small 
firms by answering the questions pertaining to the secondary 
goals of the research which are: to identify and explain 
similarities and differences in the manner in which the 
selected firms in the two sectors have responded to 
employment legislation/regulation; to identify and explain any 
changes to industrial relations policies and practices that can 
be linked to regulation; to establish the extent to which the 
selected firms adhere to employment legislation, and to 
explore the reasons for any non-compliance; and to establish 
whether employment legislation has made a difference to the 
working and living conditions of the selected workers in the 
two sectors. The dearth of research in South Africa on the 
effects of employment legislation on small firms impelled this 
study. Qualitative research methods will be used as they 
enable an in-depth understanding of the effects of 
employment legislation. Thus in-depth, semi-structured 
interviews will be conducted as they provide detailed 
information by enabling the researcher and the participant to 
have an informal, but expressive conversation about the 
subject matter. Purposive and stratified sampling will also be 
used as it targets a particular group of people possessing the 
characteristics or experiences that are directly related to the 
research project. This research will be framed using critical 
realism which is a “philosophy of reality” (Danermark et al, 
2002). The research will use retroduction- that is, a method of 
finding the “basic conditions for the existence of the 
phenomenon studied”- to explain the impact of employment 
legislation on small firms (Danermark et al, 2002) 

SANDLA NOMVETE - RHODES UNIVERSITY  LABOUR AND WORK 

WE CANNOT ALL BE HERE, WHAT WILL WE EAT?” MIGRANT LABOUR THROUGH THE LENSES OF MINE WORKER’S WIVES
A lot has been written on South African mining migrant 
workers. Much of what has been captured has previously 
focused on gold mines in Johannesburg and surrounding 
areas. Recently, this has shifted with much focus being placed 
on the platinum belt as the labour booming area and arguably 
the most attractive area for new migrants. Thus, social and 

academic discourse on mining in the past decade has largely 
been central to events in the platinum belt, Rustenburg and 
other surrounding towns. At the centre of this discourse have 
been women in mining, men and the mines, the spaces they 
occupy and largely issues of collective bargaining in the wake 
of Marikana. With much focus on the above, the mine 
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worker’s family as the source of labour power has been 
negated. That is, very little has been written on the family of 
the mine worker, how they negotiate their everyday lives in 
the absence of a family figure (often a father and or bread 
winner), how they receive and use remitted monies and 
importantly, their very role as agents of migrant labour. 
Drawing from an ethnographic study conducted in Flagstaff 
and Lusikisiki, supplemented with in-depth interviews I reflect 
on the above social factors within migrant workers’ 

households. This paper is in conversation with Wolpe’s cheap 
labour thesis which states that, at the core of migrant labour 
are coercive laws and unviable labour reserves. I argue the 
alternative, that migrant labour is a multifaceted 
phenomenon that requires us to understand it beyond 
structural paradigms. I suggest that there is a need to look at 
migrant workers and their families as agents of their own lives 
and not merely reactors to structure. 

ZIYANDA NTLOKWANA - RHODES UNIVERSITY  LABOUR AND WORK 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF GLOBALIZATION AND NEOLIBERALISM ON THE AFRICAN AGRICULTURAL SECTOR. 
Globalization has encouraged the current trends towards 
deregulation, consumerization and trade liberalization in 
global agriculture.  This paper will look at how these trends 
have manifested in the African agricultural sector. The first 
argument of this paper is that African producers deal with the 
pressures placed on them through passing them down to 

workers.  The second argument of this paper is that  the 
introduction of neoliberal policies in most African countries 
have resulted in the exclusion of small producers from 
participating in the global agricultural value chain.  This paper 
will use research conducted in on the African agricultural 
industry. 
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AMINA JAKOET-SALIE – NMMU   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

CO-PRODUCTION: A TOOL FOR FOSTERING TRUST IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
According to the White Paper on Local Government, 1998, the 
new democratic government had a vision to work with citizens 
and groups within the community to find sustainable ways to 
meet their social, economic and material needs and improve 
the quality of their lives. However, citizens will not participate 
in political processes if they feel that they are unable to 
influence effective decision-making in local government. 
Yilmaz, Beris and Serrano-Berthet (2008:15) contend that 
citizens can hold political leaders accountable through 
legislation, empowering them to demand explanations and 
justifications from local government, specific bodies and 
processes for citizen oversight mechanisms.  In the Eastern 
Cape’s leading newspaper, it was reported that the Nelson 
Mandela Bay Municipality has been shown to be a potential 
hotspot for violent service delivery protests after emerging as 
a city with one of the highest levels of dissatisfaction among 
residents, according to a  
national poll. The general objective of this study is to establish 
whether co-production, public participation and increased 
levels of trust will enhance service delivery in local 
government, with specific reference to the Nelson Mandela 
Bay Municipality. 
Ostrom (1996:1073) defines co-production as the process 
through which inputs used to provide a good or service are 
contributed by individuals who are not in the same 
organisation. In post-apartheid South Africa, access to public 
services is no longer regarded as an advantage that is accessed 
by a privileged few community members, but as a right of all 
residents. In municipalities, where public participation is low, 
there is a tendency among citizens to have lower trust levels 
in government. Conversely, the Afrobarometer Trust Survey 
and South African Customer Satisfaction Index have shown 
that involving citizens in the delivery of public services 
improves trust levels and confidence in local government. 
According to the latest South African Customer Satisfaction 
Index (SAcsi) for municipalities, the 2016 municipal elections 

were a watershed moment for post-democracy politics in 
South Africa and people’s shifting sentiment was reflected in 
how they voted (www. https://businesstech.co.za).   
In this study, an assumption is made that if co-production is 
non-existent or problematic and if communities lose trust in 
the performance of municipalities, any attempts by 
government to address these challenges relating to effective 
governance would be ineffective. One of the key hypotheses 
of this research study is that transforming the relationship 
between the citizen and local government officials will lead to 
an increase in public trust in local government as well as 
enabling local government to better understand the needs of 
communities. 
This study will adopt different research approaches, methods 
and techniques in the data collection process to investigate 
the phenomenon of co-production of public services. It is 
therefore proposed that the quantitative research approach 
will best suit the 60 local government ward councillors and 
members of the Mayoral Committee, which is comprised of 10 
members. 
 A self-administered questionnaire will be distributed to all 
ward councillors and members of the Mayoral Committee of 
the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality. Senior officials within 
the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality whose positions are 
directly related to the provision of basic services will also be 
involved in the empirical survey. The qualitative approach will 
be utilised to collect data from 60 ward committee members 
whereby the researcher intends to collect data from this 
sample group by conducting focus group interviews with the 
respondents. 
This research study aims to produce a conceptual framework 
or model that will provide all stakeholders with a more 
detailed description of the relationships between each other 
and where all parties make substantial contributions in 
ensuring effective local governance. 
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CLAYTON VHUMBUNU  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

DISMANTLING COMBATIVE IDENTITIES AND SECURING PEACE IN SOUTH SUDAN THROUGH NATIONAL DIALOGUE 
Having plunged into conflict in December 2013 after just two 
years of relative peace following its secession from the 
Republic of Sudan in the year 2011, several negotiation and 
mediation processes have failed to deliver peace and stability 
in South Sudan. However, in December 2016, the Government 
of South Sudan announced the commencement and launch of 
a national dialogue process that seeks to reconcile and unite 
the country against the backdrop of combative identities that 
have been hardened by years of devastating civil war and 
intercommunal clashes. This paper therefore seeks to 
examine the extent to which the strategy of dismantling 
combative identities through national dialogue can be 
successfully implemented in South Sudan. Using a 
documentary research approach, it analyzes the essential 
elements of the strategy of dismantling combative identities 
in South Sudan, identifies the possible complexities and 

recommends the way forward. The study finds out that whilst 
the national dialogue presents an opportunity for dismantling 
of combative identities and restoring peace in South Sudan, 
the envisaged process will be constrained by the absence of a 
conducive and secure environment for dialogue and free 
participation, lack of legitimacy on the part of national 
government to drive and oversee the national dialogue 
process, limited state capacity to coordinate the process, lack 
of involvement and buy-in from all the relevant stakeholders, 
and unclear indications of the government’s readiness and 
willingness to complement the national dialogue process with 
transitional justice mechanisms. Key recommendations to 
address these findings are presented for implementation by 
the government in order to completely dismantle combative 
identities through national dialogue and pave way for the 
peaceful resolution of the South Sudanese conflict. 

HENRY KOFI BOSOMPEM  - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

ELECTED OR NOMINATED COUNCILLORS’ PERCEPTIONS OF DONOR SUPPORT AND DEMOCRATISATION IN SOUTH AFRICA: THE 
CASE OF THE BUFFALO CITY METROPOLITANMUNICIPALITY. 
This paper investigates and ascertains the perceptions of 
Elected or Nominated Council members on Donor Support and 
Democratisation in South Africa with particular focus on the 
Buffalo City Municipality. In this era and dispensation of 
democracy, municipal council representatives from political 
organisations play crucial role in the process of 
democratisation. Councillors facilitate the possibility of local 
government administration, they connect the local council 
with the local community through a collaborative process of 
engagement to reduce unemployment, inequality and 
poverty.   They help formulate and influence public policies, 
educate public opinions, provide political stability and help 
strengthen the link between government and the 
communities. They articulate their policies, programmes and 
activities through their manifestoes in order to persuade the 

electorates to patronise their campaign messages to solicit 
their votes In order to perform this role effectively, elected 
councillors require huge financial and logistical support. This 
paper attempts to find out the perceptions the councillors 
hold about donor support and the process of democratisation. 
It also sought to establish the source of funds for their 
campaigns, explains the necessity of donor support for the 
municipality elections and the effects of its conditionalities. 
The study utilized the mixed methodological approach where 
35 structured questionnaires were administered to ward 
councillors in five (5) clusters.  Five (5) respondents from 
different wards and parties were purposively selected and 
interviewed based on their willingness, knowledge and 
availability. The study made use of a systematic empirical 
inquiry into understanding and meaning which took the form 
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of literature review, analysis of statistics already produced by 
other researchers, official publications and correspondence, 
newspaper surveys, pamphlets and newsletters, dissertations 
and theses as well as information from the internet were 
employed. The project is ideal in the present study which 
seeks to capture the views, experiences and feelings and 
understanding of elected councillors. This paper utilized Ley’s 
(1959) political party and democratisation theory, Gouldner’s 
theory of Moral Norm of Reciprocity and Social Support in 
combination with Larzasfeld’s Voters’ behaviour theory and 
the social justice and equity perspective as elements of the 

theoretical framework. The emerging findings indicate that 
(22 constituting 61.1%) Councillors strongly agree that donor 
support is necessary for democratic development and 
governance at the local community level. The findings also 
suggest that 26(21.1%) of respondents strongly agree that 
donor support induce good governance while 7(18.9%) think 
that the municipality’s poor performance on service delivery 
is caused by corruption. Finally, the findings suggest that the 
source of funds for campaigns were from party’s 
subscriptions, state sponsorship, fund raising activities and 
public goodwill.

REJOYCE HLENGIWE PHETHA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL     LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOUTH AFRICA'S FOREIGN POLICY ON THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC AND NIGERIA SINCE 1994 
Since ridding itself of apartheid in 1994, South Arica has been 
portrayed as an important regional power in Africa, as 
opposed to being dubbed a pariah state prior to 1994. 
Importantly, South Africa is increasingly being seen as a 
significant global player in the debates about reforming the 
global governance architecture to create a fairer international 
order. As the global balance of power changes, new and old 
powers are investing more in terms of cultivating new and 
deeper relationships. During the first two decades of 
democracy, South Africa positioned its self internationally 
through bilateral and multilateral engagements. In fact, even 
the policy contents and realities of the foreign policies of the 
three countries (South Africa, Nigeria and CAR) have not been 
systematically studied. Therefore, by analysing South Africa’s 
foreign policy towards Nigeria and the CAR, this study call for 
a different approach to the analysis and gives pointers on 
what future studies should consider in terms of understanding 
how and why countries forge relations.  
The study thus show what international relations theories can 
and cannot explain with regard to South Africa’s relations with 
other African countries. The researcher focused on two 
international relations theories, i.e. realism and neo-
functionalism. The objectives of the study were to investigate 
the nature of South Africa’s foreign policy towards Nigeria and 
Central African Republic and the factors which determined the 
country’s [South Africa] foreign policy agenda. Furthermore, 
the study sought to establish the strategic relevance of Nigeria 

and Central African Republic to South Africa; and to contribute 
to a broader understanding of the factors that shape South 
Africa’s foreign policy agenda.  
This study adopted a mixed methods approach. As such, both 
quantitative and qualitative research designs were employed. 
Whilst the study largely relied on qualitative data sets, 
quantitative data were also used particularly when dealing 
with the number of troops, number of countries falling under 
a certain category. A sample of 212 participants was selected 
purposively. Questionnaires were administered to the 
informants via email in order to solicit information. In some 
cases, some were researcher administered to increase the 
return rate particularly where it was not possible to have one-
on-one interviews. For the qualitative data, an interview guide 
was used for the key informants. Qualitative data were then 
analysed thematically using Thematic Analysis [TA]. 
Descriptive analysis was used to ensure easy data 
interpretation. Interpretive analysis was done to make data 
meaningful to readers. Empirical data were then presented 
numerically and in the form of tables and pie charts.  
The preliminary results show that the South African foreign 
policy philosophy is reflected on the concept of Ubuntu. 
Despite growing unemployment, South Africa has contributed 
towards human rights and poverty eradication. South Africa’s 
unique approach in global issues has shaped the country’s 
vision for a better world for all. Hence South Africa has put its 
people first in building partnerships over conflict.

9
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Furthermore, preliminary results show that the South African 
foreign policy has impacted positively on CAR and Nigeria. 
Even though there has been some inconsistencies in the South 
African policy application in both countries, issues of 
competition, collaboration and partnership are positive. The 
mechanisms and structures put in place by South Africa in 
achieving its foreign policy objectives have been found to be 
adequate. The study concludes that South Africa’s foreign 

policy has prompted interdependency, collaboration and 
cooperation in Nigeria and CAR. Although there are challenges 
faced by South Africa in implementing its foreign policy on 
Nigeria and CAR, the benefits of diversification and 
continental integration far outweigh the problems thereof. 
Keywords: Apartheid, foreign policy, international order, 
international relations, bilateral relations, multilateralism.

ROSETTE SIFA VUNINGA - UWC   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

FROM THE SLAVERS AND COLONISERS TO MOBUTU AND KABILA: THE HISTORICAL ROOT OF BASWAHILI AND BATO YA MANGALA 
IDENTITIES IN THE DRC 
According to Mahmood Mamdani, the main political objective 
of colonisers was to “reorganise colonised populations around 
narrower identities”.  How they went about this 
“reorganisation” is very complex. Focusing on Sudan, 
Mamdani explains that it was a process of “re-identify and 
rule” which was sometimes was based on already existing 
identities, and some other times the colonisers would create 
completely new ones. In the Belgian Congo, the procedure 
was more or less similar. J. Fabian explained that “order, 
hierarchy, and evolution distance” were to determine 
language policies in colonial Congo.  With over 500 languages 
spoken in the Congo, the colonial powers faced a great 
challenge with regard to how to maintain order while slowing 
or preventing independent local development. Fabian argues 
that “multilingualism” as a “threat to order” was among the 
first problems to be dealt with in the colonial Congo in order 
to maintain colonial authority.  He also explains that the 
reasons why all Congolese native languages were not 
classified or acknowledged is because at that time, they were 
considered linguistically inferior based on somewhat “laws of 
linguistic evolution” which refer to Congolese native 
languages as “idioms” or “dialects” or “primitive speeches” 
which they considered unable to convey higher notions 
especially in relation to education.  Thus, in order to control 
the negative impact multilingualism had on colonial 
ambitions, geographical regions were circumscribed 
languages to serve as intermediaries between autochthones’ 
and Europeans’.  It is in this atmosphere that the hundreds of 
ethnic identities in the Congo were regrouped into four 

ethnic-cultural groups including Bangala, Bakasai, Bakongo 
and Baswahili,  and which the Congolese constitution still 
recognises as national languages today.   
While Lingala is often recognized to be an “authentic” 
Congolese language, Kiswahili has been portrayed as a 
“foreign language” brought to Congo through Arabs and 
arabisés involved in numerous trades mainly slaves and ivory 
from Tanganyika and Zanzibar. But the most interesting facts 
about these two languages is that they are both not ethnic 
(like Kikongo and Tshiluba/ Kikasai) because they are not 
affiliated to a specific ethnic group but rather to a certain 
region, a geographical locality and are spoken by people of 
different ethnic identities. Both languages have developed 
through trade networks between people of different origins. 
Lingala was the language of trade along the Congo River while 
Kiswahili was used in the eastern Congo, mostly from east 
Africa through Indian Ocean and then through eastern Congo 
through Lake Tanganyika.  Basically, these two languages 
developed independently from each other and little is known 
regarding how they interacted before the colonial era. 
Nevertheless, a precolonial and colonial history of these two 
languages is important in understanding the historical 
background to the period dealt with in this dissertation. 
Based on secondary literature, life histories, interviews, and 
focus group discussions, this chapter focuses on the historical 
background of Lingala and Kiswahili languages in the DRC. It 
first tracks the patterns of evolution of these two languages 
from the Arab-Swahili traders’ and Leopoldian’s eras to the 
independence. Then it moves to focus on how these two 
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regional and linguistic identities were conserved as social, 
economic and political tools during the three decades of 
Mobutu’s rule by highlighting Lingala hegemony created in 
early colonial time in the west of Congo and which Mobutu 
preserved throughout his regime. Finally, it looks at the war to 
oust Mobutu by L. Kabila and allies as a short “victory” of 
Kiswahili over Lingala. The chapter’s main argument is that the 
very same ethnic and regional divides on which colonial rule 

has been founded is still highly hunting the Congo. But above 
all, a number of events ranging from the war to oust Mobutu 
to the persisting crisis in the east of the DRC, the Baswahili 
region, are discussed in this chapter as causes of the 
exacerbations of east-west feuds among Congolese. The 
chapter thus demonstrates that identities depicted through 
Baswahili and Bato ya Mangala are invented, contested, and 
to a considerable extent, fluid. 

STEPHEN PHIRI  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL    LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 
LEARNING TO BE 'OUT OF ORDER': THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLP'S PRAXIS THROUGH ITS LIFE-HISTORY 
This research is convinced that the inhuman condition 
experienced by the majority of African people is not due to 
their lack of agency or incapability to think for themselves. 
These deplorable conditions which the masses are 
condemned are as a result of a neoliberal environment which 
is supported not only by the governments but also maintained 
by civil society organisations either consciously or 
unconsciously. These deplorable conditions are designed to 
drastically reduce emancipatory space and limit the masses’ 
capability to decide their own destiny. According to the 
research, true emancipation occurs when the structures 
(which undermine the agency of the masses) are challenged 
by the people as they demand their dignity. The study 
endeavours to find ways in which emancipatory processes are 
possible through the work of NGOs. Hence, a case study of CLP 
(which claims to use of emancipatory politics as the basis of its 
practice) can help understand ways and methodologies which 
this NGO uses to support communities emancipate 
themselves.  
This research contributes toward creating a body of 
knowledge which is drawn from the works of Fanon and 
Freire. Apart from the fact that these two theorists influenced 
CLP and that there has been growing interest in these 
theorists’ writings, it is also important to note that no one has 
considered them in relation to each other in terms of the 
notion of radical praxis. This research makes a methodological 
contribution by using life-histories to understand an 
organisation, life-stories has been prominently used to 
understand individual lives. As this thesis looks at NGO 
practice, it does that through a critical focus of the debates 

which perceive civil society as a contested terrain as expressed 
by Antonio Gramsci.  
The objective of the study is to understand how emancipatory 
politics can be incorporated in the NGO practice through the 
life-history of CLP within the South African context. It explores 
why and how the organisation shifted its practice through 
different theoretical influences. Since the documents of the 
organisation claim to have been greatly influenced by Fanon 
and Freire, the study further explores the impact of Fanon and 
Freire on CLP’s understanding of emancipatory politics, and 
hence its praxis. It also considers the implication of 
emancipatory politics within the current South African and 
African context.  
The research uses a critical paradigm, which challenges the 
infallibility of the status quo which determines the life and 
being of societies. In order to understand the life-history and 
the theoretical development of CLP’s praxis, the study uses a 
qualitative methodology through the following methods 1) 
Observations of two communities in order to understand how 
CLP works with them, 2) four in-depth interviews with 
individuals where present, and are well acquainted with the 
organisation from its inception, 3) two focus groups one with 
another group which CLP works with and the other one with 
CLP staff excluding those that were included in the individual 
interviews, 4) The study reviews the documents of the 
organisation which includes Strategic Planning reports from its 
inception to present, their regular publication called Padkos, 
and Occasional papers.  
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SONJA THERON - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

NATION-BUILDING AND PEACEBUILDING IN SOUTH SUDAN: USING THE LEADERSHIP PROCESS APPROACH AS A FRAMEWORK FOR 
ANALYSIS. 
This thesis seeks to critically engage and contribute to the 
peace-building literature by highlighting the role and 
importance of nation-building in peace and conflict processes. 
More specifically, it hopes to shed new light on the processes 
of identity construction and nation-building by using the 
leadership process approach as a framework for analysis. The 
leadership process approach is used to better understand and 
illustrate the conflict-promoting and peace-promoting 
elements of nation-building, which is then used to illustrate 
the importance of nation-building in peace-building processes 

in a concerted effort to move the peace-building discourse 
beyond state-building. A qualitative approach is used, and 
South Sudan’s peace and conflict trajectory acts as an 
instrumental case study in this inquiry. South Sudan’s long 
history of identity-related conflict and its secession acts as a 
critical case to better understand the relationship between 
identity construction, nationhood, statehood and peace and 

conflict. 

THOKOZANI CHILENGA  - WITS   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 
GOVERNANCE AND CORRUPTION IN THE LIMPOPO PROVINCE 
The Limpopo province in South Africa was subject to one of 
the country’s largest and far reaching national interventions in 
the country’s democratic era. This national intervention took 
place in five provincial departments – Provincial Treasury, 
Health, Education, Roads and Transport, and Public Works – 
from the December 2011. Interventions by their very nature 
can be intrusive, but serve as a useful mechanism of 
decentralised governance. However, despite their intrusive 
nature, four of the five departments had their interventions 
successfully terminated. The provincial Department of 
Education did not have its intervention successfully 
terminated and as a result, the department was caught 
between narratives of stability and breakdown for at least 
three years. Interviews conducted in national departments 
suggested that the intervention in the department was 
successful, and that the department had implemented better 
and sustainable financial controls, the lack of which had led to 
the intervention in the department. However, interviews 
conducted in the department revealed that the intervention 

was a failure due to the lack of procedure for the intervention, 
lack of financial controls being implemented and corruption 
by administrators sent to the department by national 
structures. This presentation seeks to interrogate the 
disparities in these narratives and how they have 
subsequently shaped the relationship between the national 
and provincial levels of government in this particular case. The 
presentation will also discuss the fact that the very hierarchy 
that the incoming democratic government sought to remove 
during the transition to a democratic public administration, 
has been reinforced through interventions into provincial 
government. And finally, the presentation will show that the 
role of the administrator during the intervention determines 
the success and failure of governance in provincial 
departments. Ultimately, the presentation will show that 
interventions as a mechanism of decentralisation have the 
potential to wreck a department and not develop the 
department or its problem-solving capability.
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ROMAO XAVIER – UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND   LOCAL POLITICS & INTER-NATIONAL POLITICS 

THE AFRICAN UNION/NEPAD GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE AND THE CIVIL SOCIETY 
In the African continent and especially at the African Union 
level, the key element of governance is the extent to which 
this is efficiently, sufficiently and appropriately 
institutionalised, and it is incorporated in the culture of all the 
members of the African Union. Additionally the issue of 
adequate, timely and meaningful involvement of civil society 
actors in that institutional framework for governance is 
critical.Official documents of the AU/NEPAD state that the 
African Governance Architecture is a policy approach aimed at 
defining the necessary norms, institutions and processes that 
facilitate policy and programme convergence on Governance 
amongst African Union Member States. The African Union 
believes that this is a means to accelerate deeper continental 
integration. The African Union/NEPAD is undertaking a 
programmatic decision making shift from a norm setting 
institution to a police and norms consolidation and 
implementation.Hence, the study is analysing the power 
dynamics being played between the African Union Institutions 
and the Civil Society within the Governance Architecture of 
the African Union. Specially, the study investigates how civil 
society engages governments and the African Union organs 
within the Invited Spaces for Civil Society Participation into the 
African Union/NEPAD how they articulate the voices of 
citizens in these spaces. Additionally the research analyses the 
way civil society organises itself to invent its own spaces for 
Civil Society Participation into the African Union/NEPAD. In 
investigating these factors, the study looks at the identities in 
the making of the Pan-African civil society, analysing the 
challenges imposed and opportunities arising in the process of 
its participation in decision making and the governance of the 
continent.To understand this dynamics a research was 

undertaken within the qualitative tradition of inquiry, using 
case study, mainly exploring historicisation and discursive 
analysis, using Critical Discourse Analysis which explores 
Foucauldian Discourse Analysis (FDA) approach. For data 
collection an extensive review of the available literature and 
African Union policy document analysis was undertaken on 
the making of Pan-African civil society within a neoliberalised 
AU-NEPAD and African Governance Architecture context; 
supplemented by Semi-Structured in-Depth Interviews and 
group’s discussions with key informants and 
respondents/participants within the NEPAD-African Union 
structures and from the Civil Society, and additionally AU side 
meetings with Civil Society were attended. For data analyse a 
discursive analysis using explanatory, illustrative and 
interpretive pragmatic approach was used, giving opportunity 
to the participants to talk about their experiences in 
participating in the making of Pan-African civil society and the 
governance of AU-NEPAD.The study found that within the 
African Governance Architecture conceptualisation there is a 
strong provision for citizen’s participation, however from 
theoretical provision to practices there are key structural 
challenges facing these provisions. There is perception that 
the invited spaces for civil society participation at the African 
Commission and other African Union Organs is continuously 
and progressively shrinking and closing up. Limited civic 
spaces and laws that limit the creation of legitimate civil 
society organisations restrict the ability of citizens to voice out 
their needs and exercise their power. There is as well a 
perception that civil society is not fully taking the opportunity 
to positively and constructively engage with the African Union 
structures. 
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DOREEN RUMBIDZAI TIVENGA - UNIVERSITY OF THE FREE STATE MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
ZIMBABWE URBAN GROOVES MUSIC AND THE INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN YOUTH IDENTITIES AND CELEBRITY CULTURE 
The Zimbabwe music scene has experienced new turns as 
noted in the significant rise of urban grooves music which 
influences youth cultural and entertainment practices. The 
genre is defined as a contemporary youthful musical genre 
that is influenced by, and blends global musical genres and 
cultural practices with the Zimbabwean musical and cultural 
practices. Predominantly Afro-diasporic musical genres such 
as Jamaican dancehall and Euro-American genres such as hip-
hop, R&B and soul are appropriated by the youthful musicians 
who add a local flavour by singing in indigenous languages, 
mainly Shona and Ndebele. The research thus investigates this 
intersection between Zimbabwe urban grooves music and 
global cultures and music and how they impact on 
Zimbabwean youth identities and everyday cultural practices. 
Through the study, I seek to establish why the music has 
become popular with the youth ahead of other Zimbabwean 
musical genres. Therefore, the significance of the study lies in 
its attempt to bring new knowledge in Literary and Cultural 
Studies on the role played by urban grooves music in the daily 
lives and practices of Zimbabwean youth and how these 
experiences and practices intersect with contemporary 
phenomena such as the local and global media, music and 
music celebrities. I thus argue that, it is through the 
production and consumption of urban grooves music that 
daily intercultural encounters of youth have transformed and 
yet there are no studies that capture such fundamental 
societal shifts and their implications. 
The study mainly makes a textual analysis of urban grooves 
musical and video texts that are anchored on the thematic 
concerns of the study to ascertain their meaning (literal and 
symbolic) and how these intersect with youth identities and 
everyday cultural experiences and practices. Textual analysis 

is complemented by interviews and participant observation. 
Major players in the urban grooves musical genre who include 
five musicians, two producers and two promoters were 
interviewed as well as the youth consumers of the genre. I also 
participated in two urban grooves musical shows where I got 
the chance to experience the musical culture and observe the 
popular trends and behaviours associated with urban grooves 
musical consumption.  
Chapter 1 of the study is an introductory chapter that gives 
the background to the research, a review of Literature, a 
description of the research methods and theories that inform 
the study. Chapter 2 of the study focuses on the various forms 
of intercultural encounters and interactions that shape the 
Zimbabwe urban grooves music. It argues that as global 
cultures converge with the local, Zimbabwe urban grooves 
music and youth cultures and identities exist at the 
intersection between the global musical cultures and 
practices, thus influencing syncretic musical and cultural 
practices. Chapter 3 analyses the interconnections between 
youth identities and celebrity culture. I argue in this chapter 
that, youth identities are influenced by celebrity culture but in 
the processes of consumption of celebrity culture, youth are 
not passive consumers as they are actively involved in 
meaning making and evaluation of the celebrity behaviours 
and presentations. Chapter 4 of the study focuses on the 
consumption and expression of everyday life in urban grooves 
music. The conclusion drawn is that there are linkages 
between consumption of urban grooves musical texts and 
practical activities of everyday life and that urban grooves is 
grounded on the everyday urban experiences and practices of 
the Zimbabwean youth. 
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EDGAR JULIUS MALATJI – UNIVERSITY OF LIMPOPO MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN CONSERVING AFRICAN LANGUAGES AMONGST YOUTH IN LIMPOPO 
This study focuses on the impact of social media, particularly, 
Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp, towards conserving African 
languages, particularly, Northern Sotho, Tshivenda and 
Xitsonga.  There are a myriad of changes concerning the 
manner in which people communicate and social media are at 
the centre of this evolution.  In the past, it has been difficult 
for African languages to be dominant in the traditional mass 
media such as radio, television, magazines and newspapers.  
These forms of media have been used to marginalise African 
languages for many years in South Africa.  The mass-media 
users never had the opportunity to change the kind of content 
they consume from various kinds of media.  However, 
technological developments have since allowed social media 
to be channels of communication of choice for many people 
across the world, including Africans.  Concomitantly, social 
media thus allow the development and proliferation of user-
generated content, which, therefore, means people have the 
latitude to create and develop their own content.  
If African people have the freedom to create their own 
content on social media platforms, then that would allow 
them to accurately represent their identity, indigenous 
languages and culture.  Historically, for a long period of time 
during the 1800s and 1950s, the African languages, culture 
and traditions have all been somehow ignored by content 
developers on mass media platforms.  Over the years, English, 
as a colonial language, has been dominant on mass media 
platforms.  As a result, African languages were thus 
overshadowed and marginalised during those years.  The past 
constant marginalisation of African languages had detrimental 
effects towards their conservation.  It is common knowledge 
that, just like any language to be preserved, African languages 
should be used constantly in order to conserve them for future 
generations and to avoid linguicide (death of a language).   
In the interest of this study, the social media are given 
attention to explore their impact in conserving African 
languages amongst youth.  Youth is the suitable group to focus 
on as they are the future and are thus expected to carry their 
African languages and pass them on to succeeding 

generations.  This exercise should be done to ensure that  
African languages should not face extinction in the future.  
Generally, youth are constant users of social media platforms, 
hence it is cardinal to investigate their language-usage 
patterns on social media platforms.  The majority of African 
youth in South Africa use either one or more of the nine (9) 
indigenous African languages that are official, namely, 
isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Northern Sotho, Sesotho, 
Setswana, siSwati, Tshivenda and Xitsonga.  Therefore, one 
would expect speakers of these indigenous African languages 
to effectively use them on social media platforms,  
particularly, Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp.  In order to 
encourage such, maybe consideration should be given to Van 
der Rheede’s (2004:3) assertion that African language heritage 
is undoubtedly a valuable resource, however, it needs state 
resources to develop it further and establish it as a core 
economic driver on various media platforms.   
The study employs a descriptive and exploratory design within 
both qualitative and quantitative research paradigms (mixed 
method).  This design is appropriate for this study because it 
permits that data be collected in the form of observations, 
focus groups and survey questionnaire.  Focus groups, 
observations and survey questionnaires were used to collect 
primary data.  Focus group is a data-collection tool for 
understanding people’s behaviour and attitudes (Wimmer & 
Dominick, 2014:136).  The researcher moderated five focus 
groups. One hundred (100) survey questionnaires were 
distributed to the participants in this study.  Focus groups are 
one of the three selected data-collection tools to probe a 
specific topic.  This tool is apt for data-collection process in this 
study because it assists to discover factors that influence 
opinions, attitudes and behaviours.  In this case, focus groups 
were used to discover factors that lead to the minimum usage 
of Northern Sotho, Tshivenda and Xitsonga on social media 
platforms, particularly, Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp.  
With the consent of the participants, focus groups sessions 
were initially audio taped and later transcribed.  All focus 
groups were verified for accuracy. 
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IDOWU JACOB ADETOMOKUN - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

EXPLORING SEMIOTIC REMEDIATION IN PERFORMANCES OF STAND-UP COMEDIANS IN POST-APARTHEID SOUTH AFRICA AND 
POST-COLONIAL NIGERIA 
Stand-up comedy is one of the prevalent communicative 
genres in our contemporary society as comedians (comics) 
stand in front of the audience to humorously demonstrate talk 
and action, thereby transmitting messages to the 
consciousness of the society.  Comedians have almost 
inexhaustible sources of materials for ridicule and 
simultaneously provoking thoughtfulness amidst the 
atmosphere of laughter. As such, this genre has moved from 
the valley to the plain; it has moved from bottom to the top; 
has established its own industry and has gone to the area that 
the world feels its vibe.  Comedians weave together some 
communicative modes besides language to ridicule every 
aspects of society. Our contemporary world is characterised 
by the popularity of stand-up comedians who have cached a 
niche of booming industry of performers and presently 
encouraging a growing proportion of devotees into the art 
(Stebbins, 1990).  The focus of the study therefore is not 
merely about how stand-up comedians create humour; but 
critically, how comedians cross socio-cultural taboos and 
boundaries with little or no social sanctions.  In view of this, 
the communicative trajectory of the reframed everyday 
topical issues and how the comedians in this study re-enact 
the talks or deeds of others were addressed. As such, the 
intricacies of the twists, exaggerations, impersonations, 
language modifications and all other embellishments inherent 
in stand-up comedy performances are identified. I explore the 
interconnectedness of multimodality, resemiotization and 
semiotic remediation in the analysis of the data to determine 
that stand-up comedy is social communicative practice. I 
applied the framework of multimodality (Kress and van 

Leeuwen, 2001, 2006) and the notions of semiotic 
remediation (Bolter and Grusin, 2000) and resemiotisation 
(Iedema 2003) to selected audiovisual recordings 
performances of Trevor Noah and Loyiso Gola from South 
Africa; and Atunyota Akporobomeriere (Ali Baba) and Bright 
Okpocha (Basket Mouth) from Nigeria.  I used multimodality 
to ‘read’ the images and the performance, that is, the 
symbolisms in various artefacts and props, gestures, actions, 
body movements, facial expressions, music and sound as text. 
I used the notion of resemiotisation to highlight how the 
comedians’ meaning-making shifts from context to context, 
from one mode of communication to another, from practice 
to practice. I used the concept of semiotic remediation to 
account for how these comedians re-use other people’s 
words, frequently re-perform others’ gestures and actions, 
repurpose objects, represent ideas in diverse media and thus 
restructure both their environments and themselves. The 
analysis reveals similarities and differences in issues 
addressed across cultures. The concepts of Multimodality, 
Resemiotization and Remediation reveal that comedians 
brilliantly mollify sensitive issues by drawing on their linguistic 
repertoires and cultural knowledge to lampoon practices, 
religion, politics, politicians, mock disability, celebrities, sports 
and ladies.  The comedians utilize sounds, movements, 
gestures, grimaces, objects, acting, dancing, the convergence 
of two or more languages and other demonstrations within 
their performances.  These semiotic resources conflate in their 
performances and thus enable them to percolate the 
cognition of the audience for humour and meaning making 
without resentment. 
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STANLEY MUTETWA - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

ZIMBABWE’S BABA JUKWA FACEBOOK PAGE: USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN A COUNTER-HEGEMONIC STRUGGLE AGAINST AN 
AUTHORITARIAN REGIME 
This paper is based on a discourse analysis of Baba Jukwa’s 
Facebook page as a counter hegemonic space for political 
transformation in Zimbabwe. It seeks to apply ideas from the 
school of thought that in authoritarian states the internet and 
social media can contribute to political change (Moyo, 2008; 
Castels et al 2009). The paper also considers how the whistle 
blower’s linguistic dexterity resonates with the Zimbabwean 
discourse thus catapulting the mole to wider appeal across the 
social and political divide. 
The research has interrogated how citizens utilise counter-
hegemonic public spheres to vent their anger against 
authoritarian states, in particular how they use the new media 
to challenge the draconian nature of regimes and to do so 

ostensibly far away from the prying eyes of the gatekeepers 
and censorship characteristic of the mainstream media. 
The estimated 300 posts between May and August 2013 to the 
Baba JukwaFacebook page – created by an anonymous whistle 
blower who released inside information from the ruling Zanu 
PF party –are subjected to a critical discourse analysis that also 
applies socio-linguistic theories of the alternative media and 
the counter-hegemonic public sphere.  
The paper uses analysis of the posts to advance an argument 
that Facebook blogging (citizen journalism) has the potential 
to become a democratising force bridging the gap between 
the electorate and the elected which had been created 
through the watchdog role of the mainstream media. 

JOSEPH, MABHACA MALINGA - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITY OF USING THE OCARINA AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR TEACHING MUSIC AT SOUTH AFRICAN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS- THE CASE OF TWO SELECTED SCHOOLS IN VHEMBE DISTRICT OF LIMPOPO PROVINCE, REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 
Topical research by African scholars has confirmed that music 
education on the continent has virtually vanished due to 
uncoordinated or even total lack of foundational teaching of 
the subject. The minimal music education in choral form has 
all but disappeared leaving the general subject teacher with 
the near impossible responsibility to teach the expressive arts 
as stipulated in the Curriculum Assessment Policy Statement 
(CAPS). This study explores the possible intervention of the 
ocarina as an instrument that can be utilised to teach and 
learn music within diverse and typical sections of particularly 
black and underprivileged sections of South African society. 

The study will be qualitative and will engage Thematic Content 
Analysis (TCA) as a descriptive presentation of data gathered 
from participant observation and interviews with research 
respondents or other identified sources that reflect 
experientially on the topic of study. Three facilitators and I will 
record events in the smallest detail from the learners, general 
class teachers, principals and parents, the Departments of 
Education and Sports, Arts and Culture. Outcomes of the study 
can then be utilised by all stake- holders towards achievement 
of a coherent and informed music education in line with global 
initiatives. Keywords: Creative arts, facilitators, learners, 
music education, ocarina. 

QUATRO MGOGO - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

AN EVALUATION OF INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OF 
STUDENTS AT UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE. 
Intercultural communication refers to communication which 
takes place amongst the individuals from distinctive cultures. 
However, problems and challenges are evident in cases where 

people are not able to accommodate one other or 
communicate effectively across cultures. This study is of the 
view that, because University of Fort Hare has distinctive 
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students in terms of their cultural backgrounds, then there 
might be possibilities that they meet challenges relating to 
communicating across their cultures, given the factors like 
ethnocentrism, stereotype, prejudice and value system. This 
research study is therefore an evaluation of intercultural 
communication challenges and their impacts on the academic 
performance of University of Fort Hare students. This study 
made use of qualitative methods and two focus group 
discussions were conducted, one for local students and one 
for international students which helped in the process of data 
gathering. The aim was to ascertain intercultural 
communication challenges among students and how these 
impact on their academic performance. Findings from the 

research conducted suggest that there is prejudice, 
stereotyping, ethnocentrism and cultural conflict among the 
students of University of Fort Hare that are negatively 
impacting on the academic performance of students. Part of 
the recommendations for this study is that the university has 
to put more effort in reducing intercultural communication 
challenges through engagement of cultural educational 
programmes within the university that will gather different 
students of distinctive cultural groups together. Among other 
recommendations will help to improve intercultural 
communication among students of different cultures and as 
well improve academic performance of students. 

MARY OKOCHA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

ENCOUNTERS OF MEANING: AFRICAN AUDIENCES AND INTERPRETATIONS OF NIGERIAN VIDEO-FILM TEXTS. 
Introduction: Stories as a form of literature have the 
advantage of presenting the audience with images especially 
when they are watched on screen. For the African audience, 
video films are not a mere medium of entertainment, for 
through the process of appropriation, telling, and retelling of 
video film stories among friends, family members and 
colleagues, the medium becomes a forum of interaction; a site 
where prevalent social, economic and cultural issues are 
debated and explored from diverse perspectives. The 
narratives of Nigerian films allow the exploration of attitudes 
and social possibilities that to some extent are still 
controversial in everyday African social life. Their success to 
attract audiences has been attributed to their ability to engage 
in everyday fantasy, imagination and experiences. The 
popularity of Nigerian films rests on this subtle balance of 
being situated between African 'tradition' and Western 
'modernity', offering a mediating space for postcolonial 
African viewers from which they may contemplate on and 
consider the nature of contemporary social change. The 
themes of the movies form the basic subject of discussion for 
African audiences. The narratives allow the exploration of 
attitudes and social possibilities that to some extent are still 
controversial in everyday African social life. Their success to 
attract audiences could be attributed to their ability to engage 
in everyday fantasy, imagination and experiences.  

Methodology: The paper is a qualitative study, which 
employed participant observation to have firsthand 
knowledge of audiences reactions and interactions as they 
watched the video films during screening at selected public 
viewing sites in Durban and Ibadan and in-depth interviews 
were conducted with selected South African and Nigerian 
audiences in the same cities.   
Findings: Applying the active audience paradigm, the study 
discovered that the audiences of video films are more active 
and powerful as they have become highly skilled in how to 
read and use media texts to suit the reality and circumstances 
of their daily lives and experiences. Furthermore, the findings 
reveal that context under which they watch these films 
contribute to the level to which they can construct meanings 
from the media texts and that the construction of meaning is 
individual-based as each audience member interacts with the 
filmic texts on different personal level. However, the degree 
to which the audiences can exercise their power over the 
media text is limited. In line with these findings the paper 
discusses the limitations faced by the African audiences in 
constructing meanings from the video films they watch and 
the bases of these limitations. While examining the context of 
viewing and meaning construction, it discusses how individual 
gratifications and framework fit together and help in an 
understanding of individual media behaviour.  
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Emerging Conclusion: through the process of social interaction 
and appropriation audiences construct meaning to help them 
cope with life’s challenges. The paper posits that the audience 
construction of meaning is framed and constricted by the 
experiences of the audience members, and the elements that 

constitute the stories and the structures of culture that 
constrain the plurality of the resources audiences have within 
their grasp at the moments of  ‘reading‘ the film texts. 

THULANI ZULU - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA MUSIC, FILM AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE GRACELAND PROJECT: A CASE OF SOUTH AFRICAN POPULAR MUSIC OF THE 1980S 
In the height of the cultural embargo of the 80’s, Paul Simon 
mounted a cross-cultural, multinational music project called 
the Graceland. Using Popular Music in South Africa, and Pop 
Culture Afrocentrism as frameworks, this study analysed the 
Graceland project in the context of the South African popular 
music of the 1980s. The empirical research approach leaning 
towards the qualitative method was used. Interviews, 
literature review and data analysis were the main modes of 
data gathering. Due to the sensitivity of the subject, ethical 
considerations were adhered to. The cultural embargo, as well 
as other political interventions aiming at pressurising South 

Africa to abandon its apartheid policies was well-meaning. But 
at the same time, the cultural embargo had a negative impact 
in that the popular culture of the country went unrecognised 
by global players. It was envisaged that, this study would help 
in understanding the motivations and intentions of the 
planners of the Graceland project, and how these were to 
benefit the South African music sector. 

Keywords: Graceland, socio-economic, South Africa, music 

industry, popular music 
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DOMINIC MULENGA MUKUKA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   NATIONAL POLITICS

THE CHURCH AND STATE RELATIONSHIP IN ZAMBIA 
The purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast how the 
Church and State relationships occurred during the 
presidencies of Kenneth Kaunda from 1964 to 1991 and 
Frederick Chiluba from 1991 to 2001. The country had just 
emerged from colonial period that was largely dominated by 
Christianity. Kaunda was a missionary educated leader and did 
not abandon Christianity but rather, attempted to influence 
how the Church would carry out its ecclesiastical duties 
through the amalgamation of five Protestant Churches to form 
one United Church of Zambia (UCZ). The Catholic Church 
resisted such a move and argued for diversification of 
Churches. Through such amalgamation of Churches, he hoped 
to turn the country into a Christian State and indicated so 
during the inauguration of UCZ in 1965. As his presidency 
progressed, Kaunda used Christian ethos as modus operandi 
to govern the State. The politicization of the Church by the 
State became entrenched as he began to appoint church 
leaders into political position to influence certain policies such 
as the introduction of one-party State in 1972. 
By 1991, Zambia reverted back to democratic politics, and 
Chiluba who was converted to a Pentecostal brand of 
Christianity while in prison serving time after he was arrested 
by Kaunda security system because he was the leader of the 
labour movement that challenged Kaunda’s rule, became the 
second president. He was voted in by the majority of 
Christians and two months later Chiluba declared the country 
a Christian State on 29th December. The Catholic Church 
responded by arguing for the separation of the Church and 
State within the reality of the declaration.  However, the 
declaration resulted in the politicization of the Church by the 
State as Chiluba began to favour Pentecostal leaders by 
incorporating them into political positions. By accepting these 
political positions, rendered these Church leader’s prophetic 
voice ineffective, as they began to benefit both materially and 
financially from the State. This was after Chiluba’s government 
devised certain policies: policy on supporting Christianity; and 
policy on tax exemption to religion, that benefited the 

Pentecostals Churches, while most of the non-Christian 
groups did not benefit from such policies. 
For this article the undergirding assumption of the “Church 
and State” or “religion and politics” will be interpreted from 
two perspectives: the first is the prohibition of any religious 
faith to have an influence on or in the government, the 
second, is to prevent the government from controlling or 
influencing the free exercise of religion or religious expression. 
The significance of the article is to critically examine why 
Kaunda and Chiluba used the church to legimatize their 
political power. The position of the article is that the church 
need to avoid being taken advantage of by politicians, because 
this will lead to wrong politicization of the Church by the State. 
Hence, the Church need to remain independent from the 
State’s influence so that its prophetic voice to speak on the 
plight of Zambians is not compromised. 
The article will use Jose Miguez Bonino’s Toward a Christian 
Political Ethics as theoretical lens to examine how the State 
politicized the Church. Bonino argues that, politics tend to 
politicize every aspect of life, including the Church with its 
form and traditions (1983: 11). In order to avoid the 
politicization of the Church by the State there is an urgent 
need for Christian ethics of politics in order that we may avoid 
a wrong politicization of Christianity (Bonino 1983: 17). It is in 
this light that Bonino calls for a new social ethics that will be 
based on “radicle imperative” and yet related to the realities 
of the present Zambian milieu (1983: 17). 
The article uses two research methodologies, the first is a 
systematic document review that will examine trends that 
manifest within specific scholarship and second, content 
analysis that will be used for analysing data gathered from 
secondary sources. The article will conclude that, Christianity 
was a factor in Kaunda’s regime, for it played a large part in 
conferring legitimacy on Zambia’s first government, and he 
clearly used it to this end. Similarly, Chiluba also wanted the 
Church and the State relations to be intertwined, because of 
the hidden agenda that was undergirded and embedded in his 
declaration. Chiluba’s modus operandi through his 
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government sought to use the State and the governing 
political party, MMD, to use the Church for the maintenance 
of political power. This corrupting approach to Church and 

State relationship runs counter to Bonhoeffer’s ethic in which 
he argues that the Church can challenge and criticise the State 
through dialogue. 

ISAAC BHEKI KHAMBULE - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL     NATIONAL POLITICS
 
THE ROLE OF SUBNATIONAL STATE INSTITUTIONS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: A CASE OF LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
AGENCIES IN KWAZULU-NATAL 
South Africa is aspiring to become a capable developmental 
state that utilises subnational state institutions to advance 
socio-economic development and create effective responses 
to the immediate developmental challenges as postulated by 
the constitution. The South African Constitution emphasises 
the need for local government to structure, manage their 
administration, budgeting and planning processes to give 
priority to the basic socio-economic needs of the society as a 
whole. Despite the promises that subnational governments 
would bring better service delivery, accountability, good 
governance and accelerate responses to socio-economic 
needs, local governments in many parts of the world have 
failed to deliver on these promises due to various inherent 
failures and incapacities to plan for development. In the South 
African context, local government has been mired by local 
economic development failures such as; incapacity of local 
government to plan and implement LED, governance issues 
that arise from lack of understanding of LED, lack of funding 
for LED initiatives, and the constant mistrust between 
government and the private sector. The increasing failure of 
LED under the local government-led development landscape 
therefore led to the establishment of Local Economic 
Development Agencies (LEDAs) as institutions that will put 
impetus on LED and accelerate local government’s response 
to the triple challenges. However, little is known about the 
efficiency of LEDAs in addressing key failures of LED.  
This research study evaluated the efficiency roles and 
functions of LEDAs in addressing the key failings of LED, and 
also assessed LEDAs without the Industrial Development 
Cooperation (IDC) support in the local government-led 
development landscape through the case study of three LEDAs 
in KwaZulu-Natal. Semi structured interviews were conducted 
with officials from the three LEDAs, the department of 
Cooperative, Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) and 

the Industrial Development Cooperation. The aim of the study 
was twofold; to evaluate the roles and functions of LEDAs, and 
to assess the effectiveness of LEDAs without the institutional 
support of IDC.  
On the evaluation of roles and functions, the findings revealed 
that the roles and functions of LEDAs do not necessarily allow 
LEDAs to address some key failings of LED because the roles 
and functions are limited, constrained, and do not necessarily 
follow on the premises that led to the establishment of LEDAs. 
On the assessment of LEDAs without IDC support, the 
effectiveness of local government in supporting LEDAs 
therefore became the primary determinant in the efficiency of 
LEDAs. The results revealed that local municipalities do not 
have the institutional capacity required by LEDAs because 
municipalities are mired in institutional inefficiencies. The 
inefficiencies are accompanied by failure to collect revenue 
that translates to absence of financial power to support LEDAs 
financially. Operationally, local municipalities were found to 
lack the capacity to support LEDAs because of the lack of 
competent LED officials and LED not being a top priority for 
municipalities. Therefore, the efficiency of LEDAs is challenged 
by the various factors such as financial sustainability, capacity 
issues and lack of coordination of roles and functions. 
The study concludes by arguing that the efficiency of LEDAs is 
somewhat undermined by the fact that LEDAs were not 
introduced as institutions that have the appropriate legitimate 
mandate to represent the interests of different stakeholders 
(businesses, government and civil society). This legitimacy lies 
within local governments who therefore allocate roles and 
functions to development agencies. Thus, LEDAs seem to be 
caught up in the very same problems that they were 
established to address. Therefore there is a need to reimagine 
the roles and functions of LEDAs. The study recommends the 
institutionalisation of social dialogue through LEDAs as the 
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collaborative economic development planning agency at the 
local government-led development landscape. 

MUAUZ GIDEY ALEMU - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA   NATIONAL POLITICS

SOME ASPECTS OF STRUCTURAL EXPLANATIONS OF ISSA-AFAR MEMETIC VIOLENCE 
The reason for the continuity of cycle of direct violence is 
located between two major rivaling explanations. One is the 
Galtungian explanation that the invisibility of structural 
violence renders the ceaseless perpetuation of war/direct 
violence. The second is the recent contention of Yvest Winter 
who tried to square the circle of violence and its repetition not 
because of the invisibility of structural violence argued by 
Galtung but because of violence’s ceaseless repetition and the 
normalcy of everyday violence that renders structural 
violence invisible and the cross-generational continuity of 

violence. This paper based on empirical examination of the 
Issa-Afar violence in the Horn argues that the prevalence of 
erasure/erasing direct war violence and foundational violence 
during the pre-1991 period is the basic [structural and direct] 
explanation for the perpetuation of Issa-Afar violence in post-
1991 period. Hence, the central contention of this paper is 
that repetition of open violence and invisibility of structural 
violence do work in tandem to get violence inherited to the 
future. Key Terms: Issa-Afar Violence, Mimetic Violence, 
Structural Violence, Cultural Violence 

NOLUTHANDO PRUDENCE PHUNGULA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   NATIONAL POLITICS
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SADC CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION CAPACITY IN THE CONTEXT OF CONFLICT RECURRENCE IN LESOTHO, 
1998-2016: TOWARDS A SADC SUB-REGIONAL CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION MODEL 
The aim of this dissertation is to assess the conflict 
transformation capacity of the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC) in the context of the recurring conflict in 
Lesotho. Conflict recurrence in the sub-region and in Lesotho 
has come to be a recent litmus test for the SADC’s Conflict 
Transformation capacity. To date, responses to conflicts in the 
SADC have been dominated by traditional, militaristic and 
state centric approaches such as peacekeeping and 
mediation. The sub regional body has paid very little attention 
to developing peace-building capacities and even less 
attention to Conflict Transformation as a tool of peace-
building. Regardless of the interventions by the SADC, the 
Mountain Kingdom still finds itself entangled in cycles of deep 
rooted protracted social conflicts. The dissertation 
demonstrates that SADC has limited capacity to transform 
conflicts as there seems to be no successful Conflict 
Transformation model that the sub-region has adopted in as 
far as coming up with a sustainable long term peaceful 
solution to the recurring conflict in Lesotho. As a result, this 
study seeks to assess the SADC’s capacity to transform the 
context, structure, content, issues, actors and rules of conflicts 
in the Mountain Kingdom as to attain sustainable peace. The 

study seeks to do this with a view to detect cracks, challenges 
and areas that may well necessitate enhancement. A 
qualitative research method has been chosen and two 
theories, namely New Institutionalism theories and 
Lederach’s model of conflict transformation were adopted. In 
trying to answer its key questions, this study uses historical 
and qualitative approaches incollecting and analysing data not 
only from both primary and secondary sources but also 
interviews with participants. Data analysis will be carried by a 
method of content analyst which is a systematic approach to 
qualitative data analysis that identifies and summarises 
content. The research concludes that if any state, sub-regional 
or regional body that intends to fan out existing conflict whilst 
preventing those that might arise would need to develop a 
strategic framework that stipulates the clear long-term 
direction that addresses the full and integrated conflict cycle. 
Ultimately the dissertation provides a snapshot of the status 
quo of conflicts Lesotho SADC region, whether and how they 
can be transformed all in an effort to deepen our 
understanding of the dynamics that impede and erode SADC’s 
capacity to transform conflict contexts as well as seek 
innovative methods to continuously enhance this capacity.
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SIZO NKALA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL   NATIONAL POLITICS 

ZERO-SUM GAME: A CLOSER LOOK AT THE INDIGENIZATION OF THE MINERAL ECONOMY IN ZIMBABWE 
This paper is a critique of the Zimbabwean government’s post-
independence efforts in charting a path towards economic 
transformation and decolonization. The colonial edifice was 
founded on and nourished for its entire life span by policies 
and actions that exacerbated racial and class inequalities in 
political and economic spheres. Such policies tore the polity’s 
social fabric apart and rendered the state’s legitimacy 
untenable. Having successfully led the indigenous people’s 
struggle for independence and self-determination the new 
post-colonial government which took power in 1980 had its 
work cut out for it. For the post-colonial polity to stand, it was 
imperative that decisive steps be taken towards the 
unequivocal decolonization of the country’s political and 
economic institutions. This work problematizes the 
Zimbabwean government’s policy of indigenization and 
economic empowerment in the mining industry. The mining 
sector has become the centerpiece of the country’s 

indigenization policy which seeks to transfer wealth to 
previously disadvantaged indigenous people. Using a 
historical-structuralist and world systems perspectives, the 
dissertation explores the challenges that militate against 
successful decolonization and suggests how these can be 
overcome. The central argument is that the indigenization of 
the economy boils down to the prevailing balance of power 
amongst the various class forces that have a stake in the 
industry. These include the ruling class, the indigenous 
business class, the international capital, the working class, 
indigenous petty bourgeoisie and the peasant communities. A 
class axis that transcends the country’s borders exists 
punctuated by alliances and counter-alliances commanding 
varying amounts of political, economic and moral power. 
Unless a decisive shift in the balance of power occurs, 
indigenization and economic empowerment will be 
condemned to a stillbirth. 
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CHRISTOPHER NDLOVU - UKZN   NATIONAL POLITICS & INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

TOWARDS A SCIE-IKS INTEGRATIVE MODEL: A CASE OF AN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE CURRICULUM IN ZIMBABWE. 
Investment in agricultural training in Zimbabwe occurs against 
a back-drop of scarce resources. Therefore, an insight into the 
suitability and quality of the curriculum in agricultural colleges 
will benefit both the students and the nation.  The curriculum 
is a key determinant of the quality of the agricultural training. 
Researchers have argued that the curriculum in the 
agricultural colleges is largely based on the scientific 
knowledge system, representing the western worldview. 
Furthermore, this curriculum neither recognizes the variations 
among the people with regard to their knowledge of 
agricultural practices nor does it consider the different 
worldviews that students bring to the classrooms.  Relevance 

in agriculture like in any science subject encourages students 
to participate in classroom processes more deeply, learning in 
their own ways and bringing together their ideas, interests 
and experiences.  This study uses a case study design to 
explore these claims and suggests an integrative model that 
can be used in crafting a curriculum relevant for the 
contextual setting of Zimbabwe.  If indigenous knowledge is 
integrated in the agricultural curriculum, more research on 
indigenous practices would be promoted, leading to 
verification, documentation and the possible integration of 
these indigenous practices, hence making them accessible to 
a larger readership. 

RUTH MURAMBADORO - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA   NATIONAL POLITICS & INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

REVISITING TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE: FACETS OF JUSTICE IN POST-COLONIAL ZIMBABWE 
Transitional justice operates in contexts where the rule of law 
has failed. Transitional justice is a key component of the global 
peacebuilding project because it is the primary avenue used 
by global actors to address injustices that occur during 
conflict. In the recent years, it has gained popularity in 
peacebuilding processes because of its ability to hold to 
account perpetrators, bring peace and social harmony. What 
remains problematic is the instrumentalization of the liberal 
peacebuilding framework to attain political goals that do not 
serve the interests and values of the affected communities. I 
interrogate this challenge using a case study of Zimbabwe 

where -since the war of liberation from colonial rule- 
peacebuilding initiatives pursued by the global, regional and 
national actors have been centred on the liberal peacebuilding 
framework. I present fieldwork results from two local 
communities, Buhera and Mudzi districts, which concur with 
the African perspective that transitional justice should emerge 
from the needs of the affected people. The paper offers the 
views of the local communities on the modalities of 
transitional justice and implications for future peacebuilding 
initiatives in Zimbabwe. 

KHUMBUZILE D ZUMA - UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG    NATIONAL POLITICS AND INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE 

WATER ALLOCATION IMBALANCES AND PERSISTENT WATER DIVISION 
An integrative approach to resources and services, is applied 
to evaluate water allocation benefits for domestic water 
users, sworn in the National Water Policy and Second National 
Water Resources Strategy. The case study emanates from: 
observation of three (3) Catchment Management Forum 
meetings, eighteen (18) interviews of Catchment 
Management Agency members and households, and two 
community focus groups meetings, in Phongolo-Umzimkhulu.  

The article reveals lack of benefits for domestic water users, 
encountered at multi-scales of water management which 
endorse dominant narratives and ecological marginalisation. 
The two concepts emerge from - the CMFs’ rigid geographic 
locations and non-representative water-dividing agendas, 
affirming prioritization of commercial farmers in water 
allocation. Second, the fluid water management scales and 
party-politics penetrate social relations and limit local use of 
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water resources to supplement water supply and allocation. 
The paper proposes an integrative political ecology which:  
unveils the complexity of decentralisation, exposing dominant 
actors’ enrolment of each other in water allocation. 
Grounding water allocation in local practices, versus 

institutionalised geographic systems of water scales, 
succinctly captures the disruptive patterns of institutions and 
dominant allies applying power to limit the understanding and 
meaning of “available, usable and accessible water” for local 
livelihoods.  
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BRIGHTMAN GANTA - UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA  POLITICS OF LAND RESOURCES 

ACCESS TO RURAL LAND RIGHTS IN THE POST-1991 ETHIOPIA: UNCONSTITUTIONAL POLICY SHIFT 
In an agrarian economy where the lion share of the population 
depends on land rights for a livelihood, like Ethiopia, access to 
land rights is not only about the economic matter but also it is 
a matter of personhood. Accordingly, to address the historical 
injustice committed in the Imperial regimes; and to ensure the 
continuity of social egalitarianism introduced in the Derg 
regime in this regard, the 1995 FDRE Constitution introduce 
‘free access to land for all needy’. Moreover, it stipulates 
investor’s access to land for payment in a secondary position.  
However, the content analysis of the later legislation enacted 
to implement these constitutional principles reveals that the 
measures taken have undermined them and opened a leeway 
for intra-state resource conflict and discrimination in 
accessing land. With the establishment of a land bank to 
collect and make ready land for investors and ‘model 
peasants’, in the prevalence of landlessness and shortage to 
the needy, the government has made a policy shift to prioritize 
access to land to the better users and developers of land than 
the needy ones.  
The policy shifts are attributed to the government’s aspiration 
to enhance the economic growth of the country to realize the 
middle-income position in 2020. One of the ways to achieve 
this policy objective is intensifying of large-scale agricultural 
investments and creating more ‘model peasants’. That way 
the priority to access land is reversed to the investors and the 
model peasants de facto. Moreover, against the constitutional 
rule the adoption of the broader understanding of the ‘public 
purpose’ to expropriate the land rights of the peasants and the 
pastoralists, and the government’s authority to ‘convert the 
common landholdings to private landholdings’ imply the 
better position given to the investors and model peasants in 
accessing land rights than the needy ones. Furthermore, the 

policy shift in the form of regionalism in the land ownership 
and incorporation of residency requirement of the regional 
state to access land by the needy have also caused intra-state 
resource/territorial conflicts and eviction of nonresidents of 
the regional state respectively. The recent intra-state tensions 
of between Oromia and Ethiopian Somaliland, and Amhara 
and Tigray regional states are to some extent attributed to the 
diversion of the understanding of the land ownership in the 
constitution to regionalism. Similarly, the eviction of Amhara 
peasants from the Oromia, Benishangul Gumuz, and Southern 
Nations, Nationalities and peoples’ regional states is among 
other things the outcome of the residency requirements to 
access the land rights. 
Therefore, in this piece of writing the writer argues that the 
policy shifts introduced in the post-1991 land laws of Ethiopia 
about access to land rights are unconstitutional. Moreover, 
the shifts have not given a place for the main rationale to 
justify the land policy of the country – Social equity and 
security paradigm. Thus, the writer claims for the restoration 
and upholding of the constitutional principle.   
This piece of writing has five sections. The first section 
provides the historical context of access to land in the two 
previous political-economic regimes the country went 
through. It followed by the discussion on the debates and 
constitutional rules about access to rural land rights enshrined 
in the 1995 FDRE Constitution. The next section explores on 
the policy shifts made in the rural land laws in relation to 
access to land. The fourth section, on the other hand, 
interrogates the implications of those shifts on the social 
cohesion and political stability taking the incidents recently 
happened or happening in the country. Finally, the paper 
winds up with concluding remarks. 
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FREEDOM MAZWI UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL    POLITICS OF LAND RESOURCES 

CAPITAL PENETRATION, LAND USE, FOOD SECURITY AND ACCUMULATION IN ZIMBABWE’S AGRARIAN SECTOR: A FOCUS ON 
TOBACCO AND SUGAR GROWERS 
The FTLRP expanded the peasantry base, brought about new 
land use patterns while also integrating the newly resettled 
farmers to global markets which had previously been largely 
dominated by white large-scale commercial farmers. 
Production of export crops (tobacco and sugar) has increased 
under the contract based financing mechanisms. Deriving 
from polarised debates on the effects of the integration of 
peasants into global markets with regards to land use 
patterns, food security and accumulation, this study offers a 
fresh perspective on the impacts of contract based production 
on land use, food security and accumulation trajectories on 
Zimbabwean farmer’s post FTLRP utilising the case of tobacco 
farmers and sugarcane outgrowers in Zvimba and Chiredzi 

districts respectively. The study argues that due to the 
prevailing land tenure arrangements, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to justify the “loss of autonomy’ “disguised 
proletariat” position (See Clapp 1989) and that there is some 
complementarity between export and food crop production 
although this comes with farmers engaging in “self-
exploitation”. It is also argued that despite “double 
exploitation” through markets and by the state (Mamdani 
1987), tobacco and sugar contracted farmers are 
accumulating although this tends to be largely constrained. 
The paper utilises survey data conducted by the author (2017) 
as well as by the Sam Moyo African Institute for Agrarian 
Studies (2014: 2016). 

PENDULWA GUMA-GCELU - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE   POLITICS OF LAND RESOURCES 

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE - EXPLAINING THE CONCEPT IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT CONTEXT 
Government is operating in a competitive environment that is 
characterised by increasing demand of services from 
communities and a generally tighter government funding 
source.  Competitive Advantage (CA) is obtained when an 
organisation develops or acquires a set of characteristics that 
allow it to outperform its competitors. 
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of government in 
delivering services to the people, it is necessary to develop a 
picture of what government is and does. The aim of the study 
is to introduce the concept of CA in the context of South 
African Government as well as to assess the impact of the 
Batho Pele Principles as a means to measure the CA of the 
selected departments in the Eastern Cape Provincial 
Government that fall under the Economic Development 
Cluster viz., Economic Development. Environmental Affairs 
and Tourism (DEDEAT); Roads and Public Works (DRPW); Rural 

Development and Agrarian Reform (DRDAR); Cooperative 
Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) and Transport 
(DOT). A review of theories of competitive advantage and 
government literature will be done.  The paper is grounded on 
the Resource-Based View (RBV) of the organisation that draws 
attention to the organisations’ internal environment as a 
driver for CA.  The preliminary research hypothesis is that: The 
implementation of the Batho Pele principles leads to 
Competitive Advantage. 
The paper is the first to have looked at competitive advantage 
in the context of South African Government.  Recognising the 
limitation of the existing research on CA in Government, the 
paper will motivate the emergence of a dialogue on the 
concept of CA and its applicability in Government.   
This paper will contribute to the discussion on CA and more 
especially in explaining the paradox.  
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MICHELLE LYNNE PRESSEND - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN   POLITICS OF LAND RESOURCES 

ENERGY DEMOCRACY: THINKING AND IMAGINING TOGETHER 
South Africa’s renewable energy programme, the Renewable 
Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement 
Programme (REIPPPP) introduced in 2011, is private funded, 
mostly by foreign investors. It is instituted ‘off-budget’, this 
means no public funds are directly allocated and used. 
Government/public funds are indirectly allocated as a 
guarantee for the 20-year private sector investment. While 
renewable energy has been added to energy mix, the South 
African government prioritises nuclear and coal in its 
electricity generation plans.  This paper interrogates REIPPPPs 
claims to contribute to climate change mitigation and socio-
economic development where these projects are based. It 
argues that marginalised communities and other knowledges 
living outside of neoliberal subjectivity may offer alternatives 
to current large-scale renewable energy programmes in terms 
of thinking of energy use in relations and ecological 
restoration. 
The Mfengu community gave permission to establish a wind 
farm, the Tsitsikamma Community Wind Farm (TCWF) on 
‘their’ reclaimed land in Witkleibos (about 34km from 
Humansdorp in the Eastern Cape).  Last year I spoke to some 
of the Mfengu community members about how they lived in 
relation to the land before they were displaced, and their 
perceptions and expectations of the wind farm.  The 
Tsitsikamma Mfengu community are organised under the 
Tsitsikamma Development Trust (TDT). The TDT overseas the 
management of four areas, namely the Witkleibos, Snyklip, 
Doriskraal and Nuweplaas. It is also a shareholder of the 
TCWF.  Most of the people that previously lived in Doriskraal 
situated close to the coastline presently reside in the location 
Ekuphumleni (popularly known as ‘Guava Juice’) and 
Nuweplaas is still under land claim. This part of my 
methodology entailed going back to the Mfengu community 

in Tsitsikamma and engaging them with some of the insights 
from the narratives in the form of workshops. The workshops 
were designed to explore the values that emerged from the 
narratives, especially from the elders in the community. Their 
relationship to the land appeared to enhance community 
quality of life, beyond material well-being and individual 
needs and collective ways of living off the land. They seem to 
live outside of the present day neoliberal subjectivity based 
individualism, competition, profit motives, extraction, 
amongst others. Moreover, the workshop process was a space 
is to learn, think and imagine together about alternative 
values to current renewable energy transitions and how 
energy democracy can be imagined and what it might look 
like. In this process, the engagement reflected on where 
things are at, how things worked in past and the present, and 
how things work in the world regarding energy use. The 
discussion took place in a manner that created the space to 
activate thinking and learning together. The workshops and 
discussion with community members that provided narratives 
and those that were interested took place in the community 
hall in the Witkleibos. The workshops with the Snyklip and 
Doriskraal community members took place at the Tsitsikamma 
Development Trust office in Guava Juice.  The approach to the 
workshops drew on theory from Stengers (2005), Braidotti 
(2006) and Pignarre and Stengers (2011) to have no “master 
theory” or a proposal with a specific programme but 
experiments with the mode of constituting subjectivity and a 
way to proceed where the political creation of the specific 
issue creates the space for collectively thinking about an 
alternative vision of energy needs and energy use in terms of 
relations. This paper explains the processes of the workshops 
and how the space enabled ecosophical perspectives to 
emerge towards ideas of energy democracy. 
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SANELE BRIAN MBAMBO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  POLITICS OF LAND RESOURCES 
HOUSING AND SOCIO-SPATIAL INTEGRATION IN THE POST-
APARTHEID URBAN COMMUNITIES 
Apartheid is often interpreted as a largely political construct, 
but architecture and planning were the motive forces to the 
implementation of apartheid policies, whereby the use of 
townships as a racial construct was reinforced by theoretical 
movements within architecture and planning (Findley & Ogbu, 
2011). Hindson (1995), argues that, amongst the fundamental 
objectives of urban apartheid was the exclusion of Indian and 
African people from the centres of economic and political 
power in the cities. The apartheid city produced a stark, 
classified and highly legible spatial hierarchy of race, class and 
access (Schensul & Heller, 2010). Living conditions in the 
poorly-developed black isolated townships further promoted 
social disintegration, when compared to well-developed white 
suburbs. The South African post-apartheid urban communities 
continue to experience persistence of spatial segregation 
indicated through, racial and class fragmentation and 
exclusion from social and economic opportunities of the 
previously disadvantaged groups. This paper seeks to critically 
evaluate the role that has been played by housing 
development as a mechanism to achieve socio-spatial 
integration in post-apartheid urban communities, as means to 
redress the spatial segregation manifested through apartheid 
spatial segregation policies and achieve urban spatial 
transformation. The paper shall address the issue of location 
through housing delivery as a way of ensuring spatial and 
social integration resulting to access to economic 
opportunities and creating socially cohesive and vibrant urban 
neighbourhoods across different races and classes. This 
initiative has been strengthened by various policy, programme 
and legislative developments and require a sound institutional 
capacity and commitment for implementation of proposed 
policy objectives. 
According to the Integrated Urban Development Framework 
(IUDF) of 2016, more than 60% of South Africans live in urban 
areas, and this figure is projected to increase to 71 .3% and 

80% by 2030 and 2050 respectively (COGTA, 2016). The IUDF 
stipulates that important mechanisms must be put in place to 
respond to this urbanisation trend in a way that helps to 
secure the benefits of urbanisation, while minimising the 
impacts of badly managed urbanisation, and this indicates the 
significance of this study. 
The research mechanisms used in this study include 
household in-depth interviews amongst different racial 
groups and classes in an urban community, interviews with 
government officials responsible for policy implementation, 
business sector and the civic movement, as they all form part 
of urban development key role players. This study is currently 
at a literature reviewing stage. The emerging ideas in the 
process include that, a new form of segregation in the urban 
communities is class differences. This is further facilitated by 
growing urban sprawl which is opposed to the envisaged 
vision of creating a more compact post-apartheid city. During 
apartheid, blacks were restricted by legislation to reside in the 
well-developed and safer urban environments, whereas in the 
post-apartheid period they are restricted through their low 
economic status.   
Furthermore, it emerges that while it is feasible to enforce 
residential integration through building racially mixed urban 
environments, inter-racial attitudes are still a fundamental 
challenge in achieving social integration. 
The result of growing class differences is an unfair share on 
urban economic, social and other resources. These have been 
the key hindering factors in achieving socio-spatial 
integration, however the invention of integrated sustainable 
human settlements has been progressively responding to the 
problems faced by post-apartheid communities and still has 
more potential to achieve urban spatial transformation.  
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AWELANI NDWAMATO -  UNIVERSITY OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL                
 

HOUSING AS AN ASSET 
The 27th April 1994 to most South Africans symbolized the 
inception of unprecedented political and social 
transformation in South Africa. This was the era which the 
apartheid oppression regime was finally dismantled and that 
there would be the advent of a new democratic government 
led by the African National Congress (ANC).The ANC inherited 
all the issues of inequality, poverty and hatred. Some of these 
issues include inequality in penetrating the economic sector, 
accessing quality education, healthcare, basic infrastructure, 
adequate sanitation and adequate access to housing.  The 
experience of inequality is common in many “Third World” 
countries but the consequences of the apartheid regime were 
significance in South Africa because those strategies 
emanated from the four decades of oppression built on 
policies of colonialism.  
South Africans celebrated over two decades of democracy and 
a significant progress has been observed from 1994 to 2015 in 
terms of penetration to the economic sector, access to 
education, healthcare, basic infrastructure, housing and other 
basic services. However, South Africa is still battling with 
issues of poverty, inequality, unemployment and hunger 
South Africa’s experience holds important lessons for other 
countries undergoing urbanization which has occurred so 
rapidly in the past 10 years and as a result, there has been an 
increasing number of populations living in the urban areas. 
South Africa faces a multitude of problems ranging from issues 
of inequality, poverty and lack of services.  
These problems negatively affect the mainstream economy 
especially the poor. Research has shown that the poor are 

affected in terms access to quality education, employment, 
healthcare, basic infrastructure, adequate sanitation and 
adequate access to housing. As a result, to date, a majority of 
South African citizen’s are still experiencing acute poverty. The 
manifestation of urban poverty and unemployment results in 
the emergence of informal sector activities. 
 There is a number of informal sector activities that urban 
residents participate in; this paper will focus particularly on 
the Home-Based enterprises (HBE’s). There is a need to 
investigate the extent to which these enterprises perform in 
terms of income generation, asset accumulation, employment 
creation, as well as poverty reduction. A noteworthy 
consideration is that little reflection seems to be given to the 
complexities that characterise home based enterprises, this is 
because there is a minimal reference to the broader 
macroeconomic and housing policies in relation to poverty 
reduction. This study will be underpinned by theories of 
primitive accumulation, Karl Polanyi’s double movement 
theory and neoliberalism. A structural equation modelling 
(SEM) is going to be executed as a data analysis tool. 
Alternately, this research will contribute towards the 
understanding of sustainable livelihoods and contribute to the 
discourse of poverty and hunger which is one of the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). This paper aims to 
contribute to filling the gap in the literature by exploring how 
home-based enterprise performs and how they sustain their 
livelihoods in the South African Townships. 

 
 
 

BERCKY M. ZIHINDULA – UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL                         
 

WOMEN’S LIVELIHOOD STRATEGIES IN THE DRC PRIOR TO THE 1996 WAR 
Masheka Bercky Zihindula (Corresponding author) and Dr 
Janet Muthuki. 
Sexual violence is a form of gender-based violence (GBV) 
which is arguably the greatest challenge that mostly women 
face across the world and in Sub-Saharan Africa. While 
numerous studies have presented the survival narratives of 

women who experienced sexual violence, it appeared that the 
notion of how livelihoods are approached in a survivor context 
had not been interrogated in any great depth. To bridge this 
gap, this study explored the means that survivors of sexual 
violence employed prior to 1996’s war in DRC.  
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The gendered livelihood environment described in this study 
broadly affects all aspects of life in South Kivu. There is a 
gendered division of agricultural work as well, regardless of 
the fact that the land is vital for subsistence.  But genderism is 
perpetuated in the Kivu society, as boys are prepared at school 
to be like their fathers and girls are taught to do agricultural 
work to be like their mothers.  
However, it is predominantly the money that women earn 
that helps families to address their needs. It is also 
predominantly their money that pays for the education of the 
children who are fortunate enough to be sent to school.  
The research was conducted in the South Kivu province in the 
eastern part of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). The 
research area (65 128 km2) were approached from three 
geographical locations according to the different socio-
economic opportunities each location could offer survivors of 
sexual violence. Qualitative data were collected by means of 
one-on-one interviews and focus group discussions. Data was 
elicited from the experiences of women that were narrated by 
the survivors of sexual violence who participated in this study. 
Social workers who assisted them were also interviewed and 
their insights add a deeper dimension to the findings of the 
study. Thus, a total of 55 survivors of sexual violence were 

interviewed as primary participants. Throughout this study, 
this research was informed by the ethical guidelines for 
research as issued by the Republic of South Africa’s 
Department of Health (2015). Primary data were recorded in 
Swahili and transcribed into meaningful English after each 
interview. The recorded data were manually transcribed and 
analysed through the lens of the feminist theory and by means 
of the gendered livelihood strategies approach.  
The study revealed that, prior to the 1996 war women had 
begun to participate economically in their households. This 
was related to the increasing unemployment of men due to 
the ongoing economic crisis which followed independence, 
commonly referred to as ‘Zairianization’.  Although many 
women were still totally dependent on men for their 
livelihood, it was during this period that some women excelled 
in entrepreneurship. They played an important role primarily 
in the informal economic sector by developing and managing 
multiple informal street markets along main roads. Women’s 
participation in agricultural endeavours served as an 
important livelihood strategy in the South Kivu area. Women 
and entire families worked together to sustain their respective 
households’ livelihood.

CAROLINE HOORN -  UNIVERSITY OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT NARRATIVES AND EXPERIENCES OF POST MATRICULANTS IN A DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITY. A STUDY 
ON THE DOUGLAS COMMUNITY IN THE NORTHERN CAPE 
Disadvantaged post matriculants’ main challenges in career 
development have been attributed to inadequate self-
awareness and a shortage of available career information as 
well as resources (Ebersöhn & Mbestse, 2003). Additionally, 
career choices are compromised through limited access to 
career education services, little exposure to the world-of-work 
and a scarcity of knowledge regarding tertiary institutions 
(Stead & Nqweni, 2006).  Watkinson and Hersi (2014) are of 
the view that to enable career development in students, 
school counsellors need to identify and understand both the 
sociocultural and contextual factors that influence career 
choice amongst the learners. Super’s theory postulates that 
an individual will choose an occupation that allows him or her 
to function in a particular role that is consistent with their self 

–concept. While this theory is justifiable, to a certain degree,
in the Douglas community, the absence of information, 
inadequate resources and lack of exposure to different types 
of career fields, all leave the learners with no options but to 
follow whatever career paths are available.  
A call is made for unique career techniques that are applicable 
to specific locations, times and spaces, such as that of Douglas, 
to address subjective and personal meanings ascribed to 
career choices and development (Maree,2010a).  Although 
critical career decisions may have already been affected by 
perceptions of barriers, research has shown that youth from 
lower socio-economic backgrounds have previously been 
empowered through narrative approaches to develop realistic 
occupational aspirations and positive self-concepts 
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(Alexander, Seabi, & Bischoff, 2010; Janeiro, 2009; Skorikov, 
2007a). Clarification is needed of the career choices and 
realities that disadvantaged adolescents, such as the post 
matriculants in Douglas face in navigating career paths. 
Therefore a narrative approach will be utilized to identify the 
career development needs and barriers inherent in these post 
matriculants’ career stories (McMahon et al., 2008; McMahon 
& Watson, 2008). 
The theoretical framework which forms the base of this study 
is Lent, Brown and Hackett’s Social Cognitive Career Theory 
(SCCT) as it emphasizes on understanding the individual within 
his or her context. In addition, the Systems Theoretical 
Framework (STF) is proposed as a meta-theoretical framework 
due to its adaptability in breadth and depth. STF is construed 
as an overarching framework within concepts of career 
development described in the plethora of career theories 
which can be usefully positioned and utilized in theory and 
practice. Through the STF, the researcher will attempt to 
highlight the role that state politics and domestic affairs have 
on the provision of developmental infrastructures and 
opportunity structures for post matriculants. 

Based on the literature and the problem that has been 
identified in the Douglas community, a platform for career 
development narratives need to be created. The Community 
Development Practitioner emphasised that there are too 
many adolescents that have completed their schooling 
however they lack ambition and support to overcome their 
challenges that prevent them from becoming a career 
oriented individual (Personal communication, 2 March 2016). 
In addition, the literature does not give the reader information 
that shows how the barrier can be overcome. Hence the 
researcher seeks to investigate what those factors, systems of 
influence and concerns are that post matriculants experience 
in the Douglas community. The approach of narration will be 
taken as it is an important skill set for the 21st century.  The 
researcher seeks to clarify what the career development 
narratives and experiences are of the post matriculants in a 
disadvantaged community such as Douglas. Furthermore, the 
research focus is in line with the call for greater investigation 
and exploration of the career development context and 
process of under-researched groups, such as adolescents from 
disadvantaged communities (Albien, 2013; Bester, 2011; 
Gibson, 2004; Watson & McMahon, 2005). 

CHENGETE CHAKAMERA  -  UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  

SPATIAL SPILLOVER EFFECTS OF AGGREGATE INFRASTRUCTURE STOCK AND QUALITY 
The investigation of spatial spillover effects from 
infrastructure has recently become one of the favourable 
topics in academic and policy circles. The significance of 
accessing spillover effects are connected two major policy 
concerns: (i) design of optimal infrastructure investments 
when infrastructure-growth effects are not fully internalised 
(i.e. in the presence of spillovers) and (ii) implementation of 
cost-sharing structures between the country originator of 
spillovers and the surrounding countries that benefit from the 
spillovers. Sadly, in the extant studies, a critical analysis of 
spillovers from aggregate infrastructure stock (quantity) and 
quality in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) has not been done. This 
study applies a distance-based weighting matrix in the 
construction of foreign aggregate infrastructure variables that 
are further introduced into domestic augmented production 

functions of 39 SSA countries. Employing the panel vector 
autoregressive (VAR) that runs in a generalized method of 
moments style, we found evidence of positive and robust 
spillover effects from foreign aggregate infrastructure quality 
while the foreign aggregate stocks of infrastructure imply 
negative spillovers. Thus, while infrastructure quality 
enhancement invigorates the rounding regions, infrastructure 
stock development may provide a competitive advantage that 
draws economic factors from the surrounding regions and 
hence exerting negative pressure on their respective 
economic activity. Domestic aggregate infrastructure quality 
(stock) shows positive (negative) growth effects. To buttress 
our findings, panel Granger causality tests show evidence of 
causality between the infrastructure (domestic and foreign) 
variables and economic growth. Additionally, the impulse 

4
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response plots show that positive shocks on aggregate quality 
(domestic and foreign) lead to increased GDP in the short-
term yet diminish in the long-term, creating an inverted U-

shaped relation. A shock in domestic infrastructure stock leads 
to negative growth impacts, which become better in the long-
term, creating a U-shaped relationship.  

CLEMENT MENSAH - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE 

BUYING LOCAL FOOD FOR NATIONAL SCHOOL FEEDING PROGRAMMES: A TALE OF TWO AFRICAN COUNTRIES 
Across the developing world, limited access to output market 
for small-scale farmers’ food produce has trapped many of 
them in chronic poverty and food insecurity. Whilst corporate 
value chains have in past few decades become popular in 
increasing small-scale farmers’ access to reliable markets, 
these strategies are inadequate to accommodate all small-
scale farmers. Even more crucial is the fact that in most African 
countries, food producers located in rural areas tend to be 
constrained by distance to main market centres – a situation 
that places them at a disadvantage in terms of access to 
reliable markets.  
The advent of new structured demand approaches such as 
adopting pro-smallholder procurement for institutionalized 
food markets like school feeding have been identified as 
potent pathways for increasing small-scale farmers’ access to 
markets. Given its high prospects for boosting local food 
production and improving farmer livelihoods, many national 
school feeding programmes in Africa are transitioning to these 
home-grown school feeding models. 

Thus, drawing on a mixed methods approach, this paper 
explores the extent to which this new localization approach to 
national school feeding programmes is incentivising markets 
for small-scale farmers. Specifically, the study draws on the 
Ghana School Feeding Programme and South Africa’s National 
School Nutrition Programme. In the case of Ghana, the Ghana 
School Feeding Programmes in Akuapem North and Sissala 
East Districts were selected as cases while the Mbhashe Local 
Municipality was explored in the case of South Africa.  
Overall, the study finds that whereas the structured demand 
approach used in the implementation of the Ghana School 
Feeding Programme in the Sissala East District of Ghana is 
increasing reliable market opportunities for local farmers, the 
home-grown element in the implementation of school feeding 
in Akuapem North Municipality of Ghana and South Africa’s 
Mbhashe Local Municipality remain irregular and 
unstructured, thus limiting the market potential these 
interventions purports to generate for small-scale farmers

DANIEL ADENIYI  - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE 

SUSTAINABLE IRRIGATION AGRICULTURE FOR FOOD SECURITY AND POVERTY REDUCTION AMONG SMALLHOLDER FARMERS IN 
NORTH WEST NIGERIA
Despite agriculture’s significant contribution to Nigeria’s GDP 
and total labour force, the potential of the sector in 
transforming the lives of the nation’s teeming masses remains 
largely unfulfilled. Issues relating to resource underutilization 
and productivity have been persisting challenges 
characterizing the sector. This paper analyses the technical 
efficiency of smallholder farmers involved in irrigation 
agriculture in Northern Nigeria using the stochastic frontier 
production function. A total of 306 farmers were surveyed 

using simple random sampling. The study showed that the 
technical efficiency levels of farmers ranged from 42.1% to 
97% with mean efficiency levels of 85.9%, an indication that 
13.1% of output is lost as a result of inefficiency and that there 
is a possibility, in the short run, to increase crop outputs by 
the same percentage through the adoption of the technology 
used by the best performing smallholders. Efficiency 
differences are significantly explained by years of experience, 
financial capital and the generation of off-farm income. 
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Increased focus on improving human capital and access to 
financial capital are policy recommendations emanating from 
the study.  

FLORENCE MASAKONA  - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA 

SELF-EFFICACY IN VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF WOMEN IN LOW SOCIO-ECONOMIC COMMUNITIES 
Self-efficacy in vocational development of women in low 
socio-economic communities is a matter of concern. Self-
efficacy in vocational development is something that affects 
people nationally and internationally. Nationally, South Africa 
has long-standing beliefs concerning gender roles and most 
are based on the premise that women in South Africa are less 
important, deserving less power than men. Around 1950, 
apartheid imposed new restrictions on African women. 
Women used to follow their husbands to cities or mining areas 
and lived in inadequate dwelling places. Many women were 
forced to do domestic work near these industrial compounds 
and dwellings. They often left their own families to commute 
long distances to look for jobs in the domestic work force, in 
white neighbourhoods. Locally, in Vhembe District within 
Limpopo Province, a number of projects focusing on women 
have been established in different municipalities. Most of the 
projects were deliberately given to women in order to 
empower them. The study’s objectives are threefold. First, this 
study determines socio-contextual factors influencing self-
efficacy of women. Second, this study attempts to find the 
level of self-efficacy of women in low socio-economic 
communities. Further, this study wants to ascertain the extent 
to which self-efficacy influences vocational development. The 
study focuses mainly in the lived experiences, daily activities 
and social context of everyday life of women. The following 
research questions were crafted in order to respond to the 
objectives: Which socio-contextual factors can influence self-
efficacy among women of low socio-economic status in 
Vhembe District?; What is the level of self-efficacy among 

women of low socio-economic status in Vhembe District and 
to what extent does self-efficacy influence vocational 
development of women? The study is based on Self-Efficacy 
Theory (SET) which originated from Social Cognitive theory by 
Albert Bandura (1986). The theory introduces the idea that the 
perception of efficacy is influenced by four factors: mastery 
experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, and 
somatic and emotional state.  This study follows the 
qualitative approach. It is however worth mentioning here 
that the qualitative approach, however, does take cognizance 
of quantitative data to help in obtaining a total understanding 
of the individual.  
The rationale for using qualitative approach is that qualitative 
research approach is always flexible and not fixed. It involves 
sustained interactions with the people being studied in their 
own language and in their own surrounding than collecting 
data from a distance and not participating in the events under 
investigation. The research population of this study comprise 
of the following: Health workers like those who are in the 
management section, community leaders, traditional leaders 
and religious leaders.The sampling method is non-probability, 
method which is convenient and purposive. Data gathering 
procedure in this study, involves observation, interviews. Data 
analysis is still to be done since data is still being collected. The 
findings, conclusions and recommendations will be reported 
later. Keywords: self-efficacy; efficacious; vocational; 
development, socio-economic 
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HENRY BIKWIBILI TANTOH -  UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND      

COMMUNITIES AT THE HEART OF RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHWEST CAMEROON. 
Access to reliable water resource can be a key driver for 
sustainable development in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Both 
physical and economic water scarcities are negatively 
affecting the economies of sub-Saharan African countries the 
countries, particularly rural communities with the latter 
considered a major challenge. This paper examines the role of 
community-based organisations (CBOs) in effective and 
efficient catchment management for sustainable 
development. Using secondary data collected from three rural 
districts (Mbengwi, Njinikom and Ndu) in Northwest 
Cameroon, it is argued that the involvement and engagement 

of community-based Organisations in catchment 
management will improve sustainable water supplies and 
enhance sustainable development. In the context like rural 
Cameroon where rural water supply is mostly through gravity-
led techniques, water catchments are the source of water 
supply. Clarifying issues of integration between the 
stakeholders (central, local governments, community groups) 
is crucial for sustainable outcomes. Until the full participation 
and engagement of resource users in decision-making 
processes achieved, and uncertainty will dominate the 
integrated catchment in Northwest Cameroon. 

JOSEPH KIGGUNDU - NMMU  

TOWARDS A COMMUNITY BASED MODEL FOR AGRICULTURAL TRANSITION IN UGANDA 
The aim of this study is to formulate a community based 
development model for agricultural transition in Uganda. This 
is done by assessing the contribution of the current 
community based development practices in aiding the 
transition process of Uganda’s Agricultural sector from 
subsistence to commercial Agriculture. The Kumi and Gomba 
districts of Uganda are used as case studies The study 
recognizes that agriculture is critical to achieving global 
poverty reduction targets and it is still the single most 
important productive sector in most low-income countries, 
often in terms of its share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
and almost always in terms of the number of people it 
employs.  The need to improve agricultural productivity in 
Uganda therefore is very clear; severe hunger and poverty 
affects nearly more than half of Uganda’s population, the 
sector is a source of food for community livelihoods and 
employs over 80% of Uganda’s population.  
Although for over 30 years, the process of commercialization 
of agriculture has been one of Uganda’s strategic attempts to 
lift rural households out of poverty by raising their income 
levels through increased productivity and increased access to 
market opportunities, a number of weakness have been 
identified in this process prominent of which is the over 
reliance on the top down mechanisms during the planning of 

these programs thereby giving little or no place for active 
community participation. This perhaps explains why the 
Agricultural sector in Uganda is still predominantly 
subsistence in nature despite all the good interventions by 
government and other stake holders. It has been realized that 
the lack of active community participation in local 
development initiatives acts as a barrier to the relevancy, 
sustainability and ownership of such interventions.  
The study employees a social science approach of qualitative 
research design to fully understand the phenomena of the 
community based development approach as it applies to the 
agricultural transition process in Uganda. Data is being 
collected from two selected rural based districts of Kumi and 
Gomba in Uganda. The study targeted community members 
and local leaders,  officers from the selected districts,  officers 
from line ministries such as Agriculture, Gender and Local 
Government  
are also being selected. Staff from NGOs and CSOs are also 
part of the participants in this study. Overall, information is 
being purposely collected from a total of 100 respondents. 
Data is being collected using in-depth interviews, focus group 
discussions, observation as well as the document review 
methods Qualitative data is being edited, coded and 
categorized according to themes derived from the objectives 
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of the study.  Ethical conduct has been maintained through 
obtaining letters of authority from respective institutions and 
obtaining informed consent of the respondents.  Information 
provided by this study is very instrumental in informing policy 
and planners who are involved in community programing and 

implementation.  From the study findings and 
recommendations, a new and effective community based 
model is being designed to become fundamental in enhancing 
the agricultural transition process as this applies to overall 
community development process in Uganda

. 

KEFILOE SELLO  - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  

LANDSCAPE THROUGH A BUREAUCRATIC EYE: LESOTHO HIGHLANDS WATER PROJECT AND LESOTHO’S IVORY. 
This paper seeks to chronicle the sociocultural and 
environmental narratives of Lesotho, tracing the deeds of 
Lesotho Highlands Water Project to the landscape, the people 
and the culture of this nation. It focuses on narrating stories 
of resettlement due to large damconstructions, loss of aquatic 
life, biodiversity and the picturesque vernacular landscape, 
eroded authorities and challenged cultures, all because of the 
need to make the landscape more global through 
commodifying it.  
This paper addresses the consequence of bureaucrats who run 
Lesotho and its rural landscape from red-carpeted 
boardrooms in urban settings. From the tick of their pens, a 
vernacular landscape was no more, in its place was sprawls of 
walls of cement, steel bars and everything symbolic of 
commodification and contemporary landscape.  
The story this paper re-counts conveys is that of ‘anti-
civilization of environment for commercial benefit’. 

 While the trickle-down effect that was spoken about due to 
water sales, is but a myth for those affected by the dam 
construction in Lesotho, many livelihoods have been 
distorted, cultural practices given up, indigenous knowledge 
snubbed and ecosystem of Lesotho overlooked.  
Based on recent literature on dam construction and 
environment, ethnographic studies of expert Scudder Taylor 
on dams undertaken in Lesotho, World Bank reports, data I 
had collected by Ntlafalang Consultants on their socio-
economic impacts study of Katse Dam on lives of people of 
Makhoakheng, this paper will highlight the mediatized success 
of LHWP, the decayed moral fibre due to corruption, Katse and 
Mohale dams as Lesotho’s white elephant and how all these 
are ethno-ecologically driven. Keywords: Landscapes, 
Bureaucracies, Commodification of the Commons. 

MA-NTOI REFILOE NTOI   - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

EXAMINING THE CONTRIBUTION OF SELECTED ECO-LODGES TOWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND POVERTY 
ALLEVIATION: A CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBLE APPROACH IN KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA. 
Sustainable development ensures that resources are 
consumed in a sustainable manner to ensure that there is a 
continuum supply of such resources in future. This sustainable 
development approached is rooted in the three pillars of 
sustainability namely; social, economic and environmental. 
Corporate Social Responsibility is an extension of sustainable 
development. Corporate Social Responsibility is understood to 
be the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable 
economic development, working with employees, their 
families, the local community and society at large to improve 

their quality of life. The concept is based on a business 
organization’s configuration of principles of social 
responsibility, processes of social responsiveness, and 
policies, programs and observable outcomes as they relate to 
the firm’s societal relationships. In South Africa private 
tourism businesses are faced with the challenge of 
establishing a business environment where their positive 
impacts on local communities and employees are maximized. 
In this paper we discuss the role of Corporate Social 
Responsibility on poverty alleviation and its significance in 
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uplifting rural livelihoods. A mixed methods approach was 
used for data collection and analysis. Purposive sampling was 
used to identify and target key informants, who held positions 
in the community, government and eco-tourism businesses. 
From a total of 750 target population spread across KwaZulu-
Natal, approximately 25% participated in the study, thus 218 
participants in total. The results show that the relationship 
between tourism and society is complex and all the pro-poor 
needs are unlikely to be met through Corporate Social 

Responsibility alone. Therefore, tourism organisations should 
adopt green practices in the procurement  
of tourism products and service.  
The paper concludes that addressing poverty alleviation 
through Corporate Social Responsibility is inconclusive since 
the role of eco-lodge business in social development remains 
a contested issue with emerging patterns of vastly different 
factors affecting eco-lodge business operations. 

MANDLA MFUNDO MASUKU - UNIVERSITY OF ZULULAND      

PROVISION OF SERVICES TOWARDS FOOD INSECURITY ALLEVIATION IN UTHUNGULU DISTRICT, SOUTH AFRICA 
The paper examines the effect of poor service delivery on 
attempts at alleviation of food insecurity at household level. 
The study investigated how services such as food security 
projects and financial assistance from government are meant 
to improve food security at household level. Factors which 
undermined food security were identified as: inadequate 
access to financial assistance and market. Focus group 
discussion were held with existing groups made of 
cooperatives consists of males and females, interviews were 
conducted with governmental officials to find out their 
opinion about services promised by government to enhance 
food security. Data were analysed using content analysis and 
themes were formed. The study revealed that rural agriculture 
in the area was deteriorating due to inadequate support 
services from governmental institutions, such as financial 
input and agricultural equipment. The study findings showed 
that local governmental institutions such LMs were perceived 
as political institutions because their heads were politically 
appointed. This indicates how instability and inconsistence of 
LMs hinders progress in alleviating food insecurity and poverty 

in general, as well as creating a poor image and giving 
investors reservations about investing in that particular area. 
The study revealed that all six LMs in uThungulu District 
Municipality have their own food security projects but most 
were not being efficiently implemented because of limited 
budgets. The findings of this study also revealed that 
corruption hinders the provision of services such as the 
allocation of equipment; certain members of the community 
received agricultural equipment while others were deprived. 
The study findings showed that rural entrepreneurs and small-
scale farmers were having difficulty in accessing and 
competing in the market due to limited resources including 
sufficient transport facilities, stigma associated rural products 
or produce and poor communication between commercial 
farmers. The South Africa government should develop tools to 
track service delivery particularly at Municipality level. 
Municipalities are more aligned to certain political 
organisation. Rural municipalities should have diversity 
economic strategies for rural people. Keywords: Food 
insecurity, rural areas, service delivery 
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NKOSIKHONA BANTU MBHELE   - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF APPROACHES AND /MODELS OF LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (LED) AND RURAL 
DEVELOPMENT THAT HAVE BEEN UTILIZEDINTERNATIONALLY AND LOCALLY 
“The validity of development and planning approaches will not 
be determined as a result of theoretical and ideological 
debate, but in the realm of practice. The rural African families 
of Africa…are more likely to judge the validity of a strategy 
from its results rather than its ideological or methodological 
soundness” (Mackenzie and Taylor, 1992:214).  
The statement above captures precisely, the rationale behind 
this paper-wherein several western orthodox approaches 
have been adopted and used in Africa and other developing 
regions and have failed to eloquently deal with the challenges 
faced, but instead have exacerbated the situation. It is against 
this background of the failure of conventional silo modernist 
approaches to yield positive LED and rural development 
results and make meaningful impacts in people’s lives at the 
grass-root level, that the study seeks to advocate for the 
search for appropriate approaches, rather than techno-centric 
approaches - through ‘evaluating the effectiveness of 
approaches and models of Local Economic Development (LED) 
and rural development that have been utilised internationally 
and locally’. How will this be achieved? This will be achieved 
through using a scoping desktop method to review literature 
on various case studies. In this regard, the ‘effectiveness’ of 
the approaches, models and methods will be judged based on 
the realisation of what they sought to achieve. Consequently, 
lessons on the best practice and effectiveness of the 
approaches will be drawn in context, to shed light on how best 
rural areas in Africa and more specifically in South Africa, can 
become more self-sufficient and serve her people in a 
sustainable manner. Apart from drawing lessons from the 
successful case studies, whose approaches would have been 
found to be effective, lessons will also be drawn from those 
found to be ineffective. The latter, is of vital importance on 

the ‘diagnosis of the miscarriages LED within rural areas’ as it 
will highlight the contributing factors to the failure of a 
number of LED initiates in rural areas. This paper is divided 
into five sections. The first section presents a brief background 
on the rationale for the adoption of Local Economic 
Development in rural areas. Emphasis is placed on the 
adoption of LED in a South African context. Section two, 
advances to provide a discussion on LED and the various LED 
approaches. The third section, presents case studies, where 
various LED approaches have been used in rural areas. Having 
presented the case studies, the chapter proceeds to provide a 
synthesis of the case studies of rural LED, whereby reasons 
(factors/variables) for success as well failure of the 
approaches will be explored. The last section of chapter, 
provides a summary of the synthesis of the case studies, 
whereby lessons will be deduced. The main thesis of this 
paper, is that the status quo of many rural areas provides a 
challenge and an opportunity. The challenge of 
underdevelopment, infrastructure, basic services and housing 
backlog should be an opportunity for the rural economies to 
be revived and be locally driven. In this regard, the locals 
should be the drivers and think tanks of their rehabilitation, 
reconstruction and redevelopment process - through turning 
their past misfortunes to opportunity. The paper also argues 
that, for LED to be more successful, it needs to go beyond 
projects and should be fully mainstreamed with ongoing 
national and local development policies and programs. LED 
should be viewed as an approach to local development, 
encouraging a focus on local economic transformation to 
respond to opportunities and threats existing in local and 
national economies.  
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NOLUKHANYO METULA  - UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE 

LOCAL WEB NEWS AS TOOLS FOR FRAMING FOOD SECURITY IN EASTERN CAPE: THE CONTENT ANALYSIS OF SELECTED EASTERN 
CAPE LOCAL WEB NEWSPAPERS 
Food (in) security is one of the crucial problems that have been 
noted worldwide, in various communities. It is critical because 
it is linked with poverty.  It has also been discovered that many 
South African rural communities in many parts of the country 
at large are regarded as most food (in) secure even though 
they are comprised of many rural areas that own large vacant 
land which can be used for agricultural purposes and therefore 
possible provide channels for food security. However, it is 
noted that amongst other reasons that cause food (in) security 
is lack of knowledge and the lack support system from those 
in charge. Local web newspapers play an important role in 
community development initiatives; especially within the 
communities in which they are produced. They play a huge 
role in lobbying people, empowering them and in ensuring 
that there is an active participation towards community 
development processes. They are also driven by democratic 
principles that are socially orientated and not profit driven. 

Like any other media outlets, web newspapers are one of the 
sources of information that are influential in our modern 
society. Above all, web newspapers should ensure that they 
frame critical issues to people, not only by acquiring factual 
information, but by focusing on public attention at an 
immense and well-documented influence. Therefore, this 
study review the content of Eastern Cape Local web 
newspapers with the aim of finding out if these local web news 
play their role in informing the public about possible channels 
of food security in Eastern Cape. Qualitative Content Analysis 
is employed as a method of data collection and therefore the 
data will be analysed by means of textual analysis. It is 
anticipated that the results of this study would be that: local 
web newspapers, with their content do promote participation 
in food security issues. Also, these web newspapers do frame 
actions that need to be taken in order to fight with food 
insecurity in Eastern Cape.

PHUMELELE KHUMALO - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

CASE STUDY AND METHODOLOGY FOR A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR LOW INCOME 
HOUSING PROJECTS IN DURBAN METROPOLITAN AREA: A PERSPECTIVE OF COST, SCOPE AND TIME. DURBAN, SOUTH AFRICA 
The main objective of this research it to compile a 
comprehensive project management framework for low 
income housing projects. This research uses two case studies 
to compare the project management practices used in low 
income housing projects. These case studies are critical for this 
research because they will demonstrate the project 
management practices used in an ePHP as opposed to IRDP. 
This research consists of four types of respondents that will 
participate in each case study. A similar procedure of sampling 
will be carried out in both Stop 8/Namibia and Cornubia 
housing projects. The total number of EPHP units in Stop 
8/Namibia is 96 units and in Cornubia phase 1 there is 
approximately 2670 units of IRDP. The standard total 
population in both case studies is 96. Therefore based on 96, 
the sample size to be interviewed will be 77 in each case study. 

Based on the research question, the nature of the data that 
needs to be collected and analysed to answer the question; 
this research adopts a mixed method design hence it will 
utilize both qualitative and quantitative data. Research design 
description is important because it will guide the work plan of 
this study. De Vaus, (2001) defines the function of a research 
design as ensuring that the evidence obtained enables the 
purpose of the research to be achieved in a convincing way. In 
order to fulfill the research question of this study, two low 
income housing approaches which are the EPHP and IRDP will 
be represented in two case studies. Both these two low 
income housing programmes are supported by the Durban 
Metropolitan municipality. Although this study acknowledges 
the all six stages of low income housing development as 
prescribed by Department of Human Settlements. However; 
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for the purpose of this research, focus will be concentrated 
from the project feasibility stage to the project post 
construction stage. This is because at feasibility stage, it is 
already known if the project is practical and at post 
construction stage, the construction of the houses and 
services are completed and some beneficiaries are already 
occupying their houses. Since this study is only focusing on 
urban projects; comparison of EPHP and IRDP will be done in 
four stages because between feasibility stage and post 

construction stages is infrastructural installation and house 
construction. In each low income housing case study, 
advantages and disadvantages will be discussed in four stages 
of housing development in terms of time, scope and cost 
management. At the end, information acquired from each 
case study will be assimilated and presented in a table format 
in order to come up with a comprehensive framework that will 
be used in all low income housing projects. 

PHILLIP THABO LETSOALO - UNIVERSITY OF THE JOHANNESBURG 

THE WELL-BEING OF CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES LIVING IN A RURAL AREA: UNDERSTANDING THE DETERMINANTS 
People with disabilities make up 15% of the world population 
and of these 80% reside in Low and Middle Income Countries 
(LAMI) countries (WHO, 2011; UN, 2009; Roggero, Tarricone, 
Nicoli & Mangiaterra, 2005).  The total number of people with 
disabilities in Africa is estimated at 80 million (WHO, 2011). 
Globally 95 million children aged between 0-14 live with a 
disability (WHO, 2011). Generally, people with disabilities in 
such contexts are often amongst the most marginalised, living 
in poverty without access to basic services, education and 
adequate health (Lang et al. 2011).  
According to estimates obtained from the 2016 General 
Household Survey (GHS), the prevalence of disability in South 
Africa is 10.7% (5.7 million) for the population aged 5 years 
and older. With regards to child disability, the population of 
children aged between 5 and 17 years of age with a disability 
is 1.7 million (StatsSA, 2016). The GHS also indicates that the 
highest number of children with disabilities is located in 
Gauteng Province (19.2%), followed by Eastern Cape (16.9%) 
and Limpopo province (16.1%).  
While there has been increasing attention paid to adults with 
disabilities in developing contexts (Trani and Loeb 2012; Mitra, 
Posarac, and Vick 2013; Graham et al. 2014; Trani et al. 2017) 
very little research has been conducted on the situation of 
children with disabilities in low resource-settings. The limited 
studies that have been conducted in South Africa on children 
with disabilities have documented some of the negative 
influences affecting this vulnerable population (Ben-David, 
2011; Christianson et al. 2002; Couper, 2002).  

Further, children are often treated as subjects of research and 
their voices are therefore often excluded. Within cultural 
contexts children’s inputs may be ignored and marginalised 
(O’Kane, 2000). There is a lack of participatory approaches 
that elucidate the voices of children. As a result, the context 
of children with disabilities in rural areas as well as aspects 
promoting their well-being have not being studied in detail. By 
eliciting the voices of this group, it is hoped that their 
capabilities, their contributions and their endeavours as 
children trying to manage and overcome their challenges will 
be highlighted and will inform policy and practice (Graham, 
2012). Literature has argued that wellbeing outcomes in 
children are anchored on factors such as poverty, health, 
education, social exclusion and rights (Axford, 2008). Using the 
capabilities theory, the aim of this study is to determine 
contextual aspects that promote the wellbeing of children 
with disabilities aged between 5 and 18 in rural South Africa.  
In order to gain a full comprehension of the well-being of 
disabled children this study will adopt an Explanatory Mixed 
methods research design with emphasis on the qualitative 
component (Creswell et al., 2007). The study is intended to 
primarily provide descriptive and contextual information 
about the factors that shape wellbeing outcomes for children 
with disabilities. Paying attention to ‘unmuting’ the voices of 
children (Hardman, 1973).  Secondly the study will also test 
factors that arise from the qualitative study using existing 
datasets in order to determine the strength of their 
relationship to wellbeing. Taking this step allows a more 
robust policy discussion to potentially emanate from the 
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study. Using Sen’s approach, education, medical care, shelter, 
and being well-nourished are the basic capabilities to be 
considered in this study (Sen, 1999). This paper will look at 

preliminary results from the General Household Survey 
focusing on Limpopo Province. 

THERESA TENDAI RUBHARA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL      

THE IMPACT OF CASH CROPPING ON SMALLHOLDER FARM HOUSEHOLDS FOOD SECURITY IN SHAMVA DISTRICT, MASHONALAND 
CENTRAL PROVINCE ZIMBABWE 
According to the census report of 2012, the population of 
Zimbabwe is around 13 million. 65% of the population live in 
the rural areas. It is estimated that almost 70% of the rural 
population is involved in farming as a livelihood (FAO 
2012).The small-scale farmers are considered the backbone of 
the country’s food security and provide about 70% of its staple 
crop (Zimbabwe National Statistics Agency 2012).Until the 
past decade most of the smallholder farmers in Zimbabwe, 
have been known for food crop production with only surplus 
for consumption. Following various developmental 
programmes, such as the 2000 land reform – An increase in 
access to land by smallholder farmers .Smallholder farmers 
now command the agricultural sector .There is a drive to 
commercialise small-scale agriculture as evidenced by an 
increase in smallholder farmers involved in the growing of 
other cash crops such as tobacco (Masvongo et al ‘ ,2013).It is 
estimated that around 30% of Zimbabweans were food 
insecure in the year 2012 (FEWSNET 2012) and over 1.5 million 
are expected to be food insecure in the 2015/2016 
consumption year (WFP 2015). Whether farmers pursue cash 
crop production or food crops, an understanding of the 
implications of cash cropping on the household food security 
level was missing. The research therefore aimed to add to 
existing literature knowledge on how the cash crop producing 
farmers meet or fail to meet their household food needs and 
the determinants thereof.  The objective of the study was to 
analyse factors determining crop production choices at 
household level and the impact of such choices on household 
food security status. 
The research was conducted in Shamva district, Mashonaland 
Central Province of Zimbabwe. The district is located 60km 
North West of the capital city Harare. Data was collected 
through a household survey in 2016. Using random sampling, 

a total of 281 farmers were selected stratified according to the 
land tenure system. The following strata were used -A1: 91, 
Old resettlement: 92 and Communal: 96. Data was analysed 
using the Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) to 
generate descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics were used 
for analysis of crop production patterns guided by the 
sustainable livelihoods framework of analysis. Econometric 
methods were used to analyse the determinants of cash 
cropping decisions specifically the tobit model. The Binary 
logistic model was used to determine the impact of cash 
cropping on food security. 
Maize and groundnuts were identified as the main food crops 
grown in the area. About 95% of the sampled households grew 
maize in the 2015/2016 season and used about 61% of the 
total cultivated area. Tobacco covered a significant portion of 
17% and was thus identified as the main cash crop based on 
the area. Statistically significant differences between male 
headed and female headed households  were observed in 
production of cash crops with less females growing the 
tobacco than male headed households. Productivity of maize 
and tobacco was significantly higher in resettlements than 
communal farmers. The tobit results on factors influencing 
commercialisation decisions showed that age of household 
head, cattle ownership, market access, access to draft power 
and access to extension significantly affected the decision to 
grow cash crops positively. On the other hand age of 
household head, household size, total off farm income, 
communal land holding and group membership negatively 
affected the choice to grow more cash crops. 
Cash cropping was found to have a positive impact on food 
security. Other factors found to be significantly  positively 
associated with food security included total farm income, 
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access to extension and  access to draft power however 
household size was negatively associated with food security. 

TSHEPO TLAPANA - DUT  

CUSTOMER SERVICE AS A STRATEGIC TOOL AMONGST INDEPENDENT RETAIL FOOD CHAINS 
This study aimed at determining and evaluating customer 
service in independently owned retail food chains within the 
province of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Furthermore, it 
included assessing the level of retail service quality, current 
customer service tools employed by independent food chains 
in KwaZulu-Natal and the extent to which customer service 
tools are being used.  The study was also about establishing 
whether there was a significant relationship between retail 
service quality and customer satisfaction. The study targeted 
both customers and managers of independent food chains in 
KwaZulu-Natal from whom a sample of four mangers were 
interviewed and 444 customers were conveniently selected to 
participate in the study.  Both qualitative and quantitative 
methods were employed in the collection of data. 
The findings revealed that majority of the customers were 
generally dissatisfied with the quality of services offered by 
independent food chains owing to a lack of complementary 
services (ATM terminals, parking and toilets), facilities for 
shoppers with special needs (physically handicapped, wheel 
chaired or translators), inability to offer customers credit, 
failure to provide a wide product assortment, short operating 
hours and general appearance of store (cleanliness, good 
product display, presentation on how to use merchandise and 
availability of shopping trolleys, signage to locate and identify 
merchandise).  The results, however, revealed that there is a 

relationship between customers’ expectations and their 
perceived satisfaction.  Equally significant, the results showed 
that customers were satisfied with accessibility and safety of 
the stores, and that they will be considering independent food 
chains in KwaZulu-Natal as their primary stores.   
The study concluded by recommending that: independent 
retail food chains study their customer profiles as it was 
evident during interviews that customer profiling or 
segmentation was not being undertaken in detail; retailers are 
urged to identify and establish customer service needs and 
requirements so as to facilitate proper product and service 
mix design; retailers are also recommended to keep regular 
communication with customers to inform them about 
promotions or any new developments taking place; retailers 
should introduce customer loyalty programmes; provide 
regular staff training on customer service through workshops 
and follow-up refresher courses; retailers should offer quality 
merchandise and incorporate latest technological 
innovations; handle and process third party payment; meet 
and exceed customer service expectations of customers; 
upgrade their facilities to accommodate customers with 
disabilities; and finally retailers should have well-defined 
returns policies, parking facilities, rest rooms and introduce 
trolleys with baby-seating facilities. 
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ZAAKIRAH IQBAL JEEVA - NORTH WEST UNIVERSITY  

INVESTIGATING THE CLASSIFICATION OF METROPOLITAN'S IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
Over the past twenty years, South Africans have witnessed 
eight of their cities gaining the title of “Metropolitan”. 
However, the composition, character and structure of these 
cities appear to be as different as chalk and cheese, with some 
of the cities having an urban character, whilst others are found 
to have a more rural character. As a result, in 2012 a study 
conducted by the South African Cities Network (SACN) 
questioned the demarcation criteria used to classify these 
cities. 

In response to this question, this research 
utilized a process evaluation technique to investigate the 
methodology used by the Municipal Demarcation Board 
(MDB) to categorize Metropolitan's according to  Section 2 of 
the Municipal Structures Act (1998).  The findings from this 
study  reiterates those of the  SACN where there is lack of 
consistency in the application of the section two criteria and 
calls for further investigations into the MDB methodology
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BONGEKA SELEPE  - WITS     TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

THE FEASIBILITY OF THE USAGE OF ALL OFFICIAL LANGUAGES FOR GOVERNMENT PURPOSES IN SOUTH AFRICA 
South Africa has good language policies in general, and that 
includes the Use of Official Languages Act No. 12 of 2012. 
However, it remains unclear whether much is being done to 
advance effective implementation of these pieces of 
legislation. Even though South Africa has eleven official 
languages, English is in essence still the only recognised official 
language. Without proper implementation of the existing 
language policies, English will remain a dominant language, 
and as a result, the objectives of the Act and other pieces of 
legislation, including the Constitution will not be realised. 
These objectives, include amongst others, promotion of parity 
of esteem and equitable treatment of official languages of the 
Republic as well as facilitation of equitable access to services 
and information of national government. Hence, this study 
seeks to establish to what extent progress has been made 
concerning the implementation of the Use of Official 
Languages Act No. 12 of 2012 (The Act). The research will be 
conducted using the qualitative methodology, where an 

enquiry will be made to evaluate the status of the 
implementation of the Act in the Department of Arts and 
Culture; the Department of Health; and the Department of 
Justice and Constitutional Development. The research 
methods used for this study are a combination of action 
research, case study and benchmarking. Hatim's (2013) eight 
steps for an action research design will be followed. Three 
multilingual countries, Singapore; Switzerland and India, will 
be benchmarked and five phases of benchmarking as 
identified by Kelessidis (2000) will be used. Ultimately, the 
study aims to offer solutions by providing empirical evidence 
of implementation plans and models of best practices and 
devising strategies that can be applied to activate or 
encourage implementation of language policies in South 
Africa, specifically, the implementation of the Use of Official 
Languages Act No. 12 of 2012. Keywords: Official Languages; 
Language Policy Implementation; Act No.12 of 2012; Use of 
Official Languages Act; Languages Act  

BUYANI GIFT NENE - UKZN  TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

THE ROLE OF THE KWAZULU-NATAL UNIVERSITIES IN PROMOTING AND DEVELOPING INDIGENOUS AFRICAN LANGUAGES 
This paper discusses the role of higher institutions in 
preserving and developing indigenous African languages. The 
language management theory will be used as a backbone 
approach to this study. The promotion and intellectualisation 
of African languages in higher education cannot be ignored, 
considering South African higher education’s multilingual 
nature and the demonstrated potential of these languages in 
education. In previous years, higher education institutions 
relied on legislative provisions and their own institutional 
language policies to promote and develop African languages. 
Almost two decades after the ushering in of the new 
democratic dispensation and new democratic policies, which 

gave these languages the official status and the authority to 
function in higher domains. However little has been done 
regarding the implementation of these policies. African 
languages are lacking behind in their development. This paper 
argues that even though African languages were given 
authority in some higher education institution’s language 
policies, the practice differs from what is written down. This 
paper therefore recommends that South African universities 
should play a vital role in promoting these languages as 
language of teaching and learning through various language 
management strategies. 
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MAPULA ROSINA KHUNWANE - UNIVERSITY OF VENDA    TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

A COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF THE INFLUENCE OF FOLKLORE ON THE WORKS OF THE FOLLOWING AFRICAN WRITERS: CHINUA 
ACHEBE, E’SKIA MPHAHLELE, NGŨGĨ WA THIONGʹO AND ANDREW NKADIMENG. AN AFROCENTRIC APPROACH 
The aim of the study is to make a comparative survey of the 
influence of folklore in the writings of four selected African 
authors; namely, Chinua Achebe, E’skia Mphahlele, Ngũgĩ wa 
Thiongʹo and Andrew Nkadimeng. Chinua Achebe is a 
renowned author from Nigeria, Ngũgĩ wa Thiongʹo is from 
Kenya and E’skia Mphahlele and Andrew Nkadimeng are from 
South Africa. The objective is to show how folklore remains 
entrenched in the writings of these African authors, who are 
telling their story in a secondary language, which is English. 
The study identified the elements of the various aspects of 
folklore and explored comparatively their influence on what 
the four authors are writing about. The research is qualitative 
in nature and hermeneutic research method in the study is 
used where the interpretation of the meaning of words and 
sentences as used by the authors are involved. The focus of 
hermeneutic research approach is to understand the text as 
used in the four books and the interpretation of its parts in 
order to explore how folklore influences what is being 
presented by the text. 

The theory of Afrocentricity is used as the study focused on 
the Africans and their lifestyles. The emerging findings reveal 
that the four selected African authors, while communicating 
their ideas and the African lifestyles, were found trapped in 
writing about the four aspects of African lifestyles that 
constitute folklore, which are Social customs, Material folklife, 
Performing arts and Oral literature or Oral tradition. While 
relating their life experiences, their focus was found to be on 
these four aspects of folklore.  
The study will be a useful resource for teachers in the FET band 
in schools where they will be interacting with folklore studies 
in this band, which is Grade 10 to 12 classes as it will assist in 
clearing the misunderstanding that is brought by the 
developers of LTSM, of confusing folklore to Oral literature, 
while Oral literature is one of the four aspects that constitute 
folklore.  The study will also contribute towards efforts re-
establishment of the  African dignity and identity. Keywords: 
Folklore, Textuality, Orality, Intertextuality, Afrocentricity. 

MICHÉ THOMPSON - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY  TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

MULTILINGUAL COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES BETWEEN STORE OWNERS AND ASSISTANTS IN CHINA TOWN. 
Since the introduction of representative government in 1994, 
South Africa has seen a significant influx of Asian and African 
migrant workers. Despite daunting challenges that these 
migrants have faced and often also overcome, their presence 
in South Africa has become part of the diverse population of 
most towns and cities. Most of these newcomers find 
employment in the informal sector, doing unskilled labour in 
areas such as construction, transport, agriculture, domestic 
work, hospitality or, as is particularly relevant to this paper, 
various forms of trade. One community that has become well-
known for success in establishing such trade occupations and 
managing them profitably, is the one of Chinese origin. This is 
illustrated in the sizable number of new informal shopping 
centres in South Africa settled specifically by groups of 

Chinese traders, known as China Towns. Overwhelmingly, the 
established pattern is that these businesses employ African 
migrants or local unemployed people as shop assistants. This 
makes China Town a multilingual and multicultural hub. The 
study reported here, investigates patterns and strategies of 
business communication in one such centre near Cape Town 
in the Western Cape. 
The variety of different first languages of the various role 
players, predominantly Mandarin Chinese among shop 
owners, and Lingala, Shona, Swahili, Edo, and isiXhosa among 
shop assistants, emphasises the communicative dependence 
of this community on a lingua franca. In conformity with the 
rest of South Africa, this community relies on English, even 
though they speak different “Englishes” with varying levels of 
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proficiency. Given the linguistic diversity of this market place, 
this paper investigates the linguistic diversity of such a market 
place, and specifically attends to the communicative practices 
between employer and employee in China Town.  
Findings so far indicate the development of language contact 
phenomena typically found in workplaces where there is an 
apparent need for a common trade language. This paper takes 
a linguistic ethnographic approach to the study of the 
interaction between employers and employees, and uses 
discourse analysis to elucidate the ways in which meaning is 

negotiated and understood in interaction between 
multilingual speakers.  
Audio recorded spoken interaction of the participants 
throughout the work day, is the primary source of data. 
Additionally the researcher’s field notes and observations are 
used to illustrate the creative forms of language use that 
emerge in a grassroots multilingual space. The study shows 
how speakers with differing linguistic backgrounds 
communicate when their linguistic repertoires and language 
biographies are vastly different. 

REGINA MOKGATHI  - UNISA     TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

NAMING IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN SECURITY COMPANIES. 
This paper aims to investigate the growing trend towards 
South African security companies and their African names.The 
article aims to examine perceived influences of naming 
practices since post- 1994, whether they are cultural, socio-
political or economic. Another aspect of the research is to 
determine the objective pertaining to these names if they are 

chosen just as a brand on its own for promoting that particular 
company or as an aim to satisfy the Black Economic 
Empowerment ( BEE). The paper will specifically focus on the 
naming of security companies from the Northern Sotho 
perspective. 

ROBYN TYLER - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN   TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

THE MEANING-MAKING PRACTICES OF BILINGUAL GRADE 9S LEARNING NATURAL SCIENCE IN A KHAYELITSHA HIGH SCHOOL. 
The understanding of language in content subject learning 
which informs this paper holds that in meaning-making 
practices, learners draw on diverse resources from their full 
semiotic repertoire (Kusters et al, 2017). Data will be 
presented from a case study which employed the tools of 
linguistic ethnography (Creese and Copland, 2015) in order to 
understand the mechanisms of learners’ meaning-making in a 

bilingual setting constrained by an anglonormative language 
policy (McKinney, 2017). Learning activities in the classroom 
lessons and after-school study group which constituted official 
translanguaging (Williams, in Garcia and Li, 2014)  ie. bilingual 
by design, will be presented as powerful opportunities for 
deep conceptual understanding of Science and identity 
development. 

ROSHNI GOKOOL - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY    TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

COGNITIVE AND LINGUISTIC COMPLEXITY IN A TASK-BASED CALL SYLLABUS DESIGN FOR THE LEARNING OF ISIZULU IN A CLINICAL 
SETTING 
This paper reports on an isiZulu task-based CALL syllabus 
design for teaching health sciences students. Second and third 
language healthcare professionals face challenges in 
communicating with African patients in a clinical setting. It is 
the social responsibility of tertiary institutions to prepare and 

equip students with the language skills to cope in these 
settings.  While UKZN learners register for an isiZulu language 
module in their first year of study, this is insufficient to address 
clinical practice needs. What occurs is an expectation that 
either English speakers or isiZulu first language students will 
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somehow transfer their native and/or theoretical knowledge 
of the language into complex, clinical tasks that require meta-
analytical skills. It is important to highlight that this integration 
of linguistic knowledge into clinical skills process requires 
pedagogy too. Thus, the development of a task-based CALL 
syllabus design based on second language (L2) methodological 
principles and cognitive and linguistic complexity for task 
selection, grading and sequencing was undertaken to explore 
whether such a syllabus would result in the improvement of 
communicative clinical competency. Robinson’s Cognition 
Hypothesis and the Stabilize, Simplify, Automatize, 
Restructure, Complexify model provides a rationale for 
promoting task-based L2 development through task 
sequencing and design decisions. The cognition hypothesis 
aims to explore how increases in the cognitive complexity of 
such tasks facilitate interaction and learning outcomes. The 
study’s central problem is how cognitive and linguistic 
complexity analysis can be referred to in a task-based 
approach for the purposes of grading and sequencing tasks in 
a CALL syllabus. The issue of focus on grammatical form is 
particularly relevant in an isiZulu L2 CALL syllabus because of 
the structure of isiZulu being typologically different from that 
of English. Hence, this study also addresses how linguistic 
forms can be incorporated within a framework for task-based 
instruction in an isiZulu specific CALL syllabus.  
In this study a needs analysis was conducted to determine the 
communication needs and the objectives of health sciences 
students. Ethical clearance was obtained from UKZN and 
Stellenbosch University Research Ethics Committees and 

consent was obtained from all participants. Final year isiZulu-
speaking MBCHB students undertaking their clinical practice 
at King Edward Hospital in Durban simulated twenty-five 
communicative tasks, which were based on common themes 
that emerged from their responses. These communicative 
tasks were recorded and will be presented in random order 
for analysis. These tasks are analysed according to their 
cognitive and linguistic complexity. The purpose of this 
analysis in syllabus design is that students will be instructed to 
understand how these structures are formed in order to 
produce sentences after the performance of the task. The 
communication tasks will be analysed using Robinson’s Triadic 
Componential Framework described in the cognition 
hypothesis and the SSARC model. Each stage refers to the 
progressive stages involved in the task-sequencing model. A 
literature study concerning language specific purposes and 
CALL methodology have been also included. The study 
addresses how CALL should be integrated into an isiZulu 
language-learning syllabus.  
Moreover, the output of this study could be a source for future 
developments and initiatives to assist in addressing clinical 
practice needs. This study contributes to knowledge in the 
field of L2 acquisition and linguistics compared to traditional 
teaching methods and provides scope for new research, which 
may not have previously explored by other researchers 
specifically in African languages.  Thus, this paper proposes a 
conceptual framework for an isiZulu task-based CALL syllabus 
in a clinically based environment. 

SABELO ZAMANI MSOMI - UKZN   TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

ISIZULU AS THE LANGUAGE OF TEACHING AND LEARNING AND TRANSFORMATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 
IsiZulu as the language of teaching and learning and 
transformation at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. 
The utilisation of African aboriginal languages as the language 
of teaching and learning is still a burning issue in African 
states. Africa is one of the continents that is rich on languages 
but these languages are not given the platform to shine and 
reveal their full potential in education. The South African 
Language Policy on Higher Education (2002) acknowledge the 
importance of African languages in education and minister of 

higher education has urged all South African higher 
institutions to take part in the promotion of African Languages 
in higher education. The University of KZN has shown a 
commitment in developing isiZulu as the language of teaching 
and learning. 
This study is more concern with isiZulu as a language of 
teaching and learning and transformation at the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal. The University of KwaZulu-Natal recognized 
the important role played by mother tongue in education 
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when it proclaimed isiZulu as the language of teaching and 
learning alongside English in the university of KwaZulu-Natal 
language policy 2006. The purpose of this study is to explore 
how isiZulu as a language of teaching and learning can help in 
bringing transformation at the University of KwaZulu-Natal.  
This study is very significant to all South African black students 
who still believe in the supremacy/hegemony of foreign 
language in South African universities. It is going to enlighten 
all South Africans regarding the importance of indigenous 
languages in higher education. Furthermore, this study will 
initially help in obtaining the attitudes from all research 
participants towards isiZulu as the language of teaching and 
learning within their institution. For Africans languages to 
succeed in higher education and on ICT they must be linked 
with employment and success. 
Another pivotal issue that this study brought to platter is the 
issue of ICT in African languages. ICT can play a significant role 
in the promotion of aboriginal languages so that they enjoy 
the parity of esteem as English and Afrikaans. With regards to 
the issue of ICT on African languages this study aims to 
discover what the University of KwaZulu-Natal has done in the 
development of isiZulu so that it can be used on the ICT. 
Recent studies reveal that the Aboriginal languages on ICT are 
underutilised. The theoretical frameworks that were 
employed in this research are Neustupny and Jernudd Theory 
(1986) called Language Management theory (LMT) and 
Language Planning as they were perceived as the best theories 
for this study. 

The qualitative approach methods were used to collect data 
from all research participants and phenomenology research 
paradigm is used to provide guidance for this research. 
Combination of both interviews and observation was used to 
collect data from the University academic staff and learners at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The interviews that were 
utilised to gather data were consist of open-ended questions. 
Open ended questions help in collecting the depth 
information from all research participants. The preliminary 
findings reveal that the University of KwaZulu-Natal has a very 
intriguing language policy on paper but English as a language 
is still enjoying its hegemony over the African languages. Some 
of the academic staff do not value the use of African languages 
as the languages of teaching and learning in higher education. 
It has been observed that job interviews at UKZN are still 
conducted in English even if the post requires isiZulu lecturer. 
That alone shows that English is still regarded as the 
language of business, law and politics. Furthermore other 
lecturers have responded positively towards the 
implementation of UKZN Language Policy (2006). In the 
lecture halls where isiZulu is used as the language of teaching 
and learning, the vibrant atmosphere is observed compare to 
the other lecture halls where isiZulu was disregarded. On the 
other lecture halls where English was used as the sole 
language of teaching and learning the students were timid and 
fearful. 

THOLANI HLONGWA  - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL    TEACHING, WRITING, USING AFRICAN LANGUAGES 

ISIZULU SECOND LANGUAGE PEDAGOGY: THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF PRODUCTIVE SKILLS IN SELECTED SCHOOLS OF 
PINETOWN AND UMLAZI DISTRICTS OF KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCE. 
IsiZulu Second Language Pedagogy: The Teaching and Learning 
of Productive Skills in Selected Schools of Pinetown and Umlazi 
Districts of KwaZulu-Natal Province.  
This papers seeks to share results from a broader study on 
isiZulu second language pedagogy. The study was conducted 
from selected schools of Pinetown and Umlazi Districts of 
KwaZulu-Natal Province, and the study mainly focuses on 
teachers and the teaching methodologies they use when 
teaching productive skills in isiZulu first additional language 

classrooms. The study was conducted from only Grades 10 to 
12. The methods used were qualitative surveys, interviews,
classroom observations and documents reviews, and this
paper will focus only on the results of the last two methods.
These methods were used on 12 teachers.
The study is guided by the work of Krashen’s (1981) second
language acquisition theory that got developed for many years
and became matured and later known as the Monitor
Hypotheses. By Monitor Hypothesis, Krashen meant that
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second language acquisition entails meaningful interaction in 
the target language where the language learners engage in 
natural communication. Krashen continues to argue that this 
acquisition process requires the support of the native 
speakers for better outcomes. His Monitor Hypotheses put 
primary importance on the comprehensible input (CI) that 
language learners are exposed to. Understanding spoken and 
written language input is seen as the only mechanism that 
results in the increase of underlying linguistic competence, 
and language output is not seen as having any effect on 
learners' ability. Furthermore, Krashen claimed that linguistic 
competence is only advanced when language is 
subconsciously acquired, and that conscious learning cannot 
be used as a source of spontaneous language production.  
Finally, learning is seen to be heavily dependent on the mood 
of the learner, with learning being impaired if the learner is 
under stress or does not want to learn the language. The paper 
therefore focuses more on the teaching methodologies 

teachers used in order to achieve the required outcomes, that 
is, learners acquire the skills to speak and write in the target 
language. The study is designed by following the 
phenomenology design, which, according to Cohen, Manion & 
Morrison (2011), is the theoretical point of view that 
advocates the study of direct experience taken at face value. 
It therefore adopted an interpretive paradigm, which is 
defined as the model that locates the observer in the world of 
the observed (Mertens 2010). The study therefore had to 
adopt the qualitative approach as explained by Cohen, et al 
(2011). 
The findings revealed that isiZulu first additional language 
pedagogy faces many challenges in terms of the teaching 
methodology, and that was observed as, among other things, 
one size fitsall. The study therefore recommends the need to 
revise the isiZulu second language pedagogy in ways that 
should accommodate different language learners’ needs and 
the preparedness of first additional isiZulu language teachers. 
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ADRIENNE VAN EEDEN-WHARTON  - STELLENBOSCH UNIVERSITY  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

SALT-WATER-BODIES: EXCERPTS FROM AN ATLAS OF LOSS 
'Salt-Water-Bodies' is a transdisciplinary Practice-as-Research 
PhD project traversing site-oriented creative praxis, 
environmental history and philosophy. This terraqueous 
inquiry focuses on a section of the shores of the Atlantic Ocean 
on the South African West Coast, as well as seven adjacent 
islands – at present protected areas with limited human 
access. Former sites of settler colonial activity and conflict, 
these shores also relate, in particular, to the systematic 
exploitation of marine mammals and birds through the 
indiscriminate ‘harvesting’ of whales, seals, penguin eggs and 
guano. While acknowledging the fraught history of the shore 
as colonial contact zone, I do not treat either ocean-space or 
coast as passive, empty stage for human history. Conversely, 
the largely-unregulated historical exploitation of marine 
animals and contemporary (mainly anthropogenic) threats to 
now-endangered species and unique coastal ecologies are 
inseparable from the intertwined narratives of empire, state 
control, racial segregation, land dispossession, coercive labour 
practices, militarisation, industrialisation, and contested 
claims to marine ‘resources’ in the region. 
Through this project, I aim to encourage more nuanced and 
empathetic approaches to conservation, biodiversity, and 
ecological (in)justice. Working mainly in photography and film 
as means of telling stories of complicity, loss, mourning, and 
haunting, I attempt to underscore the entanglement of 
seemingly disparate multi-species (hi)stories in relation to 
littoral space. I explore death assemblages and death zones – 

finding ways of not only making the dead and other absences 
more visible in the present, but also bearing witness to the 
complexities of ‘our’ coalescent and mutually constitutive 
relationships with ‘them’ – the remains of living and dying 
together on the protracted verges of extinction. Although the 
inquiry draws from a diverse range of philosophical, scientific, 
historical and fictional literature, oral histories and archival 
material, it is shaped in the main by walking the shore – a 
liminal zone characterised by movement and instability, 
alternately claimed by land and sea; an often-troubled site of 
shifting boundaries and transition, uncertainty and possibility, 
fear and transgression, conflict, myth, death and desire. 
Islands, even more so, are ambivalent places of refuge, exile 
and quarantine; shipwreck and marooning; indentured labour 
and military occupation; allegory and escapist fantasy. Using 
practices such as wayfinding, beachcombing and fossicking – 
more akin to storytelling and process-oriented inquiry than 
the rigidity often implied by research methodologies – 
supports an emphasis on attentiveness and slowness: 
curiosity and wonder (the deeply unsettling and troubling 
varieties), friction, resistance, faltering and stumbling. My 
presentation, 'Salt-Water-Bodies: Excerpts from an Atlas of 
Loss', will take the form of a performance-lecture entailing 
selections from the entries of a creative subject index 
compiled for my dissertation, as well as the screening of a 
short film.

AMBIGAY YUDKOFF - UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

"WHEN VOICES MEET": SHARON KATZ AS MUSICAL ACTIVIST DURING THE APARTHEID ERA AND BEYOND 
This study investigates the work of the performer, composer, 
educator, music therapist and activist Sharon Katz. Beginning 
in 1992, Katz made history in apartheid South Africa when she 
formed a 500 member multi-cultural and multi-lingual 
performing group and staged the production, "When Voices 
Meet", which incorporated music, songs and dance, intended 

to assist in promoting a peaceful transition to democracy in 
South Africa. 
The success of the concerts of When Voices Meet led to Katz 
securing sponsorships to hire a train, “The Peace Train”, which 
transported 130 performers from city to city with media crews 
in tow. The performers’ mission on this journey was to create 
an environment of trust, of joy, and of sharing through music, 
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across the artificially-imposed barriers of a racially segregated 
society. 
This investigation includes several areas of inquiry: The South 
African Peace Train; the efforts of the non-profit Friends of the 
Peace Train; Katz’s work with Pennsylvania prisoners and boys 
at an American Reform School; the documentary "When 
Voices Meet", and the American Peace Train Tour of July 2016, 
bringing the message of peace and harmony through song to 
racially and socio-economically divided Americans on a route 
that started in New York and culminated with a concert at 
UNESCO’s Mandela Day celebrations in Washington D. C. 
These endeavours are examined within the framework of 
musical activism.  
The sources of my data are numerous and varied. "When 
Voices Meet", for example, a documentary on Sharon Katz and 
the Peace Train is a critical document in understanding Katz’ 
musical activism. The primary informant of my study, through 
unstructured, semi-structured and in-depth interviews is the 
founder of the Peace Train, Sharon Katz. In July 2015, I 
recorded several interviews with individuals who had been 
students, teachers, performers and organizers in the South 
African Peace Train Project. Interviews, as an important 
method of data collection, have revealed striking similarities 
among narratives, and a willingness of subjects to share their 
experiences. I have also recorded Ms. Katz’ performances with 
her permission.  

The multi-faceted nature of Katz’s activism lends itself to an 
in-depth multiple case study. Qualitative case study 
methodology will be used to understand and theorise musical 
activism through detailed contextual analyses of five 
significant sets of related events. Interpretative 
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is an appropriate form of 
analysis for some of the data that has been collected. IPA tries 
to understand lived experience and how participants 
themselves make sense of their experiences. Another 
theoretical current for IPA is hermeneutics (the theory of 
interpretation) where the researcher seeks understanding, 
rather than to offer explanation or to provide an authoritative 
reading or conceptual analysis of a situation or text. 
As I am in the writing-up phase of my research, Katz’ songs are 
being analysed with a focus on song texts, its historical and 
geographic origins, and the broad musical features of the 
songs (call and response, repetition, embodied rhythm, 
polyrhythm) with its possible connections to traditional 
African music. Feedback from participants regarding any 
emotional impact of their experience will be reported. In 
documenting the grass-roots musical activism of Sharon Katz, 
I hope to contribute towards a gap in South African 
musicological history that would add to a more 
comprehensive understanding of musical activism and its role 
in social change. 

AMANDA YOLISA KENQU - RHODES UNIVERSITY  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

NONGQAWUSE, THE BELLOW OF THE BULLS, AND OTHER TRAVELLING TROPES IN ZAKES MDA'S THE HEART OF REDNESS 
This article forms part of a larger chapter entitled 
“Nongqawuse and the Spectre of Failure: of Truth, Tragedy, 
Twins, and Time in Zakes Mda’s The Heart of Redness” that 
seeks to reimagine Mda’s novel by locating it within the 
emergent postcolonial gothic framework. My current 
contextual discussion, however, attempts to move beyond 
readings of The Heart of Redness in relation to Joseph 
Conrad’s The Heart of Darkness and other novels within the 
Western literary canon (see the work of David Attwell, Gail 
Fincham, Harry Sewlall, Hilary P. Dannenberg, and Meg 
Samuelson, for example). Thus, my aim is to transcend the 
exhausted tropes of “writing back” which inevitably frame 

black artistic expressions as necessarily engaged with empire, 
responding to whiteness or trapped in the Manichean self-
other dialectic, the obvious danger of which is the implication 
that black people are objects in the Western project of 
domination. Contrastingly, I read The Heart Redness as 
dialoguing with and contributing to the broader (and ongoing) 
existential conversations that black South African artists of 
various kinds/genres have been engaging in for many years 
now. I argue that these artists have been talking to each other 
– whether consciously or not – in their adoption of certain
motifs or tropes, which they approach from different
disciplines, perspectives and historical moments. The article
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begins with the troping of Nongqawuse in South African 
literary and cultural representation, and proceeds to the trope 
of 'the bellow of the bulls' (cattle and their loss) in jazz, fine 
art, and literature, the motif of the journey in grappling with 
themes of dislocation, liminality and freedom, as well as the 
motif of the river as a site of (clandestine) romantic 

entanglements. My intention is to draw attention to these 
largely ignored artistic conversations while offering an 
alternatively nuanced appreciation of Mda’s novel, one that 
will hopefully inspire a deeper engagement with the literary-
fine art-musical intersections in black South African cultural 
production. 

BLESSED MAGADZIKE - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

THIRTY-SEVEN YEARS AFTER? TRACING THE HISTORICAL LEGACIES OF REFUGEES IN ZIMBABWE’S WAR OF LIBERATION 
This article is largely developed from a question that was 
raised by a Zimbabwean who was forced to go into a refugee 
situation in Botswana and Zambia at the height of Zimbabwe’s 
war of liberation in the year of 1978. When conducting 
research fieldwork for the refugee oral history project from 
which this article was drawn from, the respondent in question 
asked me as a researcher pursuing refugee issues why such 
memories and histories were being revisited now after having 
existed in a state of near oblivion for the thirty-seven year 
period that the country had been independent. Whilst 
acknowledging the validity of the respondent in question’s 
concern on the negation of refugee legacies in the post-
colonial nation state of Zimbabwe, this article forwards an 
argument that regardless of the lapsed time, history as a 
practice can still play a role in attempts to reinsert them in the 
national discourse where they have been barricaded and 
silenced from. In fact, without making any attempt to refute 
or discredit the claim encompassed in the question that was 
posed therein, the article is also broadly an acknowledgement 
of the respondent’s own awareness of the role that historical 
practice has in rethinking the meaning of refugee histories in 
Zimbabwe’s war memory. As an insignia to such 
acknowledgement, the article also makes a suggestion to the 

concerned respondent including the twenty other 
interviewees who also hinted at the same claim that such a 
task is one that cannot be accomplished by the efforts of a 
historian alone. In fact, as the article further demonstrates 
incisive concepts about the meaning of refuge in war 
situations and afterwards can only be constructed through the 
joint efforts of both the historian and the people who 
experienced the event itself. Thus, whereas different 
suggestions and permutations are explored in this article in 
attempts to answer the critical question of why after thirty-
seven years, it is nevertheless, the refugee’s narratives 
themselves (the refugee’s narrations) that are used in the 
subsequent task of trying to shed light on historical legacies of 
Zimbabwean refugees in the liberation war. Therefore, using 
the dominant views that emanated from these narrations, this 
article is thereby a construct of the former war refugees’ 
sentiments of incomplete journeys, engagements with a 
supposed failed legacy and being short-changed by the post-
colonial nation state. It concludes by asserting that history 
writing can therefore help to restore that lost sense of 
humanness in people whose lived experiences are glued in 
memories considered as not useful to the post war nation 
state such as refugees. 
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HLENGIWE PATRICIA NDHLOVU - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND             THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 
 

FRACTURED CITIZENSHIP AND CONTESTATIONS OF BELONGING IN POST-APARTHEID DUNCAN VILLAGE IN EASTERN CAPE 
PROVINCE 
The struggle against and subsequent demise of colonialism 
and apartheid was embedded with expectations over 
citizenship and liberty in the new dispensation. However, this 
has been constrained by the expansion of neoliberalism which 
has undermined citizens' access to basic rights through 
privatisation of basic services. This has propelled various 
forms of protests confronting the local state and some calling 
for resignation of local officials. This subject has attracted 
significant scholarship. However, most focus on unpacking 
discrepancies between policy and implementation as local 
authorities use public goods for clientelism whilst almost 
paying lip service to struggles and contestations over the 
manifestation of these discrepancies on the ground as fellow 
community members fight over the distribution of state 
resources resources. This paper examines how community 

members and local officials create and deploy certain 
identities to justify the discrepancies between service delivery 
policies and what they implement on the ground drawing from 
the experience of Duncan Village in the Eastern Cape Province. 
Informed by empirical evidence drawn from an ethnographic 
study, the paper argues that patronage politics and clientelism 
creates descrepancies between service delivery policies and 
implementation. This produces a fractured citizenship 
characterised by contestations over the scarce resources and 
the forging of and contestations over (new) identities like 
inzalelwane (born and bred) and abantu bokufika 
(newcomers) deployed to justify unequal distribution of state 
resources. Furthermore, these identities inform how state 
resources are allocated. 

 
JEAN-PAUL SOLOMON - UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN             THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 
 

PREVIOUSLY OR PERSISTENTLY DISADVANTAGED? RACIAL INEQUALITIES IN CAPE TOWN’S LABOUR MARKET, 1980-2011 
South Africa has a long history of job reservation and other 
forms of racial discrimination in the labour market that 
predate the apartheid era. Although legislation restricting 
which occupations different population groups could enter 
and limiting the quality of education available to those groups 
has since been rescinded, its removal did not guarantee equal 
access to quality education or access to certain occupations 
for everyone. After all, a prerequisite for certain occupations 
is access to education that many have been denied – 
previously by law, but more recently by circumstances. A 
growing body of literature has argued that on a national level, 
as well as in specific urban metropoles, the labour market has 
been reshaped by widespread deindustrialisation, since the 
1970s, in addition to becoming increasingly education- or 
skills-intensive. Among the conclusions reached are, firstly, 
that higher levels of educational attainment lead to greater 
labour market success (both in terms of finding employment 
and income earned), as well as that the so-called ‘previously 
disadvantaged’ population groups make up an increasing 

proportion of the fastest growing and most lucrative 
occupational categories. 
The aim of this paper is to address three distinct, yet related 
issues. Firstly, using census data from 1980 to 2011, this paper 
will focus on whether the previously-identified pattern of 
professionalization has continued in Cape Town’s labour 
market. Secondly, the focus will shift to racial composition of 
the fastest growing, as well as the most lucrative, occupational 
categories, to determine which population groups are over- or 
under-represented. Lastly, because any over- or under-
representation could be the result of differences in 
educational attainment or due to the fact that older workers 
might have been affected by the aforementioned 
discrimination when entering the job market, the data on 
unemployment, labour absorption and occupational 
distributions will be disaggregated by race, age and level of 
education, to determine whether the data reveals any 
persistent advantage or disadvantage for any population 
groups.  
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This paper forms part of a larger project aimed at getting a 
clearer picture of whether racial inequality in the labour 

market and racial residential segregation have persisted in 
Cape Town 17 years into the so-called ‘New South Africa’. 

ROBYN BLOCH - UNIVERSITY OF THE WITWATERSRAND  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

APARTHEID PERPETRATOR NARRATIVES AFTER 2010 AND THE POLITICS OF MEMORY 
My research consists of critical analyses of texts written after 
2010 by or about apartheid perpetrators. It is an investigative 
piece that uncovers what is foregrounded and hidden in these 
narratives, and why. I have finished four of my proposed five 
chapters.  
In the first chapter I asked: What do we need our perpetrators 
to be now? I analysed Anemari Jansen’s biography Eugene de 
Kock: Assassin for the State (2015) to track how De Kock has 
shifted in representation over the past 20 years from being 
Prime Evil to human and forgivable. Last year De Kock was 
ejected from a literary festival by its white attendees, who 
once again banished him from polite (white) society. Are white 
people again demanding forgiveness? How does this relate to 
the current mood in the country?  
In my second, the question became: which perpetrators can 
be studied in a complex light? In Askari: A Story of 
Collaboration and Betrayal in the Anti-Apartheid Struggle 
(2014) Jacob Dlamini asks why Glory Sedibe turned from being 
high up in Umkhonto we Sizwe to working for at Vlakplaas. 
Dlamini’s battle to confront black betrayers emerges in how 
he feels both protective of and disgusted by them, while 
announcing his difference to them. It is Dlamini and his 
struggle with the past that forms the centre of the book. But 
what Askari does not confront is: what is the result of the black 
apartheid agent?  
In the chapter I’m working on, I wonder: what does white 
betrayal look like? Hugh Lewin’s Stones against the Mirror: 
Friendship in the time of the South African Struggle (2011) is 
the story of how Adrian Leftwich, a fellow antiapartheid 
saboteur, stood state witness against Lewin, who then spent 
seven years in jail. Black racial betrayal — a black person 
working for the apartheid — is enmeshed in gradations of 

victimhood: you are always first oppressed, even if you work 
for your oppressor. White betrayal is premised from a position 
of privilege.  
My fourth chapter looked into an autobiography of the 
apartheid spy Olivia Forsyth, titled Agent 407: An Apartheid 
Spy Breaks her Silence. Forsyth absconds from any form of 
responsibility for her actions by writing three contradictory 
narratives, one on top of the other: she represented herself as 
a superspy, a passive woman victim and morally unassailable. 
I also tracked her seven selves, or seven disguises, looking 
specifically at how she perceives the world. I argue that to 
further exculpate herself, she trains her focus on the surfaces 
on things and people, but her representation of black women 
in the book reveals that she plays into the same power 
dynamics of a white madam.  
My fifth chapter considers the intertext to Forsyth book, a 
response to the tell-all. Student Comrade Prisoner Spy is 
written by one of the activists Forsyth betrayed in 
Grahamstown, Bridget Hilton-Barber. Hilton-Barber describes 
Forsyth’s betrayal via her dress sense, which was conservative, 
and through her compulsion to clean. This domestic turn 
forms the grounds upon which Forsyth performs her betrayal, 
according to Hilton-Barber. Hilton-Barber was a true activist, 
but the way she represents pain in her book reveals her own 
forms of privilege and whiteness, and thus enact another form 
of betrayal.  
To conclude I will see if I can follow any threads that might tell 
us more about how we are thinking about and writing about 
perpetrators now, who we consider perpetrators and how we 
imagine notions of social justice, responsibility, reparation and 
moral agency in contemporary South Africa. 
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MISGANAW TADESSE MELAKU - UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF WOLLO PROVINCE IN ETHIOPIA 1769-1916 
Social and Political History of Wollo Province in Ethiopia 1769-
1916. Wollo province is located in the North Eastern 
hinterland of Ethiopia, a province at the cross-roads of the way 
to the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Sudan and central and Southern 
Ethiopia. The corresponding internal provincial forces for the 
provincial configuration are Eritrea and Tigray along the Red 
Sea route, Afar and Somali along the Indian Ocean, Gondar 
and Gojam to Sudan and Shewa and Southern provinces to the 
South. Its geostrategic central position and the unique nature 
of ethnoreligious alchemy have made it a historical focal point 
of historical dynamics in Ethiopia. Namely, the history of Wollo 
is closely attached with the dynamics of Ethiopian state 
building project in which the historical quest for access to the 
sea and the rivalry of the above provinces as well as different 
external forces that be. On account of these, major historical 

battles among political, social and religious forces occurred in 
this province leaving their own mark on the province and the 
nature of the Ethiopian state. Though Wollo has been a centre 
of history, political administration, religion and religious 
education, it has been marginalized from Ethiopian historical 
narration. Thus, this study investigates why and how the 
province has been neglected from Ethiopian historiography.  
Since history is an argument without end, there is always a 
need of reconstruction. As Pieter Geyl suggested historical 
hypothesis must always remain “tentative and corrigible”. 
(1979:70) According to post-colonial writers, existing histories 
are partial due to two reasons: first, they have represented 
only one small part of an infinitely complex whole; and 
second, that part itself has been narrowly interpreted. 
(Southgate, 1996: 100)  

As a result, the main objective of the study is to write a 
detailed reconstruction of the socio-political history of Wollo 
province from1769, which marked the rise of Wollo as a 
dynasty to 1916, the fall of Wollo as a center of politics.  
The methods for studying this research will be principally 
qualitative. Extensive reading of relevant literature, and 
consulting of archival materials in different archival centers, 

will be undertaken. The researcher will also conduct 
individual, and group, interviews. Individuals who have better 
knowledge about the history of Wollo will be selected 
purposefully. Finally, the researcher will analyze and interpret 
the information collected.  
Keywords: Wollo, Province, Ethiopia, marginalization, political 
history, historical narration, dynasty, rivalry 

LUTHANDO NGAZILE NGEMA - UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL  THE PAST IN THE PRESENT 

THE EVOLUTION OF ‘RENEWAL’: THE NEW CITY IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA 
Cities like Durban/ Ethekwini are obliged to move with the 
economic and cultural changes at a global level (Pieterse, 
2008), while crucially having the task to ensure that local 
issues connected to socio-economics; political instability; 
financial inequality and race issues are dealt with as part of the 
development mandate that contemporary society faces. City 
development forms  a fundamental process in a society which 
contributes to what is valued and institutionalised (Castells, 
2009). The social and cultural life within cities therefore forms 
networks of communicative structures. Urban/City 

communication as ‘communication networks’ are patterns of 
contact that are created by the flow of communicators 
through time and space (Castells, 2009:20; Monge and 
Contractor, (2003:3). Noting that city life is constructed; this 
paper aims to interrogate the communication networks that 
are formed to increase the notion of urbanity (urban 
development) through communicated and constructed 
information found in local (Ethekwini) media platforms. This 
study interrogates the urban communication that takes place 
to communicate issues that impact socio-economic situations; 
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culture which speaks to how society understands economic 
and political discourses.  
The theories that influence this paper are informed by a 
multidisciplinary approach which aims to unpack the 
meanings that urban realities have towards the formation of 
city life. In a country that experienced structured laws which 
worked to socially and politically exclude non-white people 
from benefiting from the economic gains of the country: this 
study on cities in post-apartheid South Africa aims to highlight 
the cultural (development) gains or non-gains through the lens 
of urban communication or urban socialization.  
The city as a context outlines a range of communication 
practices that can be argued as being mediated and allows 
research to address how these practices relate to and 
contribute to producing urban space (Rodgers; Barnett and 
Cochrane, 2009). In building and developing of cities 
“considerations about patterns of communication between 
individuals and communities, the technology and the media 
uses, the publicity and promotion,and both aesthetics and 
representation have become progressively fundamental to an 

understanding of what cities are and, as a consequence, also 
to urban planning policy making” (Aiello & Tosini, 2016:1253). 
This study uses a multi-method research approach and this is 
a useful approach as this is a broad study into ‘urbanity’ of 
Ethekwini from a media and cultural studies perspective. The 
study aims to understand the scope of urban communication, 
right from the conception of Ethekwini (as Durban) being 
conceptualized as a city. Placing Ethekwini as a case study will 
ensure a rigorous and fair representation through empirical 
data collected on Ethekwini urban culture. The question that 
this research asks firstly, interrogate the historical and social 
factors that influence the communication process and 
networks; secondly aims to discover the media reflections or 
portrayal of the city as an aspiring global city; thirdly discuss 
contemporary discourse found to represent the city and lastly 
unpack the ‘circuit of culture’ as experienced in Ethekwini’s 
urban space.
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CARINA NOMFUZO ROZANI - WALTER SISULU UNIVERSITY  THINKING ABOUT HEALTH 

HEALTHY AGEING AMONG EDUCATORS IN JOE GQABI, SOUTH AFRICA: LESSONS FROM CENTENARIANS OF BLUE ZONES 
This research topic was influenced by the alarming rate at 
which educators do not attain longevity in South Africa in 
general and Eastern Cape, in particular.  It was important for 
literature to be reviewed on the following: dietary patterns 
among educators, lifestyles that include exercise and stress 
levels, and climate change effects, together with literature on 
centenarians of Blue Zones (BZ) who embody best examples 
of healthy ageing that are influenced by IK to lower levels of 
cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), dementia, diabetes, 
hypertension etc.), Blue Zones are identified areas where 
people live up to hundred (100) years and over.  They are: 
Okinawa in Japan, Ikaria in Greece, Sardinia in Italy and Loma 
Linda in California, U.S. Significance of the Study is that 
educators might attain longevity if best practices from 
centenarians of BZ are emulated. The practices include but are 
not limited to: spirituality, consuming mainly plant-based diet 
and regular moderate exercise.  Those practices might assist 
relevant Government departments and Non Governmental 
Organizations working with health issues to develop 
programmes that will help educators to attain healthier longer 
lives. This can mean that lifestyles of educators can improve, 
leading to the whole of SA to attain healthier longer life. 
Methodology:  Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
Methods, i.e. mixed methods research design and 
methodology that consists of a questionnaire, representing 
positivist (quantitative) research paradigm which focuses on 
the objectivity of the research process will be embarked on. 
In-depth interviews, which is the process which will follow 
representing constructivist (qualitative) methodology where 
information from educators about their dietary habits, 
exercise and stress levels will be sought, will also be employed. 
Data Collection Instruments will be questionnaires with 
structured questions to be distributed among educators in 
schools and retirees.  In-depth interviews will follow up 
questionnaires with interesting responses and those that need 

clarity, representing triangulation.  Observations and focus 
group discussions which encourage interactions among and 
between group members where one group member reacts to 
comments made by another will also feature.  Research sites 
will be at Joe Gqabi District Municipality, South Africa.   
Over 60% primary and high schools at eLundini and Kwa-
Manxeba villages will be targeted.   Purposeful sampling, a 
method defined as a procedure where participants are 
selected for inclusion in a study on the basis of particular 
features or identifiable variable will be used.  Therefore, the 
sample needed will be purposively drawn among educators 
over 50 years of age, males and females.  Data will be analyzed 
using Statistical Package for Social Sciences and N-Vivo for 
questionnaires and in-depth interviews respectively. 
Questionnaires will be kept safe and results will not be 
misused. Findings will be disseminated through seminars, 
conferences and publishing.  Participants will be assured and 
reassured of ethical issues to be considered in the research 
which are: voluntary participation; permission; informed 
consent; privacy; confidentiality and anonymity; intervention 
and advocacy.  Stipulations of the Department of Education 
and ethical clearance application submitted to the Institution’ 
s Ethical Clearance Committee which is in the process of 
granting permission at WSU, for the study to be conducted will 
be adhered to so that her integrity can be upheld. 
Emerging conclusions are that educators will display negative 
dietary patterns, no regular exercise and high stress levels.  It 
is envisaged that healthy lifestyles exhibited by centenarians 
of BZ drawn from their IK can be emulated to enhance 
longevity.  These preliminary findings were revealed in a pilot 
study I did this year, 2017 for an African Association for the 
Study of Indigenous knowledge Systems (AASIKS) coming 
international conference on which I have a paper in the 
pipeline for publish. 
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MONGEZI ANDREW SIKHAKHANE - UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG    THINKING ABOUT HEALTH 

“HEALTH, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE: TRANSLATION AND UNTRANSLATABILITY IN SELECTED ENGLISH-TO-ZULU HEALTH 
COMMUNICATION MESSAGES IN USE IN RURAL KWAZULU-NATAL” 
In South Africa, the recognition of the indigenous languages as 
official languages on the national level may be the declared 
goal of the policy, from observation, most linguistic 
communication in domains of national significance remains 
English and to a lesser extent Afrikaans (Mutasa, 1999:86). 
This is happening despite the Constitution of the Republic 
South Africa, (Act No. 108 of 1996) granting equal status to all 
eleven languages. 
However, English’s dominance as source or relay language has 
not only resulted in the underdevelopment of African 
languages, but also led to a fully developed translation culture. 
Translation has become a key element in the South African 
Government’s communication with its citizens. But the far 
more important matter of cultural context significantly 
complicates things. Ngugi Wa Thiong’o (1986) writes: 
“Language is a pillar of, and produces culture”. Considering 
the linguistic and cultural differences between indigenous 
languages and English, translation is not without challenges. 
Chances of lived experiences and culture being translated are 
highly unlikely. 
The study proposes to explore the relationship between 
language, culture and health by exploring questions of 
“translation” and “untranslatability” in a selected corpus of 
English-to-Zulu health communication messages in a rural 
setting. By exploring the issues of translatability and 
untranslatability, the study will ultimately investigate the 
impact these issues are likely going to have on the content and 
meaning of translated English-to-Zulu messages, especially in 
relation to situations where there no linguistic and cultural fits 
or equivalents to convey the intended messages in Zulu. 
Chapter 1 is the introduction to the study. It sets the scene for 
the study by outlining the state of language use by 

government, the reason why the study is being pursued, the 
aims and objectives of the study, the key questions that the 
study seeks to answer and location of the study. Chapter 2 is 
the literature review. It discusses in detail key concepts such 
as translatability, untranslatability, translation, language, 
culture, and health communication.  Chapter 3 presents the 
theoretical framework of the study. 
 Chapter 4 is the methodology chapter, which presents 
methods to be used in collecting primary data, the research 
design and techniques to be used research for recording data 
from the field.  
A qualitative methodology will be employed in this study 
because it will enable me to acquire an in-depth 
understanding of the “lived” processes of meaning, meaning-
making, translation and untranslatability in English-to-Zulu 
health communication messages found at selected KwaZulu-
Natal clinics. This study will also use personal interviews and 
focus groups discussion techniques to collect data. The reason 
for using both methods is that focus groups data cannot be 
generalised and should not be generalised to the broader 
population. 
Interviews on the other hand will close this gap.  Chapter 5 is 
the data presentation chapter which is primary data collected 
through focus groups discussions, personal interviews, and 
content analysis of selected translated health communication 
messages. Chapter 6 is the analysis, interpretation and 
findings chapter which presents the researcher’s position in 
relation to the investigation. It also presents the researcher’s 
suggestions and recommendations towards remedying the 
situation. The final chapter is chapter 7, which is the 
conclusion to the study. 
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